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LEC·TURE I. 

. 1., b the investigation ot. every subject, the great en-
quiry should be, WB!.-i' IS . TaUTB? The mind ean not 
err without bringing.itaelf into a.state of antllgonism with 

·truth, and i't will be more or less injuriously effected ae-
eording to the nature of that error. 

!. There can be no error which doe!ln&t confltct with the 
harmony of universal trutla. ;And· the greater the error, 
the greater wiH be the eonBi.ct and antagonism, and who· 
ever cherishes erroneous notions or opinions, will ever sus· 
tain a discordant relation to his own eternal well being, and 
the well being ()f those connected with 

3. Therefore, it is of the utmost importance that every 
individual should understand and know the truth of every 
subject with which he is nee8ssarily and which 
ean have an inftuenee iri the development of liis spiritual 
beins. And the expressiQD. so often made use of by big· 
oted mittds, that if they are deluaed ih their faith, it is a 
glorious delusion and they desire hot to be undeeei'Ved, be· 
trays an ignorance on their part of their own immortal na· 
tures, and a very low appreciauon of the nature and value 
of trath. God cannot be honortld by our believing a lie, 
neither can we be spiritually benefitted by it. 

IJII'LUJINOZ 011' liDU0.4'l'IOX OJI' ULID'. 
4. The spiritual constitution of man is such, and the re· 

lation he suata.ina through that CODStitution to his. OWD eter-
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nal destiny, to his fellow-men and to God, that demands 
truth for its proper nourishment. And herein have the 
world suffered much, in consequence of their ignorance of 
the value of truth. Mankind are not so. eager to ascertain 
their errors, as they are to conceal and explain away th_ose 
truths which threaten to expose them. And they often 
do violence to their secret convictions. of the truth, for the 
purpose of. maintaining an absurd or foolish opinion, which 
their pride or selfishness prompts them to cherish. 

6. The inlluence which education, prejudice and selfish· 
ness have on tile convictions of the mind is very great.. 
There can be no pretended principle or however ab· 
surd and foolish, which these combined inlluences will noi 
make palatable and unobjectionable ; and although it 
clearly appears t.hat an unfathomable mystery, or an inex· 
plieable absurdity be involved in such supposed facts or 
principles, yet so tenacious will the mind be of maintllin· 
ing its position, that it will sacrifice its own experience, 
condemn its own reasoning powers, and stultify every fac· 
ulty of the soul to maintain tliat of which it has not one 
particle of reliable evidence. While on the other hand, 
no amount of evidence seems sufficient to awaken con· 
viction when the thing to be believed conllicts with eher· 
ished opinions. 

· 6. This principlEt is strikingly illustrated in the manner 
in which Christ was received and treated by the Scribes 
and Pharisees of the Jewish Church. The views pre--
sented by him were so entirely different from those enter· 
tained by the religious Jews, that it was nearly impossi· 
ble from them to see any evidence of his being any thing 
but a blasphemous impostor, a wretch unfit. to live. The 
same principle ia likewise manifested in their descendants. 
What progreu have christiana b&en able to make 
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the last eighteen hundred years, toward converting the 
Jews·to christianity? That evidence which is conclusive 
tO the Chfistian, makes no impression upon the Jew. 

7. How long would it take the Christian world to be con-
vet:ted to the faith of Mahomet? What amount of evidence 
would it require to con,·ince them of the genuineness of Ma-
homet's miracles? of the truthfulness of Mahomet's story 
of visiting the seven heavens, &c.? I hesitate not to say, 
that no amount of testimony would produce conviction in 
'heir minds, of the truthfulness of his pretensions; and 
yet the Mohammedan world can find no difficulty in their 
faith . For Allah is omniscient as well as omnipotent, and 
all things are possible unto him. That reflection answers 
all their difficulties. They have been educated to believe 
in those things. They have imbibed their faith with their 
mother's milk, and it. has become incorporated into their 

. very constitutions. · 
MYSTERY NO OBJECTION. 

8. The faith into which we have been educated does not. 
require a particle of reliable testimony to support it, even 
though mysterious or apparently absurd. Inexplicable 
mystery or apparent absurdity, is no objection to any reli-
gious faith. The followers or believers of any particular 
faith, always find a ready answer to every objection of that. 
eharacter, in the consideration that they are weak and finite 
in their power and knowledge, and that God is omnipotent. 
and omniscient in His. 

9. Many things stated as facts in our religious books as 
we understand them, would be }Qoked upon as ridiculous 
and absurd by those not educated to believe them , as for 
example : The fact that God created the heavens and the 
earth in six days and rested on.the seventh, and therefore, 
instituted the Sabbath in commemoration of that event: 
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that he made made man of the dust of the earth ·and 
breathed into him the breath of life, and then put him to 
sleep and took from his side a rib, from which he made a 
woman : that he placed them in a cel'tjlin garden into 
which a serpent came talking, until, by his eloquence, he 
out-argued God, and thereby procured the ruin of our first 
parents, and through them, the ruin of all their race: ·that 
GQd then turned them out of that garden, and for the pur-
pose of keeping them out, stationed an angel at the gate 
thereof with a drawn !!word of flame : that the first in-
habitance lived to be from six to nine hundred years of 
age: that he took Enoch bodily up to Heaven : that he 
caused Noah to build an ark to save anll family 
from destruction : and that God sent into the ark a male 
and female of every kind of animal then existing on the 
earth: that he then shut Noah iflto the ark, and rained 
on the earth for forty" days and nights, until the water 
covered the tops of the loftiest mountains more than fifteen 
cubits deep : that after the flood had abated, he created 
the rainbow as a pledge of his future fidelity to man, that 
he would not again drown the world ; but the people, mis-
trusting his promise, undertook to build a tower to heaven, 
so high that God could not make water enough to drown 
them again ; and the Almighty, fearing t.heir success in 
their undertaking, came down and confounded their lan· 
guage so they e9uld not understand each other, and so put 
a stop to the work. 

10. That he also chose a particular nation, and made 
them his favorites, and agreed to give them all other nations 
for an inheritance : thst he sent . them into the country of 
the heathen, and commanded them to ·put their men, women 
ud children to the sword ; and that on one occasion, the 
day not being long enough to euble them to complete . 

•• 
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their work of destruction, he caused the IJ1lD. and the moon 
to stand still to give the.Vl mote time t9 slaughter the· hea· 
then : thai these people blew the walla of a fortified 
city by ram's horns: that he made a man of super• 
human strength, which all lay in the hair of his head; helped 
him to catch three. hundred· foxes, and tie fbe-bnmde to 
their· tails to bum up their enemies' wheat. That he aent 
a whale into the Mediterranean Sea, to be on hand to nral• 
low a man who bad attempted to run away from him : 
dlat thi's man was thrown into the sea, and thereby cfiui. 
pated a tempest; that he was swallowed by the whale, and 
after three days vomited up on dry land alive and well, &c., 

11. Now we find no difficulty in believing in these thinga, 
n9t from any evidence we have of their truth-not from the 
naturalness or necessity of those events-but because we 
have been educated to believe them. We could have been 
educated to believe in any other mode of faith with the 
same t'aeility, and have believed with the same ear· 
neataess and sincerity. 

:&VIDDCJI NOT :RBQtJIRBD, 

1 !. A little retlection will teach us that we could have been 
·educated to believe in any mode of faith the most absurd 
and ridiculous ; and we may be believers in such a faith, 
and at the same time, be the greatest sticklers for evidence 
of the truth of those things which conflict with our educa· 
tional prejudices and preconceived opinions. 

13. The fact that our faith is not sustained by the com-
. mon o'!>serntion and experience ·Of men, or that it is mye-
t.erioua, or apparently absurd, or unsupported by direct and 
positive evidence, furnishes no objection to our receiving 
u.d believing in it. Such objections are never valid 
in the estimation of those to whose creed they ue applied. 
They are owy n1id applied to the creeds of otben. 
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The Mohammedat:l and Pagan' can demand that the Chris-
tian creed shall be free from all mystery, or apparent ab-
surdity, before they will adopt it; but they will not allow 
those conditions to be applied to their own faith. In fact, 
it may be stated as an incontrovertible proposition, that no 
religious sect in the world, require their moods of faith to 
be free from mystery or apparent incongruity; to harmon-
ize with natural law, or be sustained by direct and positive 
testiniony ; and yet every religious sect in the world, de-

that every sect, except their own, shall be free from 
all objections of that kind. 

BDUOATIO:NAL FAITH NOT :a:&LLUILB, 

14. These things being so, etery man must feel that he 
is peculiarly liable to embrace many errors in a faith which 
is educational in its character ; that if he would arrive at 
the truth, he must,' as far as possible, dismiss all educa-
tional prejudices, and preconceived opinions, ansJ. honestly 
seek after the truth, and only embrace those things as 
truths, which are 11ustained either by competent testimony, or 
by the deductions of a rational mind. 

TBSTS OJ' TRUTH. 

15. There are certain ways by which conviction may 
be carried home to the mind, which are legitimate and 
proper, and suited to truthful and we are 
justified as sensible, rational and spiritual beings, in giving 
hee.d to either or all these ways, in awakening and perfect-
ing our convictions. · 

16. First, we may observe the existence of eefta41 facta 
by the aid of our physical senses, and by the application of 
certain tests we need not be mistaken. There are tests by 
which we ean avoid being deceived by optical illusions, or 
psychological impressions, as to the existence of certain 
facts; and it is not always safe to what we suppose to . 
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be ·our eensea too far, without the application of some of 
these teats. 

17. Sensible demonstration belongs to the highest clau 
of evidence of the existence of any physical fact ; and so 
far as physical facts are concerned, sensible demonstration 
may usually be considered conclusive-especially, where 
two or more of our physical senses concur in any particular 
demonstration. 

18. We are also justified in believing in the existence of 
physical facts upon the testiu;10ny of others ; and when we 
have such testimony, the questions are, first, are our wit.-
ncsses credible? and, second, have they the means of know-
ing what they state to be true ?-and if after our examina-
tion we cannot doubt their credibility, and there is no lia-
bility on their part of being mistaken, we are justified in 
believing their statement. And especially is this the case, 
when the subject matter of thdr statement is not opposed 
to well established facts and principles. 

NO PHILOSOPHICAL ANTAGONISM. 

19. A distinction should be made between those things 
which are opposed to well established facts and principles, 
and those things which, although not within thu common 
observation and experience of mali, are nevertheless no' 
known to be thus opposed. That is, there is always to be ' 
a distinction between facts or principles said to be contrary 
to reason, and those things which lie beyond the scope of 
our philosophy. 1 

We know that real philosophical antagonism does 
not. exist, for truths cannot conJliot. Many things may ex-
ist in principle or in fact, of which we have no knowledge, 
and which our observation and experience have never de-
monstrated to us. But it does not thenoe follow that such 
facta or principles are absurd or incredible. There ia nc. 
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absurdity but falsehood. If any given fact or principle 
can be true, and every other fact or principle with which 
we are acquainted be true also, the supposition of ex-/ 
istence of such fact, &c., cannot be absurd. 

!1. Our everyday observation and experience clemon-
strates this. To a person living within the tropics, the .con-
gelation of water to ice is not a fact within their observation 
or experience, because they never experience the low degree 
of temperature neceasary to produce that result. Never-
theless such a person could, with no propriety, declare 
sueh a supposition to be absurd, merely because it had 
never happened within his observation. And especially 
could he not say that such a fact was opposed to well 
known principles, and therefore incredible. 

2!. When the magnetic telegraph was first constructed 
between Washington city and Baltimore, and it was an-
nounced that by its aid people oould stand in the one city 
and converse with those in the other, how many in the 
country oould say that such a fact. was-in accordance with 
their observation and experience ? or hmr · many could 
understand the principle concerned. in the construction of 
the telegraph 'l And yet, who but the most ignorant, 
thought of denouncing that announcement aa absurd and 
incredible ? 

23 . . Then it should be observed, the fact that any partie• 
ular phenomena are not within the observation and experi-
ence of the world, is not of itself a sufficient reason for dis· 
crediting them. If the phenomena be not opposed to well ea· 
tablishedfacts or principles, they may creditable as any 
other, and may properly be believed upon the testimony 
of credible witnesses, who have the means of knowing 
their statements to be true. 

24. Thus in-reference to these suppoeed spiriRial mani· 

-
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featations; although the phenomena may not be within the 
common observation and experience of the world, it doea 
not thence follow that they are absurd or incredible. For, 
until they are known to conffict with principles and facta 
well established, they are u credible as any other phe· 
nomena, and it requires no more testimony to satisfy a ra-
'ional philosOphic mind of their truth, than of any other 
new or uncommon fact. 
IPIBit'UAL JUBD'UTATIOJJS BO'l' OPPOS:&D '1'0 DO'Wlf J'.A.O'N 

OR PJUNCIPLBS. 

·25. The phenomena connected with what are denomi-
nated apiritual manifestations, are not opposed to any 
known principles or facts. They may be true, and every 
other fact or principle with which we are acquainted may also 
be true. Our observation and experience do not contra-
dict any such phenomena. We 11:\&Y .never have witneaaed· 
anything of the kind, but that furnishes no presumptive evi-
dence t1tat the phenomena are noL true. We may never 
ha.ve the falling of meteoric stones, and niae 
hundred and thousand out. of every million, 
may never have witnessed anything of the kind, but it 
doe. not thence follow that meteoric stones have neTer 
fallen to earih; nor does it require the testimony of 
ten thousand wiLnesaes to establish auch a fact, becawse 
suoh fact may be true without conflicting 'With any other 
known fact. • · 

26. Nor does it follow, because it is impos&ible for us to 
ascertain from what place in the of immensity those 
erratics come, whether from the moon, a distant Jll!Ulet, or 
a terrestrial volcano, that the phenomeaa are optical illu-
sions or psychological impressions, and that in reality no 
meteoric atones hat:e ever fallen. 

27. That spirits exist in a disembodied state is generally 

Dogotizcd by Goog I e 
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admitted, and those who deny such existence, cannot sus-
lain themselves by any proof that such existence conflicts 
with any known law or principle. . Every fact or principle 
with which they are acquainted may be true, and the exia· 
tence of disembodied spirits may be true also. 

SPIRIT POWER TO AFFECT MATTER. 

· 28. That spirits possess power to operate upon 
or make physical manifestations, is not unphilosophic in 
principle, nor is it opposed to the observation or experience 
of man; but, on the contrary, we are forced to the con-
clusion that they possess such, from high and commanding 
authority, as well as the universal teachings of 
nature. 

29. We all recognize the inert character of matter, that 
of itself it possesses no innate, inherent power, but can 
only act as ·it is acted upon; and by a careful examination 
of the subject, we shall inevitably be led to the conclusion, 
that power, in ita mode of existence, is exterior to, and inde-
pendent of matter, although in its modtJ of manifeltation, it 
is interior to, and dependent upon it. 

30. But aside from all philosophical reasoning upon the 
subject, we have high authority for asserting that disem-
bodied spirits have power to operate upon material sub-
atances. AU our religious teachings upon that subject de-
clare, that power belongs to spirit, and belongs to it in vir-
tue of its spirit constitution. God is a spirit, both in his 
mode of existence and action, and as a spirit, he is omnipo-
tent; that is, he is the fountain and source of all power, 
and as such must possess that power in vi.t:tue of his spirit 
constitution; and man being created in the spiritual image 
of God, and thereby becoming the spiritual child of God, 
must possess the same constitution in kind, though 
in degree. 
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St. But again, if we can take the Bible as on 
this point, spirits do possess this power. The angel tl-a' 
eame down and rolled back the stone from the door of the 
tomb of Christ, furnished conclusive evidence that spiritl 
can operate upon material bodies. Also the one that came 
to the prison of Peter, broke off his fetters, opened his 
prison doo'r, swung back the iron gates, as well as the 
one that visited Paul and Silas in their imprisonment, gave 
decisive evidence 'Of their power over physical objects. 

3!. Again, taking tlte Bible for authority, spirits can 
apeak aad hold conversation throullh the physical atmoa· 
phere. The Old Testament is full of examples of the kind, 
and so ia the New. For example: The angel who eon· 
versed with Zacharias, with Mary ; the voice at the bap-
tism of Christ; the heavenly host singing over the plains of 
Judea; the at the mount of tramlfiguration; the con-
versation of the angel at the tomb of Christ; the manifea· 
tation at the conversion of St. Paul, &c., are a few exam-
ples among the many, showing that spirits possesa thia 
power. 

8PiltiTI1AL PBBNOKU.A CUDIDL&. 
33. So then, the phenomena called spiritual manifest&· 

tions are not absurd or incredible, on the ground that they 
are opposed to well established facts and principles; but on 
the contrary, they are sustained by well established facta 
and principles, and therefore are credible on the usual 
amount of credible testiuaony. 

34. Then the amount of evidence which can rationally 
be required to demonstrate the existence of such facts, and 
the quality of evidence, are the same as are required to 
establish any <?ther credible fact; and whoever refuses to 
yield his usent upon auch credible testimony, can give DO 



substantial reason why he should not, upon the same prin-
ciple, discredit Bible facta ; for there is a thousand times 
more positive and direct evidenCe of the real existeu.ce of 
these manifestations, than there is of a single event re-
eorded in the Bible. 

35. Again, those who would reject the evidence of these 
manifestations, must adopt principles which will be faw.l to 
the evidence in support of Bible facta. On the score of 
testimony, these demonstrations are as. well established aa 
any facta can be; and better established than facta con-. 
nected with the various religious denominations of the 
world. Do not misunderstand me ; I do not deny or 
doubt the facts mentioned in the gospel history. I claim we 
have evidence enough to sutistantiate those facta. But I 
also. claim that those who believe those facts upon the 
amount of testimony they have,. cannot, upon 1UIY rational 
ground, reject the evidence connected with these manifes-
tations. · 

SAJU: BVIDB!fCB .APPLICAJIU TO TBJ: BJBIJl, 

36. Upon what testimony do we believe in the miracu· 
lous conception- of Christ, or in his miraculous works of 
healing the sick, curing the deaf, the blind, the lame, &c ? 

·we have only the testimony of his immediate followers 
and. believers, and or' but very few of them.. The subject 
matter to be believed llpon their testimony, is certainly as 
prodigious as that to be believed in reference to these 
manifestations, and the disciples of Christ had as much in-
terest in being deceived in regard to the doctrines he taught 
and the facta they witnessed, as those who·l;tave witnessed 
these recent manifestations. 
· 37. They were no more capable of guarding agaiftsi de-
ception. They were as subject to the power of imagina-
tion, to eenaible illuaion, as those who have witnessed these 

\ 
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latter phenomena. If the nature of these manifestation• 
are such that we ca.nJlot trust our senses, and must nthv 
conclude' we are deceived against the evidence of them an. 
then may we, with aa much propriety, conclude that the 
Apostles were deceived, and that they did not witneas whai 
they supposed they aaw and heard. The same principle 
which can deceive us in despite of all our senaea, existed 
then, and. had the same power over them. Sight was no 
more aure, hearing no more perfect, and feeling no better 
test of reality, then than now. And there waa as much 

· popularity to 'be gained by believing in the works and 
teachings of Christ, as there is, by becoming a convert to 
these manifestions. 

38. We are told our senses cannot be relied upon in 
matters of this kind. When the twelve saw what they 
supposed to be Christ, walking on the water, were they 
liable to be mistaken ? When they supposed he arose in 
the midst of the tempest, and rebuked the winds and the 
}V'aves, and caused th&Jn to dwindle to a calm, were they 
under a psychological impression? and was .his appear-
ance his resurrectiou, an optical illusion 'l If the 
physical cannot be trusted in matters of this kind. 
then indeed we can have no certain evidence that all thew 
things related concerning Christ, were not ihe fanciful im· 
pressions of his deluded followers. 

39. reason had Paul to suppose he saw a light 
and heard a from heaven ? These things are now 
declared to be optical illusions. Men cannot trust their 
senses. The ear cannot locate sound. Paul might haTe 
been the dupe of some traveling wag, and under the pecu· 
liar circumstances of the Cl!o88, he might not have been able 
to locate the sound in the right direction. It was oer· 
taiDly pf!)digioua, aecordiag \0 the notions of modem spir-
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itual skeptics, that a man should be suddenly enveloped in 
a light above the brightness of the sun, and should be in-
stantaneously struck blind, and should bear a spiritual 
voice spealring to him and telling him what to do. 

40. It was an event so out of the ordinary course of 
nature and common observation, as to make it neces!lll.ry 
that the testimony of several credible witnesses, who were 
not subject to such an illusion, should be had before the 
fact could become credible, if the position taken by our 
opposers be correct. 

MUST NOT REJECl' SENStBLB DSMONSTRATIONS. 

41. It will not do to take the position, that our physical 
senses cannot be relied upon in any case involving facta 
out of the ordinary course of common observation and 
experience: That position, if observed, would put an end 
at once to certainty as to all facta recorded in the gospel 
history, setti,ng forth the character and teachings of Christ. 

4!. If the human senses can be relied upon at all, then 
these-latter manifestations take place independent of any 
physical agency on the part of the mediums or other per-
sons present; and if these manifestations thus take place, 
and indicate an intelligence and power beyond the capacity 
of the mediums and others present, then they indicate the 

• presence of a mind and power not invested with a sensible 
physical exterior, and give the highest possible evidence 
of the presence and agency of disembodied mind. 

SPIRITUAL PHENOMENA REAL. 

43. That these manifestations are produced witbQut the 
physical agency of anY' embodied mind present, can no 
more be denied than any other fact known to man. Upon 
this point thousands of witnesses of unimpeachable char-
acter, of unquestionable capacity to investigate thoroughly 
these phenomena, can be produced; witnesses who have 
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no interest in being deceived themselves, or in deceiving · 
others. 

44. Committees after committees, composed of citizens 
of integrity and capacity, men who were not believers in 
these things, who went to the e:z;amination undet a firm 
conviction it was all a trick, and with a full determination 1 

to detect and expose it, have been obliged to report that 
the mediums had no physical agency in producing the 
phenomena. 

45. Sounds, clear, distinct and heavy, produced on ob-
jeclls within their sight and subject to their most critical 
inspection, and disconnected entirely with the mediums, aTe 
repeated hundreds of times within their sight and hearing; 
produced while they are making their examination, directly 
under their eyes; no difficulty in locating the sounds. All 
present hear them at the same time and in the same place, 
hear them at times they are not expecting them, and in 
places not previously designated by the mind. 

46. Physical manifestations are produced in their pre-
sence, indicating a power twice and sometimes ten times 
equal to the power of the mediums, and that too, when 
the medium is known to have no possible physical connec· 
tion with object of potential manifestation; and while 
the hands a-ad feet of the mediums are held, so that no 
motion of the body could be produced.without exciting 
observation. Heavy objects are moved, bells are rung, 
musical insrtruments are played, and everything almost 
which physical power can do, are performed; and that, too, 
not in dark circles, ;ot in the presence of friends and be-
lievers, but in open daylight, and in the face of tl1e ske{-
tical and unbelieving. 

47. Therefore I say, and will maintain it, if the physical 
senses are worth anything, if they can be relied upon 

2 
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at all, and if human testimony can substantiate any fact or 
is entitled to the least credit, then these things are so. 

INTELLIGENCE OF HANIFESTATIONS. 

48. But again, these manifestations often indicate a de-
gree and kind of intelligence which belong not to the ca-
pacity of the minds present. They manifest a power to 
read the thoughts, feelings and emotions which are con-
cealed deep in the recesses of the soul, and which have 
taken upon themselves no exterior form of expression. 

49. Facts and scenes obliterated from the mind and long 
11ince buried in the dark grave of forgetfulness, are, by these 
communicators, again brought up, and placed before tho 
astonished questioners in sentences spelled out, and which 
cannot be mistaken for an idle dream of fr.ncy, or the 
handy-work of an excited imagination. 

50. Distant events which are transpiring are 
ously revealed and the listener is told of scenes tran8piring 
far away; a parent is sick, a !!hild is dead, a friend is on a 
journey, &c., &c.; all of which in due time nrc demonstrated 
to be true. 

51. Again, difficult questions in philosophy are an-
swered, mathematical problems are solved, communications 
are spelled out in answer to questions asked In languages 
unknown to the mediums-all of wl1ich indica'te an intelli-
gent thinking spirit. I could fill volumes by the recital of 
cases arranging themselves under and illustrating tl1e truth 
of the foregoing propositions, which are as well authenti-
cated as any fact in existence can be• Therefore, again I 
say, if the physical senses are worth any thing, and if 
human testimony can be relied upon at all, these things 
are so. 

OPPOSERS NEVER INVESTIGATE • 

.52. And who are they that dispute the existence of these 
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facts! I answer, they are those, and those only, who 
have never patiently and thoroughly investigated the sub-
ject; who have never these manifestation at all, 
or having witnessed them, have not followed them up 
beyond a single investigation or two, and those of a hasty and 
superficial character. I say without fear of contradiction, 
that no person with ordinary capacity to inV'Cstigate, who has 
devoted any considerable· time to a patient and careful 
investigation of this subject, can be found, to deny the 
existence of these phenomena, or can explain them on any 
other hypothesis than that they are manifestations from 
the spirit world. · 

53. After a patient and thorough investigation of the 
nature and character of these manifcstat.ions, during the 
last eight months, I have no hesitation in affirming that the 
phenomena arc real, and that they cannot be explained on· 
any other hypothesis, than that they are what they pur-
port to be, communications from the spirit world. 

NOT MESMERIC PIIENOMI:N'A. 

54. These phenomena have sometimes been ascribed to 
the influence of mesmerism, clarivoyancc, psychological 
impressions, optical or sensible illusions, &c., &c. But no 
individual at all familiar with the principles involved in the 
foregoing phenomena, and acquainted with the latter, wii1 
even attempt so absurd an cxplana:tion. In the course of 
my lectures, I will demonstrate that neither mesmerism, 
optical illusion or any thing ,a:llied to any or all of them, 
oould, produce these spiritual phenomena. 

55. Thus have I endeavored, in a btief manner, to dem-
onstrate that these phenomena are not absurd and incredible, 
as being opposed to well established facts and principles .. 
That there is sufficient evidence to convince a rational, phi. 
losophic mind, that these manifestations are from the 
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world; that a channel of communication is opened up, through 
which we can converse with the spirits of the 

THE UTILITY OF THESE MANIFESTATIONS, 

56. And what, pray, can be the grave objection to this 
belief? What is there in it antagonizes with any 
well established fact or principle ? What that conflicts 
with any well known fact ? Answer if you can. What 
has society to dread from the · revelation of the fact that 
our departed friends watch over us, and can return from 
-beyond the grave to counsel and advise us, to comfort and 
to cheer us on ? Where is the heart so cold, selfish and 
worldly minded, who would not wish it were so ? Where 
that soul so seperated from the love of the departed, that 
he would not hold sweet converse with. 

57. The dark uncertainty which has hitherto hung over 
the future, has involved that country in a dreaded gloom. 
We have. been taught to look upon .death as our enemy. 
He has been styled the grim monster, the king of terrors, 
and his territory has been denominated the dark valley, the 
valley of shadows and gloom. Long, anxiously and fear-
{ 1lly has the clay•tabernacled soul been enquiring fOl' 
)ight and knowledge respecting its final destiny; and hith-
erto, to mass of mankind, death has been a fearful leap, 
"a leap in the dark." 

58. Notwithstanding t:p.e light which has been shed upon 
it in the life and teachings of Christ, few indeed,' have so 
seen that light and so understood those teachings, as to avail 
themselves of the present consolation they are able to give. 
The dark uncertainty which seemed to hang over the fate . 
of any given spirit, was sufficient to wring with pain and 
anguish the mourner's heart. 

59. Even those who claim the highest consolation which 
tlJeir knowledge of christianity can give them, and speak 

- , 
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of their future prospects under its promises, speak of their 
utmost certa!nty ·as consisting in "OBTAINING A UOPE." Oa-
TAtNING A.HOPE! That expression is full of meaning. It 
tells of the doubt and uncertainty which hangs over their 
minds on the subject of their own eternal well being. 

60. The human mind can never look with complacency 
upon that change which is to fix eternally its condition 
and destiny, without something more satisfactory than 
merely " obtaining a hope." So long as it feels there is a 
possibility of being infinitely the looser by the change, the 
final hour will be looked upon with shrinking and dread. 
At the final summons, the soul start back and stand 
aghast at what it fears may come. 

G 1. Owing to this uncertainty, this fearful looking for of 
the realities of the eternlil future, how few can be found 
who can contemplate with calmness the dying hour? How· 
few CEID anticipate its approach with joy and gladness, and 
hasten to meet death, as the bride with joy hastens to 
meet the bridegroom ? • 

62. And again, with what hesitation and anguish do we 
give up our friends. under the supposition that it may not 
be well with them; that the separation may be a final one. 
How do we call to mind those precious, precious hours, 
hallowed by the sweet communion of our hearts Y llow 
do we cling to some little memento. they have left and 
press it to our bosoms as though it were all of them that 
remained ? How do we sigh for the return of those days 
which were made glaq by the light of their smiling eyes, 
and the rich music of their happy voices ? And then how 
do we griele, and our hearts sink within us, whj!n we 
think they are gone never to return ? With what sadness 
do we speak of that once warm heart, now cold and still, 
of sparkling eyes now dim, and that voice now 
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hushed in death; and how do we dread and hate death, 
who has been tl:ie cruel spoiler of all our hopes and joys t 

63. But, hark ! A voice comes from beyond the grave 
to tell us that death is not our foe : that he is the mes-
senger of life and joy : that he is the grand accoucheur of 
the soul, and comes to usher it into light and life eternal. 
A heavenly light shines through the dark valley, and dis-
pels the darkness and gloom which has hiLherto enveloped 
that country. 'rhe spirits of our little oaes return to us 
l\nd say, "Yes, I come to the chamber of death to 
the free and lulppy spirit to the elevated spheres above; and 
hereupon let me add, my dear frienJs; let no vain regret or 
deep sorrow t:tke possession of your bosoms at the loss of 
your little ones. They are transplanted in a richer soil, 
where roses b!oom etennlly, yielding fn:sh fragrance, and 
no winter's blight can ever mar the beau ty thereof." 

64. To the berca\·ed husband., t],e voice of the departd 
comes back saying, "\Veep not for me, my dear husband, 

for I am you still, I watch over you, and will 
guard and guide you through life. I iove you now with 
all that deep fcn'ency of spirit with which I loved you 
while in the body. •reach my liLtle ones that their mother 
still loves and watches over them. Be of good cheer, I 
am happy: All is well." 

6.3. 'fo the weeping son, the spirit of the ever devoted 
1\nd watchful mother speaks, "My dear son, I l•1avc labored 
long to convince you of the presence of your friends, who 
have left the body and gone before you; and to bring you 
up to enter in with them, there to be one family again. My 
dear child, we shall meet again, and spend a long eternity 
together. Wait a little longer, and I will come to bear 
you to the beautiful land where the weary soul finds rest." 

66. Thus I might continue repeating language which I 
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have heard 1rom spirit lips. I have heard the husband 
•peaking in tones of comfort and consolation to the mourn-
ing wife, and the wife to her husband. I have heard the 
child comforting its parent, and the parent its child. The 
brother has spoken to his sister, and the sister to her 
brother; and the voice of friendship and love I have heard 
re-echoed from beyond the grave, giving comfort and lofty 
cheer. 

67. And who would hush those voices ? What child 
that has a mother in that spirit-land, would not open wide 
his ears to hear again that m.other's voice? What parent's 
heart would not leap for joy to hear the sweet prattle of 
his spirit babes ? What brother would not listen to the 
sweet confiding voice of a departed and what friend 
would not rejoice that death can not stifle the voice of 
friendship. 

68. Who, then, would not rejoice that the day is dawning 
upon us, when the darkness, obscurity and gloom with 
which the future has hitherto been invested, is fast clearing 
away. Whose heart would not leap with joy to see the 
dark valley and shadow of death illuminated by the rays 
of eternal light? Who will not pray in all the fervency 
of his spirit, let. the ladder which Jacob saw be again set 

. up, and let the angels of God be seen descending and as-
cending upon it? 

69. These things being so, the mour11ers may dry their 
tears. They may visit the graves of the dear ones, to find 
an angel setting at the door of each sepulcher to tell them 
the ones they love are not there, they are risen, and· as 
they return home they may meet them on the way. These 
things being so, let one universal shout ascend, saying, 
01 death, where is thy sting! 0! grave, where is thy 
victory! 
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70. And what have society to dread from the revelation 
of such facts ? What doctrines like these will call away 
our slavish attachments to all perishable objects of time and 
eense, and centre all our desires on heavenly and divine 
things'? What will ntore effectually tend to elevate and 
redeem man from the dominion of his appetites, passions 
and lusts ? What will more stongly draw him from the 
downward tendencies of his animal nature, and attract 
him upward to the spheres of heavenly wisdom and love? 

71. Let these important truths be impressed upon the 
minds of all, and there will be an end of dissipation and 
vice. Selfishness will be converted to love. War, with its 
long catalogue of 'crimes and woes, will cease. Slavery 
and oppression will die. Fraud and deceit will be no more. 
Man will be redeemed, and the Kingdom of Heaven will 
come, and the will of God will be done on earth as it is in 
Heaven. With these communications established, we shall 
have the angels and spirits of the just made perfect, for 
our companions and teachers. Ignorance, bigotry and 
superstition will die. Sectarianism will be no more, and 
there will be one Lord, one faith, and one baptism. 

DiqrtizedbyG ogle 



LECTURE I I . 

72. Previous to entering upon a critical examination of 
the philosophy of these spiritual manifestations, I deem it 
advisable to present the subject of the power of spirit over 
material substances, in such a fonu as to obviate a class of 
objections which tend to prejudice the mind, and prevent it 
from appreciating certain positions, which I deem essential 
to a proper elucidation of the subject. 

POWER OF SPIRIT. 

73. One of the first great difficulties which seems to be-
set the public in giving credit to these manifestations, is 
this : They cannot conceive how spirit co exercise power 
to produce sounds or make physical manifestations. This 
difficulty amounts 1o a. great mystery, and e.,.en to an ab-
surdity in the minds of the mass, and it a.ppers so abso· 
lutely incredible, that it takes a. large amount of evidence 
to induce a belief that these things can be so. 

74. This difficulty is owing' to our false education respect-
ing the true nature of spirits. From infancy, we have 
been educated to think it was impossible for u to know 
anything respecting the mode of existeace or action of 
spirits; our spiritual teachers have instructed us to say that 
spirit is immaterial : that is, that it is not material, and that 
is all they have been able to iell us about it. They as-
sume to tell us what it is not, but in their wisdom they have 
never attained to the idea of what it is. In thus giving to 
it this negative sort of existence, subject to no law of which 
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man has or can have any knowledge, they have placed 
spirit beyond the power of investigation, and have 
tempted to make up for lack of knowledge, by magnifying 
the mystery of its existence. 

75. They say it is absurd to suppose spirit can exert 
physical force. But is it absurd? What do these 
objectors know about the constitution of spirit which makes 
such a supposition absurd? That only can be said to be 
absurd which conflicts with what is known to be true. Do 
they so far understand the nature of l>pirit as to perceive, 
from its constitution, that power cannot be of its element. 

76. But such a conclusion is not sustained by a single 
fact in n:1.ture, or principle in philosophy. If men have 
conjured up for thcmsch·es some vague or meaningless 
idea of and from that idea, have concluded that 
spirits do not possess power to make these manifestations, 
that proves nothing. It may be true, that the spirits or 
their imaginations are as vain and powerless as their im-
aginations arc false and absurd. But it docs not follow 
that there is any possible their im-
aginary ghosts, and real spiritual existences. And I feel 
justified in saying, that on careful investigation of this 
subject, it will be found that all the mystery or absurdity 
which is supposed to characterize these manifestations, 
consists in the i6norance of our minds, and the falsehoods 
of our imaginations. 

77. We may go and sit under the teachings of those 
who object that spit·its can have no power to make these 
manifestations, and in the very next breath they will tell 
us, that God is a spirit, and that all the attributes He pos-
sesses, He possesses in virtue of his spiritual constitution. 
That one of His attributes is Omnipotence, or the fountain 
and source of all power in the universe. 
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78, If God is a spirit, and as such possesses the power we 
'attribute to Him, then indeed must spirit possess power aa 
a part of its spiritual element. If power is not an essential 
element of spirit, whence did God derive the power he ex-
ercised in the act of creation? If spirit does not possess 
power to such an extent, as to be able to make physical 
manifestations by operating upon material substances, how 
could God as a spirit create worlds, suns and systems, and 
impress upon them the immutable laws by which they 
are governed ? 

79. It must be admitted that power is an attribute or 
constitutional clement of spirit. If it is not, then if po.wer 
exist at all, it must exist out of spirit and beyond its con-
trol. If power exists out of spirit and independent of it, 
then must it be coeternal with it, or it must haYe been 
created by it. But whence could powerless spirit obtain 
power to create it. For, before power was, power could not 
be exercised. If power is not one of the coeternal attri-
butes of spirit, then Gol could never have acquired the 
power to bring it into existence. 

GO. It is objected that these illustrations are not to the 
point, because I am comparing the power of man to God 'l 
The objection is not well founded. I am comparing the 
spirit of man with God, not in degree, but in kind. The 
constitutional element of spirit is the same, whether appli-
cable to man, angels, or God. Hence the expression, "Let 
us make man after our own image" (spiritually). Also, 
I have said, "Ye are Gods." 

81. I claim not for man the omniscience or omnipotennee 
1lf God. But I do claim, that just so far as man doea 
know the truth and comprehends it, he is to that degree, 
and in that respect like God. So far as he has power and 
can voluntarily exex:cise it, he is to that degree and in 
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respect, like God. So far as man is under the influence 
of pure unselfish love, he is to that degree, and in that 
apect, like God. In short, man, in his spiritual constitution, 
was created in the image of God, and that God is his spirit 
father, and he is God's spuit child. 

82. Unless man possessed the same spiritual elements 
with God, he could not oall God father, and could not sus-
tain to him the relation of a son. Unless in his spiritual con-
stitution he possesses the germ of all the attributes of the 
Father, he could never be required to become like the 
Father. 

83. All spiritual beings are elementally the same. If 
love is an element in the spiritual constitution of God, then 
it is in man. If wisdom or knowledge is elemental in God, 
so is it in man. And if will or power be a constitutional 
element of God, then is it also the same in man. In God 
we say each of those elements are developed to infinity 
and hence are perfect; in man they are but partially de-
veloped, and hence he is imperfect. · 

84. Then, if power is a necessary element of spirit, 
wherever spirit exists, there is power; and you cannot de· 
atroy this element of power without destroying spirit itself, 
any more than you can destroy the general properties of 
matter without destroying matter. An attribute of any 
existence, is that which is indispensable to such existence. 

85. But there is another objection gravely urged against 
these manifestations, by the enquiry, "Why have not these 
things taken place before? Why have we been permitted 
to remain in the dark on these subjects until now ?" 

KODBRN DEVELOPEKBNT. 

86. The answer which includes all other answers to this 
enquiry is, the human mind has not been prepared fQf 
these manifestations until now, nor is it now generally pre• 
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pared lot them. Out of the millions of minds now existing 
in the form, but comparatively few are sufficiently developed 
io receive in a proper spirit and temper these manifestations. 

87. It is worse than useless to attempt to reveal a truth 
to a mind unprepared to recieve it. It is what Christ de-
nominated "casting pearls before swine." The mind being 
unprepared to appreciate or feel the force of a truth re-
vealed, perverts it, and that very truth, to such a mind, 
becomes a falsehood of the very grossest kind. A mind 
cannot appreciate a given truth until it is developed to the 
sphere of that otruth ; until it can permeate and pervade it, 
and perceive its que proportions and power. . 

88. There have been manifestations of spiritual power 
and intelligence in every age of the world. But the mind 
being unprepared to appreciate them, has never looked upon 
them in any other light than great and hidden mysteries. 
That is, the mind has seen the form of manifestation, and 
looked upon its external appearance, without attempting 
to investigate its interior. They have seen the maehinery 
in motion, and heard the clattering of its secret wheels, but 
the power which' wielded or moved that machinery, has 
been entirely hidden from their mental or intellectual 
perceptions. 

89. Thus, the mind has inferred the existence of an al· 
mighty spiritual power, and an omniscient spiritual intelli· 
gence: but as to the mode of its existence or action, it has 
remained entirely in the dark. Ignorance, with her dark 
mantle, has shrouded the whole subject in mystery and 
night. 

90. The union of an intellgent, thinking and voluntary 
moving principle in the animal constitution of man, has 
been perceived in its external manifestation through our 
bodies, since man first had an existence ; but the true nature 
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and essence of that principle or its mode of 
with the body, or the philosophy of its action, have ever 
been wrapped mysteries which the mind cannot fathom. TM 
mind could perceive the external manifestion of this prin-
ciple by the aid of the physical senses, it could feel its se-
cret motions within ; but yet it was not sufficiently de-
veloped to permeate these truths and perceive them in their 
actions and relations. 

91. We have ever witnessed the workings of the ne"-
ous medium in transmitting pleasurable or painful sensations 
to the mind. We have even detcctccl the road by which 
t.rayels from the outer to the inner world. But mind has 
not been able to detect the character or real nature of the 
·messenger who travels over the road, and, like a postillion. 
sounds his horn in every part of the vital system. 

92. We l1ave also seen the principle of vitality at work 
in the-vegetable and animal kingdom; that is, we have seen 
the manifestation of that principle in the external forms it 
has built up ; but the principle itself in its true nature and 
essence, belongs to the world of mysterie,s, and the human. 
mind in its undeveloped state has never been able to. 
fathom it. 

93. So also was it with the principles of electricity and. 
magnatism. For a long time their manifestations belonged 
to the class of supernatural mysteries. lightnings 
were the fires of heaven, or the chariots of the gods, sent to 
transport their favored sons to heaven. And until the 
mind became sufficiently developed to understand some-
thing of its true character and nature, the thunders were 
the inarticulate voice of God, speaking for purposes un-
known to the astonished and terrified auditors. 

94. So with all natural phenomena. Ignorance haa ever 
been prone to ascribe them to divine or supernatural agen-

I 
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cies. When the sun or moon were eclipsed, the gods in 
anger were threatening to destroy the world. .And even 
now, any strange or uncommon phenomena, not unfre-
quently thro.w the ignorant and timid into consternatioa, 
lest the day of Judgment be already come. 

95. The reason for all this has been, and still is, the mind 
is not sufficiently developed to perceive these higher truthr. 
The natural sciences, which are the alphabet of nature and 
of God, are even yet in their infancy; and, until the mind ia 
sufficiently instructed to read the material volume of nature 
with some degree of accuracy, it cannot expect to under-
stand very fully the interior or spiritual meaning thereof. 
Before the mind can fully be prepared for these reveal· 
ments, it must be so far developed as to pervade or per· 
meate these higher truths. 

96. before mind can do this, it must come up the 
road of development, which is pointed out by the material 
operations of nature, and these lower manifestations of 
truth seen in the material Universe, are designed as de-
veloping agencies of the mind, preparing it for apprecia· 
tions of higher truths. 

97. Hence all the scientific and other truthful investiga· 
tions which have engaged the attention of man, have ten-
ded to develope the mind, and prepare it for these more 
recent manifestations. It is a truth which cannot be de· 
nied, that there has been more pure intellectual exePCise du· 
ring the last century, and consequently more mental devel· 
opment, than during all preceding time, in the history of our 

'earth; more progress has been made in the arts and soien· 
ces, more new truths have been reyealed to the aeientifie 
world, and man, in the power and majesty of mind, has 
approached nearer the great infinite cause. 

98. By means of the power attendant upon thia mental 
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development, the elements have been aiezed upon and 
bound out to the service of man. By the application of 
steam to the propelling of machinery, man now ploughs 
the briny deep, in defiance of wind and He laya 
down the iron track, and exterminates space. He seizes 
upon the lightnings and draws them from the clouds. He 
raises hia iron wand and challenges the fiery bolt. 

99. By the power and majesty of mind, he has com· 
pelled the lightning to beeome the messenger of thought, 
and our children even are taught to stir up or appease its 
rage, or to pGSt it off on the simplest errands to the humblest 
hamlets in the land. But mind is still at work. The air 
is yet to be navigated', the ocean is to be set on fire to 
warm Greenland and the poles; and mind will do it. With 
her picks and bars, she is bent on forcing the vaults of na-
ture, and compelling her to yield up her hidden stores of 
truth and knowledge ; and she will do it. Nothing short 
of the infinite God can resist its onward march. It stands 
next Him in order of development and position, and will 
be next Him in power. Therefore, prepare to witness the 
manifestations of the next half century ; and where is the 
imagination so bold as to fix limits to mental attainment ? 

100. Again, the developments of clairvoyance1 and these 
spiritual manifestations, have done much to attenuate and . 
develope the mind, and prepare it to appreciate these 
higher manifestations of truth. Our previous knowledge 
of spiritual existences, and their modes of action, bas been 
such, that the mind bas derived little or no benefit from the 
instructions we have received from our spiritual teachers,# 
Spiritual existence and non-entity, have been, to the mind, 
synonymous terms. Hence, all the instructions we have 
received on these points, have done little or nothing toward 
developing the mind, and preparing it for these higher 



manifeatations of truth. But, on thetontrary, the inatruc· 
tions we have reeeived, have, not unfrequently, tended to 
darken our minds, and diseordantly develope our 1pirit1ml 
natures, and thus convert that higbest and best faculty of 
the soul, our religiws naiure, into our weatest curse; and 
this-curse will be fated to us, until this veil of ignorance 
and mystery is rent asunder-until 'the dividing line, sep· 
arating the spirit land from oul'8, has been passed, Qd 
spirit tongues are heard, speaking to u8 the realities of the 
futUre and of God. 

101. And when that time comes, earth may well Pejoice 
in new light and life. The saerifieial knife will then no 
longer' drink the blood of its brute or human victim ; the · 
wheels of the bloody juggernaut will cease to move ; the 
fires of the stake and funeral pile will go out together ; 
mothers will no longer tear their infants from their bosoms, 
and tloat them up to God, in the muddy waters of the 
Ganges. bigotry, superstition, intolerance aDd 
persecution will cease, Ule millenia! inom will dawn 
11pon us. 

102. These developments of the last century, have so 
refined and attenuated the mind, that, in the order of ita 
progression, it has arrived. at thftt. point where'it can ap· 
preciate and commune spiritual.existetu)es: and aa it 
emerges to that sphere of development, it.s first manifests· 
tions must be weak aud. feeble; its first light must be dim. 

t 03. In view of the influence which these reoent mani· 
festa.tions are to haYe in developing the mind, we may un-
derstand important bearing they are to have on the 
welfare and destiny of man. '!'hey will lift the hitherio 
impenetrable veil which has hid the present from the fu-
tlll'e life. By means or thes.e developmeftts, a channel of 
communicatimi. baa been opened up, and we ate eDablE'd to 

. 3 . 
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import teachers from the upper spheres, and lis&en to iheir 
instrUction. The Stygian River has been re-crossed, and 
the spirit land can no longer be said to be "a-bovne from 
whence no traveler returns. " 

104. But these developments have, as yet, scarcely be· 
gun to dawn upon us. The means of communication be· 
tween the two spheres, are but partially developed, and 
what has been seen and heard, are but as the earliesi 
dawn to the full light of the meridian day. The nineteenth 
century will not pass, before the world will come to feel 
and know the force of that enquiry, "Why seck ye the 
living among the dead?". and they will illSoribe upon their 
church-yard gates, "They are not here, " and the pang 
of final separation will be shut out from the mourners' 
breast. 

1U.iEIB PRB'NOMBNA NOT NBW. 

105. Another answer to the question, why these mani· 
festations have not taken .place before is, they have, but 
they were not understood.. The mind of man being en vel· 
oped in ignorance, oould not understand them. But man• 
ifestations of this sort ha,·e taken place. in almost every 

of the world; and many an innecent ma:n, woman and 
child, have perished as wiaards, witches, or in league with 
the devil, when the great secret Qf the whole matter was. 
spirits were making efforts to establish a communication 
with us for our good. 

106. But ignorance and superstitition converted that ef· 
· fort, they ·do else, into a curse. If these 
t.win devils could find· their way into heaven, they would 

· .Wllvert it into bell, and beget the same eoafusion and dis .. 
cord· there, tll.ey have ever begotten on the earth. Thus, 
owing to the tta.te of the .human mind, spirits 
have· been compelled to keep silence comparatively, until 
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now; and even now, they are received with the aame ca· 
Vrung spirit and disposition with which Christ was received 
by the Scribes and Poorisees· of old. 

CONTllADICTORY COKMUNICA'l'ION'. 

107. Another objection is urged to the spiritual source 
of these comnmnicatioBs, because they are frequently con-: 
tradictory, false and foolish, and unworthy the effort of 
spirits, &c. · 

108. Before serious.Jy urging the foregoing objection, it 
would be well for us to examine our own minds, and ascer· 
tain what are our own ideas of spiritual existence. Is it to 
be supposed that all spirits possess the same degree of in-
telligence and power? that all are equally developed in 
love and wisdom ? Look abroad over the world, and see 
the immense rush there is into the spirit spheres, from all 
ranks in society, from the most ignorant and debased, to 
the rnOilt highly cultivated and refined. Observe every 
degree of development, from the feeblest glimmerings of 
mind, to the most perfect manifestations the world has ever 
seen. we. to be astonished, if, when a channel 
of communication has been opened up, spirits• of all grades 
in love, and knowledge, and power, should seek to make 
communications? 

109. And making communications, is it a matter of sur-
prise that, taken as a whole, they should be found to be 
sometimes contradictory, or even foolish and absurd ? could 
an ignorant, debased mind, on entering that world, enter 
any higher sphere than that suited to its development? 
and must not that sphere necessarily be very low? and 
should such a spirit communicate, could its communication 
be high11r than the sphere of its development? 

110. And again, are we not ourselves in How 
!well· are we prepared for communications of this kind ! 
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Almost all our ideas in rerorence to the state of things in 
Ule spirit world, are neceasarily wrong, both from our nat· 
ural ignorance on the subject,. and. the inft.ueace of our false 
education. What can spirits say io us, respect.ing the spirit. 
world, which we can appreciate ? What ideas respecting 
it can tbey present, with which we arc familiar, and which 
we can clearly understand, when presented? 

111. In this respect I can conceive there are great diffi-
culties with which spirits have to contend, when they are 
endeaYoring to() communicate with us ; and difficulties an'· 
alagous to those an accomplished mathematician wollld 
experience, should he try to make a popular audience un· 
derstand some of the highest dtponstrations involved ill 
celestial mechanism. 

11 i. The truth is, the world has known little or nothing 
respecting the mode of existence in the spirit sphere, and 
Uley have very few· truthful ideas respecting it; and when 
spirits attempt to communicate with us, as they would 
avoid giving us false impressions, they are notunfrequenU7 
compelled to bold their peace. 

113. Hence, although many of' them are • capable Of 
giving high and important lessons in the facts and princi-
ples of spiritual existence; yet we are not prepared to re-
ceive and appreciate their instruction, and our own well 
being demands tha their lessons should be deflfted uati). 
we are prepared for them. 

114. There arc few simple facts peculiarly known in U. 
epirit world, which they can communicate, and which it is 
a matter of importance to '118 to know. Facts like the 
mortali*f of the soul; its 11tate of conscious existence at'teJo 
death; its voluntary presence with friends yet in the bQdy; 
\he interest they contin\le to feel in our welfare and bappi-
USS. the rela.tive degreea of kno'Wledge and happillea, 4f 

Dogotizcd by Goog I e 

1 
' 
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apirits. In short, communicatioas being now opeoed, they 
can begin teaching us ihe great alphabet o£ spirits, aad 1N 
can begin le-arning some of the simple facts of the spirit land. 
But before the world will become even tolerably educated 
in the thoughts and language of the spirits, they will ee 
liable to misspell and pronounce badly for some time. 

'115. Again, we not unfrequently misunderstand them, 
and accuse them of giving answers they never gave. This 
I have often witnessed; and have many times known the 
alphabet called, · and misapprehensions of that kind co!'l'ected. 
Persor:lB unaccustomed to conversing with them, are pecu-
liarly liable to misunderstand their answers, and to take 
aounds as answers which were not intended as such. 

1 Ht Again, there are persons who almost invariably 
get wrong 'answers, and others who invariably get right 
ones. I can give no better reason for this.' than the spirits 
themselves give : They affirm that every mind determines 
the character of its spiritual associates, by the laws of spir-
itaal affinity : That, in communications .with the spiri' 
world, truth respondeth to truth· and falsehood to false-
hood; and that he whq constantly gets false answers to his 
questions, ·only gets the echo of his own false heart. And 
I will further adll, that !Qr more than six months, I have 
carefully watched the application of this and 
have never seen an exception to it yet, so far as I could 
judge. Therefore, when I hear persons complaining that 
they always get false answers to their questions, I cannot 
help thinking they lack integrity of heart ; and I invite the 
attention of all to this point. 

117. Furthermore, unless I have been mistaken in my 
obserration, there are spirits who have a very low appre-
ciation o£ the value of irutb, and who seem to delight in 
deceiving u. What are 'the motives which govern them 
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in this, or whether they are subject to mere impulses, I 
will not discuss at this time. With me it is no longer a 
question, whether these communicators are from the spir-
it land or not; whether these communicators, under fa-
vorable circumstances, can read thoughts and perceive 
feelings, emotions, &c.; or whether they are intelligent 
The phenomena which I have witnessed do not leave me a' 
liberty to doubt tltese facts. 

118. But the questions I now desire to investigate, have 
to do with the reliability of these com.D)unications. That 
we can rely upon the information we derive from certain 
•pirits, I have no doubt. But the point I wish to inYesti-
gate is, how we can identify these spirits to know when we 
are communicating with them. 

119. Another objection urged is, if one person can be-
come a medium of communication between spirits and this 
world, why do not all become mediums? If my friends 
in the spirit world desire to communicate with me, why do 
they not come to me directly and make their communica· 
tions? Why make it necessary to have particular medi-
.ums present ? This objection can be re.adily answered 
when we come to investigate the philosophy of these man-
ifestations, and the answer must be deferred until that 
time, as it would not be appreciated until certain other priu-
ciples arc discussed. 

WORK OF THJC DEVIL. 

1!0. But again: it is objected, that although these may 
be spiritual communications, yet they are from evil spirits 
or devils, &c., and not from good ones. Upon what prin-
ciple, permit me to enquire, is it that evil spirits can have 
the privilege and power of communicating with us, and 
good spirits not? And why has our good Spirit Father. 

loose these wicked and deceitful spirits to entice us. to 
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eternal death, and permitted no good spirit or angel to take 
us by the hand, and lead us in the way of eternal life? 

1!1. How can this view of tho be reconciled 
with the infinite wisdom, goodness and love of our 
Father? Is it notettough, th!ltwe are hom innately and to-
tally depraved ? That all our natuml instincts, appetites 
and passions gravitate towards hell? 'fbat all the influ· 
ences of time 'and sense, :are dragging us down the broad 
road to eternal death? And then, as if to .make our de· 
stmctiop. sure, and leave no means untried for decoying us 
to perdition, all the deceitful and false spirits of evil, are 
let loose upon us, to take advantage of on·r ignorance, our 
natural 81\d innate depravity, our animal appetites, instincts 
and passions; to take advantage· of cur immortal aspira-
tions after truth and eternal life, and make them all swift 
means for inflieting upon us eternal death; without sending 
one good or truthful spirit to enlighten us; and instruct us 
in the wa.ys.of truth and righteousness, to breath into our 
souls a little of that heavenly wisdom and love, which is to 
fit us for happiness and usefulness here, and fullness of joy 
and rejoicings hereafter. 

1 !l2. &lying upon your own weak and feeble love and 
wisdom, what would your own bettllr feelings suggest as 
the wiser and better course, if your object was to en· 
lighten, redeem and save the world? With all these natu-
ral influences and impulses of the animal nature gravita· 
ting in the wrong direction, would your wisdom and love 
dict:ate that, for the purpose accomplishing that object, 
the spirits of light and love, of knowledge and truth, 
should be excluded from all intereourse with man; and 
that all false awl deceitful ones should be let loose upon 
him to eheu &lld defraud him of his soul ? 

113. If apirit.t of 8111 killd CODUI!Ulnic&te with US, is' 

• 
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for some pvpose. If evil spirits are let loose upon us, and 
the good ones held back, what is the object .of aucA an ar· 
rangement ? Is it thought tha' these evil spirits will exer' 
a more elevating and redeeming in6uence upon man, than 
those purer and brighter spirits of love and knowledge'! 

124. If it is the object of our Spirit Father to eurse his 
children with ignorance and vice, then, indeed, has he 
wisely shut up the good spirits and let the bad onea upon 
us. But if his object had been to enlighten, redeem and 
save, he could not have entered into a worse. 

SPIRIT NOT OKBISOIBNT, 

125. From our ignorance of tho character and condition 
of spirits in the spirit world, we have not unfrequently all· 
cribed to them knowledge they do not possess. We have · 
supposed that, as soon as a spirit entered the spirit world, 
be was at once made acquainted with his future condition 
and relation, and could, at once, perceive what was to be 
his eternal employment. We have supposed that he knew 
all of heaven and all of hell at once. 

126. But, on careful investigation, I think we shall find 
we have been mistaken in our views. That the disembo· 
died spirit is as upon its spiritual senses for a 
knowledge of facts, as is the embodied spirit dependent 
upon his physical senses. That the disembodied spiric 
must depend upon the information of others for a knowledge 
of facts, which have not taken place under its observation, 
as much as the embodied spirit. For example: Should you 
ask a spirit, what took place at your house last evening, if 
the spirit interrogated not present to wi\ness 'it. if it 

at all, it must answer from · your mind, or from the 
Wormation it shall derive from some spirit. Henee, 
not unfrequently. have I beard spiritlll'ellpond to queati01l8, 
thl't they did n0.t know the tNe aMwer, but wpuJd investi• 
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gate: and, after purporting io investigate, I have heard 
sometimes rep<in, they could· not ascertain, and at 

other times, I have heiU'd them state the facts they hav• 
as the result of tlleir investigation&. 

127. Spirits, in their observations, are liable to be mis-
taken, because they do not at once become perfect in all 
their faculties. They are also liable to be· deceived, when 
they rely upon others for information-at least, so they tell 
me, and so I should naturally infer. These positions will 
become more evident, when I oome to dwell on the philoso-
phy of this subject. 

METHOD OF EXAMINATION. 

128. Perhaps I ought to aay a few words in reference 
to the mode of investigating this Now, many en· 
ter up<>n this investigation, if investigation it can be called, 
without understanding definitely what they need to ascer· 
tain, to determine the or falsity of these phe· 
nomena. Without directing their attention to any particular 
point in the investigation, they seem not to u11derstand 
when any point has been established, and when not. 

129. I would recommend the following course to be 
pursued by those who would thoroughly investigate thia 
subject: 

F&rlt-Become satified whether the mediums or other 
persons present produce the phenomena. Upon this point, 
there can be but little difficulty, if the investigation is con· 
ducted with any degree .of skill or oandor. 

Seeond-Ascertain if these manifestations proceed from 
an intelligent source, and the degree of the inU:lligence 
manifested. 

Third-Ascertain the power of these communicators to 
··ead the thoughts, feelings, and emotions of those with 
rhom they communicate. 
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130. If you will thus investigate each of these points, 
aeparately, and with candor and sincerity, I cannot do11bt 
that it will result in producing conviction in your mip.d, 
that these manifestations are what they purport to be. 

OUR OWN PRBPARA'l'ION. 

131. A word more on the subject of our own mental 
preparation. It is not true that you are required to be· 
lieve in the genuineness of these manifestations, before you 
ean investigate their claim to your reality. Theyrequire 
no passive assent. They do not expect us to believe with· 
out a sufficient amount of evidence to .convict; our under· 
&tanding. 

132. But they do require us t-o enter upon investi-
gations, with honest and truthful motives, in an unbiased 
and teachable frame of mind ; and no one who enters upon 
these investigations with such a temper and disposit.ion, 
is long left in doubt, as to the genuineness of these mani· 
festations. 

133. And, to all who would conv.erse wit.h good spirits, 
and be sure of meeting them whenever they seek an inter· 
Yiew, I would say, purify your own breasts from all the 
ainful passions· and ·lusts of your lower nature. Cleanse 
all the thoughts and desires of your soul, from everything 
which is impure, unholy and false, and make your own bo-
soms a fit dwelli'llg place for enlightened and purified spir· 
its, and you will never want for such to attend upon you _ 
and communicate with you on every suitable occasion. 
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ON '1'l!E i'tltLOSOPUY Oli' NATURE. 

134. Universal nature presents two leaning conditions, 
belonging to all existences; which conditions arc presen' 
at all times and places, and under all circumstances, and 
are known as the positive and negative conditions of e:x:ist--
<'nce. The highest positive, or acting conditions, belong 
to· the sphere of causation, or spirit, and the opposing neg· 
ative condition, belongs to the sphere of effects, or sensible 
materiality. 

135. In entering upon an examination of those things 
whieh belong to the spiritual world, or world of causation, 
it is nece$Sal'Y for us to have a clear and distinct under• 

, standing,of that which belongs to the sphere of causation, 
and that 'thich belongs to the sphere of effect. 

136. In every age of the world, the existence of a 
first invisible and incomprehensible in its mode of 
existence and action, has been impressed upon the human 
mind. The idea of the existence of a great central power, 

in being, spontaneous in action, omnipotent in 
power, and universal in presence, seems to be innate in the 
human constitution. · 

137. And this idea belongs to the human mind alone, 
and is not revealed through the physical senses. Animal 
sensation has no power to beget such ideas. Our physical 
senses can only take notice of physical can perceive 
causes or principles only in their eft'oots; and not in their 
eaeence. 
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138. Besides, the constitution of the human mind is 
such, that it cannot content itself with observing -effects, 
without an effort to ascertain their cause. The mind con-
stantly feels that the external is but a manifestation of the 
intcrn.al. That the external is material, and the internal is 
spiritual. That the external is negative and passive, and 
the internal is positive and active. 'i'hattheexternalismu-
table and perishable. That the internal is immutable and 
immortal. 

139. This peculiar quality of the mind, to be gratified, 
must pass the sphere of effect, and enter the .sphere of cau-
sation. It can live contentedly in no other sphere ; it can 
find its appropriate food only there, and it gravitates in.that 
direction. Hence arises that restlessness, that longing af-
ter immortality, which so entirely distinguishes the human 
from the animal mind. 

140. Hence, every pursuit or attainment in the sphere 
of effects, which does not harmonize with the nature and 
necessities of this quality of the human constitutution, can 
bring with it no enduring satisfaction. This quality of the 
mind, makes the miser wretched in the possession of his 
gold, blasts the anticipated joys of the ambitious, as they 
stand upon the pinnacle of fame. It caused Alexander to 
weep for more worlds to -conquer, and it turns to bitterness 
and ashes the food of sensuality and lust. Its hungerings 
create the aching void the world cali never fill. Its judg-
ment pronounces all sublunary pleasures, vanity and vex-
ation of spirit. It can only be satisfied with food as imper-
ishable and immortal as its own nature; 

141. In the animal world, we find no traces of this im-
mortal craving. The animal, with his physical ·wants sup-
pfted, can lie down quietly and feel contented. If the sun 
11hines out pleasantly upon him, be enjoys its warmth, bu' 
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his miJul is not troubled with any enquiries respecting it.a 
d,jstanee, size. or physical constitution. The animal mind 
clesirea not to know its origin, continuance, or end. n 
looks not its physical or sensible appearance, to en-
quire who made it, or how, or why, or when it made. 
It enquires not what ;relation it sustains to the earth, or 
whether sustains any relation at all. Thoughts of this 
kind, find no place in the.mind of the animal, because, in 
its mental constitution, no prO"Vision has been made for 
them. 

14!. The swine in the orchard are con tea ted to feed upon 
t.he apples which fall to the ground, and never stop to en-
quire, "why they fall?" while Newtou sees, in the falling 
of an apple, the mmifestations of a power which fashions, 
moves and S}lStains worlds, suns and syst.ems, throughov.t 
the universe of existence; and he could not be satisfied un-
til he had demonstrated the law by which that power was 
Ngulated and controlled, throughout the fields of infinity, 

143. So is it with the whole brute orea.,_tion. They can 
not look beyond the immediate effects by which they are 
8Ul'J'ounded. Their minds, depending upon sensation and 
animal mstinct for existence, can grasp nothing beyond 
·t.hat which sensation and inatinet reveals, and they manifes& 
no' desire to do so. 

144. Thus, the dog and cat may be bred up in the fam-
ily, and become constant members of the family circle; ye• 
they caa1ea.rn the names of but few things, , or the mw· 
ing of but fe-.,. words; while the child, younger in years, 
Jess experienced in observation, readily becomes 

'!itl,a thoughts and language; ud can 
upon a variety of subject& 
. J_45. The is t.hia: The animal can compreha.t 

ao clue of. words 1l88d to coony ideas of prinoiplea. ._.. 
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lations, or abstract truths. Those words which the animal 
ean understand, must be immediately associated with some 
object of sense. Hence, it can never be taught· to listen 
with interest to any kind of story, conversation, or dis-
course. It may have heard the words uttered a thousand 
times, yet they have · never awakened in its mind, an idea 
or thought, and never can, because, in their lXlental consti-
tution, no provision has been made for entertaining such 
thoughts. They belong to a sphere o,f higher develop-
ment. 

146. The desire·s of the animal are confined to the 
1rphere of his animal necessities and appetites, and are sat-
isfied when those necessities and appetites are provided 
for. With the wants of his animal nature supplied, 
tlte brute· is contented ancl happy in his sphere. 

147. The difference, then, between the brute and human 
mind, conSists in this : The animal mind is developed in, 
and belongs to the sphere of material or sensible 
It can understand nothing beyond this sphere. Its desires 
and aspirations all centre in this sphere, and they are fully 
satisfied with what can be obtained therein, while the hu-
man mind, although toiling in this sphere, is yet looking 
beyond it, and searching after the camcs and principles con-
cerned in producing these effects. · 

148. The animal mind is so constituted, that it desires 
only to observe effects, without tracing principles; The 
human mind only notices effects for the purpose of detect· 
ing principles. It feels and knows that sensible ef-
fect in nature, is the result of some grand moving cause; 
and it cannot be satisfied until it finds it out. Hence, il8 
desires and aspiration center in the sphere of causation, and 
can only be gratified by those things whicll belong to that 
ephere. · 
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149. To understand·tbe philosophy· of tbia subject, it ia 
aecessary for us to have· a definite understanding of the 
proper boundaries of these two spheres of existenoe, that we 
may know what properly belongs to the one, and what to 
the other ; and how we are connected with the one, and 
how with the other: To arrive at thi! point in the simplest 
manner, we must analyze the human constitution. · 

150. As there is a trinity in all things, so is there in man. 
He has an animal or physical nature, and a mental or spir· 
itual nature; a.Jld these two are united or conntlcted by a 
li!ystem which sustains a SOl't of medial position between the 
two, and which I ·shall denominate his medial or nervous 
system. I use the term medial, as applying to his entire· 
nervous system,. as well that of sensation as motion. I 
call it the medial nature, not oaly because it is the eonnec· 
ting mean between tho body and the spirit, but because i' 
is a sort of mean ·proportional between vitality and spirit, 
as I shall hereafter have occasion to demonstrate. 

151. In tracing the pa,th of development, I shall hereafter 
have occasion to notice the precise position occupied by man 
in relation to the sphere of causations, and the sphere of 
effects. But before arriving at that point, I must in this· 
place notice. his position, to enable me to give the bounda-
ries of these spheres. . . 

152. Man, as a compound being composed of the ani-
ma.! and spiritual natures, occupies ·a position between the 
two spheres, and extends into both at the same time. His 
animal nature connects . him with, and ca\lt!es him to live in 

of effects. His spiritlial nature connects him 
with, and. causes him to live in the sphere of causatlion; and 
his medial nature connects together his physical.and spirit-
ual elemenls. 

The medial syStem &lso must be considered in a 
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aapoot, for it. has a do11ble office to perform. The 
ayatem of seBS&tion eonneots his animal natv.re with hi• 
apiritual, and is the medium through which sensible effects 
are transmiM.ed from the lower sphere. to mind. The 
system· of nervous motion connects mind with matter, 
and proceeds from the -higher sphere into the sphere of ef-
·fects. That is, the system of sensation proceeds from the 
exterior :world inward, and the system of motion proceeds 
from the interior world outward. Keeping these princi-
ples in mind, we will proceed to ascertain the proper boun· 
daries the spheres of causation and eft'ect. 

104. Man, in his physical constitution, is exclusively an-
imal; that is, he holds his physical constitution in common 
with the brute creation, higher, to be sure, in degre• of de-
velopment, but only in degree. He possesses the same 
general system of organs, arterial, venous, nervous, 
eular, osseous, &c. He has the same number and kind of 
physical senses ; receives and digests his food and prop-
agates his species in the same way. 

155. The physical senses of man, like those of the ani-
mal, only reveal to him physical effects. IJe can perceive, 
by their aid, only the external and perishable forms of ma· 
t.erial existence. All that he learns beyond what seasation 

is the result of his spiritual perceptions. 
l56. Man's physieal constitution is peculiarly fitted for 

this sphere of and for no other. It could perform 
office in no. other sphere,· and henee it will be found only 

here. Here it can observe external forms of existences and 
reveal them to the mind, provided those forms be suffici-
ently gross to operate on &Ome one of his physical senses, 
not withQut. 

167. His physical body, being. in itself, an an 
eNter garment.of the soul, a.pbyaical buildin{ffor the mind 
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while inhabiting tbia sphere, with ita five physical windows 
looking out upon -the world of effects, and not of causea 
or principles, -its first and strongest imp:essions are only 
in relation to the external and perishable forms of exist· 
enoes. 

158. The senses are the only avenues -to the mind through 
the physical form, and are not constitutionally formed to 
take-notice of remote or ultimate causes, principles and re· 
lations, any more than the eye is constitutionally formed to 
see sound, or the ear-to hear light; and hence the senses 
eanaot perceive principles, causes, &c., nor can the 
mind undeveloped beyond the scqpe of sensation, perceive 
them. 

159. All the senses can do is to reveal to the mind facts, 
gross material effects, extern&} forms and appearances, sen· 
eible manifestations of insensible causes, and apparent re· 
lations. All beyond these, is the result of mental labor, and 
comes to the mind by spiritual inllux, or is begotten by the 
action of mind on itself. 

160. Man's Spiritual nature is exclusively his o'wn; that 
is, he holds it to the exclusion of the brute. It is this na· 

_ tura which connects him with the sphere of causes, and 
le&.ds him to search after ultimate and remote causes. This 
nature is an exotic of this sphere of physical effects, and 
cannot be satisfied, with anything belonging to it. 

161. This spiritual nature has its peculiar constitution; 
bas its own instincts; appetites and desires, which call for 
those things that are necessary for its spiritual health and 
development. These spiritual desires are the appetites of 
the soul, and demand gratification as the only condition 
upon which happiness will be conferred upol) man. These 
appetites of the soul demand such food as is suited to the 
nature of the spirit, in the same manner as our animal ap• ... -- . 
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petites demand food suited to our animal natures. The 
particular food demanded by our spiritual naturea, will be 
considered when I come to analyze the spiritual constitu-
tion of man. 

16!. Man'a physical body is essential to him for tv» pur· · 
poses, and useful to him for many. His body is 
for the purpose of individualilli.ng his spirit. When we 
come to trace the path of development from gross matter 
up to individualized immortal spirit, we shall then see that 
man the compound here, is the last link in the chain .of 
development before it enters entirely into the sphere of 
causation. As he passes the line dividing mortality from 
immortality, it is necessary that he become individualized, 
that he may recognize himself and preserve his identity in 
the spirit sphere. For should he enter that spltere before· 
in<Uvidualiz!\tion had taken place, he would be lost, and 
taken up in general absorption the moment he .entered 
there. The process and philosophy 6f individualization 
will be presented hereafter. 

163. Man's physical body is essential to him, in the &e• 

coni place for the purpose of continuing the process of in-
dividualization in his issue. This branch of the subject will 
be better understood when I come to treat at length on the 
process and philosophy of individualization. 

164. His physical body is mainly useful to him as a 
means or inatrument conneoting his mind with the world of 
effects, by means of · which he can observe the practical 
workings of those principles with which he will become 
more familiar when he enters the sphere of causation. By 
carefully observing their workings here, he will develope 
the element of wisdom in his soul, and be better prepared 

-to understand their nature hereafter. Hence the impor-
ta.nee of looking about us. and making observations while 

1 
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inhabiting the physical body-ihe importance of seeking 
after tntth · as for a hidden and embracing it 
wherever found. Hence the importance of receiving and 
obeying all truths as emeations of life and light .from the 
rentral throne of God. 

165. The mind while inhabiting this sphere is shut up in 
the physical form, ·and communicates with the exterior 
world only through the physical senses. The nerves of 
sensation aet. as so many telegraphic wires, coming in 
from the exterior world to the interior, and are constantly 
bringing in tidings of the operation of causes emanating 
from the sphere of causation, while memory, acting as re· 
cording secretary to the soul, is busily et:tgaged in record-
ing them to be re-examine<! in the next sphere. 

166. So continually are these reports being made to the 
mind, that it is constantly employed in considering them, 
without taking notice of other impressions. Hence, not-
withstanding the hinate idea of something above and be· 
yond these physical effects, we find it difficult to undel"' 
stand or even believe in causes or agencies not clothed with 
sensible materiality. Any principle or agency, i'el!lOVed a 
single step beyond its manifestation through a phyaieal 
body appears strange, unaccountable and supernatural. -

167. But let it be distinctly understood that physi-
cal senses are only designed to connect the mind with these 
grosser forms of existenee, and that our physioa,l senses 
would have been unnee(lsaary, if mind of itself could have 
connected with these grosser forms. 

168. Nature in all her departments teaches us that powtr 
is invisible and imperoeptible through the senses. we can 
see its effects in the changes it works in material forms, 
and this is the only way the senses can perceive its exist-
ence. Henoe our idea of power is almost necesaarily associ· 
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ated with materiality, and we are sometimes led to imagine 
that cannot exist independent of matter; and rec eivmg 
our first and almost only ideas of power through these 
physical manifestations, we very naturally conclude thai 
power is generated by, or owes its origin to materiality. 

169. Again, the human mili.d, deriving its first and 
strongest impressions from the -physical world through the 
senses, and perceiving nothing of causes except wh"t is re-
ftected to the mind from the sphere of effects, is not unfre-
quently deceived by inverting or reversing the order of cause 
and effect, and thus ascribes to materiality what belongs to 
spirit. 

170. The reason for this inversion or reversion i.s 
this : We could perceive nothing in this sphere of effects, 
were it not for those motions or changes prodllced by the 
positive action of causes emanating from the sphere of caU&-
ation. Therefore what we perceive of cause is from its. re-
ftected action. Now it is a universal law of naturil, thu 
whatever is perceived by reflection is inverted or revers.ed. 
Thus if we look at a landscape by light reflected 
from a mirror, the whole landscape is reversed. Sonnds 
coming to the ear by reflection, change the apparent direc-
tion of the sonorous body . . Reflected motion is always ad· 
verse to direct motion. 

171. Hence we invert the order of and effect. 
As we only perceive the existence of power through its re-o 
fleeted action on material or sensible objects, we are liable 
to suppose thal power is the result of certain when 
it is the cause of them; or that life or vitality is the result 
of orgainzation when in reality it is the cause of it; thai 
mind is developed by the brain when in fact the mind de-
velopes the brain. . 

112. Now nnless the mind learns to correot these im· 
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presaions by pursuing a rigid course of examination and 
reasoning on this subject, it will faU into constant error. 
n will be looking in the wrong direction for the truth. and 
consequently will never find it. 

173. This kind of reasoning is merely animal in ita na-
ture, and never goes beyond the revealments of sense. U 
judges from appearances only, and has nothing of the in-
tellectual or spiritual in it; although tnan carries this kind 
of reasoning to a much greater extent than the mere ani-
mal, owing to 1he higher developement of his physical 
powers, yet it differs only in degree from the reasoning of 
the brute creation. Like them, it does not attempt to go 
beyond physical appearances. 

174. But when the mind exercises the higher facultiea 
of the soul, it puts forth its strength, and enters the sphere 
of causation, and communes with principles, truths and 
relations abstracted from their connection with sensible ma-
teriality, it then ·perceives things in their true order. n 
perceives principles in their direct ar.tion and relation, and 
not .inverted or reversed as when seen by reflection. 

175. That sensible materiality is not the source and 
fountain of power, will ·be demonstrated hereafter. That 
matter possesses certain properties inconsistent with a con-
trary supposition, will be noticed in due time. Yet reflec-
tion· will teach any mind of ordinary capacity, that there 
must be a great primitive fountain of power, from which 
directly or indirectly, all power must emanate. There must 
be a great.positive some where, from which all causation 
must proceed. 

176. But in investigating the true 'boundaries between 
the sphere of cause and the sphere of effects, we must un • 

the philosophical meaning of the term eff•ct. By 
the term effect, I mean that state or condition of a thing 
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· after it bas been acted upon by some positin power or 
cause, by virtue of which action a change has been pro-
duced in its condition of being, or in its relation to exterior 
existences. Without such change no effect can be pro-
dueed. 

177. For example, organization is an effect. The ma-
terials entering into the vegetable or animal structAlre, are 
selected and arranged in that structure by. virtue of a cause 
or power, denominated vitality, which has changed the 
previous condition and relation of those grosser partieles 
from their mineral existence, into its vegetable organiza-
tion. But the change necessary to )'roduce an effect, 
necessarily implies motion. For the condition of a thing, 
cannot be changed in its mode of existence, while each. 
particle remains unaltered in its elemental character or un-
moved in relati6n to its relative parts. Change of rela-
tion is to ezterior objects, what change of condition is to 
parts of the thing affected, whose conditiqn is changed. 

178. But motion also necessarily implies two positive ex-
istences, to wit :-a power to act or move, and a thing to 
be acted upon or moved, and without the concurrence of 
these two existences motion cllllnot exist. If any one sup-
poses the contrary, let him abstract either of these existen-
ces, and then see how much of the idea of motion remains. 

179. The power which moves a body, is either sponta-
neous-that is, self-acting in the body, or it is exterior to, 
and independent of the body moved ; and a careful exam-
ination will satisfy ihe philosophic mind that spontaneity 
of po.wer does not exist below the animal kingdom, that is 
below the development of sensation. Gross mineral . and 
vegetable matter do not possess this power, but in relation 
to its motive power, is negative and passive, acting only aa 
it is acted upon. 
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180. For example, the lifeleu stone or clod posseues no 
innate power to move itself, but if moved muat be aeted 
upon by some power exterior to itself. The materials 
which enter into the vegetable organization, have no power 
to select and arrange their particles in the vegetable struc· 
tnre, but are brought into the organization by a po'wer ex· 
terior to, and independent of them, and whenever they are 
moved or changed, they act in obedience to an exterior 
power acting upon them. 

181. Hence we must conclude that power to produce 
effects must exist prior to, and independent of the effects 

I 
produced, and that the thing affected is negative and pas· 
sive to the effecting cause; 

182. Again, although the existence of power is necessary 
to .beget motion, and is independent of the thing moved, 
yet1t cannot be manifested to the senses, except througlr. 
the motion or changes which it effects. Hence power can· 
aot manifest itself to our physical senses, except through 
the agency of sensible materiality. Hence also the idea or 
conception of the existence of power, abstracted from the 
effects or changes which it produces, is purely an intel· 

idea or conception, and cannot enter the mind de· 
pendent on sensation for its existence. 

183. From the foregoing consideration, we are neees· 
sarily led to conclude that power, in its mode of e:ri1tence,' 
is seperate from, and independent of sensible materiality. 
But in its mode of action and material manifestation, ad· 
dressed to the physical senses, is dependent upon sen· 
sible materiality. We are also led to infer that the relation 
of power to sensible materiality is positive and active, and 
that sensible materiality is to it, negative and passive. 

184. Hence, also we must infer that power is the parent 
or cause of motion, and that moiion is only a mode of po· 

... 
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tential manifestation. Hence, also, we must infer that·mo· 
tion is a mode of transmission of power, and as motion 
ei.Jmot exist separate from matter, the quantity of .motion 
into the quantity of matter, will be the true measure. of 
power transmitted. 

185. A cause, to produce an effect, must be connl)cted 
with the effect produced. This po!iitive must be atten· 
tively examined. Inasmuch as an effect cannot be produced 

a change in the condition or relation of the thing 
affected ; .and inasmuch as change implies motion, and 
motion implies power, the thing affected must be eon· 
nected with the power affecting it--that is, there must be a 
continuation of existence between the cause and the effect. 

186. Steam cannot propel a boat unless its power is con-
nected with the boat. That power must act upon the pis-
ton, the upon the crank, the crank upon the wheel, 
and the wheel, connected with the boat, must act upon the 
water. If there is not continuity of connection between 
the powerand the boat, however great the power, there 
wUl be no effect produced upon the boat. So also in cast-
ing !lllChor, if it be not connected with the ship by means 
of a. cable, or. otherwise, it will be of no use for anchoring 
the ship. 

187. & in the production of sound. Sound can be trans-
mitted no further than there is continuity of existence in 
the medium transmitting it. Place a. bell under an ex· 
hausted receiver, and however much you may cause the 
bell to vibrate, it not being connected the 
and through it, with the physical ear, no sound can bo 
pi:oduced, because there is no continuity of existence be· 

the bell and ear, in the medium necessary for the 
transmission of sound. 

188. So, also, with the Magnetic Telegraph between 
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any two places. Break the connecting wire, and no com· 
municatWn can be sent, there is not continuity of 
existence between the two points in the medium 
ting the power. In short it is a universal principle in nature 
that there must be continuity of existence between tha 
power and the thing fu be .affected, to produce the effect• 
and not a single fact in practice, or principle in philosophy, 
can be produced in the whole round of nature, to contra-
dict this position. 

189. Hence, if there is a power acting throughout aD. 
space, there must be continuity of existence throughout all 
&pace . . Hence, if the sun by its light and beat affects the 

or by its gravitation attracts it, there is a continued 
existence in the shape of media between the earth and sun. 
through which these influences are exerted. For if then 
is vacuity of existence between the earth and sun, bow il 
action transmitted through that vacuity? What is in mo-
tion where there is nothing to move? 

190. ·Hence also, between the GREAT FIRST cAus& &c., and 
the least of all effects, there is continuity of existence through 
which to act, and by means of which effects are 
Hence, there can be no vacuity of existence in all space. 
But every point is occupied, and is the of power; 
or as expressed by the Poet : 

•• Warms in the sun, refreshes in the breeze, 
Glows in the stars and blossoms in the trees ; 
Lives through- all iife, extends through all extent. 
Spreads undivided. operates u·nspent-
Breatha in our souls, informs our mortal part 
As full, as pl•rfect in a hair as heart-
As full, us prrfect in vile man that mourns; 
As the wrapped seraph that adores and burns. 
To him no· high, no low, no great no small, 
He he bouncle, connects ud equals all 
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191. Power in the abstract, is self-acting self-exis-
tent, and belongs to the- sphere of cawl1uion ; but, in 
manifestation to ont physical is seen only in the 
sphere of effects. 

192. Every existence in nature, taking a material form, 
and addressing itself to our physical senses, owes its form 
to an invisible power, known ·as the law of its construction 
and manifestation. 

193. In the mineral kingdom, every form which is given 
to the mineral, is determined by an invisible power, which 
has been denominated electrical or magnt>tic in its mode of 
existence; and each mineral, in its process of cbrystaliz.ation, 
assumes such a form as the peculiar nature of this invisible 
power impresses upon it. 

194. Organization is a manifestation of power belonging 
to the sphere of effects. This manifestation is seen in the 
organic structure. The power which produces organization. 
exhibits the faculty of selecting and arranging those par· 
t.ioles of matter which enter into the organic body ; and this 
power to select and arrange, must exist prior to, and inde· 
pendent of the selection and arrangement ; that is, prior to 
and independent of the organization. Hence, this power 
must be the cause of organization and not a result of it. 
Hence the power producing the organic arrangement, acts 
in virture of its own laws and mode of existence, and existed 
before the organization 1:ommenced and will continue to ex-
ist after the particular form of manifestation shall cease. 

195. This power when manifested in building up living 
organizations is denominated vitality, or life force, &c., and 
the organic form is only a mode of the manifestation of this 
principle. Hene&, vitality is the cause of organization, and 
not a result. 

!96. The principle of is no more destroyed by de-
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stroying any particular manifestation of it, than electricity or 
magnetism are destroyed by destroying the battery or ap-
paratus used in exciting them. Each exist as a media. 
independent of any form or mode of sensible manifestation, 
and the mode of manifestation is always secondary and 
negative to the existence of the itself. Vitality, like 
electricity, exists in form indefinitely attenuated, and can-
not be perceived by the physical senses. 

197. Our senses can take notice of no existence or mani-
festation, unless it amount to a ·given quantity or density in 
a given space, nor can they comprehend any existence or 
manifestation if it ezceed any given size or distance. Our 
physical senses are confined in· their range to a very nar-
row sone or belt. They can travel but a very short dis-
tance on the road toward the infinite or the iofintisimal. At 
their utmost stretch the senses can perceive but an incon• 
siderable portion of the . mind can 
travel forth until it looses itself in immensity on the one 
hand, and in minutia on the other; yet it must perform the 
greatest portions of its journey unattended by the physical 
senses. 

198. For illustration, the sense of sight can take notice o! 
no object when the visual angle is not at least equal to two 
seconds of a degree. The SE'nse of hearing is not affected 
unless the atmospheric undulatien amount to a given den-
sity. But by the aid of glasses of high magnifying power, 
the visual angle may be increased, and by concentrating and 
condensing a large nnmber of atmospheric undulations, on a 
given point the requisite density may be produced, so that; 
things otherwise invisible, or inaudible, may be perceived. 
by the senses, and these facts should' teach us, that e.zistence 
does not end with the limits of physical sensation. 

199. The mind, which readily conceive of existence 
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beyond the scope Of sensation, which in the majesty of ita 
strength can travel through fields of immensity, and 
measure the distance and size of worlds, suns and systems, 
is lost in contemplating the infinitely great or the infinitely 
amaH. The mind can neither set bounds to infinity nor 
affix the limits of attenuation. It cannot be doubted that 
attenuation goes as far beyond our conception, in its minutia, 
as infinity does in its immensity. 

200. Geology has re\·ealed to us the fact, that large por-
tions of strata in some sections of our earth, are composed 
of the skeletons of animal infusoria-that these skeletons 
are so inconceivably small, it takes nn accumulation of 
millions of them to make the size of a grain of sand. Yet 
when examined by the aid of powerful glasses, they are 
found each to possess a physical organization, composed of 
head, trunk, limbs, organs, &c. Through these '\'essels 
t.he vital fluid circulated and acted in building up those or-
ganizations. The mind staggers under the cfiort to conceive 
of the attenuation of the particles of that fluid which circu-
lated through those vessels. But it strives in vain to attain 
to the conception. 

!01. So also is it in referenc.e to the material miasma 
which arises from marslJCs and stagnant pools, occasioning 
fevers, &c. Also the p<.trticled essmce of the virus which 
communicates contagious and epidemic diseases, must be 
indefinitely attenuated. The aromatic pnrticles of the rase, 
musk, &c , which can and do most sensibly affect the sense 
of sttJ.ell, cannot be made visible to the naked eye by glasses 
of the highest magnifying power. 
· 20! .. But even this last degree of attenuation revealed to 

the sense, is more gross than the nervous tl.uid upon which 
U acts. Thus the attenuated particles revealed in the struc-
ture of the infusoria, are sufficiently gross to reflect and 
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send back t8e rays of light by which they are revealed, and 
the light thus sent back, is sufficiently gross to set in motion 
the nervous fluid and send it with the rapidity of thougpl 
to the mind. And that nervous fluid is sufficiently gross to 
awak:en and set in motion the higher attenuated mind itself. 

203. Nature acts upon the principle of attenuation. All 
her great elaborating and developing principles, can oDly 
be perceived by the mind through ihe effects which they 
produce. The form in which these principles exist is too at-
tenuated to be perceived by the physical senses, although 
aided by glasses of the highest magnifying power. 

204. Although the mind cannot conceive of the idea, 
yet it affirms that matter is infinitely divisible. It affiriJ?.I 
this, because it cannot conceive of its limit. The mind 
calls to its aid tlae principles of mathematics, and they affirm 
the same thing. Gh•e to any particle of matter any as-
aignable quantity, aod that quantity is subject to t}\e axiom 
that the whole is .greater than any of its parts; and further, 
until its opposite sides shall and become one and 
the same side, it is capable of further attenuation. 

205. Inas_!lluch as the mind cannot conceive of the ulti-
mate of attenuation, inasmuch as the physical senses, trav-
eling down the road in that direction, cannot, by the aid of 
the highest magnifiers, even discover any signs o( approach· 
ing the limit, inasmuch as the principles of mathematics fail 
to reveal tQ the mind any means by which the limit can be 
attained. I hesitate not to affirm, that there is no limit to 
attenuation; but. that there is every degree from the grosses' 
Corm of matter to absolute nothing. 

206. It is a law of nature .and hence a universal law, 
that the manifestation of power through the agency of ma-
terial bodies, acts as from the center through the surfac:e 
of those bodies, IUld that the force of this manifestation ill 

• 
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increased or diminished as the square of the distance Croa 
the center is diminished or increased. 

!07. The philosophy of this law is laid in the very eon• 
stitution of nature, and cannot be otherwise. Any power 
acting from a central point in all directions, must obey the 
law of divergence. Assume any unit of distance from the 
center, and power acting from that central point through 
the surface, will by the law of divergence, be diffused over 
four times the surface at twice the unit of distance, and 
consequently, will act with only one fourth the power on 
an equal surface at twice the distance. 

208. Sir IsAAc NEWTON discovered this law. His at-
tention was called to it on seeing an apple fall to the earth. 
Starting from that little apple, he pushed his investigations 
outward into the illimitable fields of space. He 
halted at the moon, and made application of -that principle 
at a distance of 240,000 miles from our earth, and found it 
to hold good there. He then started for the sun, a dist-
ance of miles, and still found the same law ap-
plicable, and thus he pushed his way onward toward infin· 
ity, and as far as the mind could travel, he found the law 
true in its mode of action. 

209. By the application of this same law, the recent 
mathematician and astronomer, SBVERJ:, has diseoverea 
the whereabouts of a new planet in our system, at an al-
most inconceivable distance beyond what bad been sup-
posed to be the outer verge of our solar system. 

211. But this same law which traverses outward into 
the illimitable fields of space, is also present in the smallest 

, particle of matter. The law which fashions the dew-drop 
on the ftower, or the tear-drop which moistens the eye, is 
the same, in its mode of action, particle by particle, as that 
which fashioned the earth and moves it through the hea-
nns. 

I 
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!11. Inasmuch as this law ia lost to the hUJDan under· 
standing in the immensity of spaoe, let the mind return 
to the falling apple from whence it started, and pursue the 
law in the other direodon, toward the infinitismal. ·If this 
law holds good from the falling apple outward to infinity, 
so also will it liold good from the falling apple inward 
to infinity : for a law of nature onoe discovered to exist, 
and ita mode of action known forms a straight line running 
from the great infinite center to the utmost verge of infin· 
ity in evety direction. Hence attenuation is but a system 
of approaching c,enters, and consequently increasing power. 
Henoe the great power manifested by electricity, magne· 
tism, &o., at short distances, is owing to the infinite 
ness with which their particlM essences are approached, 
through the attenuated forms of .their uistence • 

. 212. But to advance understandingly to the considera-
tion of the plUlosophy of cause or spirit, we must consider 
attenuatioJ». in a bolder aspect. The mind cannot 
of its ultimate, therefore it must not ix its limits. Every 
point in space is .central, because infinity extends from it 
in every directiQil. So every period of time is mid1ray 
between the eternities of the past and fv.ture. Take any 

quantity, and the number of degrees between 
it' and 11.othing are as numerous as between it and infinity. 
Startle not at the proposition, it will bear investigation; 
nay, it demands·investigation to be understood and appre· 
ciated. Hence there is every degree of aU6nuation from 
the grossest of matter, to the minutest forms of 
spiritual essence. 

213 .. Now developement by progression, consists in 
passiag further on in the process of attenuation ; that is, in 
the system of approaching centers, and increasing power, 
thereby beeo1Jling able to appreciate higher attenuations, 
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ad cotU!equently increa.sed existences, -e&uses and modes 
,of action and refat.iJn. . . 

The mind thus pas.sing en in. progzessive develop-
ment, at every "advaace is brought' into coutact· with me-
dia of higher. attenuation, approaches still nearer and 
nearer the eenter of power, ancl consequently becomes 
more and more susceptible to th& influence of the- great 
primary cause; sees more ami more of its actio11, learns 
more and more of its .nature, pecieves principles and 
a.ssertains new relations. . 

215. ExeMlises purely of a mor.al and intellectual ·chat'· · 
acter, l!J'e the means of ·generating and' developing higher 
attenuations of mind. He ace it is that study, investigation,. 
of principles, tends to discipline and strengthen the mind, 
increases its percefltive and reflective powers, snd gives ii. 
a general sus<>eptibility to higher classes of impressions. 

216. Hence it is that the stuO.y of pure mathematics is 
admirably calculated to refine and -attenuate the mind. It 
i.s an exercise. in the highest degree intelleetual, unmixed 
with error. It is eonstantly attended "by demonstration, 
and gives to the mind a full harmonioqs aetion in all its. 
points, and attenaates in )larmonious proportions. . 

!17. It is in reality the science of .nature and of. God, 
(or it deals principles divested of gross Jn61.eriality . 
.Mounted upon its principles, the mind lets go its hold on 
material nature, rides forth into the illimitable or 
space, seizes planets, suns and systems course, weighs 
them in ibs mathematical balance, and, holds . . . 
them in the hollow of its hand. 

!18. Every moral and intellectual effort of the mind, 
pushes it forward in the onward process of development.; 
and, a.s it ascends, the sphere of its vision is enlarsed, and 
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what was before hidden lfehind' the horizon of senauality. 
is distinctly seen approaching the celestial meridian. 

219. But bef(),fe launching into the philosophy of. tile 
spirit o,: epherea. of causation, .let ua. spend a little 
time in fitting our mind for *he undertaking. As this sub-
ject calls for a:xercise of the bighe!lt faculties of our na-
ture, free from all embatrasSJD.ent or influences. 
let us.mentally cut loose from our animal or sensual na-
tures; discard all such impressions as sens\lal observations 
have made on our minds ; fix no assumed limits ro time, 
apace or have no referenee to ·external forms 
or manifestations, &li:CE!ft as parts of the great alphabet of 
natare, written by the finger of God upon the page of 
universal existence. Leam that there is no mystery but 
ignorance; there is no absurdtty but falsehood; nature has 
but one artificeJ'-God; but one condition-harmony; but 
one method of development-attenuation; but one rule of 
study-correspondence ; and one end of attainment-
unity, perfel)tion and haJPiness. 

5 . 



LECTURE IV. 

Ol!f THE PmLOBOPHY OJ' l!fATURB, 

2!0. Development and progression are the order of nature. 
Every operation looks to the individualization and perfec-
tion of immortal spirit. Every organiaation bas that which 
acts as its vital principle, and is the power concerned in 
giving form and character to it. That is, the individuality 
of the organization is determined by the character of its vi-
tal principle, and the organization becomes the manifestation 
of that principle, and is negative and passive to it. 

2!1. This vital principle in the mineral kingdom, is found 
in the various modifications of electricity and magnetism. 
All the different ehrystaline and chrystalized forms which 
the mineral assumes, owe their existence to the presence of 
this mineral vitality. The affinities between the so called 
elements, the cohesion between the particles, and gravita-
tion between bodies, are different forms of this mineral vi, 
tality. In short, electricity and magnetism sustain the 
same relation to the mineral kingdom, that vitality does to 
the vegetable and animal kingdoms, 

2!!. All the operations of nature are but steps of attenu-
ated and attenuating development. All the reyolutions an 
changes in the mineral condition of our globe, were attenua-
ting processes, preparing the way for developing tl1e veg-eta-
ble kingdom, and thus commencing the blade of individuali-
zation. 

!!3. In illustrating this subject, I shall be obliged to use 
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the term "Aarmony" which muat be philoaophically de-
fined, that it may be pbilos.ophically understood. 

224. Harmony is the first great leading condition in na· 
ture, necessary to development. It is not in itself a Jaw or 
principle holding an independent existence, but it. is a condi-
tion depending on relation. If there were but one principle 
in the universe there could be- no relation. There would 
be nothing with which that principle co11ld harmonize. If 
there were but one atmospheric undulation, there could be 
no harmony of sound. 

225. Harmony is the result of certain relative motion!!. 
This h:trmony of sound is produced by the interblending or 
intermixing of certain atmoapheric undulations. Now these 
undulations to blend or intermix, must possess certain rela· 

• tive lengths, and lengths must be such relative to 
eQch other, that they have common points of coincidence. 
This can only be the case with undulations which ll&\'e a 
common measure, and hence are commensurable. That is, 
those atmospheric undulations will harmonize, whose rela-
tive lengths are to each other, ac; are those lines in geometry 
Paid to be commensurable. Hence harmony may be de-
fined to be commensurability in motion, and discord may he 
defined to be incommensurability in motion. Nothing can 
be more self evident than the proposition, incommen-
surability of undulation must produce discord. For there 
being no common measure between two undulations, they 
cannot vibrate together, but must mutually jar against and 
resist the action of each other. 

!26. Harmony is a term in common use, and is applied 
to a variety of subjects, and oftener correctly applied, than 
philosophically understood. Thu1 we say, and correctly 
too, harmony of feelinga, harmony of interests_-harmcny of 
aentiment, harmony of measure, &c. We have a sort of 
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intuitive sense of the appropriateness of tllese expressions, 
without knowing what is in reality true, that the philosophy 
of harmony in each of these conditions, is a result of the 
same Jaw of commensurability and coincidence . 

. !!7. Now as there is every possible degree of attenuated 
form and motion, from the to the most minute, there 
must necessarily be every degree of commensurability in 
that form and motion, as well as ever.) degree of incommen-
surability, between the extremea of existence. 

228. Development can only take place at the points of 
tnat is, at those points where the princi· 

pies concerned in producing that development, harmonize. 
For two principles cannot unite to produce a harmonious re-
sult, unless there is constitutitmal harmony between those 
principles. They cannot coincide in their operations, unless • 
there are common points of coi11eidence between them. 

229. Harmony being a condition necessary to develop-
ment, and the conditions of harmony being the same 
throughout the universe, the conditions necessary to devel-
opment will be the same in their general characteristics ; 
hence there exists a general law of development which char· 
acterizes uni\'ersal existence. 

23u. That general law, is the law of commensurability 
as typified in the musical scale, and hence has arisen the 
sacred number seven. 'l'he tendency in nature, whether in 
the mineral, vegetable or animal kingdoms, is to by 
sevens, or whether taken togetheras a ·whole, to develope in 
the snme manner. Thus take uni\'ersnl existence, matter, 
elect1icity, magnetism, vitality, electro-nervous, magnetic-
nervous, and spirit; and tnke each of these, and consider 
them separately, and they tend tode,·elope in the same man-
ner; and as in the musical scale there are fi\'e full tones and 
two semi-tones, so in these developments, the tones and 
semi-tones are obsen·ed. 
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!31. The reason for this similarity is, that all these de-
velopments are under the same universal law of commen-
surability. The musical.IICale is developed hy it, and is 

not artificial. Hence, the conclusion is inevitable, 
that· development is the rt:sult of the harmonious relat.ion 
and action of certain causes or principles. 

232. Helice, these causes or principles being known or 
understood in their nature or mode of existence, and their 
relat.ions being known, their results or developments can be 
assertsined. Hence, also these things being known, the 
mind can prophecy of future developments with the utmost 
certainty of fulfillment; as for instance, if there are but six 
classes of animals in the animal kingdom, another claSI! re-
mains to be developed. If there are but five races of men 
on earth. two remain to be developed. If man pos-
seses but five senses, two more are demanded to perfect the 
octave of sensation. 

233. Hence, in the study of nature, the principle.'! of bar· 
mony or commensurability should constitute the principles of 
classification, and it will be found on critical examination, that 
no other principle can be observed, and nature be pursued 
in such classification. If you commence with the mineral 
kingdom, and pursue the study of crystalography the prin-
ciple of commensurability will give you the primati\·e forms 
of the chrystal. 

234. If you enter the animal kingdom, and investigate 
the different classes of animal existence, they will arra1,1ge 
themselves under· the musical scale. Or examine the devel-
opment of sensation in man and the same scale is observed. 
Thus J'OU will find instinct, feeling, tu.sting, smelling, hear-
ing, seeiRg and an innate spiritual sense now unfolding. 

!3i. All these developments in nature are maDifeating 
themselves through organizations, which organizations have 
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each within them a principle which acts in building up and 
giving character to them. In thQ mineral kingdom, these 
interior principles are known by the names of electricity and 
magnetism, in their various attenuated forms and modifica-
tions, and there are many electricities and magnetisms dis-
tinguished only by their of llttenuated development. 

236. The crystalization of the different minerals, owe 
their peculiar form and character to these different kinds of 
electricities and magnetisms. If the chemist could elaborate 
the appropriate electricities and magnetisms, he could manu-
facture the diamond, and so in regard every other Jorm 
of mineral existence. 

237. All electricities belong to the same general family 
or class, but they haTe their order, generll, species and va-
rieties; and what is true of electricity and magnetism in 
the mineral kingdom, is tru.e of vitality in the vegetable 

although the principle of vitamy is of the same 
family or class in the vegetable kingdom; yet there are 
generic and specific differences in the attenuated develop-
ments of those vitalities, and these difl'erences are manifested 
in the various· organic forms of the vegetable kingdom. 

238. I cannot enter into detail here, as the organization 
and development of plants through their various orders, 
classes, genera, species and varieties, forms no part of the 
object of these lectures. I will therefore merely there 
is no good reason why the same plant should not be formed 
in all instances throughout the world, were it not that the 
different vitalities require different conditions for their ma-
terial manifestations. 

239. Those conditions which are peculiar to any particu-
lar mode of manifestation, !ire always preserved in the per-
feet fruit or seed of the plant, ready to be developed when 
other conditioll.8, which are more general, occur. But those 

I 
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conditions which are peculiar to a particular mode .of mani-
fJStation, may happen, and often do happen without the 
presence of a perfect seed, in which ease vitality is present 
to and continue the developmf'nt, and will do so, 
other things continuing favorable. 

240. This constitutes what is called spontaneous produc-
tion, and is seen where vegetation springs up from 
earth dug from a great depth-also in the growth ·of par· 
ticular plants, grasses, &c., on cleaning away primeval forests 
&c. The mind will readily conceive, that taking vitality to 
be seperate and independent of its mode of manifestation 
in the organized body, it is not difficult to imagine, in 
almost infinite variety of changes. and admixture of changes, 
which must necessarily happen, those conditions suited to a 
particular mode of manifestation may frequently occur. 

241. Again, the great variety of forms assumed in the 
vegetable kingdom, are but the manifestation of so many 
different conditions suited to the manifestation of these vi· 
talities in their progressive developments. And the hap· 
pening of new conditions, acting in harmony with other con· 
ditions suited to their peculiar manifestation, will so alter or 
modify their former manifestation, as to produce forms spe· 
cifically or generica1ly different. 

!42. Thus every new geological epoch is characterized 
by the disappearance of old, and the appearance of new 
forms of vital manifestation. The reason is, every revolu· 
tion or geological change of our earth, was attended with 
the destruction or modification of old conditions, and the in· 
troduetion of new ones ; and in proportion as old conditions 
were modified or destroyed, and new ones established, just 
in the same proportion· did· these new vital manifestations 
appear. 

243. On this principle, among the earliest geological 
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changes in the history of our we should naturally look 
for the most extensive changes in conditions, and conse-
quently for the greatest changes in organic forms and modes 
of vital manifestation. And it is so. 

244. These vital manifestations took place as soon as matter, 
by the refining and elaborating processes of the mineral king-
dom, had reached the point where vitality could act upon 
it. At first the conditions necessar.r- for vital manifestation 
ascended but just above the line dividing the mineral from 
the vegetable kingdom, and consequently was scarcely above 
the mineral organization, and hardly to be distinguished 
from it. In fact the dividing line is passed by such imper-
ceptible_ degrees of progression, that naturalists cannot tell 
where the one begins, or the other ends. 

245. On the scale of progressive development, we should 
have expected this apparent interblending of the two king-
doms, at the dividing line hetween them. Development by 
harmonious attenuation cannot, from the nature of things, 
be abrupt and sudden, but must progress by degrees, as im-
perceptible in their differences, as the difference between in-
finitismals. 

246. Thus, at the first dawn of vegetable life, vitality 
seizing upon the first attenuated particles of matter before ' 
they bad ascended one-half their breadth above the mineral 
horizon, put on her humblest and simplest form of mani-
festation. This earliest dawn of vitality was clad like 
mother Eve, with a sort of fig leaf apron, compared with the 
oostly and gorgeous apparel with which her ·daughters 
now clothe tbemseh'es. 
. !47. From the necessities of the case, the first manifesta-
tions of vitality were exceeding simple, and few in num,ber. 
But as harmonious attenuation progressed-as mattt>r be-
came sufficiently refined for higher manifestations to take 
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place-higher onea occurred. Thus, as soon aa the first a&-
forma arose above the mineral horizon, vitality P-' 

on her simplest dress, and she could put on no other until 
other conditions arose suitable for that purpose. 

248. The vegetable arose out of the mineral, and took 
upon itself the leading conditions of the mineral. These 
leading conditions of the mineral, harmonizing with the new 
conditions of the vegetable, produced the first vegetable or-
ganization. These organizations were as general as were 
the presence of these new conditions. At length other and 
different conditions, suitable to vital manifestation, al'Oie, 
harmonizing with the mineral conditions ; then a new vital 
manifestation took place in the organization of a new vege-
ta1>le form, and so on through the whole range of vital mani· 
festations. 

149. The origin of families, orders, genera, species, &e., 
may be tr:aeed in this way. The first condition favorable to 
vital manifeststion was evidenced by the first manifestations · 
of a vegetable life. This fi.rat condition was simple and gen-
eral, and was a sort of fundamental condition, out of which, 
and through which new conditions \Vould be likely to arise. 
These new conditions arising, would change or modify the 
primary .condition, and would thus give birth to a new mani-
festation in organic structure, which could partake of the 
leading characteristics of the primary condition, with the 

manifestation suited to the new condition, thus 
originating an order in that primary class. . 

!50. New conditions still arising and harmonizing with 
the primary and secondary conditions, would st.ill -demand 
.an additional manifestation to this latter condition, 
and would combine with the primary and secondary condi-
tions to produce a genera in the order, &c. 

161. Now each of these new conditions depended main1y 
' 
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on the degree of attenuation of the particles, and the mo-
tion assumed ; and the relation of attenuated form and mo-
tion detf'rmined the condition of harmony or commensura-
bility, by which, and through which development was pro-
duced. 

252. The difference between one form of manifestation 
and another of the same family, class, &c., or rather the 
space between them is made up of the points of incommen-
surability in form and motion, of the attenuated and attenu-
ating process ·or vital and material development. · Develop-
ment of organic forms cannot take place at the points of in-
commen!!urability or discordant action, for it is as true in the 
vital economy of the vegetable, as in the moral economy of 
man, tliat two cannot walk together, unless they are agreed. 

253. New families in the vegetable kingdom are produced 
under the same law by which families were originally devel-
oped. A new condition suited to vital manifestation, arising 
and not harmonizing with any preceding vegetable condi-
tion, it is obliged to take on a form of manifestation peculiar 
to itself, and thus a new family is established. Different 
classes, orders, genera, species, and varieties in the same 

• family are produced under the operation of the same general 
principles. 

!54. The reason why conditions may harmonize in. their 
first and second relations, and become discordant in a third, 
will be illustrated by reference to the musical seale. Thus 
in the key of one .flat, F natural harmonize with B 
flat. Now B flat will harmonize with E flat, but 
E flat will not harmonize with F natural. Thus in the 
path of development-the attenuated form and motion cor-
responding to B flat, would combine with F natural or 
with E flat to produce organic forms, and the forms thus 
developed would be similar, and might belong to the same 
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class, as both contain the form and motion of B .flat. But 
those forms would be {.tenerically or specifically different, 
the one combining with F natural, the other with E .flat, 
and the difference between F natural and E foU would 
make the difft•rence in those organic fonns. 

255. This principle kept in mind, will account for many in-
teresting phenomena in nature to be found both in the vege-
table and animal kingdoms, In this principle you will find 
the philosophical reason why different families, classes, genera 
and apt>cies cannot cross.· Here, also, you will understand 
why the plum grafted on the apple, &c., will not grew. 
Hence also, the reason that the cultivation of plants often 
otfects their organic character, &c. 

256. In this kind of investigation the student of nature 
will find open before him a 'Vast field of philosophy. He 
will find in the study of development, that nuture works 
upon the scale of harmony. That the music of the spheres 
is not altogether poetic fancy. That creation and universal 
existence are attuned to harmony. That the wisdom, power 
and goodness of God can only be chanted in their full power, 
majesty and sublimity, by the choir of universal existence. 
That nature in all her departments constitutes the great 
anthem of God. 

257. The vegetable kingdom is developed out of the 
mineral, and partakes of many of the characteristics of 
the mineral. The principle of vegetable vitality connects 
the vegetable with the mineral, through its corresponding 
principle in the mineral, to wit.: its electricity and magna-
tism. Hence, although electricity and magnetism are es-
sential to the development of the vegetable form, they are 
essential only as a connecting medium-a means to be em-
ployed by vitality in the construction of. its form of man-
ifestation. 
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268. This vitality is a more refined species of electricity 
and magnetism, than that of the mineral kingdom, and is 
to the vegetable form what the other is to the mineral form. 
Having passed to a higher condHion of refinement, it can-
not connect with gross matter, except through electricity 
and magnetism. Thus the latter ltecomea an instrument 
of the former, by means of which to lay hold of the gross 
mineral, and incorporate it into its vegetable habitation. 

259. The attention of philosophers should. be called to 
this subject. Caref'}l experimenl.ti should be made for the 
purpose of understanding these different vegetable electric-
ities and magnetisms. Common instruments for elMtrical 
and magnetic experiments will not answer the purpose. 
Batteries of the living vegetable must be used. •The per· 
feet seed, in its structure, is a vegetable battery. 

260. When this subject of vegetable electricity and mag· 
netisn.t is many of the apparent difficulties and 
antagonisms in ohemistry will be explained. The philosophy 
of isomerism will be much modified, and the chemists 
will learn that certain compounds now considered as isome-
ric, are very far from being so. Many substances now su.p· 
posed to be elements, will yet be compelled to disclose their 
compound character; and in fact, I do exceedingly doubt if 
a simple element has ever yet been discovered. Every 
particle of matter in the universe will be found to be 
polaric. 

261. In thus passing through the vegetable kingdom, 
we shall find a regular chain of progression, developing by 
infinitesimals from the lowest to the highest form of vcge-
tabl( organization. And we must notice that the vegetable 
form includes the mineral in its composition, while the min· 
eral, being lower in the scale of development, does not in-
clude the vegetable. We must also notice that electricity 
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and magnetism, can manifest their presence without the 
manifestation of vitality ; But vitality cannot put on a 
material manifestation without the presence of this mineral 
life principle. 

262. Again, vitality being the agelley concerned in se-
lecting and arranging the materials entering into the vege-
table organization, and making use of electricity and 
magnetism as a means by which, and through which, it 
exercises that power, it must be positive and active in rela· 
tion to these lower mediums and matter, upon the prin-
ciple that the cause is always positive and active relative 
to . the effect produced. Htmee whenever we see mani· 
festations of vitality, we should expect to find it sustain• 
ing a position and active relation to the mediums of elec-
tricity, &c., and we find this to be invariably the ease. 

263. Out of the vegetable kingdom arises the animal, 
at first but just emerging above the mineral. When mat• 
_ ter had reached the p.oint of refinement at which animal 
vitality could act upon it, and thus manifest its existence 
to the senses, the animal organization appeared ; and as 
the degrees of attenuated development rise one above the 
other by an almost imperceptible seale of progression, the 
line which divides the animal from the vegetable kingdom, 
can be perceived with difficulty. In fact, the conn_eeting 
link between the two is so exactly balanced across the di-
viding line, that naturalists cannot tell where the vegeta-
ble ends and the animal begins. 

The first characteristic which clearly indicates that 
the line is passed, is found in the development of a new 
principle termed sensation ; and this principle of sensation 
is first manifiested in a sort of mechanical mannn, in the 
form of instinct, and is but slightly removed from the ac-
tion of mere vitality. 
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26.5. & soon as matter had been sufficiently elaborated 
and refined to enable animal vitality to act upon it, through 
the lower mediums, the first animal forms appeared ; and 
because the first conditions under which animal vitality 
could manifest itself, wez:e few and simple, the first mani-
festations were few, and but just removed from the higher 
manifestations in the vegetable 

2M. The principle of vitality, liket'the master builder, was 
ever ready to manifest itself, when suitable material should 
be elaborated and prepared for its external building by the 
fellow craftsmen working in the degrees below. These 
fellow craftsmen were electricity, magneti!!m and vegetable 
vitality. 

267. Vitality by its action elaborates or rather attenu .. 
ates matter, until its partieled centers can be sufficiently 
approached to be acted upon by the nervous fluid. Hence 
one of the first developments in the progression of animal 
organization is sensation or a nervous system. 

266. This animal vitality is the elaborated and elabora-
ting electricity and magnetism of the animal, and is known 
as the animal magnetism of modern days ; and, in its direct 
action, it sustains the same relation to the animal, as vege-
table electricity, &c., sustains to the vegetable, or the min-
eral to the mineral. Their mode of existence and princi-
ples of action, are very similar,_if not the same, and the . 
lower are correspondences of the higher manifestat.ions. 

269. Sensation accompanies this mode of manifestation 
from the earliest point of attenuated development, where 
the centers of particled matter are sufficiently approached 
to enable the nervous medium to act upon them, and con-
stantly developes from that point. 

270. Sensation being developed after vitality, and next 
in order, depends upon vitality for lt.l material maniiesta-
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tion. It cannot act upon matter in the absence of vitality, 
and can only act upon it through that medium. Hence 
when ·vitality ceases in any part of the system, sensation 
ceases in that part. Thus, if by any means, this vital ftui.d 
or animal electricity is fr<>m the nerves of sen-
sation, sensation will cease to be manlfiested, as in certain 
cases of mesmeric influence, or when a diseased organ is 
forced to yield up its vitality, and mortification sE:ts in, the 
patient is released from pain. 

!71. Again, vitality being developed before, and inde-
pendent of sensation, exists and performs its functions 
without its presence. This bas often been demonstrated 
by severing those nerves of sensation which supply any 
particular part of the body, and thereby all sensation in 
that part of the body has been destroyed. Yet vitalitv 
has maintaiRed its presence and continued the work of 
building up, repairing that part of the system, thus 
demonstratinr that vitality can work without the preseace 
or aid of sensation, although sensation Without the 
presence and aid of vitallity. 

272. It is important to notice that nature teaehes· but one 
language on this point. Vitality is lower in the scale of 
development than the nervous medium, and lies between 
it and matter; and consequently must form one of the con-
necting links between sensation and matter, and must never 
be omitted when sensation is to act upon matter. Again, 
vitality, occupying a lower position in the scale of deYelop-
ment than the nervous medium, its phenomena will always 
indicate· that position, '1henever, wherever, and however 
manifested, 

273. It is also important to .observe that this animal 
electricity and magnetism, denominated vitality, bas not 
the same office to perfonn with selnaation. Its office in 
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the.animal economy is to build up and keep in repair what 
is called the vegetation system of the animal. This vitality 
is the workman who prepares the material and adjusts it in 
all parts<>f the animal economy, It is the master builder 
of all the organs, and is entr11sted with the duty of keeping 
every thing in its p\ace, and removing all obstructions out 
of the way. It was vitality which put up these telegraphic 
wires of the body, the nerves of sensation, and if by any 
means, those wires become broken or injured, it is the duty 
of vitality to repair them. . Vitality is as distinct from 
sation, in the office it has to perform in the vital economy, 
as is the workman who man11factured and put up tl:e 
telegraphic wires, distinct from the thud which circulates 
along those wires. 

274. It is the office of sensation to feel or perceive ma-
terial existences; that is, to perceive effects within the 
sphere of its susceptibility. It is the twilight of the mind; 
notQ.ing below this development can perceive existence in 
any form. But at this point, external forms are revealed, 
and only such forms as are, in themselves effects, and 
perishab]#l or subject to what is termed death. 

275. Sensation, in the fullest scope of its power, can 
take in. but a very narrow range of existence. It is eon-
fined in its observation to a narrow belt or zone of material 
forms, and infinity lies on either side of the limit of its 
power. All that is perceived beyond this sensible belt, is 
purely mental or spiritual. 

276. And here it Is important to notice, that sensation 
can only perceive certain external,perishable forms of exis-
tence. This point ought to be clearly perceived as laying 
the foUndation for understanding the philosophy of mor-
&ality and immortality; Although sensation begets the 
idea of existence, yet it only pereeives that existence in 

' 
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the external form in which is .manifested as an effect, and 
being an effect, it is consl:!lntly subject to change or des-
truction of form. And inasmuch as everything perceptible 
by the senses, is perishable and necessarily must perish in 
its form of manifestation, there can be nothing upon which 
sensation can abide. There is nothing imperishable upon 
which sensation can individualize itself; for it cannot in-
dividualize upon any thing not within the scope of its per-
ception. But every thing within the scope of its. percep-
tion is external and perishable, and cannot endure. There-
fore sensation in its mode of action and relation must per-
ish. Hence, take any animal whose ultimate scope of mind 
is limited by sensation, and if by any possible means it 
could be placed in the sphere of· causation, it could perceive 
and know absolutely nothing. For that which is depeD,dent . 
on sensation for existence and manifestation, and can only 
perceive ·as sensation reveals, must live when and where 
sensation lives, and die when sensation dies. And as sen-
sation belongs exclusively to the sphere of perishable ef-
fects, and perceives nothing beyond that sphere, it must 
end when that sphere is passed. 

277. This development of sensation is another step in 
advance in the process of individualization, commencing 
with gross matter, to ultimate in individualized spirit; and 
mll.y be denominated the ear of individualization. So it 
stands ti1us : The revolutions and developments of the 
mineral kingdom were processes preparing for the com-
mencement of individualization. This individualization 
commenced in the vegetable kingdom forming the blade. 
The process was .continued j,nto the animal kingdom, and 
through that kingdom developed the ear of individualization. 

!78. Like every preceding development, sensation ad-
Yances slowly from one degree of manifestation to another, 

6 
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through the whole range of animal existence, until it ar-
rives at the utmost verge of mortality ; and, as it passes 
that line, the first development of pure mind or spirit is 
manifested ; and as harmonious attenuation proceeds, more 
and more perfect mental manifestation takes place. 

279. In the nervous medium, in an individualized state, 
exists the elements of this rudamental of the mere 
animal ; and in the individualized mind of the mere 
mal, the · dawn of immortal mind first breaks upon the 
world. But it is the mere dawn, and is prophetic of the 
rising sun of immortal spirit. Yet the true or immortal 
spirit is, at this point of development, below the material 
horizon, and shint>s upon the world by the rays reflected 
from the atmosphere of 

280. But matter, by through the refining and 
elaborating process. of vitality and sensation, was prepared 
to be used as a means of spiritual manifestation ; and the 
moment that point was reacheq, the spirit was manifested 
in- the flesh, and the spiritual image of the iufinite God 
became incarnate. But like all preceding developments, 
the spiritual arose gradually, and at first almost imper-
ceptibly above the sensuous horizon, like the rising sun, 
wl!ich is a beautiful illustration and type .of progres-
sive devefopment. The birth of day is always by progres-
sion from almost total darkness to the full blaze of the 
direct ray. And as the morning dawn is prophetic of the 
rising sun, so is each preceding development prophetic of 
the one which is to-follow. And as the period for the suc· 
ceeding development to become manifest approaches, the 
reflected light brightens almost into the direct ray. And 
when the rising sun throws its first rays upon the world, 
the immediate increase of light is only perceived by ita 
throwing the previous light into e. shadow. 
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!81. So with the development of immortal spirit aboTe 
animal sensation. The dawn of mind in the lower types 
of animal existences continued to· brighten at every suc· 
eeeding develo.Pment, until at last, before the appearance 
of man, the spirit assumed the light of 
the direct ray. But when man appeared at the mmmit of 
development in the animal kingdom, then the light of the 
direct ray shone upon him, as the light of the. rising sun 
first shines upon the loftiest mountains which shoot up from 
the earth. 

!82. In. the first development of immortal mind, the ani-
mal largely predominates ; but in the onward course of 
progressive develepment, it slowly and surely ascenas and 
perfects. Pure spirit, independent of sensation, begins to 
put forth its power to perceive causes, principles and rela-
tions, internal modes of existence and action. The mind 
begins tO feed on imperishablE! food, to individualize on 
imperishable principles, and to put forth the immortal aspi-
rations. At this point it emerges into the spirit sphere, 
and passes its last constitutional change. Here it is born 
into eternity and immortality ; and although progressive 
development still continues approaching nearer and 
nearer the infinite center of all existence and cause, 
the mind can never pass another constitutional change, 
without becoming Cause itself or God. 

283. Here, then, standing before the Great Infinite, the 
Cause uncaused, the seat of life and intelligence, the great 
central throne of existence and power, the positive of all be-
ing, the "I AM," the centre and circumference Of infinity, 
God, Jehovah, Allah, Father, let us bow with reverence 

adore. 
284. In looking back 'over the path of attenuation and 

aevelopment, over which we have come, we have noticed 
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tbia order of progrees : grOM matter ; second, mine-
ral electricity and magnetism ; third, ngetable electricity 
and magnetism, or vegetable vitality ; fourth, animal elec-
tricity and magnetism, or animal vitality ; fifth, sunsation 
or the nervous medium, and sixth, spirit. -In the examin-
ation of each In order of manifestation, we noticed 
the imperceptible degress by which one ascended to the 
plane of the other, there being no abrupt or sudden transi-
tion from oilC to the other. 

285. Also, in passing from form of manifestation to 
the other, order is never inverted. The lower form 
invariably passes t,he higher, but the higher never de• 
scends into thn lower. Thus showing the direction of the 
current in the great &tream of progression. The higher 
·form of manifestation always includes the lower; but the 
lower neYer includes the higher. Dull scholars, indeed, 
must we be, if we cannot learn from the constan.t teachings 
of nature, that progression and development are the order 
of universal existence. 

286. As the mind advances in development in the spiri& 
sphere, the animal or physical recedes; and it is not until the 
animal is brought into complete subjection to the spiritual, 
that mind appears in its true dignity and majesty. 

287. The .individualized immortal spirit in its true posi• 
tion stands n(\xt to God, and may truly be denominated the 
first begotten of the father; and there is nothing below 
the infinite, it will not ultimately comprehend, and those 
who would affix limits to its power of comprehension are 
false to their own immortal constitutions. 

288. I repudiate the idea that my mind is to be forever 
bound with the superstitious napkin of absurd mysteries. 
that I am to be forever quieted with the lullaby song, 
\hat \he mind cannot investigate the secret springs of na-
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are and God. That the veil which hides the future from 
&he present life is so thick and material, it cannot be ren' 
asstJnder. The God within tells me it is not so. The 
earnest aspirations of. my own ·soul tell me it is.not so. The .. 
conquest of mind in the past, its majestic manifestations 
in the present, and its prophecies of the future, tell me h 
is not so. Hind stands De;Jt God. in poait.ion, amd will bt 

hiJD in power. 



LECTURE V. 

. Otr 'l'BJ: PHILOSOPHY OP !IA'l'URJ:. 
!89. Man appears in this plan of existence with a physi· 

cal form, animated or vitalized by the animal electricity 
and magnetism of the animal body. This body, alone con· 
sidered, is purely animal in its constitution and character. 
It is an effect, situated in the sphere of effects, connected 
by physical sensation with effects only. It derives all its 
food from the effects which surround it. Its appetites and 
desires partake of the nature of its animal constitution and 
are necessarily animal. This nature forms the lower ex-
'reme of the human constitution, and is the fountain of 
aelfishness which acts as the mainspring of all its animal 
volitions. 

290. But man also appears with another and better na· 
ture, which connects him with a higher plan of existence. 
This is his spiritual nature, and belongs to the sphere of 
causation. This nature deals only with effects to investi-
gate and ascertain their cause and relations. Its desires 
and aspirations all center in a higher sphere of existence, 
and when separated from the lower or anQ:nal extreme, 
and consequently uninfluenced by it, it desires only that 
which is holy and just and true. It loTes the good and 
the just and the true, and derives all its nourishment and 
strength from the fountain of wisdom and goodness. This 
nature forms the higher extreme of man, and connects with 
the spirit sphere or sphere of causation. 

!91. These .two extremes of man's existence here, are 

1 
1 
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eonneeted by an intermediate system ·known as his nervous 
nature or system. The physical or animal nature connect-
ing with the spiritual through the nerves of sensation, and 
the spiritual connecting with the animal through the nerves 
of motiou; that is the nerves of sensation connect the body 
with the and the nerves of motion connect the spirit 
with the body. 

29!. In this three-fold or trinity of character and con-
stitution, man stands forth, reaching at the same time into 
the two spheres· of existence and manifestation, and thus 
forming a connection between the positive and negative 
modes of existence and manifestation. And for purpose 
of illustratiQn, man the compound may be denominated a 
battery, his body forming the negative plate and his 
forming the positive plate, and the nervous systems form-
ing the connecting polls. 

293. If these polls be displaced or- destroyed, the ex-
tremes will fall asunder, and each will go to its own sphere ; 
dust to dust, and spirit to spirit. If by any mean• the 
action of the intermediate link be suspended, eacp extreme 
will tend to its own sphere. The physical will assume the 
appearance of death, while the spiritual will mount up and 
rejoice in new light and life. 

294. In tracing the path of Mvelopment and progres-
sion from gross matter up to spirit, as. revealed to us through 
the operations of nature, we have noticed the maniresta-
tion of certain principles, in their particular order of de-
velopment. Their order can never be mistaken. 
]osopher can doubt for a moment, that so far as our earth 
is concerned, the mineral-kingdom is prioz: to the vegetable, 
and the principles concerned in working revolutions and 
giving form and character to the mineral, existed prior· to, 
-and independent of the vegetable kirtgdom. · This princi-
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ple in the mineral kingdom ia denominated electricity ill 
one form of manifestation, and magnetism in another. 
Hence it be doubted that electricity and magnetism 
are prior to the development of the vegetable kingdom. 

295. But with the development of the vegetable king-
dom was manifested a new principle concerned in giving 
form and character to the vegetable organization, which 
is denominated vitality. This principle was. manifested af-
ter the manifestation of electricity, &c., and sustains the 
same relation to kingdom, which electricity, &e., sus-
tains to the mineral kingdom ; now the office of Yitality ia 
not demanded in the mineral kingdom because it belongs 
to a higher plane of development. But the office of elec-
tricity and magnetism is demanded in the vegetable, be-
cause the vegetable being higher in the plane of develop-
ment than the mineral, includes the mineral with all its 
principles and agencies. But in the vegetable, these agen· 
cies of the mineral have a different office to perform from 
that. of vitality, and on careful examination will be found 
performing their different functions in the vegetable struc- · 
ture. matter is prepared by the elaborating agen-
cies of electricity and magnetism, to be brought under the 
influence and control of vitality.- Hence vitality is depend-
ant upon the presence of electricity, &c., for its manifesta-
tion, and is superior to those agencies in all its operations. 
While electricity and magnetism are engaged in separa-
ting and combining the various elemcnLs entering the vege-
table structure, vitality takes these elements so separa· 
ted or combined and arranges them in their appropriate 
positions, and thus manifests itself in the organic arrange-
ment. 

296. In making these arrangements, the power of vitali· 
ty owr the lower media and gross matter, ia seen in ta-
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king them under its control, and assigning to them the 
positions determined by the laws of vital atlinity. For 
illustration ; the laws of vital affinity in building up all 

' vegetable structures, carry the particltls of matter in a di-
rection .adverse to the laws of ·gravitation, as seen in the 
growing of all plants, shrubs, trees, &c. ·The power 
which rears up our gigantic forests is a re'al existence, and 
is ·none other than the power denominated vitality, acting 
in a direction opposite the laws of gravitation. l'his is bul 
one simple illustration. But in every operation in nature. 
the superiority of vital power is equally manifest. 

297. Hence it is safe to set down as a fixed and im-
mutable fact, that vitality, in ita mode of ezisteru:e, is sep-
arate from, and in(lependent of the lower media, in ib 
mode of material manifestation, is dependent upon the lower 
media, and in its mode of action, is superior and posi-
tive to all lower media, And :hence, when vitality opre-
ates upon gross mattel', it lllUSt act through the agency of 
the lower media. 

298. Iti further tracing the path of development and 
progression, we find a higher l!lanifestation of this princi-
ple of vitality in the animal kingdol!l, which sustains the 
aame relation to the animal, that the former sustained to 
the vegetable ; yet in its mode of eziBteru:e, manifestatio'll 
and action appears to btl very similar. But accompany-
ing this manife11tation, appears a new principle whose mode 
of existence, action, &c., seem to be different from any 
thing preceding it. 

299. Like all preceding mani(estations, it is dependen' 
upOll what has gone before, for its material manifestation, 
as electricity ·and magnetism depended upon matter for 

manifestation, and as vitality depended upen 
electricity, magnetism and matter for its material 
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tation-ao this new principle is dependent upon vitality, 
electricity, &e., for its material manifestation. 

3:)0. This, latter principle cannot put on a material 
manifestation without the agency of a material nervous 
system. But a nervous system could not be constructed 
without the agency of vitality, and vitality could not COD• 

atruot a nervous system without the agency of electricity, 
&c., to and combine the n&tural elements, -pre· 
paratory to their entering inte the nervous structure, so 
that the nervous medium could not put on a material man-
ifestation, until after the manifestation ofthese lower 'media. 

301. And that form through which the nervous medium 
is manifested must necessarily include all the lower me· 
dia. The true office of this latter medium was· stated ia 
my last lecture, to be to reveal material existences,· physi· 
cal facts, &c. This nervous medium, being superior to 
all previous manifestations, is positive to them, and within 
the plan of its activity, can act upon and control all the 
lower media. But in acting upon any given lower me· 
dium, it must act through all the intermediate ones. Thus 
if it would act upon electricity it must act upon it through 
the agency of vitality; if it would act upon matter, it 
do so through vitality and electricity, &c. 

30!. All these lower agencies combine in the animal 
kingdom, and bring up the process of individualization to 
the second stage of development, denominated the ear of ' 
individualization. If the process had ended here the full 
corn would not have been produced. Hitherto the plane 
of immortality had not been reached. As could 
reveal nothing but perishable forms of material existence, 
it could individualize upon no,hing higher, and consequent-
ly would cease w act where there were no material fol'ID8 
to reveal. 
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303. In the further process of material manifestation, 
another and higher development took place, denominated 
mind or immortal spirit. This development was based upon 
&ensation, as sensation was based upon vitality, and could 
not have put on a material manifestation until after sensa-
tion was developed. As the office of the nervous medium 
is to reveal effects or external forms of physical existence, 
without reference to the causes or concerned in 
producing those effects, so is it the office of the mind. 
through these effects, to trace their causes and relations. 
Hence the mind is so constituted as to take notice of causes, 
principles and their relations, and it individualizes ill ref· 
ference to them, and therefore belongs to the sphere of 
causation. 

304. And inasmuch as principles are elemental in their 
character, and not subject to change or destruction, the spirit 
individualizes upon an imperishable basis, and in its indi-
viduality and identity becomes immortal. Hence spirit 
becoming immortal takes upon itself immortal appetites, 
desires and aspirations, must be fed on imperishable food, 
and must dwell in a sphere of existence suited to its immor· 
tal nature. 

305. This last ·manifestation forms the last link in the 
chain connecting the natural with the spiritual world, and 
thus unites the two worlds in one, in the compound being 
man. All lower media are continued in man and 
link together to fit him for inhabiting both spheres of 
existence. 'l'herefore we shall find man subject to all 
the influences of all these media, and often exhibiting the 
various phenomena appertaining to each and all of th£:m. 

306. In the ascending scale of manifestation we. find 
that of mind or spirit last, and being last, we should.natur-
ally expect to find it most perfect in its mode of existenet 
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and mmifestation, and. most positive and potential in its 
mode of action. In all preceding manifestations, we have 
found all lower ones subject tO the ppwer and control of 
those above, and so we find it in relation to spirit. The 
power which the mind of man exercises over sensation. 
vitality, electricity, &c., will be illustrated as we progress. 

307. Our conclusions thus far, are that electricity and 
magnetism are positive to matter-that vitality is positive 
to electricity, &c.; that the nervous medium is positive 
to vitality and that spirit is positive to the nervous medium. 
89 that mind or spirit is positive and aotive to all lower 
media, and possesses in itself the power to conttol them. 

308. In this ma.nifestation of spirit, by means of which 
causes, principles and their relations can be perceived, in· 
d.ividualiza.tion is perfected, and thus the full corn in ·the 
ear is froduced-so it stands thus, "first the blade of in· 
divhlualization in the vegetable kingdom, second tho tar, 
in the animal kingdom, and third flu ftdl corn· in tluJ ear, 
in the development of individualized immortal spirit." 

309. The next matter to which attention is particularly 
invited, is the MODE of existence of these various media, 
beginning with electricity. Electricity and magnetism ex· 

as general media, filling· space, and surrounding and 
permeating particle of matter in the universe. li 
will be remembered, that to ·-electricity and magnet.ism, are 
attributable the influences denominaMd elemental or cbemi· 
oal affinity,. aggregate affinity or attraction of cohesion, 
and attraction of gravitation. That the means by which one 
particle of matter is enabled to exert an intiuence over 
another, is through the presence of electricity .or magne-
tism in some of their various or D;lOdified forms. · 

310. As links in the chain of causation, electricity and 
magnetism become causes of sequential effects, and tab 
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upon themselves the relation of cause to effect. It will be 
remembered that l have alre'ady taken the position, that 
for a cause to produce an effect, it must be connected with 
the effect produced, by means of some medium upon which 
the cause can act. Thus if the sensation of sound is to 
be produced, the sonorus body must be connected. with the 
physical ear by a medium upon which the sonorus body 
can act, and which in turn, can, act upon the physical or-
ganism. 

311. Hence sound can be transmitted no further than 
there is a continuation of the transmitting medium. There-
fore if a bell be vibrated in an exhausted receiver no sound 
is produced, because the medium necessary to transmit 
sound is cut off-so is it in regard to all media connecting 
cause with effect. The sun could exert no influence upon 
the earth, if there were no continuous medium between the 
sun and earth, through which that influence is exerted. 

31!. It must not be forgotten tkat all organization of 
matter is an effect produced through the potential agency 
of a positive and in order of existence the cause 
must always precede the effect. The cause which gives to 
every mind its peculiar form, exists independent of the ef-
fect which it produces, and will continue to exist after the 
effect has ceased. Thu3 electricity and magnetism are not 
dependent upon the mineral kingdom for their existence, 
but only for their material manifestation. 

313. The earth is connected with the sun through the 
electric and magnetic medill, and in fact is connected with 
every other material body in the universe through the, 
same media. The law of universal gravitation, as dis-
covered and denomnstrated by Sir Isaac Newton, is a most 
beautiful illustration of the universality of this connecting 
media. Through this medium every pa1-ticle of matter in 
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universal existence is connected with every othet particle 
of matter, and exerts its quota of inftuence upon every 
other particle. 

314. But what is true of electricity a.nd magnetism as 
media, is also true of vitality as a medium. It exists inde-
pendent of the organizations which it effects, and will eon· 
tinue to exist after those effects shall cease. Vitality as a 
medium is every where present, and will put on a material 
manifestation suited to its mode of t-xistence, whenever 
lower conditions are favorable for such manifestation. It 
permeates and pervades electricity in the same manner 
electricity permeates and pervades matter. 

315. And what is true of vitality as a medium, is also 
true of the nervous fluid as a medium. It fills all Epace, 
and connects one mind with another, in the same manner 
that electricity and magneti!m connect one body of matter 
with another. 

316. There is also an unindividualized mind, or spiritual 
medium filling all space, as highly attenuated in its mode 
of existence as mind itself, and is the medium through 
which, and by means of which thoughts are 
from one mind to another, when in an insulated or disem-
bodied state. The truth of each of these positions will 
become more ,apparent as we progress with the philosophy 
of our subject. 

· 317. Now every operation in nature producing effects, 
is performed through the agency or instrumentality of one 
or more of thase media; and that which can control these 
media, can, to the same extent; control all the operations of 
nature; and as mind or spirit is the highest positive power 
hitherto manifested in nature, it is according to present 
manifestations, the primary source a.nd fountain, of power. 

318. Again, as all operations in nature are performed 
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through the agency of one or more of these media, we 
must look to them for an explanation of all the various 
phenomena we witness; and when we fully understand' 
their nature, we shall be enabled to explain their various 
phenomena, and inuch that now seems to us mysterious, 
will cease to be so. 

319. In investigating these media, we shall find that in 
the laws respecting their mode of thete is a general 
correspondence ; and when· we fully understand the laws of 
any one of them, we shall thereby have a type by which to 
study the other, and by making ourselves familiar with 
any of the lower media, we shall derive great ·aid in our 
investigations of the higher ones. 

320. In our investigations we are always to keep in mind 
a distinction between a principle in its. mode of exiatence, 
and the same principle in its mode of manifestation. Its ' 
tnode of existence is one thing, and the mode of 
tation is quite another.. Its existence cannot be effected 
by other existences, while its mode of manifestation may 
derive its whole character from those things which sur-
round it. 

321 . The same principle may be seen fashioning worlds, 
B'\lns and systems on the one hand, and forming a dew dr'bp, 
a chrystal, or causing a pendulum to vibrate 9U the other. 
It may be seen causing a stone to fall to the earth, and a 

·balloon to ascend from it at the same time. These arc but 
different modes of its while in its mode of 
e1Wstence it remains constantly the same. ·Its mode of 
manifastation may be changed, modified or destroyed, b:ut 
its mode of .e.annot be. 

322. Keeping those things in mind, we are prepared to 
commence our investigations into the various · phenomena 
connected with vital, nervous and spiritual constitution 
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of man. iufd as all phenomena have reference to the ae· 
tMJn.or manifestation of these various principles we 
not confound the phenomena with the principles themselves. 

3!3. Man in his compound character inoludes all the 
media from gross matter to individualized spirit; and in 
each individualized being, th.ese media are so connected 
with each other as to bring them to a greater or less degree 
ander the absolute control of the spirit, form!ng a compo-
nent part of that compound being, and each media has its 
!eperate office to perform in the human constitution, and in 
the performance of that office is liable to be influenced by 
surrounding circumstances. 

3U. Electricity and magnetism have their office to per-
form in preparing the material for the action of vitality, and 
if they do perform their office well, vitality cannot per· 
form its office. Hence whatever effects unfavorably the 
electridty or magnetic media, through them, effect unfa· 
vorahly the human constitution. -

325. The office of vitality is to buill up and keep in re-
pair the vegetati\'e system of the animal ; to do this it must 
vitalize or animally magnetize every particle of matter 
which enters the system designed for nutriment. Vitality 
impresses upon each particle of matter, an influence suited 
tO the peculiar nature of the particle. If it be matter suited 
to the development of the osseous system, i,t receives an 
intluence peculiar to that system. If suited to the devel-
opment of the muscular system, it receives an influence 
suited to that system; and so on, each particle rec«:,iving an 
infiuence according to peculiar character, and the influ-
ence thus impressed upon each parlicle, may be denomina 
ted its vitalization. 

326. 1'he vitalization determines peculiar affinity ot 
each particle, this affinity determines the position in 
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the system. I( the affinity be suited to the nervous sys-
tem, the particle is attracted to that system, and where the 
affinity i.i the strongest, then xt comes to a state of rest and 
enters into a state of equilibrium with the surrounding par-
ticles, or in other words satisfies the demand of that . 
the system, to the extent of the capacity of that particular 
particle. 

When any part of the .system becomes disturbed 
or injured by any portion of its substance ioosing its vitality 
or vital affinity, that loss creates a demand in that part of 
the system for that which is lost. A.nd other particles 
properly vitalized, are attracted to that disturbed or injured 
plll"t, and by virtue of their appropriate affinity displace that 
which has lost its affinity and takes ·its place, and thus a 
systsm of excretion as well as secretion takes place. 

Now vitality cannot perform its function properly, 
unless the appropriate matter is brought within the sphere 
of its influence, and that matter must be prepared and 
brought within that sphere, through the agency of elec-
tricity and magnetism. Thus electricity, magnetism and 
vitality are employed in building up the physical system, 
preparatory to the higher manifestations of sensation, spon-
taneous motion and spirit. 

329. 'The office of the nervous is to use this 
physical syStem as a conducting or connecting medium Le-
tween the spheres of cause and effect, as welP also as to 
notify the approach of danger, or that which'thcatens injury 
or distruction to the physical system, and to aid in executing 
the mandai.e.s of the will to avoid or defeat danger. 

330. One of the striking differences between the office 
of vitality and the nervous medium may not be inappro-
priately illustrated through the magnetic telegraph. Vitalily 
is the. workman who manufactures, puts up and keeps in 
repair the telegraphic wires. Sensation or the nervous me-

7 
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dium, ia the fluid which pa.'!ses over that wire, to make 
the communication. The fluid cannot perform the office of the 
workman, neither can the workman perform the office of 
the fluid. The workman exists independent of the mag· 
netic fluid, and the m11oonetic fluid exists independent of the 
workman. And although the workman can manifest his 
power independent of that fluid passing over the wire, yet ' 
that fluid cannot manifest its power in that respect without 
agency of the workman. And in this simple illustration 
let the mind understand the difference between indepen-
dence in mode of .existence, and dependence in mo4e of 
manifestation. 

331. For the purpose of conveniently referring to each 
of these systems, in the compound being man-I shall de-
nominate his physical or animal nature, including the office 
of electricity, magnetism and vitality, his :VITAL SYSTEM, his 
nervous nature, his nervous system, and his moral and in-
tellectual nature, his SPIRITUAL SYSTEM, 

332. Keeping in mind these three systems, and the man-
ner in which they connect with each other, we shall bn bet-
ter able to the phenomena about to be exam· 
ined. 'Now as all pl1enomena connected with man must 
be manifested through one or more of tl1ese parts of his 
compound constitution, when we determine with which part 
a particular phenomena is connected, we shall bl" able to. 
direct our examination to those agencies ooncered in produ-
cing such phenomena. Thus if the vital system is to effect 
the mind, it must elfect it through the nerves of sensation, 

the viWJ system is connected with the mind only throitgh 
the system of sensation. But if this spiritual system is 
to effeot tJte vital, it may reach it through the system of 
sensation or motion,· because the spiritual system is supe· 
rior and positive to the vital and nervous system, and can 
act through the agency of either or both. · 
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333. These systems of and motion are quite 
distinct from each other in their modes. of existence and 
action. The of sensation proceed from the surface 
of the body as well as from the surface of every organ to 
the brain which is in oM an of these 
and so entire i11 this system throughout the whole organi-

. zation, that were every other part of the system removed, 
and the nervous portion left entire, the body would 
its perfect shape. The universality of the of 
the nerves of sensation over the surface of the body, may 
be inferred from the fact that you cannot place the point of 
the finest needle upon any of the body without 
.coming in contact with one or more of these nerves. 

334. 'l'he nerves of-motion are equally diffused through-
out the entire system ; as every portion of the muscles by 
which the limbs or any part of the body are moved, is in 
contact with these 'neryes of motion. 'l'hese motory nerves 
are of two one connecting directly with the brain, 
denominated the nerres of V?hmtary motion-the other 
connecting indirectly with the brain, through the gangli-
onic system, denominated the nerves of involuntary mo-
tiun. The first set are subject to tho direct mandates of 
the will. The -second set are only subject to vo-
lition. 

335. From the foregoing, it will be perceived the 
connection between the mind and body, and between the 
boly and the mind, is two-fold. One leadin!j from the in-
terior world outward, the other leading from the exterior 
world inward. That medium which is used to transmit 
sensations inward I shall denominate animal mA.t,rnetism. 

336. The phenomena to which I shall first call your • 
· attention, are those connected with mc;;merism, somnam-
bulism, clairvoyance, spiritual communications, &c. 'l'hese 
phenomena so remarkable, and to many so mysterious and 

• 
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incredible, are among the most simple operations in nature, 
and most beautifully illustrates roy proposition "that there 
is no mystery but ignorance." But before attempting to ex-
plain the .philosophy of any class of phenomena, it is neces• 
sary to understand what are the phenomena to be explained. 

PHENOMENA OJ' K.BSKJ:RISK, 

337. First, then, by the influence of mesmerism vitality 
l1as been made to increase or. diminish the energy of its 
action. Functional difficulties have been .. removed and 
harmony restored. Diseased organs have been made 
healthy, &c., and thus its influence bas been manifested on 
the vital system. 

338. Second, sensation is often suspended by its inftu· 
cnce, so that operations otherwise painful, have per· 
formed upon individuals, while under its influence, without 
occasioning the slightest sensation of pain. False and de· 
ceptive sensations have been produced, like converting 
water to the taste of wine, brandy, lemonade, &c. Sight 
has been perverted to see things which are not, or to see 
things in a false light; and thus its influence is felt on the 
nervous system. 

339. Third, the mind, while under the influence denom-
inated magnetic, has been enabled to perceive 
facts and principles, which, in the natural condition, were 
entin4 hidden fr?m it. To perceive objects in their size, 
!ihape, color, &c., without the-aid of sensation .. The men-
tal perception has been converted into mental sensation, 
so that it could perceive objects, and them criti-
cally, at a great distance, and entirely beyond the scope of 
physical sensation. 

i40. Fourth, the past bas been called back and its for-
gotten or hidden history revealed ; and the l"eil which 
hides the future from the present has been lifted, and 
coming events made known. 
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341. Fifth, the line dividing us from the spirit spheres 
have been passed, and the existence and relation of spirits 
to us and the universe, have been revealed. While under 
this influence the mind frequently holds converse with 
minds about them, both those in the physical form and 
those divested of it. 

342. Sixth, rapping !lpunds and other physical manifes-
"tions, purporting to be intelligent, and purporting to come 
from the disembodied spirits of deceased friends, are among . 
more recent manifestations. These phenomena are con· 
nected with each of the three elements of man's compound 
constitution, and consequently the causes producing them 
are directly or indirectly connected with each of 
elements. 

343. These are ,the pljnciple phenomena, the philos!'phi· 
cal explanation df which !.shall endeavor to give, and the 
principles involved in 'ese explanations will be sufficient 
to explain other not herein enumerated. 

344. As the object of my present Lectures is to ex-
amine more particularly the spiritual or psychological char· 
acter of the phenomena connected with man, I shall say 
no more on the subject of vital phenomena, than is neces-
BarY to elucidate my subject. · 
. 345. The first phenomena to which I wish to call your 
attention, as appertaining to the .mesmeric phenomena, is 
the entire suspension of sensation, while the nervous sys· 
tem remains entire ; that is, while the nerves are perfect in 
their physical and extend from the surface to the 
brain, in the natural state. The reason why sensation 
is not transmitted to the mind is, the nerves are incapaci· 
tated for performing their office. By some means the 
mind is detatched from the system of sensation, and thus 
becomes insulated from it. Now, the question arises, how 
can that be done ? 
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. 346. This may be done in two ways. First, by demag-
netizing the nerves of senaation, and thus disqualifying 
them from being c011dur.tors of the fluid of sensation ; or, 
fecond, by demagnetizing the brain, and disqualifying 
from receivi11fl impressions from the nervous system. In 
either event, the mind or spirit will be insulated from sen-
sation through the physical system. 

347. The :process of P.emagnetization consists in draw-
ing off the animal electricity from the physical system of 
sensation. For I have already demonstrated that sensa-
tion cannot manifest itself without the presence of vitality, 
by showing that as· soon as vitality relinquishes its con-
nection with any part of the system, sensation ceases in that 
part. Hence, as soon as' life has left the body, all physical 
sens[\tion ceases, although the system of nerves n.main 
entire. 

348. This vital or animal electricity, may be abstracted 
from the physical system in two ways: First," by presenting 
another system, which has a stronger affinity for it, than 
the system of the subject ; or, second, by forcing it off· 
through the mental system of the subject. In the first 
case it is effected by the p-resentation of a more .positive 
vital system acting in vital harmony with the !lubject, 
attended by manipulations. In the second. case, it is 
effected by the •action of a strong positive mind, acting 
upon the mind of the subject, and through the subject's 
mind, acting upon the vital system of the subject. In the 
first case the vital electricity is drawn off, and enters the 
system of the magnetizer. ·In the second case it is driven 
off and is diffused into the general medium of vitality. 
The state of is frequently produced by 
the combination of these two processes, and when the 
subject is strongly positive, and not in exact with 
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the operator, the combination of both process11s may be 
indespensable. 

349. When this demagnetization of the nervous system 
or the brain has taken place, the mind is insulated from 
sensation; and however much the nerves be torn or 
l.R.cerated, rio sensation can be transmitted to the mind any 
more than though the subject were dead ; and for the 
same reason, vitality in the nervous system is wanting, as 
a means to transmit the proper fluid tO awaken sensation. 

350. But while the mind is thus insulated and separated 
from the influences of the physical body, it yet maintains 
its connection with, and power over the body through the 
system of motion. For while sensation is thus supported, 
it may still move the body at pleasure. This shows the 
independence of the system of motion from that of sensa-
tion. In fact, this independence has been demonstrated 
in many ways : by severing the nerYes of sensation, 
which supply any particular member of the body, all 
sation in that member will cease, while it will continue to 
be subject to the mandates of the will, through. the nerves 
or motion ; on the other hand, sever the nerves of motion, 
and while the mind has no power to m'ove the limb, yet 
it is sensitively alive to painful sensations. 

351. Again, there are certain diseases which manifest 
themselves by destroying the power of motion, while sen-
sation is maintained ; and again there are other diseases 
which destroy sensation and preserve motion. 

352. Without stopping further to enquire into the modu1 
operandi of the mesmeric process, it is enough for present 
purposes to know, that the tendency is to insulate the 
mind. so that it cannot be influenced by the body. And 
I will notice a fact which the philOsophy of my subject, as 
-.rell as universal observation suggests. While in this in-
sulated condition, the subject is a stranger to those animal 
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appetites, passions and desires, which belong to the animal 
natu'f'e, unless they are especially excited. 

353. The reason for this· is, the mind being insulated 
from all sensuous influences of the body, acts out only in 

· its spiritual impulses ; and if uninfluenced by any other than 
pure mipds surrounding it, it will never fail to exhibit· the 
most pure, holy and lovely qualities of the soul. In a per-
fectly insulated condition, the mind becomes, in character, 
similar to disembodied spirit, and is prophetic of what will 
be its character when divested of the animal body. 

354. This insulation of the mind from the sensuous in-
fluences of the body tranquilizes it, and renders it much 
more susceptible to spiritual or mental influences. It shuts 
off the disturbing influences of sensation, animal desirts 
and passions, and thus fits it for spiritual communion. 

355. This mental insulation is not always perfect. Its 
degree of perfection depends upon the success of the ope-
rator in demagnatizing the system of sensation. He may 
succeed but partially, or he may succeed entirely. He 
may demagnetize the nerves merely in part. Thus he 
may suspend the organ of sight, and not that of hearing, &c. 

356. And here I may as well discuss the question, why 
all are not equally subject to mesmeric influences, and 
when subject to these influences why all do not exhibit t'be 
same phenomena ? If the mesmeric influence is exerted 
or exists in accordance with well established laws, are not 
all equally subject to those laws ? 

357. I will answer first, that tl1e numerous phenomena 
have reference to the MODE of manifeatati<m of the power 
producing them, and not to its mode of existence. Con-
sequently the phenomena will be altered, modified or 
destroyed, according to circumstances. That in all cases, 
other things being equal, the manifestation of this power' 
will be the same. But as no two individuals in their physi-
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eal, nervous and mental constitutions are precise'IJ the 
same, the mesmeric phenomena in no two individuals will 
be the same. • · 

358. Every individual is organized or constructed upon 
a key peculiar to himself, which is sometimes denominated 
the temperament of the individual. This key or tempera· 
ment extends to the vital and spiritual constitution of each 
individual, and the.y are not always the same in the same 
individual. 

359. This key or temperament determines the charac-
ter of the vital and mental undulations in the individual, 
and these undulations are sometimes harmonious, and 
sometimes discordant. Now before the operator can de-
magnetize his subject, that is, before he can draw off the 
vital electricity from the system of his subject, he must 
bring the vital flow of the subject's system into harmony 
with his own. 

360. The process of bringing into harmony is in princi· 
ple analogous to bringing a musical instrument into bar-

, mony. To illustrate this point I will call your attention to 
musical harmony as connected with the physical atmos-
phere. 

361. When a sonorous body is vibrated in the atmos-
phere, . it communicates its own motion to the atmosphere ; 
and that atmosphereic motion will be communicated to any 
other vibrating body, which is in harmony with that mo· 
tion, and with which it comes in contact. Thus if we cause 
any string of a musical instrument to vibrate, it will com-
municate its motion to the atmosphere, which, in turn, will 
communicate the same motion to any other string tuned in 
harmony with it, and thus cause that string to vibrate. 
But it will not communicate its motion to any string not 
thus tuned in harmony. 

362. Now the motion communicated to the atmosphere 
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by the vibrating body, will exert a certain amount of in-
fluence upon every thing with which it comes in contact. 
The tendency of which Will be to cause the opposing body 
to vibrate in harmony with its motion. Thus the undula-
tion of the asmosphere caused by the vibration of one of 
the strings of a musical instrument, will exert an influence 
upon every other string of that instrument; the tendency 
of which will be to cause every other, string to vibrate. 
But as those etrings only can vibrate which are tuned in 
harmony with that motion, those not in harmony will offer 
resistance to that vibrating movement ; and that very re-
sistance will tend to bring them into harmony-by tending 
to unfix the points of tension. 

363. To illustrate further : Take two strings and give 
them unequal tension; make the points of tension of one 
fixed and immovable, and leave the points of the other 
moveable or yielding. We will call the one with unyielding 
tension A, and the one with yielding points B. Now place 
these strings in close proximity to each other. Cause A 
to vibrate. The undulations will strike upon B, and tend 
to communicate their motion to it. This will cause the 
poi'Rts of tension in B tO yield until B vibrates in harmony 
with A. 

364. The length of time it will take to bring B into har-
mony with A, will depend upon the intensity of the vibr&-
tion of A ; the yielding condition of the points of tension 
in B, and the greater or less degree of inharmonious rela-
tion between them. If every condition be favorabie, it 
will take but a few moments ; if unfavorable, it will take 
days, weeks 'or even months, to bring them into harmony 
by vibration merely. 

265. The conditions to be observed to bring two strings 
into harmony through 'the action of one upon the other, 
by means of the physical atmosphere, are : First, that the ) 

I 
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points of tension of one shall be fixed and unyielding, that 
is, shall sustain an active and positive relation to the other. 
Second, the one to be affected shall be unfixed or yielding 
·in its points of tension ; that is, should be negative and 
passive in relation to the other. Third, that the positive 
string should he so vibrated as to communicate its motion 
through the atmosphere, to the other string. 

366. Now if the points of tension of each string be 
equally fixed and unyielding, and they sustain a discordant 
relation to each other, the vibration of the one can pro-
duce no sensible or permanent influence upon the other; 
and then the-vibration of one will produce no vibration of 
the other. By means of this illustration I shall proceed, 
in my next Lecture, to point out the reason why all are 
not equally susceptible to mesmeric influence. 
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367. When I sit down to exert · a mesmeric iritluenco ' 
upon the person of another, the question of success will 
depend upon the state of mental and vital harmony be-
tween us, the positive or active state of my own mind, and 
the passive or negative state of the mind ,of the subject. 
And every influence by which I am surrounded at the 
time, will be favorable or unfavorable, as they shall tend 
to create or destroy harmony between us-give me concen-
trated mental activity or the 11ubject quiet undisturbed 
passiYeness. 

368. If there is mental and vital harmony be-tween the 
operator and subject, let the operator assume a strong pos-
itive condition, and the subject a negative one, and but 
few moments will be required to induce the mesmeric con· 
dition. For like two strings attuned to harmony, arld in 
proximity to each other, as soon as one of these is vilira · 
ted, its motion is communicated to the other through the 
atmospheric undulations, and thus they vibrate together. 

369. If there is not mental and vital harmony between 
the operator and subject, that harmony must be obtained 
by the mental and vital of the operator upon the 
subject. To produce this harmony, the operator must as-
sume a strong positive condition, analogous to fixing the 
points of tension of the string A (see 363) and the subject 
should assume a quiet passive condition, analogous to leav-
ing the points of tension unfixed,· as in the string B (363). 
Then the operator should concentrate his will upon .the 
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subject, holding the, subject by the hands, and occasion-
ally making passes with his hands, from the head down-
ward, or rather from the brain outward through the vari-
ous parts of the body of the subject. 

370. This operation· tends to induce a state of mental 
and vital harmony between the operator and the subject, 
(359, 360) and if continued long enough, will result in 
inducin_g the mesmeric condition. It may take from one 
to fifty sittings of half an hour or an hour ell.ch before the 
necessary conditions will be obtained. The length of .time 
required will depend: Fir8t, on the degree of discordant 
relation between the 'operator and subject. Second, on the 
strong vositive condition oi the operator, and the concen-
tration and energy with which he can bring his will to bear 
upon the subject. Third, upon the passive or receptive 
state of the subject. Fourth, on ot.her surrounding influ-
ences which may favor or counteract either or all of the 
foregoing conditions. 

371. From the foregoing consideration it will be inferred 
all persons are more or less subject to mesmeric in-

fluence, and in proper hands might be made to exhibit the 
ordinary mesmeric phenomena. I have often heard per-
sons remark, that they were not subject to mesmeric influ-
ence. However honest they may be in that opinion, it is 
by no means certain of being true. Until they have com-
plied with -the foregoing conditions, and have quietly sub-
mitted to be operated upon fifty or even one hundred times 
of an hour each, they can with no propriety affirm that 
the mesmeric conditions cannot be induced in them. There 
are numerous instances where the subject has been opera-
ted upon fift.y times or more, before he became sensible of 
the intluence, and yet became a good subject. 

372. The next phenomena in mesmerism to which I 
will call your attention, is the sympathetic relation exist-

• D,g,tizcd by Goog I e 
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ing between the operator and subject. It is a phenomena 
which almost all have witnessed. Their selll!ations are 
apparently the same. For example, while the subject was 
in this insulated condition, I have often witnessed experi-
ments of this kind. The operator would taste a variety of 
object.q, such as cloves, cinnamon, pepper, tobacco, aloes, 
&c., and the subject, although blindfolded, and physically 
separated from the operator, would never fail to taste 
whatever the operator tasted. If pai.n was inflicted upon 
the .operator by pricking any part of body, by pinch-

. ing, and pulling the hair, the subject W()jlld experience tl1e 
same sensations in the same part of the body, &c. 

373. For the purpose of explaining this phenomena, 
I must recur to the position, (! 85,) that a cause to pro-
duce an effect, must be connected with the effect produced. 
'l'his effect is necessamy the result of a change in the con-
dition or relation of the thing affected, (176, 177.) But 
change implies motion and motion implies power, &c., ( 178, 
1'79, 180.) Now before the sensation can be transferred from 
the operator to the subject, there must exist between them 
some medium of 'COmmunication, and that medium inust 
be continuous them (186, 187, 188.) 
. 374. And this medium of communication existing be-

twen them, must be such in its character, that it can be 
acted upon by the seno;;ations of the operator, and can in 
turn, act upon the sensations of the subject. In the same 
manner as that whicb. acts as a medinm for the transmission 
of sound, must be such as can be acted upon by the sono-
rous body, and can in turn act upon the physical organism 
of the ea'r. 

375. The transmission of sensation from operator to 
the subject demonstrates the existence of such a medium. 
The office that medium performs will determine somewhat 
the nature of that medium. Accordinll to the develop-
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ments of nature, that principle which 'was developed before, 
and next to the development of sensation was vitality, the 
nature ·and office of which were noticed in sections 294, 
!95, 296 and !73. The medium developed next after sen-
sation, was mind, sci th!\t the nervous medium is connected 
with vil!Blity on one hand, and with · mind on the other. 
Therefore it is through one of these media these sensations 
are transmitted from the operator to the subject. 

376. But vitality is not such a medium as can transmit 
sensation of itself. It is not sufficiently refined and attenu-
ated for that purpose. The only remaining medium_, which 

. is conneoted with the nervous medium, is mind, and hence 
that must be the medium of transmission. ,That such a 
medium exists; can be demonstrated bv an indefinite variety 
of experiments. In fact every experiment in mesmerism: 

&c., demonstrate the existence of a 
medium. 

377. This medium may be denominated the mental or 
spiritual atmosphere, and is nothing more or less than un-
individualized spirit; and extends through all space, and 
conn.ects every mind in the universe with every other mind 
and all with God. It sustains a simihll' relation to mind, 
that the physical atmosphere does to the body, that the 
principle of gravitation does to inert matter, and is a me-
dium of communication between mind and mind, in the 
disembodied state. It is the atmosphere of the soul. 

378. The physical atmosphere is a type or correspon-
dence of th'is spiritual atmosphere, and its laws of action 
imd transmission are typical of the laws or modes ofac;ion 
of the spiritual" atmosphere. Thus physical, or atmos-
pheric harmony is typical or correspondential of spiritual 
'harmony; and by attending carefully to the phenomena 
of the former, we shall be enabled the better to understand 
the philosophy of the latter • . 

by I e 
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379. The mind sustains to this spiritual atmosphere, 
the relation of a sonorous body to the physical atmosphere, 
of a luminous body to the medium of light; of a magnetic 
battery to the medium of magnetism, &c., and communi-
cates its own motions to this medium in a similar way. 

Thoughts, feelings, &c., are mental motions, and 
are awakened in the mind spontaneously, or by the action 
of something exterior to the mind. In either case, the 
mental condition is affected or changed, which effect or 
change is communicated by. its motions to this spiritual at-
mosphere, in a manner perfectly analogous to the 
nication of the vibratory movement of a sonorous body, 
to the physical atmosphere. · 

381. In "the physical atmosphere sound is produced by 
undulations. These undulations are a perfect 

transcript of the undulations of the sonorous body produ-
cing them; Different sounds are produced by different 
atmospheric undulations, the undulation or combination of 
undulations being .the same, the sound or. combination of 
&Ounds will be the same. 

382. So is it in reference to the spiritual atmosphere. 
The particular thought, sensation or emotion, expres8es a 
mutual condition peculiar to itself, and is the result 
of its own peculiar motion. This motion is communicated 
to the spiritual atmosphere, and is the motion peculi3;r to 
that particular thought; .sensation or emotion. As in the 
physical atmosphere, the' same motion will always produce 
the same sound ; so in the spiritual atmosphertl, the same 
motion will always awaken the same thought, sensation or 
emotion. 

383. When the operator has induced this insulated con· 
dition in his subject, the mind of the subject is brought 
into clear and distinct contact w.ith- this spiritual atmos-
.phere, and through this atmosphere, is brought into con· 
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neotion or sympathetic relation with the mind of the operJ.-
tor. And in that condition becomes comparatively one. 
with the operator ; thinks, feels, and perceives with the 
operator. Thus, when in this sympathethie relat:on, the 
operator tastes tobacco, the taste awakens a peculiar 
sensation which the mind of the operator at once perceives. 
And this perception of the operator's mind communicates 
it.'! own peculiar motion to the spiritual atmosphere, which, 
iil turn, communicates the same to the 
mind of the subject ; and thus the mental motion of the 
operator, is instantaneously transmitted to the subject; 
and their mental motions being the same, their thought, 
sensation or emo!ions will be the same. 

384. 'fhe process of transmitting the sensation from the 
operator to the subject, is this. · The sensation awakened. 
in the operator a mental motion peculiar to such sensation, 
both as to the or disagreeableness, as well as 

. the location of it, &c. This .created in the operator a 
mental condition including all these circumstances, which 
were daguerreotyped upon the mind of the subject through 
the action of this spiritud atmosphere, and hence the sub-
ject not only felt the same sensation, but hE! felt it in the 
same locality, with every other attenqant perception of tho 
operator. The action in this case originated in the nervous 
medium of the operator, then acted upon his mind-then 
upon the spiritual atmosphere-thtn upon the mind of the 
subject, an!l thence to the nervous ,medium again. 

385. By carefully attending to those phenomena, indica-
ting tpis sympathetic relation between the operator aad 
subject, we shall be pretty·well established in our convic-
tion of the truth .of the fo.regoing hypothesis •. That tholl-
sands upon thousands of such sympathetic pheaomena are 
exhibited, cannot be denied. . That there iii a. mental or 
sympathetic medium.of betweeD the opera-

8 
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tor and subject, must be admitted by every one at all fa-
miliat· with mesmeric experiments. 'l'hat such medium of 
communication is natural, and exists in perfect harmony 
with every other principle in nature, and in its mode tlf 
tion is analogous to other tnedia of communication and 
transmis11ion, will be the conclusion of every philosophic 
mind. From the foregoing and many other similar con-
!:iderations, I have little hesitation in putting furth the abol'e 
hypothesis as correct, and its truthfulness will become 
mwe and more apparent as I proceed with the explanation 
of other mesmeric phenomena. 

386. The sensations thus transwitted front the operator 
to the subject, were transmitted through the mind of the 
operator ; and had the proper mental existed in 
t.he operator, or cou.ld it have been made to exist without 
actually awakening those sensations in the body of the 
operatOr, he could have transmitted those sensations to the 
subject by mere suggestion. That is, the operator could 
l1ave imagined himself tasting tobacco, and thus thrown-
his own mind into the same condition as though he were 
tasting it, and that condition would be as iltstantaneously 
transmitted to the subject, as though it had been induced 
in the operator by actually tasting tobacco. 

38_':". Thus it is that false sensations can be awakened in 
the subject; that is, he can be made to feel e.old or hot, 
wet or dry, sick or well, according to the volition of the 
operator. Where the operator is a of strong wental 
power, and can concentrate his will, and bring it to bear 
with great- energy"upon his subject, he can transmit 
false sensations by the. force of his own silent volitions, 
provided the subject be sufficiently under his ·mental infiu-
enoe. 

388. Where the subject ·is but partially under the mes-
tnctic intluenee; that is, where there is but slight mental 
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sulation,. or where the operator lacks conoentratlon or men-
tal power, in such cases, audible · suggestion or, pantomimic 
representations arc necessary to transmit these false eensa-
tions to the subject, The effect of audible suggestion or 
pantomimic representations is to bring the mind of the 
subject to the:aid of the operator, and thus by the joint 
action of both minds accomplish the particular result. Thus 

· when the operator tells the subject that a particular thing 
is hot, and that it will burn his lla'nd, the mind of the sub-
ject, in consequence of suggestion, awakens the sen!>a-
tion ofheatr and with the operator in produ-
cing it. In another place I shall have occasion to speak of 
the power of mind on the vital and nervous system of the 
individual, and therefore will not enter at large upon it 
in this place. 

389 . . 'fhe power wl1ich tT1e joint action of the operator's 
and subject's mind have over the nervous system of the 
subject, is very great. This has often been witnessed in 
those experiments denominated IUological 
the operator, by suggestion, could awaken any sensation, 
pleasurable or painful in the subject which he desired. 
And those sensations could be continued for an indefinite 
period of time; and during the period of their continuance, 
their effeot upon the system of the subject would be the 
same as though the sensations were real. A glass of water 
by the mere will and suggestion of the operator, can 
be converbed into a glass of brandy, and when drank by 
the will awaken the same sensatioa of taste, burn-

. ing the throat and stomach, and will . produee th& same in-
toxicating effect, as though it were-in reality brandy. · 

390. Again, by the will and suggestion of the opera-
tor, the subject can be made to .fancy himself in imminent 
danger; ha ma.y be pursued l>y a or Si)me.animal 
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which will surely destroy him, and every way o( escape 
may be hedged up. In his .extreme terror the blood will 
leave the surface and rush in upon the heart,· and unlesa 

. the magic word" all right," be speedily pron011nced, the 
subject will be ir.. danger of dying from fright. I have expe• 
rimented with individuals, when the utmost caution waa 
necessary to be obserYed, to avoid fatal results. By the 
mere force of will and suggestion I could cause the blood 
to. rush to the brain, or to the heart; I could cause th41 
subject to leap and. sing for joy, or "\Veep and wring hia 
hands in agony of grief. I couldc,use him to pant and sweat 
'IInder a tropical sun, or freeze and shake amid polar ice. 

391. Now I need not Nmark that all these effects are 
the result of the action of the mind upon the nervous and 

of the subject. And the action of the mind 
is whatever may be said of tbe imaginary causes 
which have produced that action. Thtese phenomena are 
orten said to be the result of imagination. That may be 
true; but whp.t is this imagination which baa such con· 
t.rolless power over the human body? What is this real 
existence denominated imagination! It is aa real an ex· 
isteJlce and· as rea) an action, as any . other e:.t.il'tcnce or 
action. If by the term imagination, the action of the 
mind be meant, then is imagination as real and true aa 
any other existence. But if by imagination we mean 
the cause which has called thb mind into aeti.on, then in• 
deed. may imagination be true or false. B\lt 'in either 
view of the case, the effect produced upon the subj4!ct ia 
tOO result of the aofion of the mind upon the vii.al and 
mental system; and whether that mind baa been 
ted to action by truth or Calsebood,. does affect the 
question under coa.ideration •' all; for in either case the 
effect haa been produ041d by mental action. · 

. 
I 
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392. This leads us to inquire what are these eenu.tioua 
which are thus produced? We know physiologically, tbM 
t.he nervous system is necessary as a means for transmit· 
t.ing sensations from the exterior or material world. to the 
mind. We also know physiologically, •hat if the nerve• 
of sensation are separated from the brain, no sensation can 
be transmitted' along those nerves to the mind. Henee, if 
the nerves which connect my hand with the. brain be severed, 
although my ha.td be cut or burned, no sensation is expe· 
rienced, thus showing that the sensation is nob m my band 
but in or near the brain, and although the sensation ap· 
pears to be in my_ hand, it is• a false appearance. 

393. The reason why the sensation appears to be in my 
hand when it is injured is, that the nerves connecting any 
portion of my hand with brain, maintain their individu-
ality even to the brain, and do not become confounded or 
blended with the nerves from any qther part of my band 
or system ; and the sensation transmitted along that nerve 
is associated by the mind, with that portion of the system 
where that nerve comes to the surface tO receive or traus-
mia.the sensation. Hence if that nerve could be reached 
at any other place, between the hand and brain without 
disturbing any other nerve, the sensation would appear to 
be in the hand. For tais reasori it is, that persons having 
lost a hand or a leg, continue to feel pain in their fingers 
and toes, long after they have ceased to possess them. 
The nervesJormerly connecting those fitgers and toes with 
the brain still exist, and transmit sensation to the brain, 
which the mind . by habit associates with the fingers and 
toes. 

394. From the foregoing, we should conelude that the 
nrious sensations are but so many different conditions or 
states of the mind, usually indueed by causes acting upon 
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it tbrongh the nervous But whenever that par· 
ticular state of the mind can be without; 
agency of the nervous system ; sensations peculiar to that 
state of mind will be induced, and will have the same effect 
upon the, system, as tho.ugh they were 'induced in the or· 
dinary way. Danger, which is revealed_ to the mind 
through the of the senses, awakes in the 
mind fear and . Now· that which is to effect 
the system is the fear and apprehension of. the mind, with· 
out reference to the cause which has that state 
of the mind, and that fear and apprehension will have the 
same effect upon the system, whether it be induced by a.-
real or an imaginary cause. 

395. Thus is it with these psychological phenomena 
someti.mes denominated Biological ; the sensations awa-
kened exist in the mind of the subject, and are as real as 
any other sensations. That is, the state or condition of 
the mind is the same whether induced by real causes 
vealed to the mind through the instrumentality of the sen• 
ses, or by imaginary ones, impressed upon it by the vo· 
lition and suggestion of another mind through the spiritual 
atmosphere. Hence the false or delusive sensations at· 
tending psychological experiments, are real states or con· 
ditions of the mind induced by the will and suggestion 
of the operator. The manner in which these states or con· 
ditions are induced, are explained in sections 381, 382. 

3fl6. 'rhe next t;lass of phenomena to which your atten· 
tion is invited is that of thought-reading, sometimes de-
nominated sympathetic Instances of this 
kind are very common, and familiar to all who have expe 
rimented in, mesmeric phenomena_. . That the faculty in the 
subject of reading the-thoughts, and the feel· 
ings of those by whom they are surrollD.ded, is often in-

.... 1 
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dnced by mesmeric experiments, cannot be denied. It is 
not the object of these lectures to demonstrate that phe-
nomena of this kind exist, or to cit.e numerous oases where 
they have been 'manifested; but only to give what ·I con-
ceive to be the philosophy of these phenomena. With 
those who yet remain to be convinced of the existence of 
such phenomena I have nothing to do. 

309. It will be remembered that the mind. of the sub-
ject is in an insula\fld condition, and in intimate connection 
with this atmosphere of the mind. That in, this insulated 

it is free the sensorous infiuences of the 
body, and consequently undisturbed by them. In this 
condition it can perceive the slight motions or undulations 
of the spiritual atmosphere ; anu as the mi,nd sustains to 
this spiritual medium, the relation of a sonorous body, and 
as the thoughts or emotions of the mind communicate their 
precise motion to this atmosphere, the insulated mind clearly 
perceives those motions, and thus becomes acquainted with 
the thoughts and motions producing the.m. 

398. The manner in which these thoughts .are trans-
mitted from one mind to the other, has already been allu-
ded to in section 371. Nevertheless it may be proper to 
further illustrate that point in this connection. The methods 
of conversing by the use of vocal language, and by thought 
merely, are not essentially different in the principles involved 
in each operation. In the physical atmosphere, sound is 
produced by atmospheric undulation, and words, constitu-
ting vocal language, are but combinations of those undula-
tions. These words, in themselves considered, have no 
natural meaning ; and, separated from the thoughts or 
ideas associated with them, would awaken no definite men-
tal motion. But to constitute vooal language, we have 
first the atmospheric undulation which is but the external 
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form, or IiCeless eareau of the bmguage. With this exter-
nal form, we associate an internal or spiritual signifi.cation. 
Habit and association infuse into the word the living 
thought, the real power which awakens thought and feel-

in the mind. Without the thought or idea thus associa-
ted, the physical word would be meaningless, lifeless, pow-
erless. Thus we may listen to a discourse in any foreign 
language, unknown to us, without perceiving one of its 
thoughts, because we have not learned what particular 
thoughts or ideas to associate with the words used. All 
the significance there is in vocal language, consists in tbe 
mental association of particular thoughts, &c., with par-
ticular sounds. 

399. Thus words are messengers or vehicles of thought; 
and different languages are characterized by the different 
structure or style of those vehicles which convey the same 
thought. Thus in English, French or Spanish, the idea of 
a hat is the same, in its use or design. Yet the phy.aical 
word by which it is represented is totally different in each 
language_. ],3ut these different words are nothing but 
different combinations of atmospheric undulations, which 
mean nothing of themselve&. They can awaken no defi-
nite thought in the mind, unless we are first taught what 
thought or idea be associated with the sound. And 
the thought or idea thus awakened, is the result of mental 
action, exercising the power of association. 

400. In brief, conversation by vocal language is this . 
. The mind clothes an atmospheric undulation or combi· 
nation of undulations with a particular thought, .which 
constitutes the mental power of th!lt undulation, and sends 

. it forth to communicate that thought to the next mind 
with which it comes in contact. The undulation, tbui 
freighted with thought, moves on lintil it comes in contact 
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with the tympanum of a listening ear ; the thougM or 
idea alone passes on to the mind ; the undulation dies upon 
the outside of the ear-like force communicated to a ball, 
the ball moves on \!.ntil it meets with a resisting body, then 
communicates its force and falls to rest. 

401. Thus it will be .perceived, that words constituting 
vocal language, are bot signs of ideas, not ideas them· 
selves ; and that the significance of vocal language, afUlr 
all, consists in the silent thought associated with the words 
used, and is purely mental. The cogital undulation 

in the mind, by bearing the word pronounced, 
does not differ in principle from the cogital UJildulation 
awakened spontaneously, or by reflection, when no word iB 

. pronounced. 
402. Thought-reading or sympathetic clairvoyance then 

consists in this. The mind of the subject being insulated 
from the sensuous influences of the body, and consequently 
undisturbed by them, is brought into clear and 
oontact with this spiritual atmosphere, and can perceive 
the slight motions or undulations in that atmosphere. 
These motions are occasioned by the action of those minds 
about the subject, and are a perfect transcript of those 
mental motions. These motions of the spiritual atmos· 
phere, strike upon the mind of the subject and are thus 
transferred, and awaken the same motion in it. Now trace 
the operation. The mind about the subject thinks. Those 
thoughts are mental motions, and awaken precisely the 
same motion in the spiritual atmosphere. The motions in 
this atmosphere strike upon the mind of the subject, and 
awaken precisely the same motion therein, and thus the 
same motions exist in both minds. Now the mental mo-

being the same, · the thoughts or ideas will be the 
same, and thus the subject is enabled to read the thoughts 
or those about him. 
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403. It will be perceived that, in t!m·oondition, the 
jeet converses only by thought, and not by means of writ-
ten or spoken language. Therefore, while in this condition 
it matters not what may· be the external form of the lan-
guage used by those conversing with the subject, the men-
tal motion occasioned by the--thought or idea associated 
with the form, is what the clairvoyant perceives. Hence, 
in this condition, the subject can converse in any language 
which the mind present understands. This fact was most 
beautifully illustrated several years since, by experiments 
made with a clairvoyant in the presence of Jenny Lind. 
In the normal condition the clairvoyant knew nothing 
sic : she knew no language but the English, and that in-
differently-yet when in the mesmeric condition and in 
rapport with Jenny, she would accompany her in her most 
difficult performances, and so perfectly harmonizing with 
her, that it was impossible to discover at times the presence 
of but one voice except in the double power the two pro-
duced. She also accompanied Jenny with equal ease. 
whether she sang in English, French, Italian or her own 
n!l.tive Swedish. The philosophy of it was as has been 
discribed. She was in communication with Jenny througa 
this spiritual atmosphere, and through that communication, 
every thouciht, feeling or emotian of Jenny instantly be• 
came her own. They thought the same thoughts, felt the 
same emotions, and breathed forth the same music. 

404. The existence of \his spiritual atmosphere being 
known, and the m'\nner in which mental communications 
are made through it, it will not be difficult to understand, 
how the presence of discordant minds effect unfavorably 
these experiments. Every mind present gives out those 
cogital undulations peculiar to its own state or condition ; 
and those undulations are felt by the subject and tend to 
awaken the same thoughts and feelings in him. Now 
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when discordant minds are preeent, and send out their .dis· 
they tend to awaken eoufused and dis· 

cordant thoughts and feelings in the mind of the subject. 
Under these circumstances the subject can perceive noth-
ing clearly,·'while at the same time a conflict of thought 
and feeling is awakened, and a painful and restless anxiety 
takes place. Hence arises the difficulty ·in making these 
experiments in public, where· every variety of mind is pres-
ent, each exerting its own peculiar. influence upon the sub-
ject. These experiments cannot be performed in the pres-
ence of a multitude, unless the subject possesses the power 
of resisting the influence of surrounding minds, which very 
few subjects do. 

405. Again, this view of the subject also explains the ne-
cessity of surrounding the clairvoyant with harmonious in-
fluences. If an experimenter would prmec11te successfully 
these investigations, he should generally be alone with his 
subject; or if he admits others to witness his experiments, 
they should be such as would be likely to harmonize with 
each other, and with the operator. The operator must 
able to control the minds about him, if he would successfully 
experiment with mind; for we cannot experiment success-
fully with electricity, magnetism or any other subject, un-
less we can control the elements with which our experiments 
are necessarily connected. 

406. Conversing by means of thoucihts and desires, &c., 
enables the clairvoyant to detect the false hearted and hypo-
critical. The desires or intt'ntion to commit a crime, be 
guilty of any impurity-although concealed from the world 
in the secret recesses of the soul, sends .out its discordant 
and polluted u,ndulations into the spiritual atmosphere aml 
truly reflects the character of the individual who cherishes 
snch thoughts and desires ; and to the pure spirit, such a 
eharactt>r appears in the same polluted an<i criminal light as 
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though his secret tboilghts bad found expression in open 
crime. Henoe, said Christ, " whosoever looketh on a 
woman to lust after her, hath committed adultery already 
with her, in his heart:" 

· 4 17. This method of oommunieating by thoughts, desire, 
&e., is the same in manner, from the highest developed in· 
telligenee in the universe, to the lowest. It is the manner 
in which disembodied spirits. communicate with each other, 
and with persons in the form. This spiritual . atmosphere 
tills all space, and forms a medium of communication be· 
tween all minds whose states and affinities would lead them 
to eommuJiicate with the other. And as disembodied spirits 
converse only by thought, desire, &c., no symbolic or ex· 
terna.l form of laqguage is necessary. Hence in the next 
sphere of existence, all will be able to, understand each 
other according to their states, or conditions of develop· 
ment, irrespective of t'Lle nation or tongue from which they 
entered that sphere. 

408 .. But undeveloped minds cannot, from the naturt> of 
things, understand those truths belonging to a higher state 
or condition of development, and continue in those 
lower spheres, until by mental action and discipline, they 

· are sufficiently developed to enter the higher spheres. But 
· minds developed into higher spheres, can at pleasure pass 
into all below them, and hold converse with thtJ inhabitants 
of those lower spheres, on all subjects proper, that is intel· 
1igible to those below them, in the same manner that minds, 
in the form, highly cultivated in the higher branches of 
mathematics, can converse with pupils in arithmetic, but 
cannot . converse with in algebra, geometry, the cal· 
culus, &c., for the mind of the juvenile pupils is not suffi· 
ciently developed to understand higher forms of truth. 

409. After having been developed to a higher state or 
condition, the mind naturally abides in .it; that is, prefers ii 

. ... - 1 
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to a lo\ter sphere, and naturally is attracted to the higher 
sphetes. Hence, those of the lower spheres enjoy but lit-
tle of the society of those of a higher development. No-
thing but pure, unselfish love, that is, a desire to aid spir· 
its or the lower spheres in their development and conse-
quent ascension into higher states, ever draws them into 
the lower spheres. Their 1\ttractions and affinities are in 
the other direction, and as they develope that attraction in-· 
cl'eases in power. The influence which draws them to the 
lower spheres has its ana.lo6y in this life. When you see 
the high-mindeJ, cultivated, benevolent soul, the 
ranks of the wealthy and ·worldly noble, and spending his 
time, an'l strength, and influence in searching out the 
abodes of ignorance, wretchedness and poverty, that he 
lilay take their inmates by the hand and elevate them, and 
administer to their necessities and. comforts, you have a 
feeble illustration of that heavenly principle of love which 
draws spirits from their lofty sphere, to instruct, elevate and 
develope those humble ones to higher mansions in their 
Father's house. 

410. From the foregoing considerations it is easy to un-
derstand how the most secret thoughts of our minds, and 
acts of our Jives are open and known to the intelligence of 
these spiritual spheres, and cannot cease to be known. 
These disembodied 111inds or spirits are the volumes in the 
great library of God, wherein are recorded the ·minutest 
tr.\nsactions of our lives. And herein let all understand, 
and feel, and know, th!l.t from God OT spirit nothing can be 
hid. Let the licentious m::t.n and woman . understand and 
know, that the secrets of their chambers, as well as the se-
eTets of. their hearts, are on perpetual record in the archives 
of eternity, to be read by all created intelligences. La 
every one understand that they cannot 'be alone; \hat they 
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are constantly attended by the spirits of the departed dead: 

· Let the widowed husband know that the spirit of the de· 
parted wife watches <Wer him in all his waywardp.ess, 11ond 
witnesses his infidelity to her virtues and .memory; and Jet 
the widowed wife understand the same. Let the parent 
remember that the spirit of that son or is ever 
present to witness their Virtue or their shame ; and let the 
child understand and feel the watchful presence of 
parents. 

411. ln the mesmeric condition there is every degree of 
mental insulation, from the slightest effect, psychologically 
considered, to the most perfect state of independent clair-
voyance: and degrees of insulation determine in a 
great degree the ch!u-acter of the phenomena exhibited. In 
some of the first stages of insulation, it requires oral or 
pantomimic suggestion to produce .the phenomena. In 
such cases, the mere will of the operator is not sufficient, 
and the psychological phenomena, (usually denominated 
Biologic.al,) are more strikingly exhibited while the subject 
is in these lower stages of insulation. One of the main rea-
sons for this i!;!, in these lower stages of insulation, the sub-
ject is less influenced by surrounding minds, and there is 
Jess to conflict with the will of the operator. Whereas, 
were the subject more perfectly insulated, he would he 
more susceptible to the influences of surrounding minds, 
which would often tend t.o defeat the will of the operator. 

41·2 .. As mental proceeds, the subject soon en-
ters into the first stages of sympathetic clairvoya:nce, The 
mind which the subject first comes into sympathy: with, is 
usually that of the operator. While the state insulation 
is very imperfect, the subject perceives only the stronger 
mo\ions of the spiritual atmosphere, acting mo.st in harmony 
with its 01Vll 111ind. . These mot.ions wiU, of cou.rile, proceed 
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from the mind of the operator, and be felt by the subject. 
In this condition, the subject will not be likely to perceive 
the presence of other minds, unless directed to do so by the 
will of the operator. This degree of insulation may be pro· 
dueed by demagnetizing the nerves of sensation, and 
slightly demagnetizing the brain. But the phenomena ex-
hibited in this state will be mostly or' a negative character. 
The subject may be insensible to pain, or of the presence of 
persons or objects about him, but will exhibit none of the 
higher class of mesmeric phenomena. 

413. But as mental insulation proceeds, the subject will 
come into sympathy with surroundmg minds, and, if ev· 
erything is quiet and harmonious, will exhibit the plenom-
ena of thought-reading with astonishing accuracy. Many 
instances of this kind are taken for independent clairvoy· 
ance. In fact, the dividing line between the sympathetic 
and the independent, is passed so gradually that it is some· 
times difficult to tell where the one ends and the other b!l· 
gins. 'Nevertheless, there is a marked difference between 
sympathetic and independent clairvoyance, in tpis: The 
sympathetic clairvoyant can only perceive those things 
which are present in the minds-of those by whom he or she 
is surrounded, but does not possess power of passing away 
and investigating different persons and places, without the 
aid of minds present; while the independent clairvoyant 
seems to possess such power. 

414. In the highest state of sympathetic clairvoyance, 
the subject's mind is not perfectly insulated from the Ben· 
suous influence of the body.. Every mind in the body is 
more or less connected with the nervous medium, and in 
its mental action gives motion to this nervous .fluid, which 
extends from the body into· space, and forms a sort· of ar· 
oma, groi!Ser than the atmosphere. The motions . 
wbich. affect the mind of the sympathetic are· 
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produced as well by the undulations of this nervous aroma 
as , by those of the spiritual atmosphere; and the mind in 
this sympathetic state cannot perceive the undulations -of 
the spiritual atmosphere, unless accompanied by these aro-
ma! undulatioJ!s; because, in this state the mind is not per-
fectly insulated from the nervous influence of the body or 
brain, and the undulations of the spiritual atmosphere alone 
do not act with sufficient power to give clear and distinct 
motion to the mind not perfectly insulated. Consequently, 
the sympathetic clairvoyant cannot read those minds, the 
aroma.l influence of which does not to some extent include 
the clairvoyant. 

415. But when mental insulation is- perfected, and the 
mind of the clai1•voyaut is rendered independen.t of this ar-
oma! influence, then it comes into clear and perfect contact 
with the spiritual atmosphere, and can perceive its slightest 
motions; then it comes in contact with disembodied spirits, 
and can read tht'ir thoughts; then, through this atmosphere, 
it can mentally travel to places remote, and describe per-
sons and scenes far away. In this condition, the clairvoy· 
ant mind gains access to the great spiritual library, (398) 
and, according to its development, can read the histories 
therein written. 

416. After the mind has thus become insulated and 
brought into clear and distinct contact with the spiritual at· 
mospherc, and also in contact with disembodied mind, it 
learns much of what it reveal!! to us, through these minds. 
Thus distant objects or individuals are frequently seen by 
reflection froin minds inhabiting the spiritual atmosphere . . 
As for illustration, a clairvoyant in the city of Cleveland 
wishes to examine an individual in the city of London. The 
mind of the clairvoyant does not necessarily travel to Lon· 
don while the body remains in Cleveland, nor does it in 
poiat of necessarily leave the body at all. But by 
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being in contact with the spiritual atmosphere, it may perM 
ceive the individual in London, through disembodied mind 
inhabiting this medium. Thus the mind of the individual 
in London is in contact with this atmosphere, and through 
it, is impressed on disembodied mind, which in turn impres-
ses it upon the mind of the independently clairvoyant. 

417. Past events are not unfrequently made to assume 
the appearance and reality of the present. And here is 
one source of error the independently clairvoyant are very 
liable to fall into. In fact the clairvoyant should be very 
careful to learn to correct these errors; for it not unfreM 
quently happens when he is examining distant events, the 
future and the past rise up and become one present. If the 
clairvoyant in such cases would look about, he would £nd 
himself attended by a guide, who would be able and wil-
ling to make the necessary correqtions, and tell him what 
was past, present and future, for it is the presence of such 
a guide that is bringing back the past, and revealing to him 
the future. 9 



LECTURE VII. 

PIULOSOPHY OF SYMPATHY, &C. 

4 t 8. The science of mathematics is denominated the true 
aeience, because by its principles everything which it asserts 
can be demonstrated to be true. The reason for this is, its 
principles are the necessary attributes of every form of ex-
istence. Nothing can exi3t not in perft•ct harmony with 
its truths. The universe, from the least particle of matter 
or spirit, to the aggreJate of all combined, is constructed 
and exists upon mat.hem!\ticd principles. 

419. The principles of mathematics, being the attributes 
of all existence, can be applied with absolute certainty 
when the nature of &ny particular existence is known. 'fhe 
operation of every law or principle in nature, when under-
l!lood in its action or relation through any given quantity or 

can, by the aid of mathematical science, be under-
litood through all quantities and spaces. Hence, when the 
law.t>f gravitation, as applicable to the falling apple, \vas un-
derstood, the same law, as applicable to worlds, suns and 
Rystems in their infinite distances and stupendous move· 
tnents, was known and appreciated. · 

420. When the force of the gravity of our earth at its 
surface was known, its force at any distance from that sur-
{aee could be estimated; when its force as applicable to any 
quantity of matter was known, its force as appliable to 
all quantities of matter could be ascertained. Hence the 
mathematical philosopher can take his stand, point upon 
an1 portion of our earth, and weigh it, or weigh the sun 
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and the entire system which whirls about it, lllld tell almost 
to a penny's weight its true weight ; or be can take his 
stand at any point in space, and tell the exact pressure 
with whicb.our solar system bears upon that 

421. Everything which e4ists must have motion, and in 
its movements must pass over relative quantities of epacu 
in equal quantities of time. Hence, in relation to other ex-
istences in motion, its motions must be commensurable or 
incommensurable. A thing, from the law of necessity, can-
not be ·commensurable and incommensurable with the same 
thing at the same time, any more than a thing can be equal 
and unequal to the same thing at the same time. Com· 
mensurability and incommensurability are the inevitable re-
sult of certahi mathematical and cannot be des-
troyed. Hence the law of commensurability must neces-
sarily apply as· well to the action of mind or spirit as to any 
other existence. 

422. Harmony and discord in undulations 
depend upon ·the colllmensurability or incommensurability 
of those undulations. So also, mental or spiritual harmony 
or discord depend upon the commensurability or incommen• 
llUra.bility of mental or spiritual motion. I have also taken 
the that all thoughts and emotions of the mind, are 
effects wrought upon the mind by influences exterior to the 
mind, or spontaneously by t.he action ot the mind upon itself. 
'fhat all effects imply a change, and that change implies 
motion. Hence we are led to the inevitable conclusion, that 
all thoughts <>r impressio!lll are mental motions, caused by 
some power acting upon. the mind, or by the spontaneous 
l!oCtion of the mind upon itself. Now as all thoughts and 
enwtions of the mind are the result of mental action or mo-

they will also poss68S the 1ame accidental qualitiea and 
conditions applicable to other motions. will have 



theirJeommensurable and incommensurable relations which 
will result in producing ha1mony or discord, jn the mind 
and spiritual atmospht>re. 

The fact of the existence of these conditions between 
different portions of the same mind, and also between dif• 
ferent minds, has long been known, and spoken of under the 
names of harmony and discord, '\fithoat understanding the 
philosophy of those conditions. ThUd in speaking of a well 
balanced mind, we ofteu speak of its harmonious propor· 
tions and action; of an individual being in harmony with 
himself anJ others. We speak of restoring harmony of 
feeling between two individuals who have bet:n angry with 
or unfriendly to each oLher. We speak vf the harmony of 
neighborhoods and families and indh·iduals. ·Such states or 
conditions as 'fe denominate harmony between man and 
ma.n, either in rt:spect to their thoughts, feelings or interests, 

impress themselves upon the mind as being 
analogous to musical harmony. And hence, under• 
standing the true nature or philosophy of harmony, we 
have called them all by the same name. But we shall find, 
on careful examination, . that the state or condition of mind 
or matter which has been denominated harmonious, rests 
upm one principle of commensurability and coincidence in 
form and motion. 

4U. We shall also find on careful examination, that· the 
different temperments in that vital . and mental constitution 
of man are different keys upon which-mind and matter are 
indi'fidualized. Thus on careful analogous, it will be found 
there are but two temperaments, and that {lll others are 
binations of these two; as in music there lire but two keys, 
the major and ilie minor, although by the introduction of 
flata and sharpa, every nriety of key can · be 
duce4. 

1 
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425. Sensation" take their character from these conditions, 

and beeome pleasurable or painful, according as their mo-
tions are harmonious or inharmonious. Joy and sorrow. 
enjoyment or suffering, happiness or misery are but the 
harmonious conditions of the •nit man. None of these con· 
ditions could exist, were it not for et'rtain relations which 
two or more existences sustains to each other. It is as 
necessary that there should be a harmonious blending to· 
getl1er of two or more actions in two or more e,dstences to 
produce joy, enjoyment and happiness, as it is that there 
should be a blending together of two or more atmospheric 

to produce harmony of sound-and it is also 
a.'l necessary that there should be antagonism or incommen· 
surability between the motions or actions of two or more ex· 
istences, to produee sorrow, suffering and misery, 'as it it 
that there should be incommensurable undulations to pro· 
duee discord of sounds. Commensurability or harmony on 
the one band always conduce to health, development . and 
happiness, while incommensurability or discord, on the 
other hand, always tend ·to disease, wretchedness, misery 
and death. 

426. Upon this same principle of harmonious or 
dant relationship between two or more positive existences, 
is based the organ of good and evil. Good and evil are 
not of themselves positive entities, maintaining an inde· 
pendent existence. They are mere conditions of existence, 
growing out of the relation they sustain to other existences. 
If there were but one existence in the universe, that exis· 
tenee eould be neither good or evil.- From the very rela· 
tion of things, it could not be any mor.e than there could be 
harmony and discord where are but one atmospheric 
undulation ; a thing can only be. said flo be good in reference 
to the end to be accomplished by it; and ita adaptedness 
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to the accomplishment of that end. Nor can it be said to 
be evil, except in relation to its end and use. A thing is 
to be judged of in the light of its fruits. Thus said Christ, 
"By their fruits shall ye know them." Thus good and 
evil are in their nature like harmony and discord, both con-
ditions depending on relation, and not principles or entities 
of themselves. 

427. Hence, in all discussions and investigations which . 
have been based upon the hypothesis that good and evil 
were positive existences, men have never been able to ar· 
rive at any satisfactory conclusions; because their premises 
being false, their conclusions could not be true, and conse-
quently they landed in falsehood and absurdity. For ex-
ample, one class of theologeaus assuming that God alone 
was allwise, powerful· and good ; and also that he alone 
was sillf-existent and eternal, have found it impossible, on 
rational gt·ounds, to account for the origin of evil, consis-
tent with the existence and attributes of God. That evils 
existed in the widest and most hateful forms throughout 
all the departments of nature with which man was connected 
could not be denied. But whence came it ? Is it co· 
existent with God? Is its age eternity, and its habitation 
infinity? If so, what becomes of the ubiquity and om-
nipo:.Cnce of God? If not, brought it into existence? 
How could evil be produced . when there was nothing but 
the perfectly pure and the perfectly good in existence? 
b God directly or indirectly the parent of e\·il? That 
would conflict with his perfect benovolence ? The diffi-
cttlty is not obviated by the introduction of an evil spirii 
or genii, for unless perfect holiness and puflty could beget 
evil, there could have been nothing-to tempt an angel to sin. 
Out of pure unmixed holiness purity, sin cannot arise. 

428. Bllt when we come to understand that good and 

l 
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evil are not entities or positive existences of themselves 
then the mystery is solved. Good and evil being eondi-
t.ions growing out of the relationship of one existt'nte to 
another, it is no more difficult to account for their origin, 
than it is to account for the origin of harmony and discord ; 
of commensurability and incommensurability ; and the 
all-wise, powerful and good is no more responsible for the 

. existence of evil, than he is for the existence of dist:ord in 
musical sounds, or incommensurability between two line". 
Nor does it impeach the power of God, to say that he 
could not make all sounds harmonious, or all lines com-
mensurable, any more than to say he cannot lie or change 
his own mode of existence or action. 

429. And it is nothing short of heathcni3m to institutll 
an evil spirit or genii, as the p:uent of evil, to enable us to 
account for its orig!n.· We might as truthfully introduce 
t!pirit or genii for every condition or relation in existcnct·, 

thus a:;ain re-people the earth with the ten thousand 
imaginary gods of pr;rr.al bart,arbm. If we are to 
a gol of evil, why not a god of discord, a god of war, 
god of deformity, &c., &c., and in short a god for every 
separate condition and relation in existence. Egypt w:u. 
famed for the nr.mber and variety of her gods. But cvtu 
Egypt was deficient in number and variety if this prind- ·• 
ple of deifying con<Hion is to prevail. When I come to 
speak of religion, tho divinity of its origin and mission, I 
shall dwell more at length on this subject. In the mean 
time, permit me to submit certain questions for the cor.-
sideration of those who introduce an evil spirit to accoun' 
for the origin and continuance of evil. If there is a per-
sonal devil, whence comes he? Did he come into e.xis-
tence by the agency, approbation and consent of the Al-
mighty, or agency approbation or consent? And 
being in existence, has God power to banish him from th• 
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universe'! And if so, why does he not exereise that pow· 
et? Does the good of the universe require his continu· 
ance in it ? If so, then is not the deV'il a positive good '! 
If not, then does not the !act of continuance impeach either 
the omnipotence or benevolence of God ? 

430. The philosophy of harmony being understood as be· 
ing the commensurable relation, which one motion sustains 
to another, and thoughts, &c., being understood aa 
mental motions-the same conditions of harmony and dis. 
cord will be found to exist in the mind, and between mind and 
mind, as exist in the physical atmosphere, and the pleasura· 
ble and painful emotions of the mind will· be found to be 
based upon this principle. Thus mental attraction or spir-
itual affinity depends upon this same principle of harmony. 
Those minds p1·oducing commensurable undulations in the 
spiritual atmosphere and ner.vous arotna, harmonize, and 
are naturally attracted or drawn toward each other. They 
sympathize and feel agreeable in the society of each other. 
Almost all have felt this when among entire 
There are those for whom we feel a sympathy, and toward 
whom we are attracted by an influence to us unaccountable. 
There is a.silent influence amounting almost to a charm 
which impels us to seek an acquaintance. 

431. On the contrary, those minds which produce incom-
mensurable undulations, are naturally repelled and driven 
!rom each otht'r. They feel unpleasant and disagreeable in 
the society of each. All have felt this kind of influence 
f\mong strangers, and might travel in their company for days 
or even weeks, without feeling any especial sympathy for or 
interest in them. This phenomena is most strikingly mani-
fested in the case of sympathetic clairvoyance, where from the 
extreme susceptibility of the subject, these mental or spiritu· 
al undulations are clearly perceived. It is not unfrequent 
that the presence of individuals is the source of great 
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. pain and disquietude to them, and they become extremely 
Impatient and nervous until the irritatmg mincl is removed. 

432. All are no! equally susceptible to these impressions. 
can scarcely perceive them-others not at all. Our 

mind may feel itself attached toward another, and yet the 
other feel no such influence. The -difference is in their de· 
grees of susceptibility, joined with external causes and in· 

,fluences which may surround each. Thus· our mind may 
feel the harmonious influence of'the other, without the 
other's perceiving any thing of it; or the other may be more 
strongly attached in another direction, or may be repelled 
by personal appearance, foolish or silly conduct, or false im· 
pressions of character, &c. Tl1us the fact that all do not 
feel the same attractions or repulsions may be easily ex· 
plained. 

433. This difference between of mental and 
vital undulation, taken as a whole, constitutes the individual, 
and is owing to the constitutional structure found during the 
entire process of individualization. As the totality of cir· 
cumstances or incidents attending an individual from the 
time of his birth to his death, cannot in all respects be alike 
in any two individuals, so no two individuals can from the 
nature of things be precisely alike in their mental and vital 
constitutions ; and this very difference constitutes their in· 
dividuality or identity. 

_434. This difference of constitutional structure is com· 
menced in the womb. The leading features of the mental 
and vital constitution of the mother will be stamped upon 
the child, unless surrounding circumstances compel a devia· 
tion. This may be done by influences affecting the mind of 
the Dlother at the time of conception, or during the period 
of gestation. But those influences must be of a strong ex· 
citing character, and must make an impression of considers· 
ble duration. Influences of this kind have often been wit· 
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!lt'ssed, and their influence upon the features, form, vital and 
mental constitution of the offspring, are to a considerable 
extent known. Our medi.ml journals are full of cases of 
this kind, and all are w:quainted with instances of what are 
familiarly called, "marking children." 

435. These facts should be attentively studied, and the 
important truths they teach should makll a dt>ep impression 
on our minds. We notice the influence of the mental and 
vital condition of the mother on the child, only in Vllry 
marked cases; but we are not thenoe to infer that her men-
tal and vital eondition do not affect the child only in those 
marked cases. On the contrary, we are to learn that every 
influence, however slight, which affects the condition of thu 
rn:>thcr, m;tke3 its on the vital and spiritu!l.l constitu -
tion of the In f,Lct no intl :wnce can mark the in-
fant durin:; the pcrio1 of gestation except through the vital 
an:l ruent<tl system of the mother. Hence the new born in-
funt is bat a sum of all the influences controling the mother 
during the period of its freta! development. If during this 
pcriotl, the prev<tiling condition of the mother be of an in-

ani moral cha.rnctcr-if her body be in a healthy 
condition, an:l her mini be harmoniously exercised by all 
the highet· and ennobling impulses of truth and virtue, fortu· 
n>t.te will it b:! for the germinating immortal ; but if, of the 
contrary it will be unfortun9.te in the extreme; for 
in this wa.y are the sins of parents visited upon their chil-
dren, down through all future generations. 

436. As the child derives its fit-st vital and spiritual con· 
stitution from its mother, if there be no influence to cause a 
temporary deviation, its vital and spiritual constitution \Vill be 
built up in harmony with that of thll mother; and this har-
mony is the foundation of that instinctive attachment which 
at once springs up between them. The individualization of 
the child, in that early stage, is necessarily built up in har· 
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mony with the mother, and hence mutual sympathy and af· 
fection must at once exist. 'fhe chords of affection and Ion 
so unites their two hearts, it cannot be told where the one ' 
begins or the other ends. Their heart 8trinf,tS are the same. 
Henco there is nothing so tender, 80 unselfish and holy, as a 
mother's love, and if that mother has not all·controling in· 
tluence over that child, the fault is her own. If the child 
ever comes to hate that mother, it will be the penalty of a 
mother's sins. 

437. Upon this condition of vital and spiritual harmony 
also depends the sympathy and affection of the family cir-
cle, extending throu.;h mod1ers, brothers and sis-
ters. H'lrmonious relations existing between the parents, 
they unitedly impress the same conditions upon theiT off-
spring. Their children are individualized upon the same 
gencr<tl principles. Difrerent surrounding circumstances 
which impress themselve3 upon the parent during the first 
stages of the individualizativn of f}ach child, will acCOUIJ.t 
for the difference in feature and disposition of each. Be-
ing broa6ht up together under the same paternal and ma-
ternal roof and influence, tlwy begin, and for a time con-
tinue under the same general circum'>tances, and therefore 
receive the s:tme general Henca, naturally, 
they harmonize and are attached to each other by the 
chords of sympathy, aff'-lction and love. If childt·en are 
discordantly developed, and hate each other, or are wick-
edly selfish in respect to each other's interests, it forms a 
bad commentary on the harmonious action and relation of 
their parents. This same condition of harmony and sym-
pathy may be traced throughout the whole circle of rela· 
uonship, 80 far as the constitutiOnal characteristic of the 
parent sins are preserved in their progeny. 

438. The observaUQn of .almost ever1 individual will 
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demonstrate the truth of the foregoing position.' Hence 
arises many reflections it is proper for us to pause 
and consider. The position .occupied by parents, as 
charged with the responsibility of giving birth to immor· 

of character and constitution, is not to be trifled 
with. The importance in being in harmony with them· 
selves, and surrounding themselves with harmonious inftu· 
ences, cannot be too seriously attended to. The business 
of begetting offdpring sho_uld be a matter of high and holy 
principle and love; and not of low, groveling, sensual lust. 
The mind of the mother, during the period of gestation, 
should be harmoniously exercised with thoughts, feelings, 
and emotions, which are pure, lofty and ennobling. Tho 
highest and best faculties of the soul should be called iDto 
constant exercise, unmixed with any thing which is low, 
discordant or sensual. No discordant or disturbing influ· 
ence should be permitted to tread even the threshhold of 
that" l!I.A.NCTUM SANCTORU!4"-amother's breast-much less 
be permitted to enter in and dwell there; because all such 
influences will their stamp upon the imperishable 
constitution of the germinating immortal. 

439. Marriages, as now contracted, under the influence 
of avarice, aensuality and lust, are adulterous and inces· 
tuous, and are discarded by God, and should be by man. 
Nature rebels and inflicts her severest penalties for 
such unholy sins, upon both parents and offspring. Mar· 
riages, depending for their existence upon contract merely, 

, 'when the consideration is of a low, animal, avaricious or 
eensual character, although ratified by a priest, in the as· 
sumed name of God, an_d attended by all the ..external 
pomp .and ceremony of '1\ religious ritual, are nothing more 
or less, than legalized adulteries, not legalized by heavoo, 
but by man. To pretend. that such, marriages are made in 

- by Goog I e 
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heaven, or that God has joined such hearts together, is 
little short of blasphemy. is more nearly allied to the 
booohed work of man, presumptuously assuming bo do the 
work of God, than to a heavenly marriage. 

440. All true marriages are in heaven, and are 
formed by united harmonious souls. The spiritual har-
mony existing between them, has united and qonneeted 
them together, and in reality, in all their sympa.-• tlries, and affections, " they twain are one flesh.'' They 
are such as God has joined together by the constitutional 
elements of their ver)r being, and such unions man 
put nssunder. 

441 • This subject also affords important suggestions in 
n:ferenee to the of our children. Educaiion is 
the author of development, and gives character to the im-
mortal constitution. It is the food of the mind, and is 
wholesome or unwholesome according as it is true or false. 
Every influence by which the mind is surrounded, and 
which exerts its effect upon it, becomes a portion of its 
education. Those inlluences which do not harmonize with 
the eternal progression of the spirit in the unfolding of its 
love and wisdom, are prejudicial to the proper development 
of mind. Those influences which tend to excite the ani-
mal passions, appetites and desires beyond the great and 
prudent demands of nature, cheat the soul of a portion of 
its birthright. Those influences which make vice popular 
and crime reputable, and thus remove out of the way to 
wickedness, the strong barrier.of an enlightened a:nd vir-
tuous public sentiment, are most deplorable in their con-
aequences. 

442. Nothing ea• be more prejudicial to the proper edu· 
catioll and development of mind, than the in11uenees of our 
aivil sovemmea&a. The7 are framed professedly for the 
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purpose of enforcing the observance of rigM between man 
and man, and yet in their modes of existence .and ac-
tion, they are at war with every spiritual principle of our 
natures. They trample upon every fundamental priRCiple 
of christianity. They are based upon the selfish individu· 
ality of man, and consequently antagonize witl;l every 
thing which would tend to develope and unfold his spir-
itual nature-consequently they are a fruitful source of 
more w.ro:ag than they pretend to redress. , 

443.' Family government is a part of the educational 
procesa·of the Yli)Ung immortal, and rilust not conflict with 
tJ1e great law of love and harmony. If parents are what 
they arc bound to.be, to meet their respon'>ibilities, there 
will never any discord· in the famiiy circle. If they 
l1armonize wi'th themselves in spirit and in truth, t.t!ey will 
impress that harmony upon their oHspring, and thus ob· 
tain an over them which it will "he a sin to loose. 
If parents are not in harmony with themselves, they are 
verily guilty if they attempt to beget ()[[spring. The dif-
ference between a well g<Werncd family, when love impels 
the will-where gentleness and love always pre-
aide-where kind words of encouragement and instruction 
sre heard-where mild and gentle reproofs at·e adminis-
tered, and one where anger, rage aml passion 
where force and fear hold the reins of g(wernment-where 
for every fault there is an outburst of anger and passion-
a constant <?Ontaot of sticks, backs and h.e11.ds, vocifera-
tions of threats, and screaming of children in one 
eonfused din, is like difference between paradise and 
pandamonium. It is a universal principle in nature that.· 
like begets like ; from tlie etemal constitution of things it 
must be so. Hence love begets love--kindness kindness, · 
u.d gentleness, ·while op the other hand angel' 

1 
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begets anger, rage rage, and hate hate. "They that tab 
.the sword shall perish by it," is the decrt:e of naturt:, aa 
well as of God. 

444. When we consider the accidental and fortuitous 
manner in which muriages are .entered into,. the discor-
dant material thus thrown together, the sensual and lust-
ful manner in which the part.ies often live, the ignorance 
discord and depravity which abounds-the distracting in-
fluences which reign in · the mother's breast during tlie pe· 
riod of ge.station, the war of spiritual elements into which 
the child is born, the ignorance, and sensu-
ality of its teachers, it is wonderful beyond ,conception, 
that discord ani e\'il have not reigned tri.umphant in.,the 
ltuman breast, that the image of God has not been ef!aced 
from the human constitution. But the filet that a goou 
degree of harmony yet prevails throughout the deparhncnt 
of universal exista..c0, is proof positive of the o( 
&Jl omnipo:;cnt which will in the end all into 
lL·mnony, and unity, perfectness and happi-
ness. And nat.ure proclaims that unbeliever and infidel in 
faith, who would . impeaeh the wisdom, love and power oC 
the great of the universe. by proclaiming a con-
teary doctrine. 

445. Keeping in view great condition of harmony in 
the spiritual atmosphere as a means of transmitting inftu-
enoes from mind to mind, we can understand many phe-
nomena, which otherwise appear ll:naccountable and mys· 
terious. Thus all the of public exciteme11t, . 
or sympathy, are refferable to· these. principles, and by 

attending to them_, we can how to create, 
.nd how to destroy these · 

446, That which tends assimilate mind in its lead· 
l•g .characteristios, te11d& .iO pr.od1lce harmony iu. -· 
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minds ; and the greater the number of minds thus 888imi-
lated, and acting in concert, the greater will.be the ioftu- • 
ence and power they will exert over other minds. They 
together form a compound battery, and act with great 
power upon the spiritual atmosphere, and through that, 
upon about them, and when a large number of minds 
are thus assimilated in thought, feeling and, desire,· and 
a.t in concert to one end, strong in individuality must he 
be who can resist their influence. 

447. This assimilation of mind must be in relation to 
the end to bE! accomplished, and the means by which it is 
tJ9 be accomplished ; that is, there must be an assimilation 
of the will and the wisdom of the mind. When this assimi· 
lation has taken place, the intensity of the action will de-
pend upon the motive power applied. That motive power 
may be or hate, or any of the misguided and misdi· 
rected passio_ns of the animal nature. Hence the quality 
or character of any public excitement depends upon what 
impelot, and w"hat direda. lf love impels, and true wis· 
dom directs, the result will be good, for pure love and 
true wisdom cannot pe the parent of evil.· ·But love im·· 
pels and ignorance diteet.s, or· hate impels and wisdom 
directs, the result must be bad for ·the offspring of love 
and ignorance, or hate and wisdom, must be impious and 
unholy. "A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, 
neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit." Hence 
in all cases of great public excitement, whether political, 
civil or religious, the same principles must be observed ; 
the. same conditions must be complied with; there must be 
an assimilation of mind upon the end, means and motive. 

448. The truth of these positions will be fully illustra-
ted by attending w the various phenomena exhibited du• 
ring religious excitements. l1ake an exainple of this JdDd 
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for an illustration, because the people are more fruniliar 
with the deMils of such an excitement, than ofalmost any 
other; and because in such cases there is. usually the most 
perfect assimilation of minds in their motives, means and 
end-and furthermore, I have . no hesitation in selecting a 
ease of this kind at this time, because t!Xperience has 
taught the ff'orld, both in tlie church and out of it, that 
iliese spasmodic efforts to extend the power and intlu.ence of 
religion, are, to say the least, unprofitable to the interests 
of true piety, and are therefore. very properly beginning to 
be neglected. 

449. The first thing to be obtained preparatory to are· 
ligious excitement, is a strong mental battery to throw out 
its undulations into spiritual atmosphere. To form this 
battery, many minds must be used; and these minds must 
be brought into a state of spiritual harmony with each other. 
The first condition to be obtained, is unity of thought, 
unity of feeling, unity of desire and unity of expectation as 
to the end and means to be used for gtltting up the revival. 
There should be a leading mind to give the key·note, or 
pitch, with which the rest are to' humonize. But before 
they,can harmonize, mutual faith and confidence must be 
established. If there is anything which prevents thiJ, it 
must 'be removed out of the way. If any two or more mem-
bers out of whom this battery is to be formed, ditrust each 
other, or cherish unkindly feelings, they must become re-
conciled or leave the circle. Individuality of feeling must 
give way, and a united feeling, desire and sympathy must 
bke its place. As in the most skilful and well practiced 
choir, one dseordant voice would destroy the harmony of the 
whole, or as in the magnetic battery, one plate out of place 
will discharge the whole battery, so one discordant mind 
will destroy the power of this spiritual battery. Therefore 

10 
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great care must be taken in the construction of this 
battery, to see that no discordant mind is thrust in the 
way. 

450. That which tends to prevent l\ll!limilation in the 
minds of those forming the battery, is selfish individuality. 
So long as this is maintained, assimilation oannot take 
place. Therefore self-abasement of spirit, humble trust 
and dependence, deep humility and a yielding disposition, 
are necessary preparl\tory eJtercises, because they unbend 
the mind, and tend to dissolve this stubborn individuality, 
and place each in a condition to be moulded into harmony 
with the rest. For this purpose also, it is necessary that 
there should be great heart searchings, to ascertain if any 
thing of individuality remains, or, to use the common ex-
pression, "to see if anything is kept back." Confessions 
of sins, penitence for the same, and hearty forgiveness are 
indispensable. When these preliminary steps have been 
taken, and the minds thus brought into harmony, the bat· 
tery is ready for action. 

451. After the battery is thus prepared and bas com-
menced its action, its influence will be felt by those even who 
are ignorant of its existence. So many minds unitedly 
putting forth their strongest desires and aspirations, cannot 
fail to strong movement in the spiritual atmosphere, which 
will be felt by minds susceptible to its' influence. A some-
thing will be heard, speaking as with an etherial tongue; 
undefined thoughts, feelings, emotions, solemn as eternity, 
and oloud-like, will overshadow the mind; the attention 
will be arrested; the mind will look within to enquire the 
cause of this internal commotion, and this effort will 
call it off from exterior influences, and make it more sus-
ceptible to these as the battery works upon 
these uniulations will continue to beat upon the already 
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mind. The conflict now going on, is between 
individuality of the subject and .these spiritual undulations . 

. 452. If the latter prove the stronger, emotions, thoughts, 
8trange, awful and unaccountable, will continue to throng 
in upon the mind, and in the midst of this commotion he will 
be constrained to exclaim, " what shall I do? " lie tries 
to yield, to give up his will, to submit; but his very effort 
causes him to maintain his individuality; and ·it is not "Qn-
til he gives up all further effort of his own, relying solely 
on mercy and goodness of God, and in his imagination 
casting himself passively at the foot of the cross, that indi-
viduality gives way, resistance ceases, and he hopes that he 
is born again. A flood of harmony, producing joy unspeak-
able, rushes through his soul, he feels that he is a 
new creature. 'fhis joy and peace is occasioned by a res-
toration of spiritual harmony, incident to the individualit.y 
of the mind yielding to the strong thrilling of 
this spiritual atmosphere, combined with an ,!:lXalted hope, 
and a belief that all is now safe. 

453. As ·entire harmony was necessary to commence the 
work, so also is it necessary for the continuance of it. In re-
ligious e.$:citements, everything which tend to arouse individ-
uality 'of feeling or interest, must be carefully excluded; and · 
it matters not whether the individuality of feeling or interest 
be in reference to personai interest, or that. of sect. Hence, 
experience has taught those concerned in conducting revivala, 
that in the prosecution of this everything like sectarian 
feeling and influence must be laid aside .. Nothing· must be 
agitated except tl).ose doctrines \!.pon which all can agree. 
Those peculiar views which distinguish them as sects must 
not be discussed. Unless these conditions are complied 
with, they cannot co-operate, and the work. canqot pro-
gress. Methodists, Baptists, Presbyterians, &c., must 
agree to drop their sectarian differences, and in the prose-
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cution of their work,· cease to be Methodists, BaptistS, 
Presbyterins, &c., and be only christians. However im• 
portant the Baptist may deem his mode of baptism to be, 
as he would see the revival progress, he must say nothing 
about it; for that would arouse the individuality of the Pres• 
byterian and Methodist. Whatever danger the Methodist 
may perceive there is, that the young convert will fall from 
grace, he must withhold his warning admonition, for that 
would arouse the individuality of the Baptist and Presby• 
terian, and so on. 

454. But when the work has so far progressed as to 
bring forth many converts, and i.he time comes for gather• 
ing them into the churches, then these sectarian differ• 
ences make their appearance; and from that time the re• 
viva! is at an end. Individuality of sect stands forth, and 
discussion, argument and disputation take the place o( 
prayer and song. There is no longer an assimilation of 
their minds in their thoughts, feelings and desires, as t<Y 
the means. and end of their labors : but each sect 
assumes a position antagonistic to the others, and thus 
the spiritual battery to destroyed. 

4b5. Thus it is with all popular excitements. The same 
conditions being complied with, revivals can be had by 
Pagans, Mahommedans, Mormons. Tlie imagination can 
•ork upon this spiritual atmosphere, and awaken undula• 
tions peculiar to itself. As the physical atmosphere will un· 
dulate to convey a falsehood as well as the truth, so also 
. will tbe spiritual atmosphere. It is the mental motion, 
whether true or false, which communicates the undulation 
to this medium. Mobs are produced on the principle of 
mental batteries, and can be dispersed by deranging or de-
stroying the battery. Throw discord into the leading 
mind$, and the hooting crowd will go home. Let distrac· 
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tion prevail in the mobic council, and there will be an end 
of mob force. 

456. Upon this same principle, prayer, which is 
desire, is potent for good when rightly understood. By 
this, I do not mean prayer written and tied to a stick that 
lt may be offered by fluttering in the wind ; nor do I mean 
sueh prayers as are made standing in the synagogues or 

, corners of the streets to be seen or heard of men; or those 
cold and formal prayers offered to fulfil a duty ; or from 
habit, or such prayers as are uttered in a foreign or dead 
language ; or by counting beads, or anything of the kind. 
But I mean such pure, silllple, earnest, honest, desire as 
flows spontaneously from the heart, and finds expression 
not only in the words, but in the actions· of the individual, 
l mean that desire which moves the deepest fountains of 
the soul, and sends out its clear, distinct harmonious undu· 
lations into the atmosp')J.ere, such as spirits, angels 
and God can bear. 

457. In this spiritaal atmosphere, disembodied spirits 
find a medium of communication not only among them· 
selves, but also with minds inhabiting the form, and 
through the undulations of this medium, they become cog· 
nizant of . our thoughts and desires, as they go forth for re· 
lief when we- are in distress. The intensity of these spir· 
itual undulations, depends upon the intensity of our 
thoughts and desires. When our case is urgent, and our 
thoughts and desires are ardent, a strong undulatory 
movement is eQmmunicated to this medium which notifies 
all surrounding spirits of ou necessities, and they en· 
deavor to come to out aid. This they can only do, by 
operating. upon the minds of those in the body, awl im-
pressing them to come to our assistance. They severally 

· applf themselves to the work ; and if they oan find any. 
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to whom they can gain aooess, to make 
necessary impression, they send them to our relief. Thus 
many a prayer has been answered, and many a destitute 
being has been relieved through the effort of spirits, made 
in their behalf. 

458. Look at the poor widow whose little ones are cry-
ing for food, and she none to give them. Hear her pray 
with all that fervency and anguish of soul which none but 
mothers can feel for perishing ·babes, "Father, give us 
this day our daily bread." Angels heard that prayer, and 
as the ministering spirits of God, they flew on wings of char· 
ity and love to move some soul jn her behalf. Look again, 
see that kind neighbor just 'entering her door with his bas-
ket of provisions for her hungry little ones. Ask him . 
what influenced him to think upon that poor family at that 
particular time ? He will tell you frankly he does not 
know. But some how while sitting quietly by his fire, 
enjoying his ease, the thought was suddenly impressed 
upon him that this poor family might be suffering for food, 
and he ought to go to their relief ; that yielding to the im-
pression he went. He does not dream that guardian spir· 
its, who tend on mortals for their good, seized upon that 
favorable opportunity to make that impression upon his 
mind. He does not knO\v that he was the messenger of 

and that they also rejoiced in the success of their 
mission. But so it was, and he not only can·ied relief and 
joy to the bosom of that poor family, but he, carried re· 
joicings into the angelic spheres. 

459. The great beauty which wiU be discovered in this 
philosophy, consists in its utter, simplicity and truthfulness. 
The entire class of or spiritual phenomeaa, are e.x-
plaillable by application of a few simple principles ; and 

principles have their .analogy or correspondence ' 

1 
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throughout all'nature. What can be more simple or truth-
ful than the proposition, that for any cause to produce an 
effect, it must be connected with th" effect? And , 
which connects them, must be such in its mode of existence 
and action, as to be capable of being acted 11pon by the 
thing affected. The truth of this proposition is illustrated 
and demonstrated by every operation in nature, and there is 
and can be no exception to it. Again, what can be more 
self-evident than the proposition, that every effect is the 
result of a change in the thing affected,' and that this 
change implies motion, &c. What can be more simple 
and truthful, than the existence of an unindividualized spir-
itual medium, filling all space, and connecting every mind 
in the universe with every other mind? That thought, 
feeling, &c., are mental or spiritual motions, which may 
be communicated to, and transmitted through this spiritual 
medium ? That as a medium, it possesses the laws and 
acoidental properties analogous to other media, and of 
which other media are correspondential ? 



LECTURE VI I I. 

DIR:&OT OLAIBVOYANO:&. 

460. In this course of lectures on the subject of 
mesmerism, clairvoyance, &c., it must not be expected that 
I shall enter into minute details of the various phenomena 
connected therewith; nor that !shall take up these various 
phenomena and suggest a philosophical explanation of them 
in detail. Time will not permit. The most I can flatter 
myself of being able to do, will be to suggest such princi· 
pies as, when studied and applied, will explain these phe· 
nomena. In' my previous lectures I have confined my re· 
marks mostly to that class of phenomena which may, be 
denominated sympathetic clairvoyance ; alluding, howev· 
er, to certain principles manifested by direct or independent 
clairvoyance. 

461. In eases of direct clairvoyance, sympatl1y and 
thought-reading, so far as minds in the form are concerned, 
seem to be out of the question. I have witnessed many 
cases where the communication seemed to be direct and 
positive between the subject and the person or object ex· 
amined and described. There is one phenomenon attend· 
ing this species of clairvoyance wortlly of notice. I do 
not say it is always to be observed, but frequently. It is 
this : the clairvoyant in describing places, things and per· 
sons, very often sees or describes them as if inverted or 
reversed. Thus, in describing places, they frequently call 
nortll, south,-east, west, &c., call the right hand the left, 
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the right side, the left side, &c. This they may learn by 
practice or habit to corre.ct, and speak of their location or 
position eotreetly, although they appear thus reversed. If 
this phenomenon were universal in cases of this kind, it 
would seem to indicate that the object was seen by refl.ec· 
uon. ' 

46!. By reference to see. 170, it will be perceived that 
I have taken the position, that whatever is seen or per-
ceived by reflected motions is inverted or reversed. , Thus, 
if we look at a landscape by light reflected from a mirror, 
the whole landscape will be reversed. Sound coming to 
the ear by reflection changes the apparent direction of the 
sonorous body. Reflected motion is always adverse to di· 
rect motion. Now, if the direet clairvoyant, when exam. 

objects, always perceives them in this 
position or order, it would indicate that the image of the 
object was ref!ected upon the mind of the subject. That 

.thia is frequently the ease, I know : that it is always, I do 
not. 

463. One thing is certain ; if the independently clair-
voyant mind· can perceive and examine distant objects, the 
mind of the clairvoyant is by &ome means, connected with 
the object being examined ; and the connecting medium is 
such in its mode of existence and action, that it can be act. 
ed upon by the object, and can in turn, act upon the clair· 
voyant mind. 'fhis condition is indispensably requisite to 
transmit power from the cause to the effect. Now the 
question arises, what is the connecting medium, and how 
does it act? 

464. Not many months ainee I made divers experiments 
with Miss L., in some· respects a very remarkable elairvoy· 
ant. She possessed this faculty in a very high degree. 
When thrown into the mesmeric condition, her eyes being 
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closely bandaged, she could read the finest specimens of 
writing, print ; could correctly describe pePsons in their 
manners, appearance, dress, &c., and in that 9ive every 
proof of clear sightedness without the use of her physical 
eyes ; nor was it necessary that any person present should 
know the contents of the letter, paper or book which she 
read. Visiting Miss L. at her room, I was ver-r kindly 
permitted to throw her into the clairvoyant condition, and 
make sundry experiments for the purpose of ascertaining 
by what means she was thus able to read without the use 
of her physical eyes. 

465. After inducing the clairvoyant condition, I enquired 
of Miss L. by what means she was enabled to read a card 
which I held in my hand? She examined the card, andre-
plied she did not know. :Out there appeared a sort .of in-
fluence, something like electricity passing from the card to 
her mincl, by which she was enabled to percdve th.e card, 
and whatever was,printed or written upon it. I remarked : 
You say it appears something like electricity!; examine it 
carefully and see if it is electricity. She then spent some 
time in making the examination, and then replied, "No, it 
is not electricity; it is more refined'.'' I then direct-
ed her to examine the human system and see if she could 
find any medium or influence at work in the system with 
which to compare the medium by which she was enabled 
to read that cara. After a careful and attentive examina-
tion for some time, she declared that she "could not per-
ceive a fiuid or medium which exactly corresponded to this 
medium ; that the nervous medium was gross, and 
the mind itself was a little more refined than this medilllll.' • 
And on further examination she said "it occupied a posi-
tion mid way between the medium of sensation, and the 
mind.'' 
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466. I next enquired whether the influence by which she 
ltas able to read the card was reflec-ted from the surface 
of the card, or whether it passed through it? She replied, 
" I do not know, but should think it is reflected from the 
surface of the card." I then turned the back of the card 
toward her, and enquired if she could still see what was 
printed upon it? She replied, "I can ; but it may be from 
my recollection of what is on it." I then took another, 
and different card, and placed it before her, the printed 
side turned from her, witho11t myself knowing what was 
printed upon it. She read it correctly. I next enquired, 
can you see the image of an object reflected from a mir-
ror? She replied, "I do not know, but pt·esume I can." I 
then placed her befot·e a large mirror, and held in my hand 
a large card so as to bring the image of the card directly 
before her face. She tried in Yain to see it; she could 
perceive nothing. I then directed her to see herself In 
mirror. She made an effort, but- declared she could see 
nothing. I made some further experiments, tending to the 
same result. I will here remark, these were the first ex-
periments of this ·kind I had ever made ; and although I 
somewhat expected to obtain these results, I made no inti-
mation of the kind to the clairvoyant, nor was I at all con-
fident of obtaining them. 

467. The foregoing experiments tended to confirm me in 
the opinions I had previously entertained, that there is a 
medium of unindivid.ualized spirit extending throughout 
space; that this medium freely permeates all material sub· 
stances. That these material substances offer but little 
resistance to the undulatory movements of this medium, 
although they may exercise an influence analogous to that 
of refraction. That this medium is in contact with the 
minds of indh:iduals, as well in the form as out of it. 

...... 
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through the undulatory movements of this medium, im· 
pression& are made upon the mind, and that the process of 
mesmerization consisted in imulating the mind, and bring-
ing it into close contact with this medium. 

468. In permeating or passing through different sub· 
stances, the motions of tl1is medium may be affeeted ae· 
cording to the nature of the substance through which it 
passes. Thus, in passing through a card, that portion of 
the card upon which letters are written or printed, will af. 
feet the motions of this medium differently from those por-
tions upon which there is no writing or printlng. The ef-
fect will be similar to that witnessed in the 11.rt of daguer· 
eotyping. Although the agenoy concerned in producing 
the light and shade, as exhibite<l in the picture, is the same 
as to every part of the picture, nevertheless the substances 
refleeting the light by which the image is thrown upon the 
plate, so reflects that light, as to oause certain parts of 
the image to be light, and other parts to be shaded ; and 
were it not for this difference, no image could be obtained: 
that is, were all parts equally light or equally dark, no pio-
ture could be taken. Now it is possible, Rnd perhaps I may 
say, it is not improbable, that the independently clairvoyant 
perceives objects near by, in this way. The experiments 
with Miss L. would .seeD! to indicate that suoh is the fa0t. 
That the infiuence by which she is able to read without the 
use of her physical sigllt, permeates or passes through the 
card or paper, and renders ihe same spiritually 
rent ; and consequently. being so highly refined as to pMS 
through material objects·, could not be reflected by the mir· 
ror ; ·and hence, she could neither perceive the oard or her-
selr'by looking ln the mirror. If such" be the way clair-
voyants perceive objecta near by them, tb011e objects should 
appear to them, when clMely examined, either transluoent 
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or_ transpa.rent, which, I IUD. informed by them, is ,the ease. 
469. 'this method will answer to explain the manner by 

which clairvoyants perceive objects near by them; but it is 
more diftlcult to understand how they can perceive objects 
at a great distance from them, in this way alone, when this 
medium must pass through a great number of material 
substances intervening between them and the object being 
exatnined. In examining places and objects at a great. dis· 
ta.nce, it appears to the clairvoyant that he is ' 
to those places, and he, not unfrequ'ently, perceives differ· 
ent places on the wAy, and clescribes them very accurately., 
lf the mind of the clairvoyant is in reality thus transferred 
to the place of investigation, it is not difficult to understand 
how it is able to perceive and describe distant places and 
objects. But it is more difficdt to understand how the 
tnind, yet connected with the form, can be thus transported 
at all, but perceives and describea these objects by reflec-
tion from disembodied minds inha.biLing this spiritual at· 
mosphere, a.s alluded to in sec. 416. 

470. Upon the hypothesis that distant places and objects 
are pereciYed by reflection from disembodie'd mind inhabit-
ing the spiritual atmosphere, the phenomena of direct 
clairvoyance becomes easy of explanation. The belief is 
becoming very general, that all pe'rsons in the fotm are at- ' 
tended by guardian spirits, who watch over and sometimes 
influence them. When the m,nd of the subject has become 
very perfectly insulated, and brought into clear connec· 
tion with this spiritual medium, it then becomes sensitive to 
its slightest motions ; and disembbdied spirit can communi· 
cate its own thoughts feelings and perceptions to the clairvoy· · 
ant mind in a manner siluilar to that by which spirits com-
municate with each other. Now if disembodied mind can 
)?ereeive and examine and places distant from the 
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fubject, it can very readily COIDlll:unicate the result of those 
examinations to the subject ; ana do it in such a way that 
the subject will not perceive presence of such mind. 
The disembod1ed mind becomes a sort of spilitual mirror in 
which the clairvoyant sees reflected the object of examina-
tion. That is sometimes the case, very good clairvoy-
ants affirm. 

471. Clairvoyants often tl!ink their spirits leave tlteir 
bodies and visit different placC3 at a great distance from 
each other ; that they sometimes enter the celestial sphere 
and visit the homes of the angels, &c., during which peri· 
ods of absence their bodies remain in a cataleptic state, ex-
hibiting but little appearance of life. While in this state 
they remain totally unconscious of what is going on about 
them ; every physical sense is closed, and their bodies might 
be dissected wi .bout awakening any sensations. ThcS<' ph e. 
nomena would seem tQ indicate that the mind had left the 
body. But on careful examination and reflection, we sl1all 
find that these and similar phenomena could be exhibited, 
and yet the mind remain in the form. The absence of all 
sensation, the cataleptic condition of the body, and the per-
ception of distant objects, can all occur while the mind is 
evidently with the forn1. 

472. Thus, in ordinary mesmeric conditions, unattended 
by clairvoyance, sensation is not unfrequently suspended, 
while the mind of the subject is still connected with the 
form, at all times ready to respond to the interrogatories 
of the operator, or others en rapporte. The cataleptic 
condition of the body not unfrequently takes place while the 
mind of the subject lies perfectly dormant or inactive; and 
minds apparently in the waking state, have visions of pla-
ees and objects far distant, and of events ti·anspiring be-
yond the scope of physical perception ; so that the occur-
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renee of this phenomena does not necessarily indicate that 
the mind has left the body, and taken a distant journey. 
All these phenomena may .occur while the mind is in a state 
of high insulation from the sensuous influences of the body, 
and yet within, or at least in contact with it. 

473. In sec. 346, I have described the mesmeric process 
as consisting in demagnetizing the nerv.ous system of sen-
sation, or in demagnetizing the brain, or both. In either 
case the mind would be insulated from the sensuous influ-
ences of the body; but the difference would be, while only 
the system of sensation was demagnetized, the subjec\ 
would not become clairvoyant ; for, until demagnetization 

· extends to the brain, the mind is not insulated from the in-
fluences of the nervous medium, not included in the system 
of sensation; But when demagnetization extends to the 
brain, then the mind becomes insulated from all nervous 
influence, and consequently becomes clairvoyant. 

474. There are many ways by which this state of men-
, tal insulation can be induced. In sec. 348 I alluded to this 
11ubject, and hinted at two of these 1 ways. Here I will 
speak more at lehgth on this point. I have described the 
process of magnetization, as consisting in drawing off from 
the nervous system of sensation the animal electricity, which 
serves as a means of transmitting the nervous fluid from 
the surface to the brain. This may be done by presenting 
another system which has a stronger affinity for the elec-
tricity than that of the subjeet, in which case the fluid en-
ters the system of the operator, and often produces a sen-
sible influence on him. ll(';ay consists in operating 
upon the subject mentally through the mind of the subject, 
in which case the fiuid is dtiven and does not enter the 
aystem of the operator. Case$ of this kind more directly 
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demagnetize the brain, and· hence the subject is more 
likely to become clair1oyant; 

475. Another way still by which this state may· be in· 
dq.ced, is through the agency of disembodied spirits, and is 
entirely analogous to the last method referred to in the pre .. 
ceding section. The spirit operates upon the mind of the 
subject, to force off the animal electricity of the brain, and 
thus insulate it from the systep1 of sensation. Another 
method still is by the action of the subject's own mind, by 
which, at pleasure, the by concentratien of thought, 
can abstract the mind from all exterior- influences of a gross 
and sensuous character, and thus bring it clearly in contact 
with *his spiritual medium. Cases of spontaneous 
voyance, as they are termed, are generally indaced . 
by the agency of spirits, while those of voluntlp'y clairvoy • 
ance are induced through the mental · actioa · of the sub--
ject. 

476. As intimated in sec. 468, this medium permeates 
. all material substances, and its motions are differently ai. · 

fected by these different substances through . which it 
. passes. Hence, certain substances exert a peculiar influence 
upon the mind of the clairvoyant ; some seeming to ob· 
struct the vision almost entirely, and others not affecting it 
at all. Some exerting an influence which tends to throw 
the subject into a clairvoyant state, others no influence at 
all. Those substances which are used by subjects to in· 
duce the clairvoyant state, seem to harmonize the undula· 
tions of this spiritual medium with the mind of the sub· 
ject, ;and in this way produce an influence favorable to 
mental insulation. But I am inclined to think that the 
chief agency exerted by crystals, magnets, &c., in in· 
ducing the mesmeric condition, consists in thus being used 
as a means of mental concentration, or abstraction. 
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477. There is another ctass of phenomena sometime• 
clairvoyance which demands our attention. 

I refer to that called rilfrovisihn, by whieh I mean the fac. 
ulty qf calling up the past, and revealing· its hidden histo· 
ry. I once witnessed a Tery remarkable instance of this 
kind; which I will briefly relate. the year 1845, while 
I was ·residing itl Lorain- county, a Mr. Hall, a merchant in 

.Elyria, had his sto.re broken and entered, and a large 
quantity of' goods stolea and carried away. This was 
done about 1.2 o'clock on Saturday night. Early the next 
morning, Mr. H. discov.ered what had been done, and came 
tO me for advice. The first enquiry I put to him was, 
" Have you i»formed any one of what has place 1" 
H• answered that he had not. I then enjoined it upon . . 
him not to mention the circumstance to any one, not even 
his family, 'and perhaps in a. few days he would hear thct 
his store had been brokeJI ; then, by tracing the report, be 
might get some <Ue w 'the roglltls. This course of policy 
was agreed upon, and the subject was mentioned to no one. 
The next while we were together conversing upon 
U..e subject, the thought occurred to me that a young lady 
in town to be clairvoyant, and I proposed to Mr: 
Hall that we visit her and test her powers. It was agreed 
to between us, and it was further agreed, that nothing 
should be said to her respecting the nature· of the subjec$ 

' eo be Jnvestigawd, for two. reasons ; first, we wished to 
know whether s.he could discover from our minds, the sub· 
ject to be investigated ; and if' she could not clair· 
Toyantly· give us the information we desired, she would 
know nothing of the subject by which the information' could 
oe communicated to others. This young lady was an en· 
tire stranger to both of lls. With this understanding we 
Tisited the house of Mr. Ceok, who was the brother-in-law 

11 
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and mesmerizer of this young lady. On visiting the house 
we informed Mr. Cook that we had come to request him to 
me8Dlerize his sister-in-law for the purpose of making cer-
tain investigations. This he very kindly consented to do, 
and in a few moments she was put into the mesmeric condi-
tion. Mr. Cook then turned to us and requested to be in-
formed of the nature of the subject to lie investigated. 
We declined telling him, desiring that the subject might 
be requested to find that out. He requested us to men-
tion some place where we desired the investigation to com-
mence. Mr. Hall immediately mentioned his store. Mr. 
Cook inquired of the subject if she knew where Mr. Hall's 
store·wM. She replied she did not. He then requested 
her to accompany him to it, which she did, and 
soon declared herself to be there. Mr. Cook then requested 
her to make the examination desired, and inform him of 
what she saw. Sh#.<!f.lmost immediately remarked, .. there 
has been bad work here ; this store bM been broken open, 

• and a large quantity" of goods stolen." Mr. Hall then in-
qu'red, ... How was it broken open ?" She comme-nced and 
gave a Yery minute and detailed description of the manner 
in which it wa!l done, which was perfectly accu,_te in every 
particular. She eYen described their effort . at lighting 
a lamp after they had entered tbe store, and said they had 
lighted fiye matches before they succeeded in lighting the 
lamp, and tliat the unburned portion of the matches were 
left upon the floor near they left the lamp standing, 
which was also perfectly She then proceeded to 
describe accurately, the ch;uacter, quantity and quality of 
the goods stolen. The different kinds and colors of the 
broad cloths, &e., all c f which was correct. After giYing 
the above description, I remarked, well, if you can see to 
describe so accurately transaction, can you not see to 
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tell us who were the persons engaged in it ? She replied, 
" Certainly I can ; there were three of them ; they a.re 
strangers to me ; I oanr.ot tell their names, but I can de-
scribe them so that you can find them. With this, she 
commenced describing ·one of them h)' hia size, personal 
appearance, dress, even to the peculiar kind of cap he 
wore, business, place of residence, and even the buainess 
he was at that moment engaged in ; said he left town that 
morning on his way to with a load of pork. 
From her description we had no difficulty in determining 
the individual she was referring to, and her description 
was in every respect correct. She even described the part 
he took in breaking the store, which subsequently proved 
to be correct. She then proceeded to describe second • 
person concerned in the burglary. with the same accuracy 
she described the first, and from her description, we had 

• no difficulty in determining who she referred to. She then 
proceeded to describe the third person with the same par-
ticularity as 11he described the others, but we could not 
learn who he was from her description. Her description, 
however, subsequently pro,•ed to be correct,. and the reason 
we did no' him was, he was a stranger, residing 
some thirty miles distant. She also told us what had been 
done with the goods, but those we could not find. We 
·were now very well satisfied that she had told us the truth, 
and had fixed our suspicions upo!l two individuals whom 
we had not· previously suspected. But we could do no· 
thing but watch, as clairvoyant evidence would not be 
deemed competent in a court of justice, and watch we did. 
Fortunately for our purpose, a difficulty arose between one 
of these burglars and his wife, and she disclosed the 
of his guilt in this case. ·By this means we were ena. 
'bled to get legal evidence of the guilt of the other two 
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including the one we did not know, from the 
scription of the clairvoyant; and the three were arrested; one 
of them turned state's evidence, and gave, under oath, a 
full description of' t.he whole transaction, which, in every 
particular, corroborated the statell!,.ent of the clairvoyant, 
made some four months before. The burglars were ar· 
rested and sent to the penitentiary. Here was a clear caae 
of retrovision, Many other eases of a similar 
might be but one well authenticated case- is u 
good for our purpose as a tl1ousand. 

478. By what means was this clairvoyant enabled to 
give us an accurate description of that burglary and of the 
burglars ? A portion of her description might have been 
copied from our minds ; but a greater portion of it could 

_ not have been, .as we knew nothing of the matter she wu 
describing. It will be remembered that I was Jed to the 
conclusion, (see 410) that disembodied spirits inhabited. 
t.biS spiritual medium, and through that medium became 
cognizant of all our thoughts, feelings, emotions, &c., and 
hence they became, as it were, volumes in the great library 
o! God ; and that when the independently clairvoyana 
mind came intn clear ponnection with this medium, they 
thereby gained access to tl1is library, and according tO 
their development, could read the histories therein written. 
Now if this position be true, it is not difficult to under-
stand how this clairvoyant · became familiar with the his-
tory of this burglary, and was thus enabled to make to ua 
the astonishing communication she did make. 

479. Upon hypothesis we can understand how the 
clairvoyant can exhibit the faculty of retro· 

Tision. That this is one of the methods by which the pas\ 
ia recalled, i do not doubt. U may not be the on1y 

l 
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method. There are certain phenomena alluded to by clair· 
voyants which would in<licate that it is not. For example, 
in searching after persons whose locality is unknown, they 
frequently eommen.ce . at the place where they were lasl 
known to be, and trace them from that place ; and they 

themselves as able to track theJP, by an influence. 
they leave in their path ; still I am inclined to think thal 
most remarkable eases of retrovision are produced by re· 
1lection from minds inhabiting this spiritualmedium ; and 
that should the attention of clairvoyants be called to this 
aubjeet, they would generally be able to discover this to be 

. 
PREVISIOJI'. 

480. So also with prevision. I am inclined to think the 
phenomena of prevision is generally reflected from minds 
io.habiting this spirit!J.al medium. Cases of previsjon how-
ever, may exist independent of such agencies. Where 
the clairvoyant mind is thus insulated, it is to per-
el'live causes and prindples at work which, in its normalcon-
dit.ion, it cou.ld not perceive, an·d it may thus be able to fore-
see results which the uninsulated mind could not perceive. 
To this class, may belong the phenomena exhibited by clair-
voyants, in wllat will be the effect of repeated mes-
meric operations upon themselves and other!!. Being able, 
through this medium to examine internally their own, and 
the physical systems of others, and to trace the mesmeric 
influence upon the system, they may be able to foretell cer, 
tain results with great accuracy. 

481. Prevision in eases which are to happen discon-
nected with the subject as well as certain cases connected 
with the clairvoyant, 'I am inclined to think, .are reflections 
from disembodied mind. I have already remarked tha& 
the insulated state might be induced through the agency 
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or disembodied mi1ld ; that this state of mental msula-
is only a condition preparatory to the 

which follow. :Now a disembodied mind inducing this. state 
or insulation, can impress upon the mind when this opera· 
tion will be so as to enable the subject to foretell 
with the utmost precision when it will happen again. In 
this condition, and in this way, trances and ecstacies can 
also be foretold, because they can be induced by the same 
agency. 

'l'RAlfCJ:, :IOSTACIES, •o. 
48!. In cases of trance, ecstacies, &c., the mind is al-

most entirely insulated from the body. Sensation is sus-
pended, and the subjects become unconscious of every 
thing about them through the agency of tbe physical sen• 
aes. When the case is spontaneous on the part of the 
subject, or is induced by disembodied a,gencies, the subject 
is not necessary in sympathy with any person, so that it 
may be impossible for any one til:>· be en rapporte, and con-
sequently can get no communications from the subject 
while in this condition. But Qases may occur, and do· oc-
eur, where the subject is in. sympathetic connection with 
persons about them. In such cases, it the subject is not 
too much engrossed with spiritual visions, clairvoyant com-
munications can be obtained, and all the various phenome· 
na of olairvoyance will be exhibited. 

483. Cases of trance and ecstacies, differ only in the ex-
phenomena attending them. The primary cause is 

the same. In cases of trance the physical bGdy assumes 
an appearance resembling death, and in many cases not to 
be distinguished from it in appearap.ce merely. In this 
state persons have frequently been supposed to be dead, 
and have been buried alive, even while they were con-

of what was going on, but bad no power to give any 
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eigns of life. In cases of .ec8stacies, t.he mind seems io 
maiJrtain its connection with the physical body sufficiently 
.to command its muscles, can .walk, read &c., but still the 
subjec' does not use the physical senses, what it . hears, 
sees or perceives, is through the. mind or spiritual sense. 

SPONTAN.BOUS TISIOJJ. 

484. Another Class of phenomena not unfrequently oc· 
cur, and that is a spontaneous vision of passihg events. 
The clearness of this vision will depend upon the impressi· 
ble state of the mind at the time. Almost every individual 
bas experienced something of this kind in some of its sta· 
ges of manifestation from the slightest impression to that 
of clear vision. How often, let me enqutre of each one who 
bears me, have you felt a vauge, undefined impression that 
something sad and painful had occurred some of your 
friends just before hear.ing such news. It has become so 
eommon with myself, that I almost always feel the shadow 
of aftliction some hours before the aiiliction arrives. There 
are in the cirele of my acquaintance, many individuals who 
have, in this way, been informed of the decease of friends 
at the precise hour, although hundreds of miles away. In 
some eases the vision is so distinct they can perceive all the 
attendant circumstances and give them in detail long be· 
fore the news arrives. If it was any part of the plan of 
these lectures to detail facts, 1 could fill pages of cases of 
this character. 

48p. These visions and impressions are made upon the 
mind by disembodied spirits, who endeavor to advise-us of 
the happening of these events, or admonish us of what 
is about to take place. Every individual, under l?eculiar 
circumstances, is subject to these states of partial mental 
insulation, sometimes more and sometimes less perfect. 
While in this condition, impressio.ns are made by disem· 
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bodied spirits, and the distinctness with which they ar& 

made, will depend upon the degree of insulation ; when 
the mind: is quite perfectly insulated, these impressiona 

1 will amount to actual tisions. Tbeae conditions may oceur 
during the hours of wakefulness, or during the hours of 
sleep. If ther occur during wakefulness,. the mind of tbe 
subject, at the time, will be abstracted from all surround-
ing influences-of a physical character, although tt be but 
for a few moments, and the subject uneonscious of it. Ir 
this condition occllr- during sleep, the vi,sion or impression 
will be in the appearance of a dream, and will be spoken of 
as such. 

486. Most of the phenomena exhibited by clairvoyants 
while under the mesmeric influence, are liable to ocetJ.r tem-
porarily to persons -in the waking state. !'he phenomena 
of prevision, retrovision and intervision not unfrequently' 
occur in the waking state of the subject. By the waking 
state, I mean the subject is not conscious of being under 
mesmeric influence, and probably is not, so far as the 
&o<rency of third persons are concerned. But nevertheles!!, 
I do not doubt that mental insulation, for the time being, 
is indispensable to such phenomena ; and that state may 
have been induced by the operation of mental causes sur-
rounding the subject aL the time, or by the agency of dis-
embodied spirits, or by tl1e combined action of all these 
influences. Mental insulation induced by whatever \ause 
or combination of causes, is a necessary condition for the 
exhibition of these phenomena. 

487. From an examination of the foregoing sections it 
will be observed that I base the philosophy of all the vari-
ous mesmeric phenomena upon the following hypothesis; 

there is a medium of unindividualized spir-
it extending thro•rhout space, which sustains a similar re-

l 
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lation to the mind as a medium of communication, as the 
ph1sieal a.tmoephere sustains to the organs of speech and 
bearing. 

iJecond :-Tha.t the miM both in and out of the form, ia 
in contact with this spiritual medium, and sustains to it the 
"'lation of a vitratory or sonorous body. . 

Third :_:That thoughts, feelings, emotions; &c. are in 
reality. mental and communicate t.heir 
motions to this and are transmitted through it, in 
a manner similar to the .transmission -of lbe undulations of 
a vibratory body, through the physical a.t.mosphere. 

Fourth :-That. the mental motions being the same, the 
Uloughts, feelings, &c., are the same. , 

Fifth.:-This spiritual atmosphere being a medium, ia 
subject to laws and accidental properties or analo· 
gous to other analogous m·edia. 

Si.J:th :-That the mesmeric process consists in insula· 
ting the mind of the subject from physical and sensuoua 
influences. 

'Seventh :-That mental insulation to a greater or less 
degree, is an indispensable perquisite to an exhibition of 
the various phenomena above discussed. 

4B8. There are various other phenomena exhibited by 
subjects ib. the mesmeric and conditions' to 
to which no allusion has been made in these lectures. 
I have endeavored to refer to such, as when explained, 
would suggest a key to the explanation of others not allu· 
ded to. I do not flatter myself that I fully understand all 
the principles·involved in these phenomena. Far other· 
wise. I believe we are but just entering upon the knowl-
edge of some of the simplest principles appertaining to this 
subject; that we are only begitming to learn the alphabe\ 
of mind or spiri.t, and that for a long time we.shall be un-
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able to read much of t.he real beauties of spiritual existen-
cies and actions. But the time will co111e :when the spir-
itual world will be 10ught near to us, and will no longer 
exist iB the mind as a iand of fairy tales and dreamy vis-
ions. 



LECT·URE IX. 

BOW 'MIND ACTS, •c• 
489. When I WILL to raise my arm, there is a power in-

stantaneously communicated by w'i\ich my arm obeys the 
mandate, and when I w suspend that power, my arm 
falls to my side a!ain. The origin of that power is !n my 
WILL, which is a faculty of my mind or spirit. Indepen-
dent of that WILL, my apn possesses no power to move it· 
self. Or if that medi1tm of connection my arm 
and mind be interrupted, by severing the nervs of 
which communicate with my arm, my will has no 
power my own arm, than it has over yours; yet nev· 
ertheless, that arm can still be made to move by the spe· 
citic application of the magnetic fluid to the motory nerve. 
The muscle can thus be made to expand and contract, and 
the same or ilimilar motion can be given to the arm; as 
though it were directly connected with my spirit will. 

490. The direct agency exerted upon. the muscle in 
either case, is that of the electric or magnetic fluid causing 
the expansion and contraction thereof. The difference be-
tween the two methods of moving the arm, consists in this; 
the electric or magnetic fluid is excited by the WILL in the 
one case, and by means of a common electric, magnetic, 
or galvanic battery in the other. There is also another 
difference growing out of the first ; the excitation of the 
magnetic force, in the former case being under the direct 
sPrarr WILL, is more wisely ani systematically directed m_ 
ita action along the motol)' nerves and upon the muscles, 
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than when under the mechanical action of a senseless bat. 
tery. There is not a particle of matter com}'Osiug the 
voluntary m11scles which does not conect with the hrain. 
which is the great battery of the will, and under the entire 
management of the mind or spirit. When the mind wishes to 
move a muscle to any degree, it communicates along these 
nerves (the ner-!'es of motion), the exact quantity of 
force necessary to communicate the desired motion, and i' 
can increase or diminish the quantity, as it desires to in•. 
crease or diminish the intensity of muscular action. 

491. But when this electric or magnetic influence is ex· 
cited by the spirit will, it must act the intervening 
media of the mnwru and· vital fluid. It will be 
be red that in a previous lecture I traced the· manifestation 
of these different media, from _electricity, magnetism, &c. 
through vitality and the mrvou1 medium up to mind Ol" 

spirit, and pornted out the11e peculiarities, as exhibited by 
nature in all her operations. Thus the electric and mag· 
netic media were manifested in the mineral kingdom before 
the principle of Yitality made its appearance ; and hence. 
the principles of electricity and magnetism, in their modes 
of manifestat1on we1·e independent of vitality. Not so 
with vit31ity 1 being developed or manifested after those 
media, it was dependent upon them for its mater-ial mani• 
festation, and is never manifested in nature without theif 
presence. So also with the nervous medium. Vitality was 
developed in the vegetable kingdom before sensation was 
manifested ; and hence in its material manifestation, it waa 
independent of the nervous medium. Not so with the ncr· 
vous medium, being developed after vitality, it was depen-. 
dent upon it for its material manifestation, .and is never 
manifested in nature without its presence ; and the same 
thing also may be said in reference to the nervous medium 
and spirit. 
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492. Now whenever the mind seeks to act upon matter, 
it must act through the agency of these Intervening me-
dia. Hence when the mind seeks to expand or contract 
the material muscle, it must be connected with that muscle 
by all these media of nervou1, vital and mag· 
ftetic fluids: If either of these links in the connecting· 
ehain are wanting, the mind cannot act upon the muscle. 
Hence if the motory nerYe be severed, or if vitality have 
abandoned that part of the system-the mind cannot move 
the arm, any more than any other lifeless clod. Upon the 
aame principle, if vitality be wanting in any part of the 

· system, sensation cannot be manifested in that part; for the 
same reason there can be no sensation in a dead subject. 
Nature is uniform in her teachings on these points. 

493. In strict harmony with the foregoing principles, if 
I wish to contract or expand the muscle by 'the agency of 
t.he electric or magnetic batteries, I can do so without the 
presence of either vitality or the nervous medium. Hence 
cake the dead subject, before the muscles become rigid ·or 
inftexible, and by the application of the proper electric or 

currents along the nerves of motion, muscular 
action will be induced. The plain and obvious reason for 
this is, electricity or magnetism can manifest their power 
over matter, without the presence of any of the higher 
media, and being excited by the material battery, and no•· 
by the mind, the presence of the higher media is unneces• 
1ary. 

494. Thus it will be perceived, as has before been ob· 
1erved, that electricity, &c., connects directly with gross 
matter, and that all the higher must act through this agency 
when they would affect matter. And the similarity of the 
muscular motion whether produced by the direct act or 
human volition, or by the magnetic battery illustratea the 
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truth or the po\ition. m?tion is to be pro-
duced by the expanaion and contraction of the muscl,e; 
and the mpscle is to be expanded and contracted by the 
eommunit:ation of a .. magnetic eunent' along .and through 
the same ; and now it matters not so far es producing mo-
tion is concerned, whether the current be excited 
by the spiritual will or by a eoQl.mon 'battery. In either 
ease, the motion is produced by the direct agency of mag-
netism or electricity. · • 

PHILOSOPHY OF MUSCULAR .AC'l'ION'. 

495. It may not be out of place here, to throw out a 
suggestion as to the philosophy of muscular contraction, 
&e., through the agency of electricity and magnetism, as 
it may tend to elucidate still further this subject. That 
suggestion is this : the muscles, in their mechanical struc-
ture, if I may use the expression, are a combination of elec-
tro magnets, and become charged through the agency of 
these wires (the nerves of motion) •. connecting them di-
rectly with the brain, which is the great battery of ,the 
mind, and these magnets. are so arranged as to become 
amateurs to other magnets, and when charged they are 
strongly attracted or drawn together, so as to produce 
muscular contraction. Take the suggestion for what it is 
worth, and examine it at your leisure. But whether the 
4Lbove suggestion be true or false, I cannot stop to discuss 
it pow. It is enough for present purposes to know,that 
such contractions and expansions are the result of electric 
and magnetic action upon the muscle, and the WILL possescs 
power to excite and suspend that action. These arc the 
important facts to be noticed and remembered, and if we 
c:J.nnot sat.isfaetorily ascertain how it does it, we must nu 
on tltat aceount, reject the fact. W c may not be able to 
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understand how the sun attracts the eartk, or the magnei 
the need.Je, nevertheless flhe fact cannot be denied, 

. PHILOSOPHY OJ' ULTUUTES. 

495. The philosophy of the ultimate relation existing be· 
tween- aad effect, finite mind cannot comprehend. 
It may trace intermediate links in the great chain of·cau-
sation, but the ultimate WHY it can never fathom. We can 

.say that the earth is caused to move in its orbit about the 
sun by the attractive intluence of the sun upon it. But 
why the sun attracts the at 1\ll, is a question lying 
deeper still, and should that question be solved, there would 
be found anotQer WHY still underlying that. With this 
limitation then I state, from positions taken, and principles 
illustrated in my previous lectures, it is not difficult to ex· 
phlin now spirit controls the electric and magnetic media. 

496. In my_previous lectures I have frequently had oc· 
easion to notice the successive developments of electricity, 
magnetism, vitality, sensation and spirit, and the relation 
they each sustained to the other. I called your attention 
to the fact, that. nature in her grand labratory always ob-
served this order, and in their manifestations they were 
never invented; that is, that electricity always joined upon 
matter, vitality upon electricity, &c., the nervous medium 
upon vitality, and mind upon the nervous medium. In 
the operations of nature, we have always observed that 
each of these media are positive to all below, and negative 
to all above ; that is, that matter is negative and passive to 
electricity, &c., that to vitality, that to the nervous .medi-
um, and that to so that in the wcending scale we 
always pass from a negative to a positive, and in the de-
acending scale we pass from positive to the negat.ive. 

RELATION OF TO EACH OTHER. 

497 . . Taking nature for our teacher then, we learn this, 
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that each of these higher media hold dominion over those 
below. Thus electricity contracts matter, vitality controls 
electricity, the nervous medium controls vitality, and mind 
or spirit controls the nervous medium; and thus spirit con-
trols all the lower media, and is, in this respect, omnipo-
tent; but in exercising its power upon any of the lower 
media it must necessarily act through the intennediate 
ones. Hence no matter wlwther vitality, sensation ·or 
spirit act upon matter, they must each act through the 
agency of electricit.y or magnetism ; and hence it is tha' 
Ute superficial observer fails to distinguish these higher 
manifestat1ons of mind, sensation and vitality, from the 
agency they employ, to-wit: electricity and magnetism. 
Instances of this kind are oftell witnessed in individua!It 
who endeavor to demonstrate that mind, sensation and vi .. 
tality are but different manifestations of electricity or mag· 
netism. 

U&PALPAB!LITT 01' POWER. 

498. If I take a common ball, weighing ten pounds, and 
eommunicate to it a velocity of one hundred feet per sec· 
and, it requires a force of ten hundred pounds, and will 
overcome resistance to that amount. If the' same force 
had been applied to a ball weighing five pounds, it 
would have acquired double the velocity, and the same re· 
aisting ; or had the same force been applied t.o one 
weighing twenty pounds, it would have acquired but half 

velocity, yet at the same time it would have possessed 
Ute same power of resistance. Now it will be observed1 

that the quantities of matter need not be the same to carrt 
with them the same quantity of power; in other words, 
&he q.uantity of matter alone does not determine the amouna 
of power. If the ball were in a state of rest, and unin· 
4uenced by any exterior power, it would possess no power 
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and consequently would manifest none. The ball of itself, 
is inert and powerless, and is used only as a means or ves-
sel for transporting such power as shall be impressed upon 
it; and the quantity impressed upon it within a given 
time, determines its velocity. The velocity is not the 
power, but only a condition imposed upon the ball by the 
impression of power upon it. · 

500. Now, examine the ba11, after a force producing a 
velocity of one hundred feet per second, has been im-
pressed upon it, and wherein does its composition or struc· 
ture differ from what it was pri\)r to its being thus charged 
or loaded with power ? Does it contain a single additional 
quantity of matter? Is it any more. strongly attracted 
toward the earth ? Is the internal arrangement of its par-
ticles changed? Is there any sensible increment of bulk? 
In what material respect does the ball now differ from what 
it was prior to being thus charged? Do you answer the 
ball is in motion? Granted : but how came it in motion ? 
Without this impress of power upon it first, it would not 
have been in motion. 'fhe motion is the result of this 
potential impression, and one of the means of meuuring 
its amount. But what is this power, equivalent to a thou-
sand pounds, which attends this ball, ready to be trans-
mitted from it, to tile first thing of sufficient capacity, with 
wich it shall come in contact? In what form does it exist? 
By what means, in and of itself does it act? 

501. Our earth is a vast globe, eight thousand miles in 
diameter, with a specific gravity five and a half times 
greater than that of water, moving around the sun with 
a velocity equal to nineteen miles per second. Mathe-
matical calculauon can determine the exact number of 
pounds it weighs in the celestial balance; but the mind can-

conceive of the value of that numerical expression. 
11 

• 
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But moving with a velocity of nineteen miles per. seeoml. 
that numerical expression, aa it is, must be 
multiplied by at least one hundred d!.ousand to obtain a 
product expressive of the amount of power sufficient to 
bold the earth in its orbit. That of power is con-
stantly ·exerted UP.On our earth by the sun. But what is 
the nature of that invisible and impalpable cold which 
thus binds O'lir earth to the sun, and consequently resr.rains 
it from ftying off into the illimitable fields of space? '!'hat 
inftuence whatever it is, is continuous from the earth to the 
sun. and sustains that enormous .foree 'Q.pon every inch of 

between these two and ()Ould that continuous 
coni of power be broken at allY point between the earth 
and sun, the earth would rush madly into space. 

502. This idea that power has or can have an existence 
independent of its mode of material manifestation, is not, at 
first, so easily understood as to make it wr own. But nev-
ertheless I must say to any mind capable of making the in-
vestigation, that an attentive examination of this subject 
will not only satisfy you of this truth, but will fercibly im-
press you with the absolute absurdity of . the contrary sup-
position. In our· eommon philosophies, we speak of the 
principle of gravitation as though it was a property or at. 
tribute of matter, and dependent upon ft for its existence. 
But this is not true ; we have· a false idea of the exist· 
£once -.f that power, when we mistake its for 
its essence ; an iiea as false as would be that wbieh should 
mistake the . track of a man, for the man himself; 1Uld the 
necessity of constantly distinguishing between· the manifes-
tation of an existence, and the essence of the same, 
be too stroogly impressed upon the mind. 

SCOPE OF 8KN'8ATION, 

003. T:te constitution of our physicSJ senses is such that 
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we can take notice of no existence threugh them which d01a 
not put on a physical exterior, and our senses can reveal no 
more of the nature or character of those existences than are 
materil\lized in their modes of manifestation. Hence, wherl . 

. We rely U]JOP. these materia} manifestations alone for' all oUr 
conceptions of the interior principle or existence, we de. Dot 
rise any.higher in; the oharacteJl.of our knowledge than 
mere brute. Our physical senses can only reveal to us phys-
ical facti. '.rbt mind or spirit only cim detect, 1!1tudy and 
reveal to us interior priaeiples or existences. The sim-
ple falling of a stone ,to the earth is a physical fact, 
which the horse or dOJA!an observe as well as man. But 
the principle whieb. produced that fact, neither the horse nor 
dog can perceive, nor any other existence bE-low that of im-
mortal spirit. Nevertheless the falling of the stone was a 
material manifeBt!Uion of a real existence, concerned in pro-
ducing that phenpmcna, as every other material operation 
in nature is a manifestation of an invisible power concerned 
in producing it. 

504. Thus, in the manifestation of.'that power denomina-· 
ted vitality, we see the material effect o( an princi-
ple concerned in selecting and an·anging the particles to 
build up a vegetable or animal organization ; and we know 
spiritually that the power thus to select and arrange must 
have before that selection and arrangement could 
have been accomplished. Hencf', we .were not only com· 
pelled to infer the existence of that but were 
compelled to infer its prior aad iudepe7tdent existence over 
the organization which it thus effected. Hence we were led 
to htfer the existence of a power concerned in building up 
vegetable and 1mimal structures, whtch, in its essence and 
mode of existence, was independent of the organizations 
thus formed, and we cannot be eaid to understand the phi-
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losophy of vitality until we understand its nature, independ-
ent of its material manifestation. 

505. So also is it with respect to the nervous medium, (lr 
the media of sensation and motion. We know there is an 
existence which is concerned in transmitting sensations from 
the exterior t.o the interior world; and also an exi11tence which 
goes out from the interior to thP. exterior world to execute the 
manJates of the spirit will. By the means of the scalped 
or dcsccting we can t.mce some of the more prominent 
road$ over which these invisible powers travel, and we may 
be able to analyze anu ascertain something of the nature of 
the material of which these roads are constructed ; but by 
ao doing, we can get no light as to the real nature or char· 
actcr of travelers who pass over these roads on their 
way to and from the spirit, any more than we can determine 
the chara.ctcr of the travelers who pass over the material 
road, by ascertaining through what states the road passes, or 
of what material it is constructed; for the very simple reason, 
that there is no necessary resen blance between their mode 
of material manifestation, and the essential elements of their 
existence ; and we may use the knife and glass until dooms· 
day without being able to detect the nature of tl1e nervous 
medium. 'l'he knire and glass can only reveal pl1ysicnl 
facts to the physical senses. .A II knowledge beyond these 
mere facts must be revealed to the mind by influences as 
highly attenuated and developed as mind itself. Hence we 
DJllY well despair of ever arriving at any thing like a jus' 
knowledge of the nrious invisible agencies which are at 
work, silentiy and unseen about us, through the aid of our 
physical senses alone. We must thrust forth. our spiritual 
aenses, the eyes, ears and perceptions of the mind, and look 
at the interior of things, if we ever hope to arrive at tr\111 
knowledge. 
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INTERIOR 1!'\Vf.STIGATIO:'(S, 

506. But in investigating interior of things, we mus& 
be able to hit upon some rule of study ; we must ascertain 
some laws or principles which will guide us in these interior 
investigations, or we shall neYer be able to.arrive at the truth 
with any degree of certainty. This rule of study wiil be 
found in' the exist between the two 
modes of existences ; that is, between the material and sen· 
sible universe of existence, and the so called immaterial or 
insensible and spiritual unh·erse of existence, or which is 
nearly the same thing, the correspondence which exist be· 
tween the FACTS and the PRINCIPLES of nature. 

507. The gre!l.t law of universal gravitation, discovered 
by Sir Isaac Newton, re\·eals a principle, which, as a mate-
rial correspondence, lies at the foundation of these investi· 
gations, to the power of these higher attenuated 
forms of existence. It will be remembered that this Jaw or 
principle developed this fact ; that all material bodies were 
drawn toward each other by an invisible force which opera-
ted with an intensity directly as the quantities of matt<r 
they contained, and inversely as the squares of the distance 
of the centers of those bodies from each other. The rea-
son why the force is inversely a.s the quantities of matter is, 
that each particle exerts an equal force, and consequently 
the increase of force will be as the increase of these parti-
cles. The reasons why the force is universally the square 
of the distances of the centers of the attracting bodies is, 
because, under the law of divergence, the same amount of 
force will be destributed over four times the surface at double 
the distance, and consequently can act with only one-fourth 
the power upon an equal surface at double the distance. 
• 508. The beauty of this principle is, it is universal in its 

. application, from the most attenuated particle of matwr in 
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the universe, to the largest bodies which float in space ; and 
each exerts its influence under. the application of this prin• 
ciple. Thus every particle of matter composing our earth 
exerts its specific influence upon .every other particle of mat-
ter, of which our earth is composed ; but that influence is 
direct, as t.he quantity ·of its matter; and inverse, as ilie 
square of its distance. Thus the influence of a particle of 
matter at the center of our earth, upon a particle at its sur-
face, must be indefinitely small, owing to the great distance 
through which it acts ; now if by any means the center ot 
that particle can be indefinitely approached, its influence. will 
be indefinitely increased. This law may also be thus stated, 
"as the distance from the center is diminished, the influence 
will increase." Thus, give to any conceivable quantity of 
matter a center, the distance between its center and surface 
becomes the unit of measure. . Let that particle be ag-
glomerated with other particles forming a mass, say of one 
inch in diameter, and let the given particle be located at the 
center of the mass ; now suppose the diameter of the given 
particle to be the one-millionth of ab. inch, then this :unit of 
measure will find itself op.e million times in the 1 diameter of 
the mass, and the influence. which it will exert upon the sur-
face of the mass will be trillion times less than upon its 
own particled surface. Inconceivable as this may be to the 
mind, it is nevertheless true, for this law which· runs out-
ward into infinity, and lt.olds good throughout the illimitable 
fields of space, also runt inward to infinity, and holds equal-
ly good among the infinitesimals of existence, and is as per-
fectly developed in the ultimate particle, as in the largest 
agglomeratecl·mass. . 

609, From considerations like the foregoing, I came to 
the cOnclusion that power, in the abstract, is self-existent-; 
and exists in form indefinitely attenuated, and resides in 

; 
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these infinitesimal centers; and that the process of attenua· 
tion is only a system of approaching those centers, and ar· 
riving nearer and nearer to the source and fountain of pow-
er, and that every material operation in nature tended to 
demonstrate the truth of that position; and hence, the phi· 
losophy of electricity and magnetism being positive to mat· 
ter. They exist in form much more highly attenuated than 
matter, and permeate all bodies and surround every parti· 
cle of matter, and thus act most directly upon the centers 
of each particle, while those media less attenuated must 
necessarily act at greater distances. Hence, also, the great 
power with which electricity and magnetism act at short 
distances, the centers of their particled essences being in· 
definitely approached. 

510. Electricity and magnetism exist as general media, 
and are subject to different degrees of atten1JiLted existence;. 
and consequently, are manifested under various modifies· 
tions, but under all circumstances, subject to the same gen· 
eral laws. 'fhese modifications are manifested in the vari-
ous affinities between the elements of matter, the cohesion 
between the particles, and gravitation between larger bod-
ies. But they exist only as media, and not in an individu-
alized state ; that is, no portion electricity or magnetism 
is separated from the general media, having a higher law 
or principle within itself to direct or control its own action 
or power. Hence electricity does not posse_ss spontaneous 
power to move or act by its own volitiona ; but in refer-
ence to highe r existences is as inert and passive as gross 
matter is in reference to itself. Neverthelell8, it is an indis-
pensable link in the chain which· connects spirit with mat-
ter. 

511. As electricity and magnetism can permeate all ma-
. te1ial bodies, and nearest their paliieled eeaters, 
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so can vihlity" permeate between the particles of electricity 
and approach nearest its particled centers, and thus be-
come positive to it, as it is to matter ; and so, through 
electricity and magnetism connect with matter, and also be-
come positive to it. But vitality, like electricity, exists as 
a general medium, and is not sufficiently attenuated to de .. 
velope spontaneous power, although the process of individ· 
ualization begins to be manifested in the ngetable struc-
ture, and points, like the morning star, to the approaching 
dawn of individualization. The grass, shrub and tree be-
gin to have an existence of their own, independent of other 
grasses, shrubs and trees, and begin to expand and devel-
ope under a law peculiar to their own existence ; and they 
are sustained in their individual existence by a vital princi. 
ple which is peculiarly their own, and that principle 
be transferred from them to sustain other grasses, shrubs, 
&c. Here commences the blade of individualization. 

512. The vegetable thus arising out of the mineral king-
dom, necessarily connects with the mineral in order that 
its soul or spirit vitality may, through the agency of elec-
tricity and magnetism, draw its supplies from the mineral ; 
and it cannot, in general, be separated from that kingdom 
without destruction to its form ·of manifestation, oecause it 
is not sufficiently individualized to maintain an independent 
existence. But in tracing this principle of vitality through 
its various manifestations in the vegetable kingdom, we 
finally arrive at a point where a new principle is manifest-
ed, and another step is taken in the march of individuali-
zation, and the animal kingdom slowly emerges into exist-
ence. This is manifasted by the development of sensation. 

SPONTANIETY OF POWER. 

513. Individualization growing out of vitality does not 
enable the vegetable to take notice of other existences, or 

1 
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to change its relation in reference to them. The individu-
alization of the vegetable becomes a fact, but it cannot 
take notice of any other fact, or of its own existence even. 
Not so with the next advance as manifested by the devel· 
opment of sensation. It begins to take notice of existences 
out of itself, and consequently to arrange and modify ita 
relations toward those existences. This gives rise to voli· 
tion or spontaneous power, and dt>mands loco-motion. 
Hence its individualization must be so far advanced as to 
enable it to become detached from other material forms. 

514. For this new medium to become manifested to the 
physical senses, it must put on a material form, and eon· 
sequently must derive the material for that purpose from 
the material kingdoms. Hence it must, in some manner, be 
connected with, yet in its mode of existence, be independ-
ent of these kingdoms ; therefore 'it became necessary that 
the proper material for that purpose &hould be provided, 
and be properly prepared for entering into the animal struc-
ture. Hence it became necessary that a suitable appara· 
tus for . elaborating this material should be added to the 
system, which apparatus is found in the stomach and di· 
gestive organs of the animal. 

515. This apparatus became necessary for another rea. 
son, although the mineral kingdom, under the refining and 
elaborating influences of electricity and magnetism, could 
be sufficiently attenuated and prepared for the manifesta-
tion of vegetable vitality ; yet under those influences alone, 
it could not be sufficiently refined for this higher manifes· 
tation of animal vitality and sensation. Therefore matter 
to be prepared for this purpose, must be further refined, 
by passing through the elaborating process of vitality. 
Hence the animal kingdom could not have been developed 
until after the vegetable had prepared matter for that 
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pose ; and as individualization in the animal must. advance 
to.a state of comparative jndependenee of other existences, 
the animal c<Nld not be permanently attached to the vege-
table kingdom, as that was to the mineral ; therefore, this 
stomach and digestive apparatus necessarily became a part 
of the animal. This individualization thus becoming, to a 
certain extent, independent of other existences, although 
in a certain view dependent, necessarily required sensation 
with its attendant instincts, to inform it of its constitutional 
necessities, and also a will, power or impulse within itself 
to prompt it-to comply with the natural demands of its na-
ture. Hence, attending this higher manifestation of indi-
viduality, spontaneous power necessarily began to be man-
ifested, and will or volition came into existence, and this 
spontaneous power or volition attending sensation, from 
the office it had to perform in directing and controlling the 
actions of the individual, was necessarily positive and su-
perior to any or all the lower media. Its office was to com-
pel a compliance with the necessary of its nature; 
and, therefore, it must be with power to enfor«?C 
such compliance. 

516. Below this point, spontaneous power or volition was 
not needed, and therefore it is not manifested in any of 
the lower media. At this point, the dawn of mind or spir-
it begins to break upon the material world, and the first 
rudiments of spirit are manifested through a material form. 
Individualization has advanced to the ear, but the "full corn 
in the ea1,, yet remained to be developed. The manifesta· 
tion of sensation and volition in the nervous medium 
were but the dawn or retlected light of spirit, which lay yet 
UJllevealed below the material horizon, and shone upon the 
world by the rays retleeted from the atmosphere of sensa-
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517. The nervous medium, like all preceding Olles, ex-
lsts as a general madium ; and, in its mode of. existence, 
is more highly attenuated and refined than all preceding 
it, and consequently, acts niore directly from the infinites· 
.imal centers of existence, and is therefore positive to all 
grosser forms of existence. Nature, in all her operations, 
addressed to the physical senses, demonstrates this truth ; 
and in her order of development and mode of manifests.· 
tion together with the functions to performed by it ad· 
dressed to mind, affirms the same thing. 'l'herefore, 
I am fully justified in saying, that the nervous medium is 
more attenuated- and refined in its mode of existence than 
all preceding manifestations; and is consequQOIJ.tly positive 
and active in relation to all lower media. The particled es· 
sence of the nervous medium being more refined than that 
of vitality, electricity, &c., can approach nearer their cen· 
ters, and co11sequently act with more power upon them 
particle by:particle. . 

518. As the dawn of day is a sure pledge of the rising 
sun, so was this dawn of immortal mind or spirit, as re- . 
fleeted through atmosphere of sensation, a. sure pledge 
that the next development would be that of individualized 
immortal spirit, manifested in a material form. All the 
links in the great chain of progression had been ·comple· 
ted, and this only was wanting. The blade of individuali· 
zation had appeared in the vegetable kingdom, then the 
ear was developed in the animal, now nothing remained 
but the "full corn in the ear" to be developed in individu· 
alized immortal spirit. 

519. This manifestation of individualized immo:rtQJ.: 
spirit took place in ihe . development of man as soon as 
matter had passed far enough through the elaborating and 
refining processes of the mineral, vegetable and animal 

• 
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kingdoms, to berome suited for such a manifestation ; and 
until matter had arrived at that point through those pro-
cesses, immortal mind could not have assumed a material 
manifestation. But this first development of the spirit was 
only ju4 above the nervous manifestation; and consequent.. 
ly the first develepment of immortal mind in man wu 
scarcely traceable in their lower types. Hence, the idea 
that the first representations of our race were created per· 
fect in the sense in which it is usually understood, is 
sustained in philosophy or fact. 

520. As this new manifestation of mind above the 
mere animal development, a new feature as distinct from 
sensation or the nervous medium, as that is from vitality, 

combining with itself all previous developments. 
Sensation could only take notice of physical facts, material 
forms of manifestation, external appearances, and could 
not arise to the contemplation of an interior principle of 
existence or action-of an abstract truth or relation. But 
this new principle being more highly attenuated and re-
fined than the nervous medium, could perceive and con-
template such principles, truths and relations; and while, 
like the animal kingJom, could perceive, through his phys· 
ical senses, all that the animal could perceive, of exterior 
material existence, unlike the animal, by the aid of this 
new power, he could perceive the interior of things. 

521. This principle of mind or !>pirit, like all preceding 
manifestations, exist as a general uuindividualized medium, 
and is more highly attenuated and refined than all preee• 
ding media, and consequently approaches nearer the center 
of all existence and power, and therefore becomes positive 
and active to all that is below it. This proposition is dem. 
onstrated by every operation in nature connected with mind 
Qr spirit ; and the reason why mind is positive to all lower 
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existences, is the same as that why electricity is positive to 
matter, or vitality to electri'city, or the nervous medium to 
vitality. The philosophy of one is correspondential of the 
philosophy of all and each. As we approach this degree 
of attenuated refinement in the essence of spirit, we ap· 
proach infinitely near the great universal center of all ex-
istence, and the seat and fountain of all wisdom and pow· 
er; and as farther development in spirit consists in passing 
on indefinitely in higher degrees of attenuated refinement, 
and consequently, in approaching nearer and slill nearer 
these universal centers of all existence, the farther spirit 
passes on in this development, the more wisdom and pow-
er it will possess. 

522. It is worthy of notice, at this point of our investi-
gation, that man possesses, in his spiritual and physical 
constitution, link in the great chain of development, 
from gross matter up to individualized immortal spirit. 
Nature in all her elaborating and developing processes, 
through the mineral, vegetable and animal kingdom, has 
perfected her work in man. Therefore in man, the com-
pound, we find a microcosm of the universe. Thus, then, 
hrwe I, as briefly as ·possible, traced the chain of develop-
ment and manifestation from gross matter up to spirit, by 
a path which nature has formed and pointed out; and I 
have hinted at the philoso_phy of these various deYelop-
ments and manifestations, by pointing out the manner in 
which tha.y link together, and act upon each other. 

5'!3. Our conclusion then is, that spirit is the great pos· 
itive of all existence, and pervades every point in the uni· 
verse. Matter is the great negative of all existence, and 
is the last opposite of spirit. That spirit is the great pri· 
mary motive power the universe, and matter ia 
the great neg_ative recipien' of that power. In all casea 
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of action in the material world, there must be reactio!l, 
.Hence, for all positives, there must be ebrresponding. nega .. 
tives; the positive sustaining the relation of the actor, and 
the negative sustaining the relatio.ri. of the reactor. All 
spirit as the great positive acts upon matter, through the 
intermediate media, and all matter . as the great negative, 
reacts upon spirit through the same media. Hence the 
lifeless or inert character of matter, to antagonize with the 
living, self-acting power of spirit. Hence, all matter re-
ceives its first . impress of power from spirit, and becomes 
an instrument of potential manifestation . . 

5!4. Upon this principle, every step in the onward pro-
cesa of individualization is· a successive alternative of neg· 
atives and positives, from gross matter up to God himself. 
Thus matter is negative to electricity, electricity is negative 
to vitality, vitality is negative to the nervous medium, and 
the nervous medium is negativ6 to spirit ; and by revers-
ing the prooess, and descending, we proceed from positive 
to negative, or in brief, in the scale of development each 
medium is negative to all above, and positive to all below it. 
Thus I have endeavored to show that power resides in ev-
ery point in space, and acts from that point ; that that point 
is central and exists every where. Hence, that beautiful 
description of Deity " whose center is every where, and 
whose .circumference is no where," I . have eddeavored to 
show the philosophy ot approaching those points tA:I arrive 
at the native seat and fountain of all power, which can only 
be 11.pproached by attenuating and attl)uuated development. 
That spirit as the ultimate of all attenuation resides in or 
near those centers, and hence is the positive of all existence, 
aad the and fountain of all power • 

• 



LECTURE X. 
POWER OJ' )(IND OVJ:& THE BODY, ·· 

5!5. The considerations set forth in my preceding lecture 
I came to the conclusion that spirit; as the ultimate of atten· 
uated development, was positive. and active to all groseer 
forms of existence. I did not attempt to give the philoso-
phy of the ultimate relation existing between spirit as the 
cause and the effects which it produces, any more than I 
would attempt to demonstrate why gravitation between the 
'earth and the sun is gravitation, and causes those bodies mu-
tually to attract each other. The most I ·attempted to do, 
was to show, from the operations of nature, that that which 

, is denominated spirit, sustained that pbsitive relation to oth-
er existences, and exercised .its power according to certain 
.laws or principles which were known. 

. . 526. That mind or spirit possesses this superior power 
over lower forms of existence, can be demonstrated by an 
innumerable quantity of facts connected with the history of 
man. Almost all psychological phenomena demonstrate this 
great truth. The which the various states of the 
mind e»ert upon the' body in inducing health or disease in 
the physical system, has been observed by every in- . 
dividual, and all proclaim the same great fact. In short, the 
religious faith of almost the entire world is predicated upon · 
this hypothesis, that spirit, as the ultimate·of ail existence, 
is positive r.nd superior to every other form of existence, and 
is indeed the source and fountain of all power. 

527. It would seem, then, that there ought to be but little 
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difficulty in preparing the mind for the reception of this 
truth. But it is not so. That which passes for religi<'t18 

· faith or belief in the minds of a vast ·majority of mankind, 
is not faith. They do not in reality believe in these great 
truths, because they have very little understanding of the 
real thing they are required to believe. Now men 
believe in the existence_of any fact or principle, unless they 
have that, which is to them, evidence of the truth of what 
they nre asked to believe. If the thing required to be be-
lieved is not addressed to their physical senses, or to the 
physical senses of those upon whose testimony they are wil-
ling to rely, they cannot believe it in such a sense, as to 
have an abiding consciousness of its truth, unless they can 
so far understand the nature and character of the thing, u 
tJJfeel that it may be and prob<lbly is true. For this reason 
the faith of a vast majority of mankind in the existence and 
power of spirit, is but little more than mere assent, which, 
after all, is passive disbelief. 

628. That there is such an existence as spirit disconnected 
with a physical organization, and that such spirits maintain 
a personal conscious existence, will be assented to, by a vast 
majority of mankind, and be believed in by many. In fact, 
every form of religious faith presupposes such an existence; 
Md maia these various forms of re-
ligion, has reference to what their supporters believe to be 

crmduion of these spirits after death, and how tl1ey are 
affected in thl\t condition by their faith and conduct in this 
life. Those who do not believe in such existences .find it 
impossible tJJ account for the various phenomena which are 
known to exist in connection with mind, as they are exhib-
ited in the mesmeric, somnambulic and clairvoyant comH-
QQDS, without attributing tiJ ,matter the essential qualitiea 
ADd characteristics of what is supposed ,U> be spirit; and by 
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so doing, involving themselves in greater difficulties ihan 
they would in believing in spiritual existences. 

Notwithstanding the difficulties with which unbe-
lievers in spiritual existences . had to contend, when they at-
tempt to explain the various phenomena connected with 
mind, the tendency of the age has been in the direction of 
materialism, and a material philosophy was becoming very 
popular among 'the scientific men of the present century; 
and a fear of their popularity, more than the fear of God, 
only restrained thousands from openly avowing their lack 
of faith in spiritual existences ; and it is an alarming fact, 
that our fashionable churches consist of mf."mbers who have 
put on a profession of religion, more from a temporal than 
an eternal policy. They have united the church, not 
from any conviction that their spiritual welfare demanded it, 
but rather that worldly wealth and honor in some degree, 
depended upon it. Or to express the same truth in another 
form; religion becoming popular with the fashionable w.orld, 
it was sought after by those who would avail themselves of 
good standing in fashionable society, as a means by which 
that standing was to be obtained ; and thus, that influence, 
which should be wielded to make men virtuous, and 
jast, was converted into a bribe to make them dishonest, 
false and hypocritical. Do not understand me as saying 
that all, uniting with fashionable religious sects, are gov-
erned by considerations of this kind, but by Jar too many. 

NECESSITY Ji'OR SPIRITUAL KANIFEISTATIONS, 

530. This tendency to materialism could not be checked 
by any of the ordinary instrumentalities of the day, although 
the masses were inclined to believe in the doctrines of their 
religious teachers ; yet so much of their teachings were 
fessedly mysterious and beyond the scope of their compre-
hension; and, if not palpably absurd, certainly not clearly 
reasonable, that they exerted but littJe influenee upon their 
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c-,nduct and lit'es. The system of getting and carrying 
on ret'ivals or religion, was beginning to fail ; and tven 
where it still continued to succeed, the result of such spas-
modic efforts was any thing but propitious upon the churoh 
or the world. Disaension, division and spiritual death was 
almost certain to follow all such efforts, and more became 
skeptical and unbelieving in consequence of these revivals, 
than continued humble and active christians. These, to-
gether with other causes to be discussed hereafter, were fast 
driving the world into atheism, witho11t revealing any 
to arrest such a tendency. 

531. It canno' be denied that this grieving skepticism on 
the subject of spiritual existence, in the minds of the truly 
scientific, is to be taken as a clear indication that more pal-
pable evidence such existences is demanded. Historic 
evidence relating to centuries long past, and subject to so 
many objections, as do in reality exist, is not suffici<'nt to 
11atisfy this demand. The researches of modern skeptics. 
have, to say the least, thrown a cloud over the minds of a 
Yast multitude as to the fidelity of our early christian histo. 
ries, and such a cloud as is not easily dissipated. The 
thaUhe sentiment prevailed among the early writers in favor 
of christianity, that •• pious frauds" were justifiable, and 
the fact that they were extensi\'ely practiced by them, while 
it does not entirely destroy, very much weakens their author-
ity. And there are m"ny other causes which I will noi 
atop to enumerate here, conspiring to produce this universal 
skepticism. 

.&6'8.in, the divisions existing among the professed 
believers iJl the various religions of the world, giving rise 
.to innumerable sects, seemed to demand a remedy which 
did not exist. When were these divisions to cease? Tllese 
.ectarian differences have existed and constantly on the 
increase for the last :eighteen hundred years. Were tlle7 
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·to be healed by the promulgation .of christianity? In no 
form of religion in the world, are there so many sects as in 
the christian religion ; and those sects constantly on the in-
crease. When and by what power is sectarianism in chris-
tianity to be brought to an end ? Which of the thousands 
is to be the one upon which are to harmonize? What 
indication has there been, or is there now in any or every . 
branch <if the christian church, that that period is any 
nearer than it was eighteen ,hundred years ago ? These are 
serious questions, and they demand serious consideration. 

sectarian differences have done and still are dqiog 
m11ch to discredit christianity and true spiritualism in the 
eyes of the world. 

633. From the foregoing and divers other considerations 
t.o be alluded to -hereafter, I have no hesitation in affirming 
that the worst of the age demand& mvre palpable evidence 
of spiritual existences, than they have hitherto had. l'he 
doubts which exist in the minds of the skeptical and unbe .. 
lieving, are not of their own seeking, but arise out of their 
own mental constitutions, and the circumstances by which 
they are surrounded. No mind, unless under falae iofluen-
ees, ·would seek for comfort and consolation in cheerleaa 
atheism and annihilation. No man would orphan himself 
of God, and hope to gratify the interior aspirations of hia 
own immortal nature. The atheist is made such against his 
immortal aspirationa. There is no truth in the universe of 
God, which would drive an immortal being to take ahelter 
in annihilation. As in the days of Christ, no claaa of men 
more gladly received his doctrines, than did the oute,aata of 
the Jewish religion. So it is now ; no class of JDinds mwe 
jo) t11lly embrace palpable evidence of spiritual 
and their own immortality, than Ulose who have. hitbeno 
lwen skeptical on thM subject, and is made 
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the objections to the validity of this evidence, beeanae it does 
not convince skeptical minds. 

534. If then, there es:ists a demand for more palpable 
evidence of the reality of spiritual existences ; and if there 
i11 which can supply this demand, is it unreasonable to 
suppose the demand will be supplied ? If our deceased 
friends exist in a disembodied spiritual state, and can by any 
means make that existence known to us, is it unreasonable 
to suppostl they will do so? And if, from the nature of 
their existence and ours, they can communicate with us only 
under peculiar cir\lUmtltances, are we to make ourselves sole 
judges of that of which we know nothing, and say we will 
discredit them because they do not come to us in a manner 
more suited to our inclinatious or pride? Are we, ignorant 
as we are as to the true nature of spiritual existences, and 
the means by which they must communicate, if they com· 
municate at all, to prescribe to them the manner and form 
in which those communications al:ali be made T I think 
not. 

636. That class of objections to spiritual communications 
which have reference to the manner and form by which they 
are made, is unworthy of consideration. It is not for us to 
dictate whether they shall be made by rapping sounds, by 
writing, by pantomimic representations, or otherwise, unless 
we possesa. the meiUIS of enabling them to communicate in 
such a way as would be best suited to our wishes. We 
might, with as much propriety, insist that telegraph com· 
municatione should be sent from place to place without any 
connecting wire, or that a silk cord t.hould be used instead 
of a wire, or some other material which would not 
the tluid. If spiritual communications are made at all, it is 
our businea to ascertain the fact, without stopping to find 
fault with the manner in which they are made. Every de-

' .. 
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velopment which has hitherto been made, has commenct>d 
with a dawn, and has arisen slow1y upon the world. From 
the very Jaws of development and manifestation, it cannot 
be otherwise. Then why should we not learn a lesson from 
the past, and become a little modest ? Mankind have ever 
quarrelled with every advance or new manifestation. There 
never was a reformer worthy the name, who taught a new 
and important truth, who was not, to a greater or less ex-
tent, a martyr to that truth. The learned mob were ever 
ready to decry him, and crucify him physically or spiritu-
ally. Crouching and crab like, the mass are evu creepin; 
backward with their eyes intent upon the past, as though all 
then was of truth, and virtue lay in that direction. Thus, 
walking backward toward the future, they are for ever 
stumbling over every new truth, and thus denouncing it be-
cause it has cast them down. 

536. Again, if we are surrounded by spiritual beings-
who watch over us and feel an interest in our present and 
future welfare, is the time never to arrive when they are 
to be able to make their 'presence known to us ? In the 
'process of development, is that point never to be reached ? 
Is the interior of things never to be revealed to the hu-
man mind while in the form? It is claimed that it has 
been done to past gf!nerations. If so, that demonstrates 
the posibility of its being done again, and by what author-
ity are we authorized to say it will not be? What condi-
tions in nature-what rt:lations between spirit and matter, 
existed in times past which do not exist now ? Ha,·e the 
relations of the past been sufficient for the future ? Let 
their sufficiency be judged of in the light of their fruits. 
Look at the present distraeied condition of the world in 
matters of religious faith, and answer in what respect 
there is light t>nough on the _subject of spiritual existence. 
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That evidence can only be said to be sufficient, which pro-o · 
duces the necessary connection. 'that power can only be· 
deemed adequate, which the work. It is no 
answer to say there is evidence enough, if the world would 
receive it. We must take the world as it is, and not as 
might be ; and if the world is ever to be reformed, the 
agencies for that work must be competent to take it as 
is, or they will be inadequate tO the task. 

537. I propose now to proceed to the inquiry whethef' 
there are any such phenomena as spiritual communication• 
between us and the spiritual world, manifested in this age. 
That there are certain new, strange, and to ma»y milfds, 
unaccountable phenomena manifested, cannot be denied ; 
phenomena not to be accounted for by any principles in na-
tllre with which our scientific men have hitherto been ac· 
quainted, and these phenomena are becoming very gen-
eral, and bid fair to become universal. I will proced 
to describe the phenomena as I have witnessed them . I 
will next proceed to make such suggestions in reference to 
the character and nature of the phenomena as will indi-
cate the cause thereof; and then I will consider divers ob-
jections which are urged against their spirituality, and last-
ly, answer the question, "What is the use of these mani-
festations !" 

SPIRITUAL PHENOJIBJU. 

538. There are various kinds of phenomena addressed 
to the physical senses, manifesting power and intelligence. 
Thus during the winter past, I have frequently been pres-
ent when sounds were produced, in answer to mental, oral, 
and written questions, entirely disconnected with any ap-
parent physical agency. These sounds have been pro-
duced when there were no persons present but myself to 
bear them, ·and produced on objects directJy my in· . 
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spection, so that I could positively know no physical agency 
was employed in their production. These sounds were 
frequently so heavy, that is, the concussion was so great, 
as to cause the table, chair, sofa, or whatever they were 
produced upon, to vibrate so distinctly as not .only to be 
felt, but also to be seen. While sitting in a room with 
others, although entirely physically detached from all 
present, when I could positively know no person or physi-
cal agency was connected with the chair upon which I 
was sounds, clear, distinct and heavy, have been 
produced upon my chair, causing it to vibrate, and by pla-
cing my hand upon the place where the sounds were beinJ 
produced, have received the concussion on my hand, and 
even had communications spelled out upon the back of my 
hand; and this in open daylight, and when I was in the 
full possession of all my physical senses. I have not un-
frequently sat by a table under circumstances when I could 
positively know that no person, either through machinery 
or otherwise, was in contact with it, when every part of the 
table was clearly within view, in open daylight, and have 
heard sounds produced upon the tanle with so much vio-
ltmce, as to cause inkstands, books and pencils lying upon 
it, to bound up from the table with much force. 

539. During the same period of time I have witnessed 
the manifestation of physical power, other than tht'l produc-
tion of sounds, without any sensible or perceptible physi-
cal agency. One clast1 of phenomena very common is the 
imparting an unnatural weight to material objects. Of 
this class I have witnessed the holding down of tables with 
so much force, that they could not be raised from the door 
by any application of a power ten times greater than would 
be required to raise their natural weight; and I have tested 
the genuineness of these phenomen&' in such a manner as 

leave chance for mistake or doubt. On one oeeaskn, 

. , 
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when a common dining table was thus being held to the 
floor, in the presence of a number of ladies and gentle-
men, the question was discussed whether the phenomena 
was real or imaginary; and divers tests were applied for 
the purpose of answering the inquiry. Although the ta-
ble had been brought into the room in the presence of the 
company. but a few moments previously, by two young la-
dies, without their perceiving any unueual heft, and al-
though a little girl in the room but seven years of age 
could lift either end of it without any apparent effort, yet 
when strong men and women took hold of it, they could 
not raise it by lifting by a power equal to two hundred 
pounds. We knew the table not to be attached to the floor 
by any physical agency; and being in open and 

- in full view, we knew no individual, except the one lifting to 
be in contact with it ; therefore the only qo,estion as to the 

of this singular fact was, are we deceived by sup-
posing we lift when we do not? In words, are we 
under a psychological impression? To test this question, 
we determined the table should speak for itself. I there-
fore remarked, if this taMe be held to the floor by a force 
equal to that which appears to be real, if I attempt to lift 
it by one of the leaves I shall be likely to break off the leaf. 
1 then commenced lifting by one of the leaves, which be-
gan to give way, and yet the frame of the table adheard 
to the floor. I thus continued lifting until the top of the 
table separated from the (rame so far that I was enabled to 
thrust my hand between the top and the frame of the ta-
ble ; and beside this evidence of the real weight · of the 
table at this time, there was also another which could not. 
be counterfeited. I lifted so hard by th(t leaf of the table 
that it made ·a deep impression in my hand, causing the 
blood to llettle in it, whj.ch remained visible on my hand for 
several hours afterwards. The fact that the table was made 

c 
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unnaturally heavy was undeniable, and can ·be proved in 
any court of justice, by witnesses who cannot be im· 
peached, and whose word on any other matter would not 
be doubted. 

540. Another class of physical manifestations I have 
frequently witnessed, such as moving material objects. 
During the past season I called on a friend about nine 
o'clock in the morning, and found himself, wife, two daugh· 
ters, and a neighboring medium, sitting about a common 
work stand, conversing with what purported to be the spirit 
of a little girl. 'l'he communication was being carried on 
by alphabet, the letters being indicated by raps when the 
letters were nll,llled. As I entered the room, the spirit bid 
me good 8lld invited me to join the circle and ask 
questions; I took my seat by the stand ·and commenced 
asking questions, when it suddenly moved against me. 
'At this all the others arose and left the stand 
while I continued sitting Ly it. It continued to press hard 
against me, until I moved back a few inches, when it fol· 
lowed me, I moved again and still it followed me. I then 
arose, set my chair back and requested the spirit to answer 
my questions by moving the stand for an affirmative, and 
letting it remain at rest for a negative answer. To this it 
assented by moving the stand ; during the time, no person 
was standing within reach of it, and· there was no machin· 
ery or other physical agency whatever connected with it. 
This I know, and the same can be attested to by all others 
present. . I then commenced asking questions, which were 
all properly and correctly answered by the stand. 
This continued lor the space of or thirty minutes, 
during which time the stand in reply to every question re-
quiring an affirmative answer was moved from four to si.x: 
inches. Dwing this inv:estigation, ·my daughter came into 
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the room, when the alphabet was called for, and the words 
• morning, Mary," apened out . . I requested her to 
return the salutation, which she did mentally, when the 
atand was moved toward her more than a foot. After our 
interview was finished it was proposed that each of us take 
our leave of the little spirit, by bidding her good morning, 
which we did, and as each pronounced the words ''good 
morning," the stand was moved toward them. Now we 
all know the stand was thus moved in answer to our ques-
tions; we also know, that no individual in the room 
touched it during this time, and we know farther, 
there was no machineey or other physical attachment by 
which it was moved. The question by what agency waa 
h moved will be discussed hereafter. 

641. I have witnessed an indefinite manner of similar 
manifestations, one more of which I will mention in thia 
place. A few weeks since I was present at the house of a 
friend in the city of Pittsburgh ; a gentleman was present. 
who had never witnessed any phenomena of this kind, and 
was entirely skeptical on the subject. This friend had in-
vited two mediums to be present at his bouse that evening, 
for the purpose of eliciting spiritual manifestations. They 
had never been at his house before, and of course had no 
machinery concealed about it. They came about early 
candlelight, and we were all seated in the parlor. Immedi-
ately the alphabet was called for and directions were given 
to set out the table. Two heavy mahogany center tables 
standing on sQ).id mahogany pedestals, were set out side by 
side, and the circle was formed about them. One medium 
setting at one table, and the other at another. Almost 
instantly the tables commenced being lifted up and shaken 
violently, and we were obliged to remove the lights from 
t.hem to prevent their being thrown upon the door. After 
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this physical manifestation had continued for sometime, 
we proceeded to examine and experiment to see if it could 
be done by any physical agl!ncy. During the time the ta· 
ble near which I was sitting, was being thus moved, I 
could distinctly see that no one was lifting it, or making 
any effort to move it. The medium sitting at that 
was fully in my vit-w from head to feet, and could make 
no motion without being observed. But still to make as-
surance doubly sure, we caused her to remove from her 
position, and several gentlemen possessing treble the physi-
cal strength of the medium, severally took the position 
she had occupied, and made an effort to raise the table in 
the manner it had been raised just previously, and no one 
had sufficient strength to do it ; and from our obiervation 
and experiments, we were all fully satisfied that the tables 
were moved without any physical agency. I shall have 
occasion to refer to this sitting again in another part of 
this lecture to illustrate other phenomena which took place 
at this time. 

642. I was present at a circle in this city a few months 
since, where there were physical manifestations .by ringing 
bells, &c. These manifestations took place under such 
circumstances as to preclude all posibility of trick or de· 
eeption. While these demonstrations were going on, the 
feet of the mediums were firmly held by members of the 
circle, and their hands rested on the table in full sight of 
the company, so that every one present would be willing 
to testify that they could have no physical agency in the 
demonstration. A large band bell, weighing some ten 
pounds, and a smaller one, were placed under the table, 
side by side. In a short time the large bell •as taken up 
from the floor and rang. It passed along over a space of 
from eight to ten feet under the table, and entirely berond 
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the reach of the mediums, bad their feet been at liberty. 
The bell was thrust ''iolently, 11everal times against the un-
der side of the table, which caused the table to bound from 
the floor. Other manifestations of a similar character 
tinued for some time. We then examined the under 
of the table, and found the indentations made by the bell .. 
They were made by thrusting the end of the handle against 
the table. The space between the top of the bell handle 
and the bottom side of the table was not more than ten 
inches, through which the bell could move in striking it; 
and yet the indentations in the table, indicated a force 
greater than a man of ordinary strength could give by 
striking with the same be!!, swinging it through ten times 
that space, and to test this, the experiment was made by 
a gentleman present, and it was found to be so. Let it not 
be forgotten that during these manifestations the feet of 
the mediums were held, and their hands were on the table 
in sight of the company. 

543. A short time previous to the manifestations above 
alluded to, there were other singular and astonishing mani-
festations at the same place. A circle of some ten were 
assembled about the table, when directions were given to 
place a bell, violin and an accordeon under the table ; cer-
tain members of the circle were directed to hold the feet 
of the mediums, aRd the mediums to put their hands upon 
the table in company. All these preliminaries being set-
tled, the bell commenced ringing, the accordeon was played, 
the violin fingered like a guitar, a small toy whip, which 
happened to be lying under the table at the time, waa 
brandished about from one end of the table to the other, 
(some twel'l"e feet), and a communication given by alpha· 
bet, and all these going on at the same time-after this, 
the large bell which had frequently moved up and down 
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the table, came gradually up the foot and leg of W. 
(who was a member of the circle), until it came to the 
side of the knee and there it suspended without 
any physical for s?me moments, until every 
ber of the circle. had an opportunity of examining it in 
that position. 

544. A few weeks since I .met a small circle for the pur-
pose of witnessing SOI!le manifestations of this kind. A 
guitar, which was entirely out of tune, was placed under 
the table, and the company were requested to sing; a tune 
being suggested by some of the company, the spirits were 
requested to sound the key note, which was done, and the 
company commenced singing; and they were accvmpa-
nied by sounds made on the guitar, playing an accompa-
niment, harmonizing and keeping time with the singing. 
Another tune was suggested, and the company commen-

ced singing, when the rApping sounds called for them to 
.stop and get the correct key, as they could not sing the 
tune upon the key they had commenced. The spirits were 
then requested to sound the proper key upon the guitar, 
which was done, and proceeded to sing, and were ac-
companied as before. Thus I might continue giving in de-
tail, instances similar to those already mentioned until I 
should fill a volume by their recital, but the foregoing are 
sufficient to elucidate this branch of our subject. 

545. Besides these manifestations of power, there are 
indications of intelligence connected with these 
which are too marked to be mistaken or doubted. I will 
mention a few examples, showing the power to read the 
minds or thoughts of individuals, as indicated by these 
phenomena. Some months since, I called in company 
with two friends, to visit a medium, and witness these mani-
festations. While these friends were busily engaged in 
conversation with the medium, and before any sounds or 
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other indications of the presence of disembodied spirits had 
been manifested, I mentally called for a, particular spirit. 
Immediately, .as if in answer to my call, rapping SlllUnds 
were heard upon the table. To be sure that the sounds 
were responsive to me, I made marks for a particular 
signal to be given. I was sitting at the time by myself, 
more than twelve feet distant·from any other person in the 
room ; 11.nd from my position, and the position of the paper 
upon which the marks were made, no one but myself could 
have known what was on the paper ; beside the medium 
was engrossed in conversation at the time, and was taking 
no notice of me. I made upon the paper the following 
signal, two marks, two dots, two marks, two dots, and 
one mark; meaning mentally, make two heavy sounds, 
two light ones, two heavy, two light, and one heavy sound. 
I had no sooner made the request, than the signal was 
given correctly. I mentally asked that it might be repeated; 
it was done. I then called the attention of tl1ose present to 
the fact--presented them with the marks, and asked the 
spirit to repeat the signal, which was done, This simple 

was full of meaning. It demonstrated this 
fact, that whatever agency was concerned in the produc-
tion of these sounds that agency was under the control of 
an intelligence which was cognizant of my thoughts. 

646. Doring the month ot March last, a young lady who 
·was a medium for sounds, was staying at my house for a 
day or two, and requested me not to invite in company, at 
she wished to rest. I promised her I would invite no one, 
t>xcept a particular friend, who I would bring with me to 
dinner. That morning, I met upon the walk, a young 
lady who was anxious to have an interview. I informed 
her that I could not invite her to call at my house, because 
of my promise to the medium ; but, said I, you are in the 
habit of calling frequently, and if you should make an ac-
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eidental call about one o'clock, you will find us there, and 
I doubt not you can obtain an interview. Upon this re-
mark we parted, and I thought no more of it. Abo1U 
eleven o'clock, my friend, Mr. P., and myself went to my 
bouse for the purpose. of obtaining an interview befow 
dinner. We were no sooner seated than the sounds com-
menced, and we continued our investigations until dinner 
was announced. The sounds accompanied us to the table. 
and continued upon the table, chairs, walls, ceiling, &e .. 
until dinner was over, and "We returned to the sitting room. 
There again, our conversation with the spirits was re-
•umed, and continued until my female friend came to malle 
her accidental call. She bad no sooner entered the room. 
than all rappings ceased. I repeatedly called for sounds, 
but could obtain no response until I remarked : I think our 
friends must be absent, when a loud rap was heard. I 
then commenced questioning again, but could get no an-
swers. In a few moments I made the same remark as be-
fore, when another rap was heard. Thus I contin- ' 
ued for some -thirty minutes, several times remarking I 
thought the spirits were absent, and every time a rap .waa 
beard in answer to such remark. During this time, we 
were all, including the medium, very anxious to obtain re-
IIJlOPses to our questions. It was observed that the sounds 
eeased on Miss J. coming into the room, and it was, there-
fore, concluded, that this silence was for some cause owing 
to her presence. Without thinking of what had occurred 
between us in the morning, I endeavored to ascertain the 
nature of the difficulty, but could not until I was told 
that I was connected with it. For the first time, the real 
difficulty flashed upon my mind. I mentally enquired, and 
was promptly informed, that Miss J. could neither hear nor 
p any communicatioDl!, coming in the manner abe had 
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come. That we could not them, however much 
we might deceive others; and that it was for this reason 
they would not then communicate in her presence. I will 
here remark, that no one present knew any thing of what 
had occurred between Miss J. and myself that morning, 
and the only way the spirits could have known of it, was, 
either to have been present at the time and heard it, or to 
have read it from our minds. 

547. Again, that the agencies can read our thoughts, 
may be inferred from the fact, that they can answer mental 
questions with the same facility they can oral or written 
ones. I have often mentally questioned these agencies in 
such a manner as to tequire affirmative and negative an-
swers promiscuously, through a long series of questions; 
and which upon the sense of chance guessing, would ren-
der it absolutely impossible for any person to answer cor-
rectly. And yet these questions have each received their 
appropriate answer, rendering it as certain as certain can 
be, that whatever inftuence made the '.lounds in answer to 
my questions, that influence was dictated by an intelligence 
which was familiar with my thoughts. Again, I have wit-
nessed answer after answer given by alphabet, when the 
questions were propounded mentally, from written ones, 
and that too, under circumstances which precluded all pos-
sibility of the medium's knowing any thing of the nature 
of the questions propounded, and in such eases, the an-
swers given were most astonishingly appropriate and cor-
rect. , 

548. These phenomena also the presence of an 
intelligence which can describe correctly distant events un-
known to the interrogator. Many examples of that kind 
have fallen under my own observation, and there are also 
many which di!l not happen in my presence, yet which are 
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110 well authenticated, I have no hesitation in referring to 
diem as eases to be relied upon. The ease of Mr. Pecard, 
of Lockport, N. Y., furnishes an example of this kind. 
While he was in Rochester, at the house· of Mr. G., and 
haTing a communication . with what purported to be the 
spirit of his mother, be was informed that his little child 
was dead, and he must hasten home to Lockport, a distance 
of sixty miles. He started for home. He had been on 
.his way but an hour or two, when Mr. Jarvis, of Roches-
ter, received a dispatch from Lockport, requesting him to 
find Mr. Pecard and tell him his little child died that mor-
ning, at 8 o'clock. Mr. J. remarking, as he read the dis· 
patch, that God's telegraph had outrun Morse's. Here the 
fact of the death of this little child was communicated ahead 
of the telegraph. 

549. Another instance illustrating the same principle. 
During the past we had been etpecting a sister for 
some three weeks, to come and make us a visit ; but she did · 
not come as was expected. One evening being present 
where I had an opportunity of conversing with these sounds, 
I enquired among other things, why Mrs. T's sister had 
not made us her visit, as she had promised. The reply 
was, I do not know, but will examine and let you know im-
mediately. In the space of about a minute the answer ,-ae 
given, " She has been sick and confined to her bed, but 
she is better now and will be here soon." Three days af· 
ter .this she arrived at my house, and the first enquiry 
made by us was, why have you not been here sooner. Her 
reply was, " I have been sick and confined to my bed, and 
have not been able to be about until during this week." 
Here I will remark, that we bad had no knowledge or inti-
mation of her sickness previous to the communication 
above obtained ; and not a person present except myself, 

a 
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&t the time the communication was obtained, knew t.here 
ever was such a being in existence as the person about 
whom I made the inquiry. 

6.50. I will mention another example. :Mr. Nathan 
Whinney, of Warren Co. Ia., is a medium for these com-
munications. His wife lost a brother about nine years of 
age, in Wilmington, Clinton county, Ohio. This brother's 
name was David Allen Everett. This lad, previous to his 
death, bad lost a pocket k!life which he prized very highly, 
and in searching for which, he and others had spent much 
time. After David had been deceased for a year or more, 
his spirit purported to be present to communicate through 

' his Mr. W. Mrs. W., who was strongly 
inclined to doubt the genuineness of the manifestations, re-
marked, "David, if this is really you, you can tell us where 
you lost your knife, and where it can now be found." To 
which be replied, dtlrtainly, I can see it now: it is lying in 
the pigeon box in such a barn, in Willmington, Ohio, with 
the blade open. He then gave directions how they could 
get to the box, by climbing up on the scaffolding, &e., and 
he requested that the knife might be obtained and be kept 
to be presented to his little nephew, (a son of Mr. and Mrs. 
W.,) when he should be old enough to appreciate it, as a 
present from his spirit uncle. Mrs. W. wrote to her pa-
rents in Wilmington, requesting them to look for the knife, 
and thus test the correctness of the communication. They 
had removed 110me five miles from the plac.e where the 
knife was lost, and had not confidence in the communication 
to go tive mil<:s to test it. Two young men being preSQIJ.t 
at the time the letter was received, and being curious to 
test the matter, mounted· their horses and went and made 
the search, and found the knife in the exact place deScribed 
in letter, with the blade open as described. And the 
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knif'e is now being kept to he presented aceording to the 
request of the little spirit giTer. 'fhus I might continue 
giving an indefinite number of cases illustrating this point; 
but the above are sufficient. 

b51. These manifestations also indicate a degree of in-
telligence superior to that of the mediums or other persons 
present ; and they also indicate an intelligence purely in-
tellectual in its character. Illustrating this point, I will 

give the case of Prof. Miller, of Courtland county, N. Y. 
He visited certain mediums in Aubum, N.Y., for the pur.· 
pose of investigating this subject. While there, he en· 
deavored to obtain indications of intelligence of such a 
character as to render it certain that the answers were in 
no way dictated by the mediums. He therefore, selected a 
subject for investigation which would require a degree of 
intelligence not possessed by one in a hundred 
He called for the spirit of La Place, the celebrated astron· 
e>mer and mathematician, and directly the spirit responded 
to his call. Now, said Prof M., if you are the spirit of 

Place, you can demonstrate to me such a problem in 
such a book of your "ltfechanita Coeleatis," The spirit 

by giving the desired demonstration. He took 
it down as given by the spirit, not being quite certain that 
it was the oije called for ; but on comparing it with the 
book he found it to be correct. This demonstration was 
o( such a character th!l.t Prof. M. knew no person 
excepting himself could understand it after it was giTen. 
Prof. M;. also applied another test. There was in his mind 
a mathemll.tical problem which he had been endeavoring to 
solve for some time, without success. While here making 
these investigations, be submitted that problem to the spir-
its of La Place and Newton, and they solved for him the 
problem. Here certainly was an indication of a very high 
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degree of intelligence concem!'d in the production of these 
phenomena. I might add lllany other cases, but the above. 
are sufficient for my present purpose. 

552. Now looking at the foregoing, the mind must be 
led to one of the following conclusions :· either these phe· 
nomena are genuine, and strongly indicate that they are 
produced through the agency of spiritual intelligences, or 
they are a base and blasphemous imposture, practiced suc-
cessfully by simple, weak-minded and ignorant children1 

throughout the country, deceiving their parents, their 
brothers and sisters, their playmates; and deceiving evtn 
the most shrewd, learned and talented minds in the coun-
try ; performir.g prodigies unequalled by any of the learned 
tricksters and jugglers in the land, who have made magic, 
as it is called, the study of their lives. If the proposition 
were submitted, which is the most probable, that spirits 
can and do produce these phenomena, or that they are 
thus produced by hundreds of little children, who are to-
tally unacquainted with each other, who have had no op-
portunity of consulting and practicing together on their 
tricks; who can have no other motive for them than that of 
mere deception ; and that too, upon a subject with which 
children are least familiar, and for which they have an in-
stinctive fear and dread; which is almost universally 
manifested by them, when first becoming mediums. I say 
if S\lch a proposition were submitted, what rational mind 
would not say, it is more probable that can and do 
produce these phenomena, than that they are the result of 
the most skillful and consummate jugglery on the par1 of 

children ? 
553. The number of individuals known to be mediums 

for the manifestation of these phenomena one form or 
another, is now becoming very great ihroughout the OOUD-
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try. They are manife;ted- in places isolated and remote 
from each other ; and those M.<i"oming mediums are usually 
persons who have never witnessed any phenomena of the 
kind ; who have had no opportunity for investigating the 
subject, and ascertaining how the trick is performed, if it 
be a trick ; and yet they enter upon the practice of the 
deception with perfect success, and defy the strictest scru-
tiay of fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters, and compan-
ions. 

1)54. Aside from a critical investigatioa of the phenom-
ena, I have no hesitation in saying, that it is contrary to our 
ob;ervation and experience, that such a web of trickery and 
deception could be successfully practiced through such 
agencies. It is ridiculous and abaurd in the extr.eme, to 
Mcribe to children this power to originate and practice, on 
their part, such qonsummate and blasphemous frauds ; and 
it is equally ridiculous to suppose they could be employed 
by others for that purpose, and could be trained and prac-
ticed in such deceptions and tricks, while at home, with 
their parents, their brothers and sisters, without being de-
tected by them. And I envy not the depravity of that 
heart, that can conceive of such depravity, as to suppose 
parents could engage in teaching their children such base 
and blasphemous deceptions. ITo such, I would say, 
"Judge not that ye be not judged." A heart not rotten 
with corruption, could never conceive of such corruption 
in the hearts of the parenta of these mediums ; for there is 
no depth of depravity to which such a parent would not 
descend, if he would for a moment consent that a child of· 
his should seriously"practice such a deception. 
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655. That the phenomena called " spi.iitua) manifest&· 
tions" are not the result of trickery on the part of medi· 
ums I know. By this I do not intend to say there are no 
false or spurious mediums, I have reasons to believe there 
are such. There are a few beings so fallen, so lost, 
they will consent to lie, not only upon their own responsi-
bility, but in the name of spirits, angels and God. For 
such beings I have no name, and it may be problematical 
if the future has any place for them. I could hardly be 
persuaded of the existence of such depravity, did not t:he 
individuals stand out before the world their own accusers ; 
and even it has been, and still is a serious question, whether 
my respect for human nature, depraved as it is, should not 
lead me to discredit the guilty confessions of these spuri-
ous rather than believe such reckless and fester· 
ing depravity can exist. 

556. The phenomena described in my previous lectures 
are genuine, unless those who witness them are subject to 
optical illusions or psychological impressions. These two 
causes of deception are entirely distinct in their character, 
and can never be mistaken the one for the other. Optical 
or sensible illusion is more permanent in its character than 
psychological impressions, and seldom affects two persons 
alike at tbe same time. The reason for this is that cases of 
sensible illusion are produced by some derangement of the 
nervous system, and cannot be removed until harmony ia 
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l'eStored. This derangement may be more or less perma-
nent, and may be somewhat·under the control of the mind ; 
that is, strong mental action may do much to remove the 
disturbing cause, and sometimes may be all sufficient for 
that purpose. But a :r>eculiar characteristic of this phe-
nomena is, that it does not affect any two individuals alike 
at the same time. So if there is any deception attending 
these phenomena! called spiritual manifestations, it is not 
owing to optical or sensible illusion. For all who are pres-
ent to witness these manifestations, witness the same phe-
nomena. One does not hear rappings, and another not ; 
one does not see a table or a chair move and another not ; 
one does not hear a bell ring, a musical instrument played, 
and another not. All who happen to be present, whether 
believers or unbelievers, witness the same phenomena, and 
by the same agency. 'rhat is, were the phenomena real 
and taking place before them, they could not have other 
and better evidence of the fact 

557. But these phenomena cannot be accounted for upon 
the hypothesis that they are the result of psychological 
impressions. _In the first place.,.to produce these mental im-
pressions, the .minds of those who are impressed must be 
in a subjective state, to some other mind present ; and 
these impressions can be no longer than the mind 
is continued in that subjective state. As soon as that sub-
jection ceases, the impression is gone, and the subject be-
comes perfectly aware that the whole impression was false; 
and in fact during the time of being impressed, the sub-
ject is usually conscious of the deception. Now these con-
ditions do not occur with those who witness these 
phenomena. Because in the first place those who witness 
them are not in a subjective condition to any mind present. 
They certainly are not in a subjective condition to the mind 
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cf the medium; but on the contrary, the medium is more like-
ly to be mentally subject to the inftuence of the circle. The 
circle vastly more positive than the medium, and therefore 
cannot be in a condition subjective to that, which is sub-
jective to them. Again the impressions made by these 
latter phenomena have the appearance of reality which 
remain permanent. They are not impressions which can 
be dissipated by a snap of the finger, and the exclamation 
"ALL :ataoT." They have the reality of fact, fixed and 
permanent, and have the evidenee of reality in the testi-
mony of .all the senses. 

553. Many of these phenomena are of such a character 
that there can be no room for illusion or false impression. 
The inetdents mentioned in 548, 549, and 560 are of this 
cbs.racter. In all these manifestaticns there are never pres-
ent those conditions neceasary to produce the psychological 
phenomena ; and furthermore, there is not the least possible 
resemblance between these two classes of phenomena ; or 
rather, there is no more resemblance than there is between 
psychological impressions and reality ; and there is just. 
that resemblance, and just that difference. 

559. From the foregoing considerations, my conclusion 
is, that the phenomena called spiritual manifeatations, are 
real phenomena, and address themselves to our physical 
senses, like any other physical pllenomena; and that we 
must trace the principles involved therein, as we would 
trace the principles involved in any ot.her phenomena; and 
that we are to look for no other or higher agency than is 
necessary fully to account for their production. If they 
can all be traced to the direct agency of the mind of those 
present ; and if the phenomena are such only as ean be 
produced by the aotion of those minds, then it would be 

. improper to look for a higher or more complicated causes 
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of them. Or if they can be explained upon the hypothe· 
sis that they are purely electrical in their character, then 
we should not be justified in looking beyond that agency 
for an explanation. I proJiose to examine each of the 
agencies, below disembodied spirit, to ascertain if any cause 
or combination of causes below spirit, can be found ade· 
quate to the production of these phenomena. 

560. So far as the phenomena relate to physical mani· 
fe'stations, it will not be claimed that any principle of men-
tal action hitherto known to the world, can be called to our 
aid to solve these problems. So far as the intelligence 
connected with these manifestations is concerned, the mes-
meric, somnambulic and clairvoyant phenomena would go 
far to enable us to understand them, provided the mediums 
were in a condition to elicit those phenomena. But here 
we are met with two difficulties. First, the mediums are 
not in the mesmeric, or clairvoyant condi-
tions, according to any means we have of testing them. 
They no meittal or physical indications of those con-
ditions. We know them to be in the normal condition, and 
hence can very properly infer that they are not in the ab-
normal. And second, were they in the mesmeric, som-
nanibulic or clairvoyant conditions that would not furnish 
any clue to these manifestations o.f physical power, which 
frequently attend these phenomena. No amount of clair-
voyance has ever yet been known to produce a sound, or 
ring a bell, or move a table or chair. 

561. There are many indications that these phenomena 
are produced through the agency or electricity ; for almost 
every variety of electrical phenomena are sometimes wit-
nessed during these manifestations. Slight electric shocks 
are sometimes felt by the mediums, aa well as by those m 
rapporte, at the timea the sounds are produced. On one 
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occasion, I heard sharp cracking sounda following each 
other in rappid succeBSion precisely like the escaping of 
electricity from the prime conductor of an electrical ma-
chine, or from the bob of an overcharged leyden jar, and 
those sounds continued for sometime, and I could tell to an 
inch the precise point from whence they proceeded, and 
upon which they were discharged. Electric sparks are 
sometimes seen, especially when the circle is large and the 
company sit in a dark room. Under such circumstances, I 
have seen the room gradually light up until I could see to 
distinguil;h persona by the light. At other times I have 
seen light phosphorescent clouds Boating about the room. 
until they would appear to settle upon some one present, 
and I believe in all instances of that kind, those upon whom 
they settled have experienced electric sensations. From 
appearances of this kind, it would seem that electricity 
has much to do with these phenomena. But should it ap-
pear that electricity is used as a means of producing these 
manifestations, the difficulty is not reached. The question 
yet remains, what excites this electrical action? Accord-
ing to the positions taktln in my previous lectures, if these 
phenomena were produced through the agency of spirits; 
they would necessarily act through the..; instrumentality of 
electricity. So then, the q11estion is not whether these 
sounds, &c. are prod11ced through the agency of electricity; 
but how is this electricity put in motion ? 

562. That medium which, acting upon electricity, can 
direct and control its motions, must be such an existence as 
can act upon it positively, and conseqnently must sustain to 
it a positive relation. The medium sustaining a positive 
relation to it, and next above it, is what is denominated vi-
iality. But vitality, although positive to electricity, doea 
not possess the power of spontaneous motion, and can ex-

Diortized by Goog I e 
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ercise no act of Tolition or intelligence. If these manifes-
tations indicated no more intelligence than is seen in the 
vivid flash of the lightnings, or is heard in the deep toned 
thunder, we might infer that the exciting cause of these 
phenomena might be found in these lower media. But as 
soon as it is clearly settled that there is a degree of intelli-
gence and volition oonnected with these phenomena, we 
must look for a higher exciting cause than electricity or 
vitality. 

563. The next medium above vitality, in the order -of dt:-
delopment, is the nevous medium, and connects directly 
with vitality and is positive to it. Therefore, this medium 
canact upon vitality, and through it upon electricity and 
ma.tter; and besides in the individualization of this medium 
commences a certain degree of intelligence and volition, as 
exhibited in the higher types of the animal kingdom. But 
this medium can exhibit no intelligence or volition, except 
in an individualized state, as presented in the animal form ; 
when that form ceases, the intelligence and volition must 
cease; because, depending upon sensation for their existence, 
they must end' where sensation ends. Were it not for this, 
the horse or dog might be immortal as well as man. So 
then unless we give to this medium individualization in a 
disembodied state, and give to brutes immortal spirits, we 
cannot find in the nervous medium the conditions adequate 
to the production of these phenomena. 

564. There is but one other step we can take, and that 
is to look to individualized immortal spirit for the exciting 
cause of thestl phenomena. Here we can find all the con-
ditions necessary for their production ; below this point we 
cannot. Then, unless there arc inseparable difficulties in 
the way, it is rational and proper to conclude that these 
phenomeaa are connected with individualized immortal 
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· mind ; and that they are what they purport to be, physi-
cal manifestations from the spirit world. If it be admitted 
that spirit i11 the source and fountair. of power, and that 
can exist in a disembodied state, and can act upon matter 
through the intermediate media, as seen in the human con-
stitution, then can we account for the power exhibited in 
these manifestations ; and if disembodied spirit possesses 
intelligence, such as fits it for immortality, then lllso can 
we account for the intelligence manifested in connection 
with thest> phenomena. 

BOW THESE PHENOMENA ARE PRODUCED. 

665. Assuming then that these phenomena are caused 
by disembodied spiritual existences, the question arises 
how are they produced ; that is, by what means does spirit 
operate upon the atmosphere and other physical bodies. I 
have already alluded to the electrical phenomena frequently 
attending these manifestations, showing that electricity is 
used as a medium ; I also demonstrated in my previous 
lectures, that electricity was one of the links in the chain 
connecting mind with matter, and through which mind 
mus't act, if it would affect matter. If the foregoing posi-
tions are true, then the phenomena are produced through 
the immediate agency of electricity and magnetism, and 
the atmospheric and other vibrations are produced by the 
collection, condensation and· discharge of the electric and 
magnetic fluids. 

066. That these tluids can act upon the atmospheric and 
other material substances, so as to produce sounds, and 
give other manifestations of power, will not be questioned 
by any one who has witnessed. a thunder storm. Experi• 
menta with these fluids, by the use of the common electric 
and mapetic batteries, will demonstrate the power they 
possess to atfeot and control material substances, so tha& 
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whatever can control these media, can give the potential 
manifestations witntlssed. But I have already demonstra• 
ted that individualized spirit, acting through the interme· 
diate media, can control them, and can thus produce the 
phenomena. 

167. In producing these sounds for the purpose of ma-
king communications, a living individual is used as a me-
dium, combining in an individualized form, !\ll the media 
from matter to spirit. The body of the medium serves as 
the prime conductor in the electrical aparatus for the col-
lection of the electric fluid, and the disembodied spirit con-
nects with that fluid, Ml.e spiritual, nervous and vi· 
tal system of the medium. 'l'hus the mind inhabiting .,the 
body has individualized matter, individualized vitality, in-
dividualized sensation and motion, 'and individualized spirit 
combining in the same form. Every }!article of matter 
composing the human organism is so polN·ized by electricity 
and magetism, as to join upon individualixed vitality, and 
by it, is connected, through the nervous system, with the 
nervous medium, and through it, with the spirit. Using 
this compound system of individualization as a 
means, the disembodied spirit can act directly n.pon the 
electric and magnetic fluids, to produce these condensa-
tions and discharges, occasioning these rapping sounds, &c. · 
Hence is that these. mediums sometimes experience elec-
tric sensations at the time the sounds are produced. Hence 
also, mediums become nervous and iritable and sometimes 
quite exhausted. 

568. Sounds are sometimes produced without the pres-
ence of a physical medium. Although the same agency, 
to-wit, electricity, is used, yet it is obtained in a differeni 
manner. By ihe aid of the physical system of a medium, 
to serve as a prime conductor in collecting the fluid from 
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the atmospheric and surrounding objects, the discharges 
ean be made more frequently,' and with more regularity 

where there is no such medium. In fact without such 
medium, it would aeem that it is impossible to repeM ·the 
discharges frequently enough to make any intelligible col!l-
munication. That disembodied mind can and con-
trol the grosaet media to a limited extent cannot be doubted. 
From their very nature and Qf they must 
be positive and superior to these media; and hence must be 
able to control them in a limited. depce. 

569. But there are certain conditions which must be ob-
served, and to which spi1its are as subject as ourselve!l. 
'rhere must be certain rela}!"e states in the mental and vi-
talconditions of the subject which must exist or he cannot be 
used as a medium. That conditions may be expressed aa 
being a state of mental and vital equalibrium in the medi-
um, as intimated izta previous lecture, the mind is individu-
alized on a key peculiar to itself; and the Yital system is also. 
individualizc<l on a key peculiar to itself; and t.hey are not 
always the .same in the indi.,..idual. These two keys must 
be brought into harmony before the individual can be a 
medium. Hence it is that persons are occasionally medi· 
ums, A!ld hence the power of a medium such, may 
be suspended by an exercise which unduly excites or dc -
presees the mind. Thus I have known the sounds to cease 
entirely, when any thing occurred by which the 
became excited, and they would not be resumed until the 
excitement had passed away. Again, the sounds have 
ceased when the medium was brought under the induence 
of surrounding minds, mcsmerically, by which the tone of 
mental action was depressed. There are mediums · with 
whom I am acquainted so extremely susceptible to the in-
ftuence of surrounding minds tha' they are incapable of 
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acting as public mediu'qJS unless can be protected from 
that intluence. At first the sounds will be clear. and dis-
tinct, but they will grow fainter and. fainter, until they en• 
tirely eease and the medium will be found in the mesmeric 
state. · In su:eh e_ases I have found it uecessaty to take 
mesmeric ·control of the subject, and then by the force of 
my will, make het independent of Sltrrounding ·intluences. 
Under those the sounds would continue. 

570. The manne'l' by which these agencies operate upon 
physical objects, is somewhat analogous to manner we 
operate through the ageftey of electricity ai:ul magnetism. 
upon certain objects.' Take illustrati(Ul the magic cir-
cle. We cause great power to be in holding 
t\ro pieces of iron together, by inducing certain opposite 
stalles or conditions in those pieces, and thus they are made 
to adhere firmly by the influences thus impressed upon 
them. It should be remenibered that one piece of the iron 
does not attract the other, but it is the affinit.Y existing be-
tween the opposite states or conditions they ar(l in. Des-
troy those conditions, and they fall apart by tlleir own 
weight; restore them, and ten men cannot pull them asun-
der. The iron is not the condition, but merely a mode of 
physir.ally manifesting the condition. In a similar way, if 
UJ.ese agencies would make a physical manifestation of 
power, by holding down a table or the like, they proceed 
to induce these opposite conditions in a way similar to that 
by which construct the magic . circle, and the affinity 
existing between those conditions is what causes the table 
to adhere to the door. In inducing onQ of those conditions 
in the .table, they act through the medium of some person 
or persons present; and in such cases the body of the per-
aon becomes a connecting wire with one _poll of the spirit-
ual battery. I have made many experiments illustrating 

. t ' 
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this point. Where there are several persons present to 
take part in the experiments, there will usually be found 
thoae whose bodies will not serve as a connecting medium ; 
and such will be unable to discover any increasei we-ight 
in table. In making the experiments described in 539, 
where I demonstrated that the unnatural weight of the ta-
ble was a 'real phenomeua, at any time during the experi-
ments, a little girl but seven years old, could lift or move 
the table with the utmost ease, and yet strong men and 
women could not do so without much effort. 

571. I cannot go into a particular description of the 
manner in which these phenomena are produced, without 
first discussing the philosophy of magnetic action in the 
construction of the magic circle; which would take more 
time and space than can be allotted to this branch of the 
subject in these brief lectures. Those who wish to pursue 
these investigations further, with a view to understanding 
the philosophy of these singular phenomena, will do well 
to make themselves familiar with the principles of mineral 
magnet.ism, as exhibited in producing artificial magnets. 

on. Although the phenomena denominated spiritual 
manifestations, arc utterly inexplicable upon any ptinciples 
hitherto known, and not unfrcquently indicate the presence 
of a powerful, intelligent and invisible agency, yet the pub-
lic mind is unprepared to accredit them to the agency of 
disembodied spiritual existences, they claim 
for themselves that origin ; and divers objections are urged 
against such an hypothesis. Many of these objections 
were briefly considered in my introductory lecture, and 
therefore I shall not dwell upon them at very great length 
in this place. · 

DJVDS OBJEOTIONS. 

573. The objection which seems to be most strenuously 
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iuisted upon is tiUs : The eommunicatiou are often false 
ud contradictory, and unworthy a spiritual origin. 
there a:re false, contradictory and foolish communications 
purporting to come from the spirit world, no one familiar 
with the subject can deny ; but we are not to infer 
they do not come from that world, unless we can first 
demenatrate that all spirits are and truthful, aad if 
permitted, would make wise and truthful communications. 
Let me be distinctly understood on this point. This objec-
fiion to be of any value, must assume that all spirits are 
pure, truthful and wise, and if they make any communica• 
tiona at all, will make pure, trutful and wise communica· 
tiona. For if it is admitted that there is as great a variety 
of character in the spirit world, as there is in this, the ob• 
jeetion falls to the ground. ·But upon what authority do 
the.e objectors affirm that all spirits are pure, truthful 
and highly intelligent beings? Upon what principle of 
reasoning do they infer, that the impure and false, the un-
developed and ignorant, on entering the spirit world, be· 
come at once pure and trothful, developed and intelligent? 
I feBI' no oontradiction when I say, they can find no such 
authority ; they can find in nature no foundation for such 
reasoning ; and their objection is founded upon a 4lse and 
baseless assumption. · 

574. If we take with us into the spirit world the char· 
aeters we form here, and if by any means we are enabled to 
manifest ourselves to those we leave b;:hind, is it not rea· 
sOil&ble to expect that our eh&fllC?ter will be ma.nifested in 
our communications ? If we are ignorant and 
oped, could you reasonably expect from us .commllnieations 

can only be made by learned and deY eloped minds? 
.If we are untruthful and false in our feelings, symp.athies 
aDd &IIIOCiatiOWI, would you look for triUh£111 oommuu.icl,.. 

15 
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"ons! In brief, if spirits retain for any period in the 
apirit world, the characters they forJiled here, and should 
a means of communication be opened up between them aud 
ua, would you not have expeoted the very result which ·bas 
followed, , the communications coming from them 
would be contradictory, false and foolish, or otherwise, 
according to the character of the spirits• making them t 
These things being so, what becomes of this objection? 

676. Again, communications which sometimes appear 
to us tQ be false are not really so. We not unfrequentlJ 
misunderstand their answers. l have often witnessed in-
atancea of this kind. In this early period of this 
ment, it could not be expected we should always under• 
stand them. As they are unable to control our minds, and 

• make such impressions upon them, as they could desire. 
they are obliged to make use of a very imperfect means of 
communication as the best they can command. I 
often listened to investigations where the answers !ere mis-
understood, and the spirits have obliged to call til. 
alphabet, and correct those misunderstandings. 

576. Besides, we must not suppose that spirits are om.-
nioient. I.f it be true that they assooiate in that world 
by affinities, and thus dwell in societies, as they say they 
do, they do not naturally know much of the condition ot 
other societies. . I have conversed with what purported to 
be highly developed and truthful spirits, who have in· 
forJiled me that they could not speak definitely of whu 
might be the condition of certain oflOCieties of spirits in the 
11pirit world. There were spheres below them into whica 
they had never been, and what were the states or condi-
"ont of spirits in those spheres they could not tell. 'there 
migM be Yery wicked and miserable spirits in that world, 
and they be iporut o£ u ; or to \188 the language of one 
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,nth whom I was convening, in respect to certain supposed 
eharaeters in that world, she replied "there may be such, 
but I have never met with them." For answers to other 
objections urged against the hypothesis that there are spir· 
itual manifestations, I refer to my second lecture. 

WH4T IS THB USB OP THBSB M4NIFli:STATIOlfS! 

577. I proceed next to answer the question, "Wh-\ it 
t.he use of these manifestations ?" The present condition of 
'he world must have satisfied every enquiring Jllmd that 
aome new development must take place, furnishing more 
palpable evidence of the of the soul, and the 
existence of the future life, to save the world fro.ll.\ materi-
al atheism, as well as to furnish a more efficient means for 
redeeming man from his vices and crimes. 

578. More than eighteen hundred years ago,, an 
al made his advent into this world, whtch was heralded by 
an angelic choir, who sang over the plains of India-.-" Glory 
&o God in the highest, and on earth peace, and good will 
among men." He lived on earth thirty-three years ; and 
while here taught those tru.ths, and illustrated those prin· 
eiples, which are necessary to be and to re· 
deem the world from its errors, vices. and crqnes. We ara 
told he established. a church into which were to be gath· 
ered all true believers, and from which a light was to go 
forth to enlighten, redeem and save the world, and realize 
to coming generations the fulfillment of that prophetic song 
of "Peace on earth, and go.od will among men;" and we 
are further told, that the church thus established, has ex-
isted until the present, and is truly represented in the or· 
thodox churches of the 11ineteenth century. These churches 
'hen, being the professed instruments' of human redemp· 
tion,. oome up for examination. · 

679. I suppose the progrea-which this church has made 
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in converting the world to the doctrines of Jesus Christ, 
during the last eighteen hundred years, may be considered, 
a fair type of what it will be likely to accomplish for eigh• 
teen hundred years to llome; and certainly it be ob• 
jected that the result of its labors for the last fifty years, 
ahould be taken as something of a measure of its capacity 
and power as a means of human redemption. I propose 
to examine this question in the light of the past and the 
present, and ascertain whether these institutions can be 
relied upon as a means ofredeeming the world, or whether 
they must be abandoned, and higher and better standarda 
be elevated. 

580. Without stopping at this time to enquire into the 
origin of those evils which affect society, by debasing, op· 
pressing, crushing and destroying its members, through 
the instrumentalities of vice and crime, it will be 
for present purposes, to say that they are the offspring of 
man's ignorance, and the false, selfish motive which 
prompt him to action; and without stopping to investigate 
minutely the philosophy of christianity, as beinll that which 
lays the axe at the root of these evils, it is enough for pres• 
tnt purpoaee, to say that it is designed and perfectly adap· 
ted to remove that ignorance, and to do away with those 
false and selfish motives to action, and thereby to become a 
means, perfect and complete, of human redemption. 

681. The question now to be discussed, is this: Is the 
christianity of the nineteenth et:ntury, as taught and prac• ' 
ticed by theee orthodox churches, competent to fulfil tbia 
great work of redeeming man, and establishing •• Peace on 
tarth, and good will among men Y" I say it is not, and 
will make my good, 'by appealing to its fruits. and 
will discuss in future lectures,. the reasons why it is 
auflcient for the work. 
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582. The fashionable christianity of the age does not af-
fect the character of its possessor eno.ugh to make him dis-
tingu.ishable in his daily deportment, social and business 
habits, and other reiations in life, from the man of the 
world. Every p11rson will be my witness, that we cannot 
tell who are and who are not professed christians, and , 
members of orthodox churches, by dealing with them, or 
by becoming acquainted with them in the civil or social 
walks of life. We must ask for special information, or see 
them in the performance of some outward ceremony, prac-
ticed only by church members, or we may live by them for 
years without suspecting them to be professing christians. 
The proposition is this: the virtue and morality of mod· 
em christianity is not enough above the virtue and moral· 
ity of the world, to enable an observer to tell the differ-
ence. 

583. Modem christianity is popular with the world, and 
has become a means of entering fashionable society, or 
getting into a lucretive business. But the reason christian·. 
ity has become popular, is not because the world has been 
converted to its truths, or reconciled to its principles. The 
world is as proud and lustful and selfish, as it was the day 
it nailed Christ to the cross; 11.11d .it hates those divine 
truths with as perfect a hatred now as then ; and should 
Christ appear again, and preach the same truths he then 
preached, and enferce them with the solemn earnestness 
he then enforced them, the world would again cry out, 
away with him I crucify him I crucify him I No, the world 
has not been converted to christianity, but christianity has 
been converted to the world. .The compromise has been 
upon the side of the professin' christian. 

584. :Modern christianity has no conflict with aelfish-
ueas, or pride or luxury. n is .not in a ttate of antago· 
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nism with war, or any of tbe national sins o( 
the age. The faith now required to be believed, -the sac• 
rifices now required to be made, and the life now required 
io be lived, can be professed, mad e and lived by a bean-
less hypocrite. It requires no humility to become a nsem-
ber of a fashionable church, which the proudest cannot ex• 
ercise without effort. It requires no poverty of spirit. 

1 which the most self-conceited cannot easily assume. It re-
quires no change of business, which the most avaricious 
and worldly minded cannot make without injury to his 
worldly prospects. It requires not of him that has an 
abundance, to give one farthing to the poor and needy. n_ 
allows its members to pursue, with the same spirit, and 
adopt the same measures for their accomplishment, all the 
various objects of selfish ambition, which the selfish spirii 
of the world adjudges honorable and proper. In short, 
the christianity of the nineteenth century does give 
tone to the moraiity but takes its tone of 
morality from the world. 

685. Such is the character and inftuence of modem 
christianity. Aside from certain speeulat.ive creeds, and ex-
ternal forms and ceremonies, it is not to be distinguished 
from the world. How then, is the world to be reformed. 
redeemed and saved by it ! How, by its inftuence, is the 
true atonement to be made between man and God ? That 
an ATONEMENT bas been made, be denied; -but in 
that ATONEM&NT, christianity has been reconciled to the 
world, not the world to christianity. That this is the char-
acter of the present type of christianity, cannot be denied. 
That such is its manifestation in hidividuals, states and na-
tions, is as true as God. .And after eighteen hundred 
years of preaching and practicing this kind of christianity. 
where stands the world? "Watchman, tell us of .the 
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llight;" about ·and tell me what has been accom-
plished 1 What great national sin has been reached, and 
eradicated from society ? bas been done to bring 
about the fulfillment of that prophetic song of " Glory to 
tJod.. in the highest, and on earth, peace and good will 
among men ? Where is the prospect of the coming of 
thl),t time" When &words shall be beaten into plow shares, 
and spears into pruning hooks, and nations shall le,.m war 
no more?" Has the day star of that millenialmorn even 
risen upon our earth ?. When has christianity, in its pu-
ity, obtained a foothold among the nations of the earth ? 

686. Since the days of Constantine the Great, there have 
been professedly christian governments, and governmental 
christian churches. .And our divines talk about christian 
nations ; and they tell about the power of the gospel, and 
the spread of christianity, by pointing to this and to that 
professedly christian sovereign and despot. But where, agaiu 
I enquire, bas true christianity obtained a foothold? Do you 
point to England, or to the United States ? I grant you 
have your established church in England, with your prayer 
books, and creeds, and catechisms ; and the Queen and her 
ministers, and the Lords, spirit11al and temporal, and the 
commons, with the people, unite in mumbling over these 
prayers, and reciting these creeds and catechisms ; and they 
have their fast days, and keep their new moons, lents and 
sabbaths ; and they read their bibles, and sing psalms and 
hymns; and talk of heaven and hell, and exult in 
plan of salvation and damnation. I grant they build syna-
gogues, cathedrals and churches, and expend millions upon 
millions upon them ; and they have their bible, and trae&, 
and missionary soc{eties, &e., &c. But what then ! What 
is the result of all this national mummery ? 

687. Look at England at home. What is the condition 
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of .her poor f Where Kings, Queens, Lords, spiritual and 
temporal, and commons, where is your brother? Espend· 
ing money enough upon your churches, and religious estab-
lishments, and bishops, aud priests, to feed all the hungry-
clothe all the naked, and educate all the. ignorant in the 
kingdom. Hundreds of thousands are perishing annually. 
fJr bread. Your proud metropolis is annuaHy driving thou-
sands upon thousands of your poverty stricken females, to 
purchase their bread by a sale of their virtue ; and your 
bishops, priests and laity stand _ready to take advantage of 
their sharp necessities, with a revenue of hundreds of mill-
ions per annum ; the church of England supports her bishops 
and spiritual lords in idleness, and enables them to wallow in 
luxury, and revel in vice, dissipation and crime, while she 
robs the hungry, toiling, perishing poor to raise the enor• 
mons sum, and thus manifest her christianity, not only by 
neglecting, but by absolutely robbing the poor .. 

588, Look at. wealth of the christianity of England ; 
see that nation maintaining a Queen and Royal family at an 
expense sufficient to carry relief to every hearth in the king· 
dom. Look at their individual wealth which is squandered 
in luxury and dissipation. Look at their princely christian-
ity, and squallid poverty side by side, and then tell me the 
worth of sucfl a religion. Why are not the hungry fed, the 
naked clothed, and the ignorant' educated? Because the 
christianity of England has not· the means, or because she 
has not the heart ? 'fhe religion of England in this re!pect, 
is no better than Mahomedanism. They might as well have 
the Koran, the Shaster, or the Sacred Vedas for their relig· 
ious books, as the bible and their prayer books. 

589. But look at another out birth of English christianity. 
See her army and Mvy on every land, and in every ocean 
and aea, armed •itb the implements of death. She expenda 
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money enough annually in supporting her army and navy, 
and carrying on the accursed system of war and blood shed, 
to a competence upon all her perishqlg sons and 
«<aughters. She expends money enough yearly upon that 
system to send the gospel to every dark and benighted son 
of Adam. But her gospel is carried on board her men-of-
war, and is proclaimed by the discharge of her cannon, in 
the whizzing of her oongreve rockets, and the explosion of 

· her bombs ; is enforced at the points of her bayonets, and 
by the edge of her swords ; and its influence is seen in the 
burning and sacking of villages and cities ; in the 
deadly strife, and in the heaps of the mangled carcasses of 
the dead ; it is heard in the roaring of her cannon, the rat-
tling of her musketry, the clashing of swords; in the groans 
of the dying, and the wailings of the newly made widows 
and orphans ; and it is felt in the souls of those who mourn 
in mute dispair, bec.ause he, who was to have been the staff 
of feeble old age, whose voice was to cheer, whose arm to 
support, and whose hand was to lead them, has fallen a vic-
tim to the of christian England. 

590. How many more centuries must this kind of chris-
tianity prevail in England before it will become a gospel for 
the poor? How long, under such religious instructions and 
christian influences, will it before their " Swords will be 
broken into plow shares, and their spears into pruning 
hooks?" What progress has it made toward the accom-
plishment of that object for the last thousand years ? And 
what new light does the English church want, or does she 
expect, by which she will be IH!tter able to unde"'tand those 
christian truths and principles which are to develope and es-
tablish that glorious day, when "Nations shall learn war no 
more ?" It is not so much light and knowledge the church 
needs, as true christian love. They lack not enlightened 
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heads, but oonYerted hearte. They can perceive Ule foree 
and of christian truth, but their selfish, lustful, 
worldly min<fed hearts loath and despise it. And they have 
got up an admirable plan of salvation, whereby they hopt; 
to be saved by the merits of another, and not by their own. 
No other plan would be suited to their condition; and well 
may they spend their time, money and breath in extolling 
t.he wisdom, beauty and mystery of such a plan, and linger 
around the tomb with their ointments and spices to embalm 
dte cast off body, long after the animating spirit had left it. 
And they need another angel to come down and tell them no 
loDger to be seeking the living among the dead. 



LECTURE XII. 
WHAT IS THE UBE, 4o0 • 

. ·&9l. How do the principles of pure christianity flourish in 
·the United States of America, this land said to be emphatical· • 
Iy a land of bibles, and of gospel light and liberty ? A land 
preeminent for the vigor and purity of its christianity ! A 
land where you can scarcely get out of sight of steeples, or 
out of the hearing of church bells I A -land of sabbaths 
and sanctuary privileges I If chrittianity has not made ita 
impress upon the national character in the United States, 
where lies the fault? have our thirty thousand minis· 
ters, with their church organizations, extending their influ-
ence and power into every nook and corner of the country. 
They have the centro} of our schools and colleges, and thus 
have the training of our children and youth. One day in 
seven is set apart for religious instruction, and they ve our 
teachers. They have access to the public ear, and the pub-
lic conscience.. If christianity is not taught in its puFity in 
the United States, where liesthefault? If itdoesnotbring 
forth the promised fruits, in the individual and national chaJ'lo 
acter, when and where are we to look for it, under such 
teachers? 

592. In the United States, as in England, it is no part of 
popular christianity to feed the hungry, clothe the naked, 
educate the ignorant, and redeem tlie fallen. Here; as in 
England, wealthy christianity and squallid poverty exist to-
gether side by side, year after year. Here, as in England, 

is more strife in the church, to see who shall build the 
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most fashionable and costly building, erect the highest stee• 
pie, and adorn the inside with all that can excite the pride, 
and flatter the vanity, than there is to see who shtLll look 
most faithfully aud efficiently after the wants of the poor and 
perishing within their borders. In this country, as in Eng-
land, there is money· enough unnecessarily lavished upon 
churches, to educate all the ignorant, feed all the hungry, and 
clothe all the naked. And what does it all amount to in the 
way of producing christian character? Let our national· 
conduct and character first answer. Look upon the millions 
upon millions this professedly christian government annually 
expends in building forts and arsenals ; in building and keep-
ing adoat a navy, in manufacturing cannon, muskets, swords 
and other implements of death; in keeping up a standing 
army, and supporting a set of idle and dissipated officers. 
What care they for the command, "-Put up the sword again 
into its sheath ?" What believe they in the doctrine, " They 
that take the sword shall perish by it?" 

593. But look at another manifestation of the national re-
ligion. of the United States. Here are among us, three mill-
ions of men, women and children made chattle by the laws 
and public sentiment of this christian nation. Three mill-
ions of immortal beings, whose business here it is, to indi· 
vidualize and develope immortal spirits ; whose birth-right it 
is, to inve$.igate, study, improve, and develope those minds 
preparatory to the eternal future, upon which they are about 
to enter ; shut ont by the laws of the land, from the rights 
and im.Diunities of manhood ; denied the privilege of learn-
ing to read the volumes of nature or revelation ; shut out 
from the reach of human sympathy; proscribed and hunted 
like b-.sts through the land ; denied the rights of being 
husbands to their wives, or wives to their httSbands ; ·parents 
to their children, or children to their parents. . Three mill· . 
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i0118 of human beings doomed to perpetual servitude and 
bondage, and made t:\le victims of avarice and lust. And 
it is made a penal to give them food, raiment or shel-
f4!r, even when they are ready to perish. By the laws of 
these christian states, the husband can be tom from the wife. 
and be doomed to perpetual bondage, and she to ceaseless 
concubinage ; the baby may be plundered from the cradle, 
or tom from the breast of its mother, and sold in the public 
shambles. The family circle may be invaded, and all the 
ues of natural affection broken, crouched and trampled upon; 
and all that avarice can exact, caprice and villany can indict, 
or lust can crave, these three millions are subje.ct to, and 
there is no arm to protect them ; there is no city of refuge 
within this. christian nation to which they can tlee, and no 
ohristian altar to whose horns they can cling, und _demand 
protection. 

694. These dispised and crushed slaves are abandoned 
to their fate by the christianity of the nineteenth century. 
Their pJ:etended commission to go into all the world and 
preach the gospel to every creature, does not include the 
American slave. Their efforts to send missionaries among 
the heathen, to teach them to read the bible, &c., cannot be 
made in behalf of the heathen at home. By the laws of 
their professedly christi'.ln states, there is a wall as high aa 
heaven, and deep as hell,•thro\\'a around them to keep out 
all light and knowledge. 'fo tnake human beillgs sla.vea, al)d 
to fit them to toil patient!)' like beasts, humanity must be 
crushed out of them ; all noble aspirations must b• extin-
guished. And such is the policy pttrsued b.y these dtriatia 
governments, toward these beings, and it is.their 
boast that they have 110 far suoceeded in tht>ir efforts, :as .to 
make: them contenteQ. .To make men .. and woo:i.en, p.081Hj88-
ing i.Jnmortal to btl ilavee, is •ing from 
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Chem, thE' last lineament of the image of creator, leav-
ing nothing but the nimal in its stead. '' 
· 695. The chri.SLian ohurch cannot shift tltiS respons1biUty 

011 to other sbou.lden. The religion of any country laas the 
making of the publio sentiment of the country, aRd is re• 
sponsible for it. If that public sentiment is false, it is be-
cause the religion in that respect is false. Glve me the con. 
trol Q( the pulpit, whereby the religious element in man is 
IPOulded, and I will be responsible for all publio vices, Ol' 
national sins. No state or national institution. can stand in 
opposition to the state or national religion. It cannot be de-
Died that the christianity of the United States holds the in._ 
ltitution of slavery in its power, and Cal\ put an end to it at 
ple81lllre, if it were disposed to do so. And the only reasoa 
why tltat most accursed of all institutions, still continues 
Rlllong us, is because tlte religion of the country wills it. 
That this is so, can be proved by the conduct of the olni'rch· 
• in all their movements, as such, in their conventions, as• 
.emblies, conferences, synods, .c.; by their doctors of d\-
l'inity, ministers and Jay members. 

696. Where stood th" church in the nineteen-hundredth. 
year of her age, at the commencement of the anti:-slavery 
effort twenty years ago ? What had the church been abom 
for half a century previous to that time, that she had not 
teamed of the existence and wickedness of slavery in these. 
United States! What were her thirty thousaad watchmen. 
doing on the walls ol this christian zion ? The cry of the 
perishing and crushed slave had been ringing through the 
l&Dd for more than fifty years ; they had been in a perish· 
ing condition, physically, intellectually, morally and relig .. 
i&usly, and the church knew ·it. And during all that time 
there bad noC: been vitality enough in the chureh, to have 
her sympathies ealiated in their behalf. They had no' been 
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remembered in their public or private devotions ; neither 
in their alms or their prayers. ·The church was· not the 
friend of the slave; nor by all the virtqes of her christian-
ity, was · she prepared to become the friend- of the slave. 
Consequently, when a true christian spirit began to be 
awakened in their behalf, the church was found in the 
ranks of the enemy. The clergy, almost with one accord, 
denounced the agitation of the subject. 'l'he doora of 
their houses \vere elosed against those who would open their 
mouths for the dumb, .and reach forth their hands to ass.isa 
the fallen. She would not advocate the cause of the .opo 
pressed, nor permit others to do it, where she had po:wer to 
prevent. She even went so far in many instances, as to 
thrust out of her bosom, those who espoused the cause of 
the slave. Now, why was this? Did 11he not understand 
the trile spirit of ohristianity as well then as how ? Had 
she not bibles, and ministers, &Bd sabbaths, and revivala 
of religion, previous to that time ? 

597. But the church has not yat come up to the work. 
It yet a debatable question, whether slavery is not an 
institution of heaven, ordained of God. Whether it is no& 
an elder brother of christianity. The most able and en-
thllSiastic defenders of that institution belong to the churoh. 
Who, but a modem doctor of divinity,. would have though* 
(1{ absolving the church from all responsibility, for the con-
anuance of slavery in her bosom, on the plea -that.jt Wall 
an "organic lin!" Who, but a learned professor of mod-
em christian theology, would have come to the resc-ae .of 
Daniel Webster, when he had forfeited all claim 
and nndered hi1118elf odious in tlat) sight of humanity, 
t.bro!lghout ibe world, by his base treachery to freedom, 
and senile truckling and subserviency to slavery, in adYO-
.ating aad sustaining the moat infamou .act of despoblm, 
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that ever diagraced the reign of any tyrant or .despot ! 
After all the light which has been elicited by twenty yean 
dilcUl!sion, has the church vitalit7 enough to thrust slavery 
out of her own bosom ? 

698. On the subject of slavery, the church is now be-
hind the humanity of the age. And what she has done 
for the slave, she has not done in virtue of her christia.D 
{!rinciple. Every step she bas taken, she has been forced 
to take by the power of a public sentiment, which the hu-
manity of the world, and not the christiar.ity of the church, 
has awakened. There is not an instance to be found where 
public sentiment has not been ahead of the church. All 
these thing& tend to prove that the humanity of the world 
is superior to the christianity of the church ; and taking 
the past and present as a type of the future, slavery and 
christianity will uist harmoniously together for eighteen 
hundred years to come. There is not that in the christian· 
ity of the nineteenth century, which antagonizes with sla· 
.very, or war, or uy other national sin. And this bemg 
the case, whea, and by what power, is war and slavery to 
cease? How is this christianity, of which our present 
ohurehea are types, to fulfill the prophetic song of " Peace 
on earth, and good will among men 1" How, and when is 
it to open the prison doors, or break off the bonds of op-
preasion, and let the oppressed go free ? Is it answered, 
when the world is converted to christianity ? What is the 
use of eonverting the world to such a as is now 
exhibited in chri:ttendom, to put u end to war, and slavery, 
.and avarice, and lust? Do not our christia.lls fight? Do 
we not take/ · our gene.rals, oolonel!i, captains ami .. ld.iere 

the church ! :And do they not fight as bra-rely ancl 
desperately u those .taken from the world ? Do they not 
plan a campaign, OODCluct an Mtlck, poiDt a camaon, ele· 
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vate a bomb, thrus.t a bayonet, brandish a. sword, fire a 
city, sack a town, better than the unchristianized savage, 
or unconverted heathen ? Do :we. not send out our rever-
end chaplains with our invading armies, to the bless-
ings of God upon our battle& ? Do not our' churches re-
joice in our victories, and thank God that our enemies have 
been put to flight at the point of the bayonet, or by .the 
edge of the sword ? Do we not present the beautiful and 
sublime spectacle before the heathen world, and before an-
gels and God, of one christian in hostile and deadly array 
against another ? Hqw, then, is the converting the world 
to such a christianity, to put an end to war'? Since the days 
of C,onstautine, christian men and christian nations have 
been as prone to use the sword as Mahomedan or Pagan 
men and nations ; and we might with as much propriety 
talk of converting the world to Mahomedanism or Pagan-
ism, to put an end to war, as to hope for that result by con-
verting the world to the · present type of christianity. 

599. How is slavery to be abolished by converting the 
world to modern christianity ! Do not a large portion of 
the members of our orthodox churches, including our lJish • 
ops, doctors of divinity, and deacons, hold slaves? 
And do not a large majority of their chrisijan- brethren 
support them in it, either by their direct or silent influence? 
Do not our 4octors of divinity and professors of theology, 
sanction slavery as a "DIVID or apologize 
for it as being an" ORGANIC SIN?" Dare your missionary 
societies pr bible societies, lay their finger upon that insti-
tution? And if, after the light and development of eigh-
teen hundred years, they have not learned condemn 
slavery, when will they .learn to do it ? W atchma.n, tell ua 
of the night l Here is now, in the city of Cleveland, to-
day, (April '1.7, 1851,) a methodist minister, asking of tlle 

16 
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people contributions to enable him to purchase his own Hb-
erty of his master, who is also a methodist minister; and 
I am asked to take up a collE'ction in this infidel congrega-
tion for that purpose. A&ain, I ask, according to the pres-
ent type, how, and when is modern christianity to break 
off the bonds of oppression, and let the oppressed go free ! 
We have more to hope from Mahomedanism, as a means of 
breaking bonds of oppression, than from such chris-
tianity; for the Koran world never permit the Musselman 
to hold his brother in bondage. 

600. How is selfishness and avarice to be overcome by 
converting the world to the present type of christianity ? 
What has modem christianity accomplished, or what is it 
likely to accomplish, toward that result? Gq into the busy, 
bustling mart, and you will find those who have just arisen 
from their knees, as busily engaged in driving a sharp bar-
gain, trying to circumvent or overreacP. their neighbor in a 
trade, as those who perform no such ceremony. Let revi-
vals sweep over the land, prostrating every thing which op-
poses their progress, and when thousands have been gath-
ered into the churches, what has society gained ? Is the 
converted miser any the less a miser? Is the ambitious 
seeker after fame 'or wealth or power, any the less such? 
In short, is the selfishness of the convert, ia any 

· measure removed? I grant you may have changed 
, his speculative creed ; you may have given him a more 

sanctimonious face ; you may have given a religious cant 
· or drawl to his voice ; you may have filtered his reason, 

and made him a bigot; you may have made him negatively 
virtuous, so far as ·common or open vices are concerned ; 
the fear of hell may keep him from the haunts of dissipa-
tion and vice ; but it has not uprooted his animal selfish· 
neu, and implanted pure, disinterested love in its place : he 
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is as greedy as ever to drive a sharp bargain ; he clings wish 
as much tenacity as .ever to his earthly treasures ; and the 
hand of poverty and want is still stretched out to him in 
nin for relief. Do the of this city look after the 

•p09r, .even among·their christian brothers and sisters? I 
challenge them to answer. I know whereof I affirm. While 
members of our orthodox churchts are wallowing in wealth 
and luxury, clothing , themselves in purple and fine linnen, 
and faring sumptuously every day ; and while the church 
has a large poor fund on hand, there are poor widows and 
orphans, members. of those churches, pining in want and 
destitution. And when wealthy members have been. noti-
fied of their suffering conditio\}, asked to ((Ontribute to 
their relief, they have proposed to put them upon the town, 
and thus cast upon the political officers of the city, the du-
ties which more properly belonged to the deacons of the 
church. What has the world to expect from sunh a chris-
tianity ? In what respept are the poor tocbe benefitted by 
suoh a religion ·? What effect has it upon the proud, the 
ambitious, the selfish and worldly minded ? Go from the 
bustling mart to. the .fashionable church,, and what do you 
tind there ? Look in upon them ; liste11 to. the rustling of 
silks ; witness the gorgeous display of wealth fashion, 
and snuff the. odors of the fashiollable perfume tlbop, and 
tell where else upon earth you can find another such an 
exhibition of . vanity and p.ride and superciliousness. Au.d 
yet these churches claim to be the embodiment of true re-
ligion, and represent what is to he the effect of christianity 
upon the world ; that when all are converted like.themselves 
the millenium •will come. 

'60 J. From considerations like the foregoing, we are forced 
to conclude that such a christianity as is manifested in Eng-
land and the', United States can never becollW efticlent for 
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the redemption of the world. Either modern christendom 
is false to christianity, or christianity is false to truth, hu-
manity and God. But real christianity is true. Its -phi-
losophy is the philosophy of the universe. : Upon its prin-
ciples was every thing made that was made.. By obedience 
to its truths the world must and will be redeemed. But 
before this can be done, christianity must be wrested from 
the keeping of these religious worldlings. ' They have, by 
their organizations, taken 'possession of all the religious in· 
stitutions, and made tl1em their own. They have taken pos· 
t'ession of the rt:ligious element in community, and converted 
it to their own use. Thq have taken euntrol of public sen-
timent, and brought it to their support ; and woe to the man 
who will presume to resist their demands. They have ob-
tainet.l the control of our scl10ols and colleges, and thus 
brought their influence to bear with almost controllet'B power 
upon our children and youth, our middle aged and old. 
They have brought down the demands of a religious life to 
the tests and habits of fashionable life, and thus united their 
power with the wealth and fashion of the v.·or-ld, and brought 
to their support every powerful · element in society. And .to 
what purpo1se·? To i!upport one idle and proscriptive priest• 
hood. 

602. The falsity of modern christianity may be inferred 
from its fruits. Truth and virtue are harmonious, and 
·tend to unity. All truths in the unh·erse of God are con• 
sistent with · each other, and all virtues· exist togetber in 
harmonious relationship. Tried ·by this standard, there is 
much fal8ehood and vice in modern christianity. It must 
strike the mind of every impartial observer, that the ten• 
dency -of an the various sects in christendom, is to division 
and disunity ; and this tendenc:y has been manifested-for 

:the last eighteen hundred ye81'8. Who ever heard of nvo 
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different christian sects uniting and being one ? And where 
is the one (save the Romish church), which has existed for 
any length of time, which has not divided and become two! 
And where is this division to cease? What power is to 
break down all this thousand sectarian differences and 
unite them into one? No power short' of that which shall 
be able- to wrest christianity from their keeping; which 
shall be able to withdraw from them the Sabbath and the 
religious institutions of the land ; which shall be able to 
drive them from the control of our schools and our col· 
leges ; which shall be able to get control of the religious ele-
ment in and make it true to his nature and des-
tiny'. A power, to do this, -must collle from the spirit 
world. It must come from the land about which these 
sectarians assume to teach ; and it )D.Ust come clothed with 
such power and authority that man ca.nnot be deaf to its , 
appeals. Man must be made to feel and know his relation 
to th& future and to God. 

603. Is it answered, we have already sufficient light on 
this· subject ; that our relations to ·the future, and our 
duties growing out of those relations, ·are as plain as they 
can be ? Where, I ask, shall I go to find that light ? 'fo 
which of the thousand sects in christendom shall I look 
for a revelation of the truth ? ShaUl go to the church of 
Rome, and bow before the authority of the Pope, and by 
my fai,h, doom all Protestants to hell ? Or shall I turn my 
back upon that mother of harlots, Rnd millions of zeal-
ous Cath3lics to. the same place ? And becoming Pro-
testant, to which of the multitudinous sects shall I attach 
myself? What sign shall I have by which I may know 
I am right, or in the right path ? 

604. Am I answered ? " Read t;he Bible " Do not 
aU read the Bible ? Have not all the thousand divisions in 
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christendom arisen from reading the Bible ! And does riot 
each sect read it right, and every other sect read it wrong? 
Have not the church been reading the Bible for the last 
eighteen hundred years; and have they not educated bun· 
dreds of thousands of men, and.hired them to make it the 
business of their lives to. study the Bible, and teach them 
what it means ! And have they not paid them thousands 
of millions of dollars for their whieh has re-
sulted in these endless divisions and dissensions? And 
have these endless Bible rea-ders been able to satisfy them· 
selves, that the Old Testament teaches the immortality of 
the soul, or the New Testament teaches what is to be its 
condition, immediately after death? If we have sufficient 
light upon this subject, what is the occa-sion of such infinite 
misunderstandings ? And where is the prospect that these 
misunderstan<lings are to cease, under the degree of light 
and knowledge we have hit.herto possessed? Were all our 
previous Bible readers dishonest, or were they fools, that 
they were not able to harmonize among themsel..-es ? 
'fhere must be either lack of light, or lack of honesty. 

60b. These endless divisions and contentions in christen· 
dom have discredited christianity in the sight of the world; 
and, united with the false and hypocritical conduct ofthese 
Bible readers, has been fast driving the world·into atheism. 
'fhe tendency of their conduct and influence for the last 
thousand years, has been to stifle the voice of nature in 
her silent and truthful teachings, as to the immortality of 
the soul, the existence of a God, and realities of an 
endless future; prostituting and perverting the religious ele-
ment in man, by crushing reason, and substituting blind 
authority in its stead. And whatever may have been their 
profe$sed creed, they have heen, in their lives and conduct, 
practical athiests. Their infiuenee in society has been 
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atheistioal, and tended more in that direction than to prove 
the truth oJ. what they professed to believe and teach. It 
cannot be denied that the tendency of the age ha.S been, 
under the instruction of these religious teachers and Bible 
expounders, in the direction of materialism. The scien-
tific minds of the day have not confidence enough in the 
r-eligion of these churches, to be arrested by them in their 
moral course the blank night of material atheism. 

606. And why should they have confidence in them ? 
What evidence have they furnished the world of their hon-
esty and sincerity? Professing to believe and teach that 
we should not " Lay up for ourselves . treasures upon 
earth," they are constantly laboring night and day for that 
object, and sometimes violating every principle of moral 
honesty, and robbing the poor to accumulate for themselves 
earthly treasures. Professing to believe and teach that they 
are stewards of God's household, and whatever they possess 
they hold in trust for God's use, to be expended in feeding 
his hungry, clothing his naked, and educating his ignorant 
children ; and that whatever they do unto the least of these 
poor suffering children of sorrow, they do unto Christ him-
self; and .that wherein . they neglect and despise them, · 
they neglect and despise Christ, and yet they wallow 
wealth and luxuary, totally indifferent to the fate of the 
needy and perishing about them. Professing to believe 
that man should not evil by evil, they individually 
and collectively arm themselve11 with the implements of 
death, and rush upon their brethren, lay waste their fields, 

their cities, sack their towns, and butcher them and. 
their wives and children. They profess to believe that 
christianity is designed to break the bands of oppression 
and let the oppreased. go free. Yet they are holding mill-
ions of their brethren and sisters in chattle slavery, and 
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claiming IT to be a divine institution. 'l'bey have opp'Osed 
progress in scientific discoveries, by denouncing every im-· 
portant advance which has been made, as infidel and the 
work of the devil. And they have persecuted and pro· 
scribed almost every one who has been instrumental in de-
veloping any new truth. The science of astronomy, of 
geology, of philosophy, phrenology, mesmerism, &e., &c., 
has had to pass under the ban of their proscription. How 
then, I enquire, can the world have confidence in them? 
False to every thing they profess-false to truth, to hu-
manity and God. 

607. Is it no.t time that power should be arrested from such 
hands ? Is it not time that light should break in upon us 
from the spirit land ? Is it not time that a voice should 
come from beyond the grave to reassure us of our own im-
mortality, and that God lives and is true, though all sects 
in this sectarian world be false ? Is it not time for God to 
vindicate his character and attributes from the aspersions 
of modern christianity. If man is ever to be redeemed 
from the dominion of selfishness, and the vices and crimes 
incident to it, must not a new light spring up ; must not 
new revela•ions be made, or old ones be reaffirmed and es-
tablished? If there is power in the spirit world to com-
municate with man and reestablish him in the realities of 
the future, and of God, never was · there a time when he 
needed its exercise more than now. The voice of suffer-
ing humanity throughout the world, is going up to heaven 
for relief. The cries of the needy and perishing are borne 
on every breeze. War and slavery and avarice are intent 
on devout;ing the poor and the weak, and they appeal to . 
the church for relief. Humanity ca11s upon the church to 
come to their aid; By.t like Cain of old;· she enquires, 

.. 
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" Am I my brothers keeper?" and Priest and Levite like, 
passes by on the other side. 

608. The .world can never be redeemed until the religious 
element in man is properly developed and directed. Tme 
religion is the spontaneous production of the elements of 
our spiritual being, and is inate in man. Without these 
elements, religion would be nothing ; with them it is every 
thing. It is not for God ; it is not what God needs; it is 
not what he ·desires on his own account; it is not for his 
use. Being infinite in the perfection of his attributes, 
nothing that man can do, will add to or detract from those 
perfections. He cannot be made more powerful, wise, 
good and happy, by anything or every thing which man can 
do ; and aside from the influence which truth or falsehood, 
obedience or diobedience, are to have on beings out of him-
self, it is a matj;er of indifference to him whether men keep 
his laws or violate them. ReligiOJt has to do with man, 
and the he sustains to God through his fellow mM: 
lttan, as an immortal being, has to do with the individuali-
zation and development of his own immortal spirit, and 
the individualization and development of immortal spirits 
about him ; and he is so interwoven in.to the web of exis-
tence, that he can neither act or think without influencing 
the destiny of beings around him ; and the great system of 
which he is a part, is so constructed that his own eternal 
well being is in harmony with the eternal well being of 
every other existence, and can only be promoted by pro-
moting the well being of others: Now it is the business of 
religion to make man acquainted with his nature and des-
tiny, and with the relations he sustains through that ne..ture 
to his fellow man and to God, and to induce in· him the 
neoessay impulses to move in the sphere. of his duty and 
destiny. ltence all our religious duties have relation to 

\ 
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ourselves and our feUow men, and can only be performed 
by bringing ourselves into harmony with all truths and 
virtues. We cannot love God and hate a brother ; we can· 
not respect God and despise a brother ; we cannot serve 
God and neglect a brother ; our relation is such, that what-
ever we do to man, we do to God. 

609. And herein is a fundamental error in modern chris-
tianity. Practically, they make religious serviee to consist 
in doing something they owe to God, irrespective-Of man. 
Doing something that shall please God, regardless of its re-
lation to, or ell"ect upon man. Believing in somethin:& that 
God requires, althou6h it be my.>terious and incomprehen-
sible. Hence a very prominent part of modern christiani-
ty consists in speculative creeds, that tax somewhat the 
faith of those who sub.>cribe to them. And the great vir-
tue in believing in such creeds, consists in the tax such faith 
imposes on credulity, thereby evincing faith or confidence 
in the truth of God, although he require us to believe those 
thing.> which are apparently inconsistent or ab;;urd. An-
other very prominent feature of modern christianity is, that 
worship consists in observing certain religio11s forms. and 
ceremonies, because they suppose Gud requires them to ob-
serve them. B11t for what reason God ever required them, 
or wh1 he now req,uires them, they are unable to divine . 
They <mnnot see that tho>e forms and ceremonies are par-
tioula.rly benelicial to Go:i or m:J.n, yet nevertheless they 

be observed as a matter of form, and by s11cb. obser-
vance they worship and please God. 

610. Another fundamental error of christianity is, in 
mistaking the end and aim of religion. They of it. 
as designed to fit us for death, when i1,1 reality we do not 
need it for that purpose. Religion is needed to fit man to 
live, alld is more imperatively demanded for the purpose 
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of fitting man to live, than for preparing .Jilin to die. The 
true man will have no trouble about dying. He will have 
no fears that btl can die well enough. His great anxiety 
will be to know how to live to the best purpose. True re-
ligion will teach him how to do this. Modern christians 

upon the hypothesis that God is angry with them, and 
intends to damn them eternally hereafter, and that religion 
is designed to them how they can appease his anger, 
make him pleased with them, and thereby enable them to 
escape eternal damnation. Hence they seek what they call 
religion, and urge others to do the same, .as a sort of insu-
rance against a (uture hell. Now I hardly need remark 
that the utmost scope of such religious views, is only to 
make men negatively virtuous, not and actively 
so. Such a religion may make civil men and .civil women, 
but it will never make good and true men and women. I 
shall consider this matter more at length hereafter. 

611. Thus it is that the religious element · in man has 
been perverted; and its power as a means of human r.c-
demption has been destroyed. Christianity, the only true 
system of religion, bas been robbed of its original signifi-
cance and power; it has been plundered of. those divine 
truths by which the world to be redeemed and recon-
ciled t_o God. As taught and practiced by its divine founders, 
it was pure spiritualism. · Its consisted in perfect 
obedience ·to· all the requirements of truth and justice, 
prompted ·by an interior love for the true and the and 
was without form and ceremony. It had no set time or 
plaoe, or circumstance ; but it belonged to all times, all 
places, and all circumstances. It was unnecessary to go to 
Jerusalem or to Mount Gerrazim to worship the Father. 
Hu be worshipped at the well, on the mountain or in 
the desert. Where-ver there was an ignorant being to be 
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instructed, a fallen being to be raised up, a mourning one. 
to be comforted, or a suffering one to be relieved, there was 
an altar whereon a pure sacrifice eould be offered most 
ceptable to God. Christ, in his life and teachings, was the 
word of God made flesh ; that is, he was the 
of the infinite Father, into finite humanity. He 
reveal those principles and truths which were interwoven 
into the very structure of the universe, and to become an 
exemplification of those principles and truths in their prac· 
tical application to man as a social and civil being. 

612. The end, aim and true scope of religion, as taught 
by Christ, being misunderstood and misapplied by modem 
christians, and a mechanical, artificial system, having more 
of formal Judaism than spiritual christianity in it, having 
taken the place of the true one, modern christianity has 
become as false and idolatrous in its teachings and worship 
as other Paganisms, Rnd it is not easy to determine whether 
it is christianized heathenism, or heathenized christianity, 
But be it what it may, it is so far from being true, it cannot 
be relied upon as a means of human redemption. 

613. Of this mankind have been satisfied for a long 
time, and have ceased looking to it as a means of reform. 
If an attack is to be made upon any form of Vice with a 
view of rendering it odious, and thus banishing it from so· 
ciety, an organization out of the church, must be formed 
for that purpose. If we rely upon the church to do the 
work, it is not done. Intemperance and the church moved 
along together for centuries, and would have continued to -
do so, had not an influence exterior to that horly, have or-
ganized and put forth a systematic opposition to it, and so 
was· it with slavery. There is nothing in modem christi· 
anity whieh revealed slavery in a sinful or odious light, 
until the humanitarian, on the outside of church organiza· 
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tion and discipline, raised his voice against it. And then 
the first he in the ranks of the enemy was the 

.church and its ministry. The first battle had to be fought 
with them, and they have not capitulated yet. For they 
are now debating whether slavery is not a christian institu-
tion at least in harmony with christianity; and how long it 
will take them to settle that question, time alone can de-
termine. So also with war, which has so long deluged 
the earth with blood. It has been the champion of the 
church for the last fifteen hundred years, and modem 
christianity has yet to learn, that the trade of the soldier, 
and the profession of the christian, are incompatible with 
each other. And so is .it with every other popular vice. 
EYery effort at reform originates and is C!\rried forward 
outside of the church, and it has ceased to be. considered 
an instrument of reforn:t, and the church have ceased con-
sidering themselves as such. · 
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AN ANALYSIS Oil' MAN. 

614. The object of this lecture is to analyze mtm for the. 
purpose of studyi·ng his nature and ascertaining the source 
of all his impulses to action ; for that which thinks, wills 
and acts, constitutes the man. In the early part of this 
course of lectures, I had occasion to trace the path of de-
Yelopment through the mineral, vegetable and animal king-
doms, until I came to man. As we entered upon each of 
these kingdoms, we found the manifestation of new prin-
ciples which had not appeared before, at the same time 
they were accompanied by all the preceeding manifesta-
tions. Thus when we entered the animal kingdom we 
fuund the development of the nervous medium, embracing 
sensation and motion, accompanied by vitality, magnetism, 
electricity and matter. In treating upon man as a thinking 
and acting being, I care to only those things which 
make him such. 

615. As m:\n differers from all preceeding developments,. 
in the nature and power of his mind, and those desires and 
aspirations which grow out of that difference, .I win again. 
notice the office of sensation and instinct, . which make up 
the mind of the animal, and that of individualized immor-
tal spirit, which makes up the mind of man. The office of 
sensation is to reveal only the external and perishable forms 
o( existence, or the accidantals of real existence. Instinct is 
designed to supply the place of reason ; and is found, were 
from want of observation and the power of 
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reason cannot exist; and yet the action ro be perronned 
by its impulse, is ·essential to the existence of the being. 
Sensation and instinct compose the mind of the animal, 
and it can never rise above their revealments. It ean com· 

no class of truths they cannot fully reveal. It 
can never examine the interior of things. Depending upQJl 
sensation for its existence, the animal mind must begin 
where sensation begins, and end where it ends. The de-
sires and aspirations of the animal are confined to the 
sphere of sensible effects. In that sphere all its wishes can 
fully be gratified. It can perceive nothing beyond ; it can 
anticipate nothing beyond; and hence it aspires to nothing 
beyond. · With its physical wants supplied, and its animal 
desires gratified, the brute is contented and at ease. 

616. Not so with . man. While he possesses a nature 
pureiy animaJ in its character, which can be satisfied with 
physical objects, he possess also another nature, which-de-
mands something beyond. The physical and external will 

gratify it. Like the animal, he can perceive the ex-
ternal forms of existence ; but they are only suggestive of 
an internal cause, and his· higher nature is constantly at-
tracted toward, or drawn out after that cause, and it can-
not be satisfied until it can find it out. An eternal WHY? 
and How? and WHAT? is disturbing his rest, and be must 
attend to their demands. This higher nature is constantly 
looking beyond this exterior world ; its aspirations and de· 
sires center in the sphere of causation and spirit ; and can 
only be gratified by that which belongs to that sphere. 
Hence in this lower sphere of existence the mind ever 
be active, restless and unquiet ; there will always · be an 
aching void the world cannot fill. 

817. But as man, in this sphere is a compound being, 
eomposed of the animal, which belongs to this sphere alone, 
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and the spiritual which belongs to the next sphere, he will 
exhibit the two characters. He will exhibit the 11o11imal in-
tensified, and the spiritual modified. . And by carefully at-
tending to the phtmomena of his compound character. we 
shall be able to determine the motives and impulses which 
prompt his actions, and ascertain how far they are animal, 
how far they are spiritual, and ho.w far they are mixed. 
By carefully investigating the character of those animals 
which most nearly approach the development of immortal 
spirit, we shall be able to determine the scope of animal 
impulse, and the capacity of animal intellect. 

618. It may be remarked in the outset, that the end and 
aim of all animal appetites, interests, passions and affec-
tions, look to the development of their animal bodies, the 
propagation of their species, and the defence of themseh·es 
and those dependent upon them, from that "');hich threatens 
injury or destruction. These are all the ends there are to 

. be provided for in the animal economy, and consequently it 
would have been out of place to have endowed them with 
other aspirations and desires. The means of gratifying 
all these appetites, interests, passions;, &c., are supplied in 
this sphere of material existence, and consequently they 
can be fully gratified here, and the full destiny of the 
animal be accomplished. The appetites are but the voice 
of nature calling for material to build up and keep in re • 
pair the animal system, and are indicative of such a de· 
mand. The passions are those impulses which stimulate 
the animal to itself against danger, or that which 
threatens to invade its chartered existence, as well as that 
impulse which leads it to seek to continue its existence in 
it. offspring. It's affections are those implllses which go 
out of itself and lead it to seek the well being of another, 
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during the period of_ the helpless dependence of that other 
being, and no longer. 

619. In the animal, the proper office of these appetites, 
instincts, passions, &c., cim be observed by a cloee atten· 
tion to the habits of the animal. Possessing no higher na• 
ture to goad them into action, they are not intensified in 
-the mere animal, but are seen performing their 
and proper functions. l!ence in the fields' of nature, we 
can learn true wisdom from the volume written by the 
finger of God, in these rudament&l developments of man. 
The animal eats only to supply the demands of a healthy 
appetite, and not for the purpose of deriving pleasure 
from eating ; and eats those things which are best suited to 
supply that demand. Hence their appetites never become 
depraved, and they never destroy themselves by gluttony. 
They drink to quench a healthy thirst, and only for that 
purpose. Hence they seek not to tickle the palate with 
mixed or unnatural drinks, and you have no dissipated or 
drunken animals. They gratify their sexual desires for 
the purpose of propagating their species, and not for 
plying themselves with an of gra\ifica• 
tion and enjoyment. Hence they run not into excess of 
lust, and thereby enervate, disease. and destroy them• 
selves. Hence you find no libertines or debauchees among 
mere animals. In supplying their wants, they seek to ap· 
propriate no more than their wants demand. They are no 
monopolists. The swine will share his slough 
brother swine, and the horse and ox and sheep, their pas .. 
ture and their 

Their passions are called into exercise only whea 
nature demands their exercise. If in danger, they \ldll ftee, 
if that be practicable ; if not, they will resist. They how• 

OODIUlt their own feelings and convenicmce. iQ.· sucla 
. 17 
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a matter. If they feel competent to resist, and resiatenee 
seem praetil:al, they will do eo until the danger is removed 
or they are overcome. But such resistance ends their de-

' sire of conquest. There are no Don Quixote• or Alexan-
. dera among animals. They are too true to nature 
"'""- and too sensible to exhibit such foil y. Their affections for 

lkeir young, leads them to provide for them during the Fe-
riod or their helpless dependence, and to defend them du-
ring their tender embecility. Beyond that they have no 
duties to perform toward them ; and nature, true to that end 
in her impulses, gives them no further trouble or care 
about them. Here then, let us study the true end and aim 
of all our animal appetites, instincts, passions and desires. 
Let us learn a lesson from this page of nature. " Go to 
the ant, consider her ways, and be wise. 

621. We find man, as an animal, possessing all these 
appetites, instincts, pasaioiis and affections intensified. lD 
consequence of which'he is constantly rtanning into those 
exce88es and vices from which the mere animal is free, 
and which are the source of all the physical, civil, social 
and moral evils which atBict the world. Were man an 
animal merely, he would be guilty of none of those ex-
cesses and vices. These are the result of the aspira· 
tions and desires of his immortal nature misdirected. The 
spirit gives the impulse, the animal gives the direction. Hence 

.man's vioes and crimea are tbe product of his compound na-
ture. Were he a mere animal, there would be nothing to give 
the impulse; were he a pure spirit, there would be DOthiBg to 
misdirect. In the animal, motives to are exterior to the 
animal; in the spirit, impulses are interior to the spirit. In the 
animal, selfishness is the great and all absorbing motive 

In the spirit, love or inate spiritual atBnity impels to 
action, ani theae two are in a state of apparent 

1 
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The tendency of selfishness is to seek our own gratifica-
tion at the expense of the happiness and well being of 
others, if need be, or at least, regardless of the well being 
of aLbers ; the tendency of LOVE is to seek the well being 
and happiness of others regardless of our own. Hence it 
is said 1 ' The spirit wareth against the flesh, and,the flesh 
lusteth against the spirit." It is only when. the animal 
usurps the place of the spiritual, that this antagonism ex-
ists. In its own sphere, performing its own proper func-
tions, it exists in harmony with the spirit; and when under 
its control will find its own well being and happiness har-
monizing with the well being and happiness of others. 

622. This selfishness of the animal nature is the foun-
dation of all the passions and affections of the mere ani-
mal, and is absolutely essential to stimulate it to protect 
an1 defend its individual existence. It is an attribute of 
the animal, and is animal in all it provokes. 
is the highest motive power the animal is capable of at· 
taining to. Having no interior or nature, it can• 
not act from spiritual impulses or affinities. The highest 
form of animal existence being subjoot to destruction, its 
highest motive power must be to preserve that form from 
destruction. Hence its highest care must be to provide 
for and defend itself. To this end all Mimal activity tends ; 
and in fulfilling this end, it find!! all its gJatifieations and 
happiness. For nature, in all her plans of operation, has 
ordained that gratification shall flow from the proper dis-
charge of all out obligations either to ourselves or others. 

623. But the spiritual nature of man, being immortal in 
its constitution, and not subject to destruction, has no oc· 
easion to provide against any soqch result ; therefore it baa 
no dE-mand for the attriboqte of selfi.shuess, and therefore 
bM it not. This spiritual nature, being once in 
mut forver continue tA> exist: •d theNfore i&a motives, do· 
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sires and aspirations, must have reference to something 
&side from perpetuating its existence. The end of its ex-
istence is to develope, and expand to infinity in the elements 
of its being ; therefore its motives, aspirations and desires 
must have reference to that end, and must be such as can 
only :tJe gratified by such activity as tends to develope and 
expand those elements, and as love or interior delight, is 
the impelling power of the spirit, its entire activity, to 
gratify its desires, must harmonize with perfect love ; and 
as wisdom or true knowledge is the state or condition to 
which the spirit tends, it must also bannonize with aU 
truth. Hence the appetites, desires and aspirations of the 
soul will naturally demand for their gratification, the con-
stant exercise of all the active \'irtues and perfect obedi-
ence to all the claims of truth and justice. 

624. This fundamental position must be kept in sight. 
An appetite or desire is indicative of a demand. If it be 
a. natural appetite or desire, it wilr arise from a natural de-
Mand; and when that demand is properly supplied, it will 
afford gratification. Hence, when there is a healthy ap· 
petite for food, it indicates a demand on the of the 
physical system for material to nourish and develope it ; 
and by properly supplying that demand with the appropri· 
ate food, gratification will be afforded ; and the system 
will be nourished and developed. So also if there is a 
healthy thiret, that indical..;s on the part of the system, a 
demand for appropriate fluids, and the proper supplying of 
that demand will afford gratification, and thus is it in ref· 
ferenee to all the natural demands of the animal ; they 
are all indicated by natural appetites and desires, and are 
all legitimate and proper; and when properly .supplied, 
produce gratification and animal enjoyment. 

But as all animal appetites and desires are based 
11opon the nsture' and necessities of the animal constitution, 
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so are a.ll spiritual appetites and. desires based upon the 
nature and nec.essities of the ·spiritual constitlltion, and in-
dicate a demand for that which is necessary to nourish, · 
develope and expand the being. And as all ani--
m;ll appetites and de3ires have reference to the eiul of its. 
animal existence, so also have all spiritual appetites, aspi· 
rations aad desires reference to the ·end of our spiritual ex-
iitence ; and as animal gratification .results from properly 
supplying sueh demands, so spiritual gratification, or true 
happiness, will result from properly supplying those spiritu• 
al demands. 

· 6'l6. In the annul, its highest gratification .consists in 
supplying properly the natural demands of its · physical 
nature ; because that is the highest end ()( its existence ; 
that is, the utmost limit of its desires and aspirations and 
therefore it can attain to no higher happin-ess than t,heir 
proper gratification affords. For this reason, there is noth• 
ing to stimulate the mere animal to commit excess. 

But m1n, being possessed of a higher nature and 
. destiny, being stimulated by desires and aspirations, com·. 
mensurate with that nature and-destiny, can never obtain 
true happiness, short of a proper gratification of those de-
sires and aspirations. He, although an animal, is a God 
in the immortality of his nature, and must be gratified as 
a God to be truly happy, and not as an animal. Hence, 
while the animal can reap its fill of happiness in supplying 
the demands of its physical nature, man remains discon-
tented and miserable if only those demq.nds are supplied ; 
there .is that within him which calls for higher gratification. 
It is the God within admonishing him of his true nature 
and destiny, and demanding him, as he would be happy, 
to be faithful and responsive to it, But man, ignorant of 
tll& nature of this demand, bas sought t? gratify it by ad-

.... 

.# 
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ministering to his animal passions, appetites and desires. 
Has set about creating artificial appetites,· and thus in-
tensified them, and diseased his animal natare, and 
hence have arisen all the civil, social and moral eYils 
which curse society and man. Man, in thus intenRifying 
his animal apJietites, passions, &c:, is at war with himself, 
his nature and destiny; by his own animal selfishness, be-
comes his own worst enemy, and it requires the interpm;i• 
tion of heaven to keep him from destroying himself. 

Such being the nature and constitution of man, he 
must never expect to satisfy the demands of his spiritual 
nature, by any attempt at gratifying the animal; and con-
sequently he mu5t never expect happiness in any pursuit 
which does not look beyoml that animal nature. His ani-
mal nature was not intended as a means of conferring hap-
piness upon him, but as an instrument of individual-
iting his spirit, and continuing that process of individualiza-
tion in his It is one of the means, not the erul 
of his e:\.;stence ; its business is subordinate to minister to 
the spirit, not to be ministered unto by the spirit. Man's 
happiness was designed to consist in pursuing legitimately 
and properly his highest destiny, and not in trifting with 
the means by which that destiny was to be pursued. If 
man could find full and complete satisfaction in the grati-

• fi.cation of his animal nature; it would be proof positive 
that he possessed no higher to be gratified; Hence 
the restlessness ani dissatisfaction attending man in his 
worldly pursuits, is the voice of God within, calling him 
away to a higher life. · 

629. Herein is· the reason why man cannot be satisfied 
by anything or everything which this world can. bestow. 
Let these positions be understood. Man can only find true 
happiness in gratifying the demands of his higher nature ; 
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but the demands of his highel' nature cannot be gratified 
by anything which looks not beyond his physical or e:z.. 
temal being. Hence in all his pursuits after wealth, fame, 
or power, man ,cannot obtain happiness ; and by these 
purs-qi.ts he only intensifies the <iesiros of his lower nature 
beyond their capacity of gratific.ation, and consequently 
entail on himself dissatisfaction and misery. 

630. The truth of these positions has been verified by . 
the experience of the universal past and present. The , 
history of Alexander the Great, is the history of every in· 
dividual who has sought after happiness in the pursuit of 
fame or power. Feeling the impulses and desires of his 
immortal natw·e, demanding action and gratification, he 
vainly imagined that gratification could be obtained" in the 
conquest of the world. Stimula.ted to action by hill im· 
mortal cravings, he drew his sword and rushed madly 
upon man. The wailings o£ widows and orphans awoke 
in his path. He carried de!)olation and ruin wherever he 
went.-:-on he strode, crushing human hearts at every step, 
until the world was conqured, and lay in slavish subjection 
at his feet. Kings and princes were his rubjects, and all 
aations were tributary to him. There he stood on the 
pinnacle of fame and power, a monument of solitude and 
grief. To what further attainment could he aspire ? 
What wish could he ind1,dge, which he had not the abund-
ant means to gratify ? Appetite, passion and lust had 
the world at their command, and yet could not confer hap-
piness. The reason is obvious, Aluander had attempted 
to satisfy the demands of his higher nature, by laboring 
to administer to the lower ; and by so doing he had •not 
only left his spiritual nature to famish, but had intensified 
his baser passions and appetites beyond their capacity of 
gratification. and these rendered himself hopelessly wretched. 
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631. So alto ie ·it with those who make wealth the object 
.,£ their' attainment. The desire of gain ia constantly atim-
ulatiog them . to incessant toil and privation. .And yet suc· 
cesa brings with it. no enduring ntisfaction. It &ervea only 
to inteuify the desire beyond it& capacity of being gratified. 
The CS!Ie of the French miser is a fair illustration' of the 
power of wealth to beget happiness. In Paris, there lived 
a man whoee desires and aspirations centered in the acqui-
sition of ·wealth. He arose early, sat up late, toiled hard, 
and eat the bread of carefulness, that ·he might lay up for 
himself earthly treasures. .And 'he was abundantly success-
ful in his effort!;. His wealth rolled in upon him 'llntil it 
amounted to untold millions. But with the increase of his 
:riches, his avaricious desires and anxious can>s increased. 
The desire of getting, and the fear of loosing, deprived him 
of appetite and rest and sleep. In his fevered .dreams, he 
had visions and tbrebodings of bank failures, stock deprecia-
tions, oondagrations and shipwrecks. His wealth seemed al-
ways to be on the wing, and just ready to escape his grasp. 
He turned his property into gold, and resolved to keep it 
within his own custody and control. Then he thought of 
the ingenuity of thieves, and. the frailty of locks ; and pru-
dence see!Jled to demand his constant presence, to watch 
over and guard his golden heaps. There he heard the foot-
steps of the robber, t.he supposed whisper of the assassin, 
and the midnight work of the burglar, as they lurked around 
for his life and gold. Thus he continued to watch night 
and day, until tired and abused nature gave we.y, and left 
the old man a victim to gold and despair. He felt that his 
life of toil and privation had only. seemed to heap upon him 
wretchedness and misery, and there was no prospect of re-o 
lief. His desire for,gain was still unabated, and yet every 
dollar it brought, only added a new pang to his head 
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heart. He resolved to end the scene, and seek in death that 
which life had denied to him, rest and quiet. With this in-

he hastened to the and as he stood upon its 
banks, taking his farewell view of earth, and about to pro-
nounce his last malediction u}lon it, he thrust his hands into 
his pocket, where he found four guineas, which had escaped 
the prison of their fellows. He took them in his band, and 
!for the first time in his life, be felt they were o fno value 
to him ; for the first time in his life be tkoouht they might 
be of some value to some poor suffering child of sorrow. 
With this feeling and this thought, be turned away to find 
sGme needy one upon whom he migh& bestow them. . He 
had not gone far when he cmne to the door of a wretched 
hovel. He heard within the cry of poverty and distress-
he entered. There Jay, on a pallet of straw, and covered 
with rags, a sick and widowed mother ; scattered upon the 
floor, eat four hungry little ones, crying for bread, and the 
mother none to give, and no means for' procuring any. There 
she Jay in agony, such as none but mothers can feel for per-
ishing babes, perishing for want of food, and none to give. 

bad just prayed, "Father, give us this day our daily 
bread," when the old miser entered her door. He came to 
her bed ·Silently he placed the guineas in: her hand. 
The mother looked upon the guineas, then upon the giver ; 
then upon the guineas, and upon the giver again, as if to. 
assure herself it was not a dream. Then she seized his 
hand-she pressed it to' her lips. The wann tears bathed 
it, and she blessed him, and she prayed God to bless him. 
She bade her little· ones to come and bless him; and they 
eame, and blessings, thanks and prayen were showered 
tbiek upon him. The old miser's heart gf\Ve way-the flesh 
was pierced. A thrill of joy, of satisfaction, ot exquisite 
4elight, shot Ulrough hia aoul, and sent blood tingling to ;: 
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the tips of his fingers and toes. A spirit tongue seemed to 
whisper in his ears, "WELL DOJr.B." What I what I exclaimed 
the old man, is happineu so cheap ? Then will I be happy. 
He turned away, not to drown himself, but to till his pook· 
ets with guiaeas, au.d search out the objects of cbarity, that 
he might relieve them. Thus he spent the remainder. of 
his life, and at last died, in a good. •ld age, testifying to all 
around, that the way to be happy, was to be useful and 
good. 

In the foregoing incident, is to be found a lesson 
taught by God himself. When the shipwrecked mariner is 
throyn upon some barren rock, famishing from thirst, with 
the ocean arolind him, why does he not drink? .Because 
he knows that every drop of that brine will only serve to 
intensify that thirst; and could he drink the ocean dry, he 
would only increase, .not satisfy its rage. Whereas, one 
simple quaff of the appropriate drink would afford him the 
most exquisite satisfaction and delight. So was it with the 
oll miser. He bad been striving to satisfy the demands of 
his higher nature, with food unsuited for it. He had. been 
drinking brine to assuage his thirst , but the moment he even 
accidentally complied. with the demands of his higher na-
tllre, the dove returned with .the olive leaf in J.ler month ; 
the ark rested on the top of the mountsin, and despair sub-
sided from the face of his soul. 

633. 'l'his lesson is taught by the universal experience of 
man. Happiness is the great boon ·cor which all are seek-
ing, and that happiness must be obtained in gratification ; 
and that gratification must be such as flows from complying 
with the demands of our higher nature. · Our higher nature 
demands love, universal, unselfish love ; and wisdom, t.I:Jle 
knowledge, that it may develope and expand in the elements 

its being. Deprive it of such food, and it will famish; 
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and its hungerings and thirstings will fill the soul with dis- • 
quiet and misery. 

When will man learn wisdom from the teachings of 
experience ? When will he listen to, and understand the 
admonitions of the God within, which tells him that happi· 
ness cannot be found in the pursuit of wealth, or fame, or 
power, as an end of human attainment? When will he un-
derstand the wisdom and benevolence of that pfan, which 
is constantly striving to win him from these low and grovel· 
ing pursuits, which tend to unduly develope his animal na· 
ture, .and thereby crush and destroy his spiritual ; and to 
attract him in the ways of happiness and eternal life ? 
When will he listen to that voice whiqh is ever ready to 
bless him with the richest blessings of peace and joy and 
happiness, whenever he is striving, from pure unselfish mo-
tives, to promote the well being, peace and happiness of 
others? The widow's mite, the cup of cold water, a kind 
and gentle word, or even look, are never without their re-
ward. They are sure to bestow a quiet peace and happi-
ness, the wealth of all the world cannot purchase. 

635. The highest end of man's existence, being to ulti-
mate an individualized immortal spirit, with a capacity of 
in4nite expansion and development in love and knowledge, 
attended with perfect and complete happiness in that ex-

, pansion, infinite or perfect wisdom could not have ordained 
h otherwise consistent with that end, than that happiness 
should. only be found in such pursuits as tended thus to de-
velope and expand the soul in harmony with the de•elop· 
ment and expansion of every other soul in the universe. 
And it stands forth an eternal memorial of the perfect wis-
dom and goodness of our Creator, that in his arrangements 
nothing will confer true and perfect happiness upon man, 
which does nob tend to the well being and happi-
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ness of every created intelligence ; and this inate desire for 
happiness which pervades every breast, is the gravitating 
principle of the spirit, drawing it toward, and binding it to 
the heart of God, and thus love becomes to the spirit world, 
what the law of universal gravitation is to .the material 
universe. 

636. The physical or animal nature of man, being de· 
signed only as an instrument for · thus individualizing and 
ultimating this spirit, in its natural and legitimate 
harmonizes with the end it was designed to fulfill. Left to 
itself, it makes no demand which ought not to be complied 
with. Its natural appetites, instincts and desires, are as 
l10ly and sacred as are the appetites, instinct and desires of 
the spirit ; and if man would be to let them per-
form their legitimate functions, and not strain them be. 
yond their capacity and design, he would be blessed in 
their use. The Creator of all things has affixed to the 
proper supply of their demands, a gratification -suffiient to 
compensate .for the labor of supplying them, and no more. · 
That amount of happiness is all he they should 
have power to confer, and he fixed that as' the limit of 
their capacity. When strained beyond that point, they- be-
come over taxed and intensified, and become a soul'(le of 
irritation and suffering, of disease and pl1ysical death. And 
this very death, when thus induced, is a benevolent provis-
ion of our wise Creator. When the compound being, man, 
thus seeks to thwart his own destiny, by making his phys-
ical body a means of crushing his immortal spirit, and in· 
fiicting upon it wounds from which it can ·never recover, it 
is a wise and benevolent provision, that in consequenee of 
suoh acts, tbe spirit ean be divoreed from such a body. 

637. Every aot in man's life, which harmonizes with thtt 
end for which he exists, will confer. upon him happiness in: 

------ -· ---·----· 
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proportion as it is calculated to promote that et1<l ; and it 
will fail to confer happiness, if it is indifferent to that end. 
And, it will tend to make him miserable if it conflicts with 
that end. Hence, when man, in his ignorance or madness, 
attempts to obtain happiness by pampering his appetites, 
passions and lusts, he makes himself miserable, through 
disease, irritation and insatiable desire : he looses his self-
respect : when his soul can find him alone, she reproves 
him, and points the finger of scorn at him, and causes him 
to despise himself. His inner sanctuary is polluted, and he 
finds no place of retreat from his vioes, where he can enjoy 
that sweet communion of spirit so essential to true happi-
ness. is a part of that penalty which nature inflicts 
upon man for attempting to disturb her economy, and make 
that an end which was only designed as a means of exist-
ence. Did she not inflict that penalty, man would fail of 
his higher destiny. He would control himseir with that 
·which must perish with the using. Therefore, she chasti-
ses him his folly, and points him to the eternal destiny 
which awaits him. 

638. As the physical body is an instrument for individ-
ualizing the spirit, and as the vital constitution, (so to 
speak), of the spirit must depend upoa its individualiza-
tion 1n the body, man's stay in the form is fraught with 
infinite interest to him. ·It makes this life the seed time of 
eternity, and he will be compelled to reap the harvest of 
his own sowing. ·Whether that harvest shall be one of eter• 
nal delight and rejoicing or otherwise, must be determined 
by the individualization of the spirit here. Every influence 
by which we are surrounded, makes its impress upon the 
imperishable constitution. If those influences harmonize 
with wisd&m and love, and awaken in us, actions responsive 
to them, then will the impress on our spirits be favorable; 
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but if those influences are false and wicked, and awaken in 
us, actions responsive to them, the upon the spirit 
will be unfavorable. 

639. Take two acorns, plant. one of them in a congenial 
and fertile soil, let it take root and grow there, and it 
will become the giant of the forest. Plant the other in an 
uncongenial desert soil, and it will become a dwarfed and 
stinted shrub. After it has taken root in the desert; and 
has there taken upon itself its constitution, you may 
transplant it to the congenial soil of the other oak, but its 
constitution 'will not be changed. It can neYer become the 
briant of the forest; and although it de'l"elope and ex. 
pand mere than it would have done, had it not have been 
transplanted, still it must continue through the period of 
its existence, a dwarfed and stinted shrub. From this, we 
may learn a lesson of much practical importance. 

640. From these considerations, we are forced to con-
clude, that the author of our existence bas placed our high-
est happiness in our highest good ; and has placed our 
highest good, in the highest good of all created intelligen-
ces; and has thus bound us together, and to himself, by 
tJte chords of his perfect and eternal love. That whenever 
we act in harmony with .the well being of all within our 

of influence and action, we act in harmony with our 
own well being and destiny, and will be rewarded with 
happiness. But when we act in antagonism to the well be-
ing of the humblest spirit in the universe, we act in antag· 
onism to the well being and happiness of every spirit, even 
of God himself. Henoe, said Christ, "Inasmuch as ye 
have done it unto one of the least of them, my brethren , 
ye have done it uto me." ..t\..nd, "Inasmuch as ye havfJ 

done it unto them, ye have not done it unto -me." 
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Hence we must conclude, that whatever we do unto man, 
we do unto God. 

641. From these considerations, 'lt"e are to infer, that we 
are not to seek the gratification of our natural appetites, 
passions and desires, as a means of obtaining happiness. 
That they were never designed for that purpose ; and when 
man does so, he is at war with his own eternal well being, 
and will reap a bitter harvest as the fruit of his labor, in 
the disease which he witl -entail upon his physical system ; • 
in the discontent and misery he will inflict upon his mind 
here, and in the upfavorable influence he will exert o.n the 
individualizstion of his immortal spirit. . The extent of 
that, penalty upon his physical system here, can be some• 
what realized in the drunkard, the libertine, and debauchee; 
but the full penalty upon the soul can never be realized, 
until the unfolding ages of eternity shall sum them up. 

642. This life, then, should be considered as a prelude 
to a higher and better state of existence ; and every thing 
appertaining to this physical being, should be deemed in-
cidental to that higher life. This physical body, as an in-
strument for the individualization and identification of the 
Fpirit, should be used with the strictest reference to that 

It has a. high and important duty to perform, and 
uature has fitted it for the performance of that duty. She 
has supplied it with all the appetites, instincts and desires 
trhich are necessary to lead it in the right path, and har-
monize it with the destiny of the immortal spirit ; and she 
bas guarded that path on every side. When we think to 
cheat our souls, by seeking for happiness in an improper 
use of these appetites and desires of the animal body, na-
ture not only refuses the accustomed gratification, but she 
chastises us with disease and pain ; and if we persist, she 
divorces the spirit from Ute body. 
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643. What more could the Creator do to lead man in 
the way of truth and eternal life, than he has already done? 
First, by the impulses and aspirations of man's own immor· 
tal nature, and the happiness incident to the gratification 
of his spiritual desires. God has made the path of duty, 
the road to true happiness ; and thus woul<!: attract man to 
himself. Next, by the light of nature in the development 
of the animal kingdom, he has instructed man in the prop• 
er use of his animal appetites and passions. Then he has 
.guarded against their abuse, by refusing that gratification 
which would follow a proper and legitimate use of them, 
as well as by punishing with disease and bodily pain, all 
euch abuse. Ar.d lastly, when man, through ignorance 
of his true nature and destiny, and under the direction of 
his animal impulses, seemed bent on his own destruction, 
he gave him a practical exemplification of these great 
truths, which, if obeyed, would lead him to his own high-
est good and happiness, in the life and teachings of Jesus 
Christ, through whom the true dignity of man was re-
vealed to the world. 

644. The system of truths taught and illustrated 
sus Christ, was designed to instruct man in the nature and 
demands of his spiritual being ; to point out those rules of 
action which would harmonize the animal with the spiritual 
nature, and would bring man into harmony with himself, 
his fellow man, and with God. To call off the attention of 
man from those pursuits which tended to develope unduly 
the animal appetites and passions, and direct his attention 
to those things which would develope and expand his spir-' 
itual being ; and thus, to bring the. animal into subjection 
to the spiritual,nature ; and by so doing, to lay the axe at 
the root of the tree of evil. Hence, he taught his disciples 
to dispise the ambition fame md wealth of thia am. 
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mal world ; not to seek to lay up treasures of that sort, 
where moth and rust doth corrupt, and thieves would break 
through and steal. To despise this animal life, when it set 
up its claims in antagonism to the "well being of the higher 
or spiritual life. If a hand, or an eye, or a foot become a 
cause of offence, to cut off or pluck them out. There was 
to be no compromise, ·when the desires of the animal inter-
fered with the demands of the spiritual being. This will 
ll)ad me, in my next lecture, to examine the principles of 
christianity, as taught by Jesus Christ, and ascertain their 
adaptedness to man, as a means of human redemption-
which, when fully understood, will exhibit the philos· 
ophy of christianity. 

18 

. j 



LECTURE X IV. 
CHRISTIANITY A IIYSTEII OF DECEPTIO!f. 

645. The system of christianity is predicated upon' the. 
hypothesis that man is a compound being, possessed of two 
natures ; an animal and a spiritual nature. That the ani-
mal nature, in its present state of develepment, is in antag-
onism with the spiritual nature, in its impulses, appetites 
and desires. And in consequence of this antagonism, is in 
a state of warfare with the spirit. That in consequence of 
the triumphs of this animal nature, man is subject to the 
moral, social and civil evils which aftlict the world. That 
these triumphs affect the condition of the spirit after this 
life. That to redecll) man from these evils, here and here-
after, this animal nature must be brought into subjection to 
the spiritual, and be made subordinate to it in all its rela-
tions and actions. That to do this, man's impulses to ac· 
tion must be changed from the animal to the spiritual. 
Hence, the first doctrine Christ ever ta\}ght was, that man 
must be regenerated, that is, to be born again, if he would 
see (perceive) the kingdom (government) of heaven. The 
natural (physical) man, under the dominion of his animal 
impulses and desires, could not see the kingdom of heaven. 
That ht' must be born of the spirit, be under the dominion 
ol the spiritual nature, its impulses, aspirations and de. 
&ires, if he would restore harmony, and establish "Peace 
on earth, and good will among men." This new birth bad 
&trict reference to a change of impulse or motive to action.· 

646. We have already seen that th41 mere ailimal is 
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purely selfish in all its motives to action. That 
· is a natural and proper impulse of the mere animal, because 
having no higher end to accomplish, than to preserve its 
animal existence, in itself, and issue, and selfishness being 
the highest motive to the accomplishment of that object, 
it is therefore, the highest motive to · action the animal. can 
appreciate or read. As the physical existence of the ani. 
mal is, to itself, the hignest end of its being, therefore it is 
the· quality of selfishness, to seek that end regardless of 
the being of others. Heaee, selfishness tends to bring its 
possessor into a state of antagonism with other existences. · 
Man, being merely animal in one department of his com. 
pound nature, possesses this animal sdfishness, which, ae 
an animal, brings him into antagonism with other existen· 
ees. But being purely spiritual and immortal in the other 
department of his existence; and hence, being in no dan-
ger of destruction, as a. spirit, he has not · this selfish im-
pulse, but has in its stead, the opposite, love, which is in-
terior spiritual delight. This interior delight leads him to 
harmonize his existence with that of every other ; and 
hence arises this state of warfare between the animal and 
spiritual nature of man. The· spirit warring against the 
flesh, and the flesh lusting against the spirit. And the life 

,and teachings of Christ were designed to espouse the cause 
of the spirit, and to bring the6esh into subjection thereto; 
and thereby, to bring about a reconciliation or atonement 
be_tween the animal and the spiritual man ; between animal 
man and spiritual God. Christ came to give the spirit do-" 
minion over man, and thus to establish a spiritual govern-
ment in man. Henee he said, "The kingdom of heaven if'. 
in you." Hence, also, "My kingdom is not of this world; 
if any kingdom were of thi3 world, my ·subjects 1fOtdd 
fight," &e. 
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647. Man in this state of existence, is naturally under 
the dominion of his animal nature, because the animal is 
very fully developed, before the spiritual is but feebly devel-
oped. Man's animal senses connect him with physical ex· 
"istences, and his animal appetites give him a relish for 
physical objects. His first sensations of pleasure or of 
pain come from that source, and he learns to exercise all 
his animal faculties, before he thinks to put forth his spir-
itual ; and so strong an impression do his animal appetites, 
desires and passions make upon him, he becomes un-

.conscious of his spiritual being, and does not even recog-
nize its demands. Hence, the very thing which man needed 
was something to develope and bring out his spiritual na· 
ture; md that was Christ's mission. 

648. As the whole merit of the christian system depends 
upon the change it works upon man, it is highly important 
in the outset, that we understand the nature of that change. 
That we understand that new birth which alone can fit a 
man for the kingdom of heaven. Who it is that must be 
hom again ? And how must he be born again ? 
came to establish the kingdom of heaven upon earth, by 
establishing it in the hearts of men. Hence, he came to 
make man, the compound, a subject of that kingdom, and 
to establish in him, as a compound being. this new govern·\ 
ment. This new birth had not reference to man, the ani· 
mal, nor to man, the spiritual ; but to man, the compound. 
It was man, the who must be hom again ; who, 
in his controlling impulsis and desires, must be reproduced. 
Hence, we are not to infer that man's spiritual being was 
to be reproduced, more than his animal being. His 
apiritual being, if to act out its inwrior delights, 
if placed in ,power upon the throne in man, the compound, 

ded no change. It is because 'the spirit, in its inmost, ' . 

by Goog I e 



is right : that the conflict is maintained between. it and the 
flesh, and it was to bring the flesh into subjection .and re-
conciliation, that Christ lived and taught. The new birth, 
then, consisted in developing and bringing into power, in 
the compound man, the delights and desires of the spiritual 
man, and thus establishing the kingdom of, heaven within. 

649. Then the system of christianity is a system. of dis-
cipline, calculated "to develope and bring into power, the 
spiritual nature of man, and all its doctrines and all its 
quirements must hannoriize with that end. The results 
flowing from that will be " Peace on earth, 
and good will among men;" that is, under such a govern-
ment, the interests, desires and delights of all men will 
harmonize, and each will be pursuing his own highest good 
when he is pursuing the highest good of his neighbor. 
The very effort, we are prompted by our interior delights, 
to put forth, to instruct or aid our neighbor, is the very ex· 

demanded by our souls for their own proper expan-
sion, development and strength ; and from that exercise, 
flows that inward peace and joy which constitutes true hap· 
piness. So that under the dominion of our spiritual na-
tures, we should never be found in antagonism with the 
well being or happiness of our fellow man. Such is most 
emphatically the system of christianity •. as taught and 
practised by its authors; and as such, it becomes the balm of 
Gilead, and Christ the great Physician. 

650. Christianity being a system of discipline designed to 
bring the animal into subjection to the spiritual, DlllSt neces-
sarily be opposed and hated, by those who are under the 

· dominion of their lower natures. Selfishness has possession 
of the animal man, and he is the strong man armed, and will 
not surrender his position, without a severe conflict. Hence 
when LOv:B, who is the good man of the house, puts forth 
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this eft'ort to bind that strong man, that he may spoil his 
goods, he will not be able to do it withwt a struggle, witli 
all the impulses, passiODII, appetites aDd desires, of that ani-
mal selfishness. 

651. Christianity being diseipliDftl'Y in its character, its re-
li0rion is a practical, working religion ; and requires that its 
faith shall be exhibited in its works ; &Dd most distinctly 
affirms, that an unfruitful faith is spurious, and of no vulue. 
It brings every thing to the test of its fruits, its practical re-
sults. Hence it has no creeds, or eatechisms, or formula-
ries ; no pretended modes of faith, er forms of worship. 
As such, it is from every other form of religion 
which existt>d before, or since its d.ay. Pure christianity, is 
pure spiritualism. Its motto is, " God is a Epirit ; and they 
that worship him, must worship him in spirit and in tFUth." 
Its inspirations are spiritual, its workings, practical. Its pre-
Mptive teachings have strict reference to practice, and prom-
ise nothing, further than they are put into practice between 
malf and man. 

From the foregoing, we are prepared to understand 
all the various doctrines Christ taught. A leading doctrine, 
and one of the first he taught, was, there is a difference be-
tween spiritual and animal nature of man, and that their 
is an antagonism between tltese two. S::tid he " That which 
is born of the tlesh is tlcsh ; and that which is born of the 
spirit is spirit;" and "Except a man be born again, he eaa-
not see the kingdom of God." He held tltat the animal na-
ture was inferior, and should be brought into subjection to 
the spiritual, and if need be, should be sacrificed to protect, 
defend, or develope the spiritual nature. And as the design 
of his system was to discipline and develope the spirit·, and 
thus repress the animal, he. would allow no praetiee nder 
any circumstances, to contlict with such discipline. Renee, 

------·---
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no matter where he found a contrary practice, whether in 
. the Jewish Churoh, or llmong the Gentiles, he condemned it. 

No matter what _authority . they quoted, whethet: the Elders 
of the Church or their sacred writings, he gave- no heed to 
it. His reply was simple and to the point,. "l say unto you, 
it shall not be so." He would recognize no higher authority 
than· Truth, and no divine sanction than Justice, 

653. The interior delight of the spirit being LOVE, pure, 
unselfish, and universal, he would allow of no action, not in 
perfect harmony with that divine element. No force of cir· 
cumstances could justify a disregard of its requirements. 
Said he, " Ye have heard tbat it hath been said, thou shalt 
love thy D!lighbor, and hate thine enemy. But I say unto 
you, LOVE your enemies ; bless them that curse you ; do 
good to them that hate you, and pray tor them that dispite-
fulJy use you, and perseoote you." To allow man to hate 
un<\er any circumstances, was to permit the lower nature to 
hold dominion over the man, to the exclusiotJ. of the higher, 
and thus to develope the lower, and c·rush the highe:r. There-
fore, to allow an individual to indulge in the passion of hate, 
no matter who, or what object of that hate was, would 
defeat the workings of the Christian system in that individ-
ual, by developing the animal, and depressing his spiritual 

· nature. Therefore, no matter if they could quote the au-
thority of Moses·, or the example of David, it was no author-
ity with Christ. Let the opinions or practices of all their 
ancient·prophets and priests, justify the hating of an enemy, 
it did Bot alter the fact, that such a state of mind tended to 
crush the spirib, and bring it into subjection to the animal na· 
ture ; therefore, it could have no place in the sytem Christ 
came to establish. 

654. He held the position, that no act could be acceptable 
to God, while the individual performing it, was not in a state 
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ol reconciliation with all mankind. Said he, " If thou bring 
thy gift before the altar, and there rememberest that thy 
brother hath aught against thee, leave there thy gift befc:ire 
the altar, and go thy way; first be reconciled to thy brother, 
tht>n come and offer thy gift." This condition of being in per· 
feet harmony with all mankind, was absolutely indispensable 
to him, who would claim the benefit of Christ's system. 
While the mind was in a state of antagonism to the well-
being of any individual, it was in a state of antagonism with 
God; and consequently could occupy no other relation to him. 
It was the same truth uttered by an Apostle, "If a man say 
he love God, and hate his brother, he is a liar." And again, 
" Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these, 
ye have done it unto me." Christ, in his system, recognized 
the principle, that what ever we do to man, we do to God. 

6 5.'i. It was upon this principle, that he could not allow 
resistance by force. Said he, " Ye have heard that it hath 
been said, an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth. But 
I say unto you, that ye resist not evil ; but whosoever 11hall 
smite thee on thy right cheek, tum to him the other also." 
It was true they had heard this said from high authority. 
In the law of M<>see, it stood recorded thus, ' ' And if any 
mischief follow; shall thou give life for life, eye for eye, tooth 
for tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot, burning for burning, 
wound for wound, stripe for stripe." But Christ could not 
recognize it as authority. The state of mind which would 
demand, or execute such penalties, was not in harmony with 
that LOVE which was indispensable to the development of the 
spirit, and therefore, could not be perriritted to exist. He 
recognized in no man, or combination of men, the right to 
commit violence upon the person of another. He coasidered 
the relation existing between every man and God, too sacred 

\ 
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to be interfered with. There was nothing to be gained, and 
every thing to be lost, by such interference. 

656. Upon the principle of being in a state of perfect har· 
mony with all the world, and loving every human being as 
ourselves, be would allow of no respect of persons. His 
motto was, "Judge not, that ye be not judged; condemn 
not, that ye be not condemned. I judge no man." He made 
a wide distinction between the acts of an individual, and the 
individual himself. While he would denounce vice and crime, 
he would not let his denunciations extend to the person of 
the individual. Hence, when an individual was brought be-
fore him, acc11sed of crime, his was,· I do not 
demn thee, go and sin no more. He did not recognize the 
rightful existence of any such thing, as merit and demerit. 
But his whole life and teachings were predicated upon their 
non-existence. Said he, "Your father which is in heaven, 
maketh his sun to rise on the evil; and on the good ; and he 
sendcth his rain upon the just and the unjust." " Be ye 
therefore perfect; as your father which is in heaven is per-
feet." This perfection here referred to, eonsisted in treat• 
ing all men alike. Enemies and friends ; the evil, and the 
good ; the just and the unjust. He taught that man's bless-
ings and penalties, depended upon something more consistent 
with the perfections of the divine character, than that ef re-
warding merit, and punishing demerit. There is a deeper, 
·and purer philosophy, in the economy of God's government, 
than such impulses to action ; and one that throws responsi-
bility where it belongs. Of this I will speak hereafter. 

657. Upon: this principle of being in a state of interior 
harmony with all mankind, he taught that we should frankly 
and fully forgive all who bad inflicted wrong upon us, and 
that in our supplications to God, we should ask him to forgive 
us, only as ·we forgave others ; recognizing still the principle, 



&bat we could be in a state of reconciliation with God no far-
ther than we were in a state of reconciliation, with all man-
kind. For, said he, " If ye forgive not men their trespasses, 
neither will your father forgive your trespasses," which 
means .simply this : yo11 s11stain to God in your spirit11al 
state, the same relation you sustain to yo11r fellow man. - If 
you love them, and seek their well being and happiness, you 
love God, and seek th'e well being and happiness of univer-
sal existence ; and by so being and doing, you are in a state of 
perfect harmony and. reconciliation with God. But if, on 
the contrary, you hate and despise your fellow man, and will 
not forget and forgive the wrongs they have.inflicttld upon 
you, you hate and despise God, and are in a state of spiritual 
rebellion ; and while that state of mind continues, cannot be 
in harmony with the divine being. 

658. It was also upon this principle, that he required that 
our charities should be performed in secret, without 
tion, parade or show ; that we. might be sure they were 
prompted by the interior delight, l}lld love of our souls. For 
no other impulse than that, would properly exercise and dis-
cipline the spirit, and strengthen and develope it, and give it 
dominion over our animal natures. The economy of our re-
lations in life, is such, that every act W£' are required to per-
form, is attended with double blessings, if performed aright, 
and from a ri5ht impulse. In the performance of our char· 
ities, we are the ones who receive the greatest blessing. IC 
t.he alms are prompted by our interior delights, our inmost 
loves, that exercise developes and expands our souls ; brings 
them nearer to, and WILkes them more like God, and in· 
creases their capacity for happiness, and give us m'Ore exalted 
pleasure, than they confer upon those who receive them. 
Hence it was· said, "H ia more blessed to give than tore-
ceive.': "He that giveth to the poor,lendeth to the Lord, that 
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which he will repay him again." But if our charities are 
diot.ated by pride, ostentation and vain show, we not only 
lose all these blessings ; but we injure ourselves by tl1e 
exercise and .development of our .lowet and thus 
give the animal dominion over the spiritual nature. Hence, 
said Christ, "Take heed that you do not your alms before 
men to be seen of them ; otherwise ye have no reward of 
yo11r father which is in heaven." 

6.59. Christ also assumed the position that we could not; 
be under the control or dominion of two masters at the 
aame time; meaning that we could not properly be gov-
erned ?Y two classes of impulses to action at the same 
time ; by obeying the one, we should disobey the other ; 
by adhering to one, we should reject the other. These 
two masters he denominated God and Mammon, who are 
typified in our spiritual and animal natures ; and by the 
application he made of the proposition, it stands thus : 
ye cannot be under the dominion of your animal and spir-
itual.natures at the same time; and consequently, ye can-
not serve God 1!-nd Mammon. In my previous lecture, I 
demonstrated that our animal natures were under the do-

of selfishness, which prompted us to seek our own 
well being and happiness, regardless . of the well being and 
happiness of others; that our spiritual natures, uninflu· 
enced by the animal, were under the dominion of loye, 
pure and universal, which constituted their interior delights. 
'fhat under the dominion of this principle, we the 
well being and happiness of others, which of itself consti-
tuted our own well being and happiness; and that thus our 
animal and spiritual natures were, in their impulses, in a 
state_of .antagonism. If our animal natures prevaile\1, tha' 
would bring the world into antagonism and conflict. If our 
spiritual natures prevailed, that would bring the world into 



harmony, with themselves and with God. That christiani-
ty was designed as a system of discipline to give our spir-
itual natures dominion over the animal, and thus to recon· 
cile man to himself and God; and thus to affect· a recon· 
ciliation between man and God. 

660. Under this proposition, Christ's command is" Lay 
not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, where moth 
and rust doth corrupt, and where thieves break through 
and steal; but lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, 
where neither moth nor rust doth corrupt, and where 
thieves do not break through and steal ; for where your 
treasure is, there will your heart be also." These earthly 
treasures have reference to the gratification of our animal 
indications, and that exercise which is required to accumu-
late these treasures, together with that state of mind which 
would lead us to appropriate them to our own use, tends 
to develope our animal selfishness, and bring us into an-
tagonism with the well being of our fellow men. By such 
an exercise, we give our lower natures dominion over our 

her ; and thus defeat the whole end and aim of too 
christian system. Christianity, as a practical institution, 
cannot stand, without a strict observance of this require· 
ment. We have only to look abroad over society to see 
the workings of this strife, to lay up earthly treasures, in 
the shape of wealth, fame, power, or animal gratification. 
There is no crime known to the law-there is no viceprac·. 
ticed by the individual, which does not naturally and al· 
most necessarily flow from a disregard of this injunction. 
This eagerness to accumulate earthly treasures, causes one 
man to appropriate to himself the rights and property of 
others; to enter upon a system of lying, defrauding, over· 
reaching, oppressing and crushing his brother. It stimu• 
lates the thief, the burglar, the assassin. It causes all men 
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to disregard the demands of. their spiritual nature, in ad-
ministering to the gratification of the animal, and thus sub· 

· jects the spiritual to the auimal nature. 
66 •. This result is inevitable from the nature and con-

stitution of man. Hence that system of discipline which 
would con:ect the evil, and bring .men into harmony with 
each other, must require the observance of this command, 
" Lay ·not up for yourselves treasures earth ;" and 
unless that command is literally kept, the system will fail. 
In the economy of nature every thing has a legitimate ·end 
tQ accomplish, and it is exactly adapted to the accomplish-
ment of that end; when it is strained beyond that point, it 
will not only fail of its legitimate end, but it will become a. 
cause of disturbanc• and discord in the harmony of exis-
tence. Thus, as remarked in my preceeding lecture, the 
animal nature of man has its legitimate office to perform, 
in individualizing the immortal spirit; and all its natural 
appetites, instincts desires ar,e proper, and adapted to 
a specific end. They are such !IS can easily be gratified if 
they are not strained beyond their legitimate functions, and 
if they are kept within proper bounds, they will harmon-
ize with the nature and destiny of the immortslspirit. But 
the moment they are made to assume an importance which 
nature did not design to them, and to claim attentions de· 
manded by our higher nature, that moment they antago· 
nize with their own proper functions, and are in a state of 
antagonism with the well being and destiny of the immor• 
tal spirit, and while in. this state of antagonism, they not 
only do not confer happiness, but are the source of discord 
andmisery. Therefore if man would study his own hap· 
piness even here, he would obey the injunction, " Lay not 
up for yourselves treasures upon earth." 

663; . But this injunction is true to nature, and when 

•• 
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· Jared is violared without excuse. · Why should man seek to 
lay up for himself treasures upon e.arth '! What can he 
gain in a temporal point of view'!· Nature will permit 
him to use only a very limited amount for the supply of his 
natural wants, and bless him in its use. She gives him a 
healthy appetite for food ; but it takes only a small 
quantity to supply that demand ; and that food should be 
simple and cheap. If he attempts to eat more tilan nature 
demands, or to season his food so that it may provoke a 
greater gratification than nature intended, he is violating 
her laws, and she will punish him for it. The physical 
wants of ihe body, when viewed in its tl'ue office, pe but 
few and simpl8 ; and it has been demonstrated, lon·g since, 
that "A competance is all it can enjoye;" then what excuse 
is their for striving to lay up treasures upon earth ? If our 
spiritual natures did not demand the labor we thus squan· 
der away upon perishable' things, it would still be time 
poorly spent. Bllt when we consider, that this very 
not only does no good to our animal being, but inflicts an 
eternal injury upon our spiritual being, it is truly the 
height of madness in man to seek to lay up for himself 
treasures upon earth. 

663. But the avaricious ·and worldly minded man al-
ways has some pretended excuse for violating the laws of 
his being and destiny, and thus rendering himself wretched. 
Thus, while it is admitted that man cannot find true hap-
piness in striving to lay up for himself treasures upon 
e&rth, yet it is claimed he must do so to pro,..ide for the 
wants of to-morrow ; and thus men go o':l accumulating 
their thousands and millions upon· that plea. But Christ 
would not admit that excuse. He affirmed that such con· 
duct exhibited a lack ef faith in the provident care of God. 
Said he " Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat, 
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or what ye shall drink: nor yet for your body, what ye 
ehall put on." tlie fowls of the air, they sow not, 
neither do they reap, or gather into barns, YET your heav-
enly Father feedeth them ; are not ye much better than 
they ?" " Consider the lillies of the field how they grow ; 
they toil not, neither do they spin, and yet Solomon in all 
his glory was not arrayed like one of these. Wherefore 
if God so clothe the grass of the field, which to-day is and 
to-morrow is east into the shall he not much more 
elothe you, 0 ye of little faith? Therefore take no thought 
for the morrow, for the morrow shall take thought for the 
things of itself. Sufficient unto. the day is the evil thereof" 

664. If it were true that men were obliged to slave them-
to provide for the wants of the body, to thil negled 

of their spiritual demands, and thus were compelled to de-
velope their animal natures, and give them dominion over 
their spiritual, while at the same time their present and 
eternal well being demanded, that their spiritual natures 
should be developed and should have dominion over their 
.animal, they might justly complain that God was 
to them. That his plans exhibited a laek of wisdom or be-
nevolence. But it is not so. It requires no more labor 
to supply the natural and necessary demands of the body, 
than the health of the body and .spirit demand. A large 
proportion of what are supposed to be the demands of the 
body are artificial and unnecessary, and in their influence, are 
prejudicial both to the body and spirit. And it is this un-
due attention to the animal nature, which has created thia 
unnecessary demand. That system which is intended to 
redeem man from this slavery to the body, and to bring 
the animal .into subjection to the spiritttal, cannot justify 
the continuance of these artificial aad unnecessary de-
mands ; because, first, they to develope the animal in 



andue proportions; and, they cheat the spirit of a 
portion of ita birth right. Christianity, then, aa a system 
of discipline, would be imperfect, did it not require the ob• 
aervance of 'this principle. . 

665. Upon this point Christ declared that the first thing 
to be sought after, was the kingdom of God, and his 
righteousness; and that all necessary things would be ad· 
ded thereto. It will do for the atheist and unbelieving, to 
question the truth of this saying, consistently with their 
faith ; although the experience of one in olden time was, 

have been young and now am I old, yet have I never 
seen the righteous forsaken, nor his seed begging bread ;" 
and the observation of those who have lived since that 
time will go far to sustain the truth of that remark ; but 
for a professed christian, or one believing in the providen· 
tial care of God, to say it is not true, argues a lack offaith 
in God equal to the atheist and unbelieving, and renders 
him worthy to be addressed, " 0 ye of little faith." There 
is no doctrine taught by Christ more explicit than this : 
that God will provide for those who in seeking for the king-
dom of heaven and its righteousness, take no thought for 
the morrow, and in his life and subsequent teachings, be 
fully exemplified this truth. During the three years he 
taught, it could be said1 . " He had not where to lay his 
head." When be sent forth his disciples, as lambs in the 
midst or wolves, they took neither purse nor scrip nor any 

' physical means or sustaining life; and yet they lacked 
nothing. I have many important suggestions to make on 
this point, but ye'are not able to bear them now. 

666. Christ in his system was particular in insisting upon 
Ule actiTe virtues between man and man. It was not enough 
that a man should do no harm; that is, that he should ab-
stain from all _viees and crimes ; but he must be actively l 

l 
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engaged in doing good. By ltis activity and intluen!)e, he 
must be making men better, wiser and happier. He must 
not only cherish love for all his fellow men, but that love 
must lind expression in his acts. Said he " Let him that 
has two coats, give to him that hath none." " Give to him 
that asketh of thee, and him that would borrow of thee, 
turn net those away." Feed the hungry, cloth the naked, 
visit the sick, relieve the distressed., " If thine enemy 
hunger, feed him, if he thirst give him drink." And, that 

• every one might have within his own bosom a guide to 
correct action, he gave this rule, " As ye would that men 
should do with you, do ye even· so to them." "Love your 
neighbor as yourself." · 

667. Thus it will be perceived that the system taught · 
by Christ was a system of the most rigid discipline, aimed 
at the subordination of the animal or natural man, to the 
dominion of the spiritual. He held that this life, in com-
parison with the future, was of no moment ; although ta-
ken in its connection with, and its influence upon the fu-
ture, was of infinite importance. Every principle contained 
in the christian system was aimed at the development of · 
the spirit, to give it power over the compound being, man. 
Every truth Christ taught, every precept he gave, every 
duty he required to be performed, was in harmony with 
that perfect love to God and man, which be declared to be 
the fultillirig of. the whole law; and the faith he required, 
on the part of his followers, was a full belief in all the 
truths he taught, a faith that should wo:ax by love, and 
PURIFY the heart. When he required them to believe on 
him, he had reference to the doctrines he taught, the 
truths he personified. 

668. He taught no form of religious ·worship separate 
from the every day transactions of life. He set apart no 
day for the especial service of God, for the very si.mple. 

19 ;. 
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reason, that every act of our Jives should constitute a por-
tion of that worship. The only service we could render to 
God consisted in yielding peft'ect obedience to the require-
ment of perfect love; and by so doing, expanding and un-
folding our own spirits, so that they could understand, 
move and drink deeper into the perfections of his divine 
eharacrer, and th11s bring ourseh·es into harmony with his 
government, which would bring us into harmony with the 
highest good of every created intelligence. When he spake 
to the people, he spake for their instruction, when he labored 
for them, he labored for their relief. 

669. He discountenallCed formal worship as being no 
worship at all. He did not commence his discourses by 
public prayers, or by singing, or by performing other rites 
and ceremonies. His injunction was, "When ye pray, en-
ter into your closet, AND WHJUI' YOU BAVB SBUT THB DOOR, 

pray to your Father who is in secret, and your Father 
which seetb in secret, shall reward you openly." "But 
be not as the hypocrites are, for they love to pray standing 
in the Synagogues, and the corners of the streets, that 
they may be seen of men." When Christ prayed (and he 
did pray) he retired to the mountain, and to the desert by 
himself, and there offered up his desires to that Father who 
seeth in secret. According to his teachings and practice, 
worship is confined to no time or place, but belongs to all 
times and places. Thp reason for this is plain.· Worship 
is· a practical t.hing ; is honoring God in our actions and our 
lives ; it ia exemplifying the wisdom, beauty and perfection 
of all his attributes as revealed in his work. Hence no 
form of existence oan be used as a type of true spiritual 
worship. 

6'70. To worship, is to honow God. But God cannot be 
honored except by such an exbibiuon of his character and 
attributes, as would be manifested by a life of perfeet obe-
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dience to all the requirements of perfect love ; and the 
system of christianity teaches that perfect obedience ; and, 
i1ence no man can truly worship God, without yielding per· 
fect ooedienee to all the reqllirements of Jesus Christ. 
When Christ came, he f<?und true religiolltl worship hur-
ried out of sight, beneath the forms al)p.. ciremonies of the 
Jewish ritual. He found them tithing mint, annis and 
cumin ; he found them washing cups and platters ; he 
found these paying great external deference to God in their 
strict observance of the ccremoftial law. But all this did 
not extend to character. With all their formality, he found 
them arrogant, \'ain, conceited, uncharitable, lust-
ful, hypoeriLical and false 'to every thing appertaining to 1 

true spiritual worship, All their conceptions of God were 
false and idalatrous. There was no part of their worship 
which had not become an idol. Their Sabbaths and new 
moons; their temple and their altars; their sacrafices and 
oblations had become objects of idol worship. 

671. Such religion was not calculated to honor God, or 
benefit man. }t was not adapted to the necessities of man. 
It was as animal and sensual in all its influences as idolatry 
itself. Hence it possessed not the· discipline necessary to 
redeem man from the dominion of his animal nature, and 
was false to the objects of true As such, Christ 
could not approve of it, he could not respect it. His first 
effort was to teach them the true of God, and 
the nature of the service he required at their hands; .to 
teach them that the time had come when forms and cere-
monies should eeli}!e, and that the character and attributes 
of God should be studied without the aid of those useleas 
types and symbols; that the ceremonial law, under which 
they lived, was applicable only to those times, when ignor-
ance made such forms and ceremonies necessary, to eon· 
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ny to the mind certain truths, which it could not 
wise understand. That the law having thus perf<>rmed its 
office of schoolmaster, to prepare them for receiving truth 
direct, had performed its mission, and therefore was ful· 
filled and should end. 

672. Christ, in his teachings, sometimes resorted to sym-
bols, to figures of speech, and to parables or likenesses, ·to 
illustrate and more forcibly impress his truths upon the 
minds of those he taught. Thus to illustrate the state of 
mind they ought to cultivate, he eat a little child. in the 
midst of his disciples, and told them that they must hum-
ble themselves and like little children if they would 
sec the kingdom of heaven. That the kingdom of heaven 
was composed of such meek, humble, gentle and confiding 
minds. As typical of the condition of man, after the spir-
itual nature had triumphed over animal, and the ani-
mal man was figuratively slain, he used a symbol most 
beautiiul and appropriate to express that new condition. I 
refer to the ceremony of baptism; which as used by Christ, 
was typical of a burial and resurrection, a death and burial 
of the old man and his deeds, and a resurrection into new 
life, the life of the spirit. Before man could a 
member of this spiritual kingdom, the impulses of his ani-
mal nature, which carried on a warfare against the spirit 
must be put down; or figuratively, slain; and, so far as 
t.heir power control or give direction to the man was 
concerned, must be destroyed, as at physical death. Now, 
as emblematical of this state of animal death, and spiritual 
life, the ceremony of bapti!:Jm was used ; i10t as a birth of 
water; but on the contrary, as a death and burial to that 
birth, and a birth into the true spiritual state; as such the 
ceremony was most beautiful and instructive. When an 
individual, listening to the teachings of Christ, became 
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fl&tisfied of their truths, and resolved to conform his life to 
their requirements, to subject his animal selfishness, appe· 
tites and passions to the dominion of his spiritual nature, 
what could more beautifully typify that destruction of 
old nature, and that rising into life in the new, than going 
down into the water, and being buried, as dead unto sin, 
and coming up again, as being born or risen into a new life, 
a life of love and righteousness. But we must be care-
ful to notice, that he used this ceremony to teach an impor-
tant truth, as be used parables or figures of speech, and 
not for any intrinsic value there was in the ceremony itself. 

673. Christ also made use of another ceremony equally 
appropriate and instructive. I refer to the ceremony of 
washing his disciples feet. This was the last act of his 
ministry ; and as such," included all the others. In the les-
son it taught, it was the sum total of christianity, as appli-
cable to man in this life. Was bing of feet was an act of 
eastern hospitality, performed by the humblest class of ser-
vants ; and therefore was the humblest act of service O?e 
man could perform for another. Christ, to teach his dis-
ciples that they should never consider any act too humble 

• to be performed by them, if the comfort or necessities of a 
'brother being demanded it, took a towel and girded him· 
aelf, like a servant, and commenced .washing his disciples 
feet. .After be bad finished the ceremony, he enquired, 
"Know ye what is this I have done unto you?" "Y • 
call me Lord and Master, and· ye say well, for so I am: If 
I, then, your Lord and Master, have washed your feet,. 
how much more ouglit ye to wash one anothey's feet." 
Which being interpreted means, if I, occupying the high-
est position man can occupy, have perfonned the humblest 
cfflioe man can perform, so man, whatever may be hi'a 
•tanding in life, can never excuse himself from the perfor-
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mance of any office, however humble, which the ha.ppi. 
ness or well being of his fellow demands. 

G7 4. As a figure illustrative of an important lesson he 
wished to teach, he called to his aid a practice which nature 
imposes upon man almost 'Constantly. The truth he wished 
to teach, was this. As our animal natures conetantly re-
quire food and nourishment for the health ·and develop· 
ment of the body, so do our spiritual natures require food 
and nourishment for the health and development of the 
spirit. Now, as bread and wine are used to nourish, 
strengthen and develope the body, so must the doctrines 
and truths I have taught you, and the examples I have 
aet you, be observed and obeyed, to nourish, strengthen 
and develope your spirit. Therefore, while you are thu.s 
constantly attending to the demands of your physical na• 
tures, keep me in constant remembruce to supply the de· 
mands of your spiritual natures ; and thus, he converted 
our common meals into remembrances of those truths 
which are necessary to be obeyed to give the spirit domin-
ion over the flesh, and prepare our hearts for the introduc· 
tion of the kingdom of heaven. 

67 5. Thus we see that christianity is a system of discip- • 
line, designed to depress the animal nature, and develope 
the spiritual ; designed to remove animal selfishness as a 
motive power to action in man, and substitute the interior 
delight of the spirit, love, pure and universal ; thus to 
Jay the axe at the root of every evil, by destroying that 
from which it proceeds, and introducing the kingdom or 
government of heaven, by introducing the impulse into 
every heart, which governs in that kingdom. As a system 
of discipline, it is Taluable no further than it is praetieable. 
As a means of salvation, it cannot go beyond the fruits of 
obedience. It adopts no ceremonial worship, because such 
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worship is fruitless and deceptive. It lays no stress upon 
forms, its salvation consists in the substance. It 
contains no types and shadows, because Christ himstlf wa.s 
the revealed reality. 

67tl. We come then to this conclusion : that man, in this 
. state of existenc'e, in ignorance of his true nature and des· 
tiny, and under the impulses of his animal nature, is con-
stantly brought into a state of antagonism with the laws of 
his higher being, and into conflict with the interests, well 
being and happiness of his fellow men. That out of this 
antagonism with the laws of his own spiritual nature, and 
out of a constant violation of the true laws of his animal 
constitution, arise all the vices and to which he is 

as an individual. That out of the conflict existing 
between him, and the interests &rid well being .of his fellow 
men, arise all the crimes which exist in society, whether 
committed by individuals or nations ; that all these vices 
and crimes are the result of the dominion of his anhpal na-
ture; that the only way to correct these evils, is to adopt a 
eourse of discipline which will repress the animal, and de-
velope the spiritual. nature, and thus bring man under the 
dominion of his interior or spiritual delights. That the 
system of ehristian truths furnishes th'll.t discipline which, 
if adopted and practiced, will redeem man from his vices 
and crimes, by bringing him under the dominion of love, 
pure, unselfish and u!liversal, and thus bring him .into har-
mony with his own well being and destiny, and the well be-
ing and destiny of all created intelligences, and by so do-
ing, will establish " Peace on earth, and good will among 
men." 

677. In this sense it is not difficult to understand how 
the christian system is appropriately styled a " plan of 

I 
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salvation," laid before the foundations of the world ; for it -
is interWoven into the very constitution of, the universe 
and exists· from the very nature and necessity of things. 
In this view, it is not difficult to understand in what sense 
sin is a violation of the laws of God ; and its punish-
ment is the penalty df those violated laws; and how the sins 
of parents are entailed upon their children, unto the third 
and fourth generation. Nor is it difficult to understand 
how and in what sense, Jesus Christ is tho Saviour of the 
world, and gave his life for us; that through him, might 
be saved; that he his testimony with his blood ; 
that he is the way, the truth and the life ; the door by 
which and through w)lich every man must approach the 
Father; that he is the word made ftesh; the translation of 
tb.e infinite Father into finite humanity ; that in him all the 
fulness of the Godhead dwelt bodily. In this view it is 
not difficult to understand the declarations of Christ when 
he said " I and my are one," and again my "Father 
is greater tltan I." "The works that I do, I do not of my-
self; but ths Father that dwelleth in me, he doeth tho 
work." It is not difficult to-understand how Christ was 
one with the Father in his ohar11.0ter or interior delights, yet 
not one with the Father in wisdom and 'In this 
view, the plan of salvMion becomes simple and easy to be 
understocxl; an.d harmonizes with the infinite perfections of 
God. His wisdom, his his justice and benevolence 
combine without any impeachment. 

678. But in this view, christianity offers no salvation to 
the disobedient. By obedienoe of its requirements, it can 
save from sin, but it cannot save in sin. As a system of 
discipline, it r.an benefit no farther than it is pra.etioed. Its 
terms of salvation are obedience ; and it can save on no 
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other terms, because obedience is salvation, and there is no 
other. In this view of the subjel:t, the virtue of Jesus -
Christ as the Redeemer of the world does not consist in 
the blood he lost, or the pain be suffered, Ol' any debt he 
paid ; but it consists in the truths he revealed, and the 
practical illustrations he gave of those truths. The virtue 
of his sufferings and death consists in the attestation of his 
utter fidelity to God and truib. His blood speaketh better 
things than the blood of Abel, because it was shed in at· 
testation of higher truths. 

679. From the foregoing it will be perceived, that every 
one becomes responsible for his own salvation. He can 
obtain nothing upon credit. He cannot be saved by the 
merits of another ; no a11owance can be made for old 
Adam's transgressions. The laws of his physical and spir· 
itual being make no demands upon him, which he cannot 
easily obey, and it i:; for his highest good, · here and here· 
after, that be obey them. He need not be ignorant of the 
nature of their demands. If he is, it is his own fault, and 
upon him must rest the consequences. He is not ignorani 
of the fact, that all pursuits, having for their end, the at-
tainment of wealth, fame, power or worldly gratification, 
have ever failed of satisfying the deeires of the immortal 
nature, and consequently have failed to confer happiness 
upon man. He is not ignorant of the fact that all such 
efforts tend to disquiet the mind, and make it unhappy. 
He is not ignorant of the f&ct, that every action, every 
pursuit in hfe, which looks tx> the happiness and wen being 
of others, and which is suited to that end, uniformly awa-
kens an interior delight, warms and expands the soul, and 
establishes peace and t.Ne happiness within. From these 
GOnsiderations, if be is not wilfully and madly blind, he 
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might truly infer. his duty to himself, his neighbor, and 
his God. But if with all this knowledge, like the poor 
drunkard, he defies his fate, and presses the maddening 
chalice to his lips, not all the religious creeds of the world, 
not all the saeritioes ever made, not even God himself, can 
aave him from the penalty of his sins. 
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PBILOSOPBT OJ' CHRISTIANITY. 

680. Jesus Christ, in his life and character, was an ex-
emplification of the practical workings of his system upon 
the life and character of ma.n. He was what his system of 
discipline made him to be. He differed from other men 
only so far as the practice of such discipline would cause 
him to differ. He was the model of a man, living the true 
life, by holding the animal in perfect subjection tv the spir· 
i'ual nature. lie was a revelation of the perfectability of 
humanity ; of the attainable in man. He possessed all the 
animal appetites, passions, and affections of man, and 
"was in all points tempted like ss we are;" Anj). herein 
is the great beauty of the christian system. Had Christ, 
in his person, been a being other than man, be would not 
have been a proper personifier of the true life of man, and 
those who affirm him to be very God, do so not only with· 
out authority from him, without authorithy from God a.nd 
without reason, to be deduced from any thing he ever said 
or did ; but they do so, against his own declaration of 
himself, and against the teachings of all the incidents 
and practices of his life; and by doing so, they in· 
volve the whole system of salvation in mystery a.nd 
absurdity. It becomes. false to the end to be accom-
plished by it, attributes to God motives derogatory to his 
character and abilities, and the whole plan of salvation 
becomes a system of useless formality and·nonsensical ab· 
surdity. 
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681. Jesus Christ, in his teachings, no where el"el' 
claimed to be very God. . He claimed to be like God in his 
moral character, in his interior impulses and delights. h 
was in this sense he said, "I and my Father are one;" and 
in the same sense he required his di;ciples to become one in 
him, as be was one with the Father. Hence in his prayer 
for his disciples, he says, "I pray for them which shall be· 
lieve on me through their word, that they may all become 
one, as thou Father, art in me, and I in thee, that they al· 
so may be one in us." Tl1is oneness with the Father had 
11trict reference to character for love and purity and truth. 
Hence, when the Je,vs took up stones to stone him be-

. cause they said, he, being a man, had made himself God. 
Christ answered them by saying, is it not written in your 
law, I said ye are Gods? If he called them Gods unto 
whom the word of God came, say ye of him whom the 
Father hath sacrificed and sent into the world, thou blas· 
phemest, because I said I am the son of God? In this 
reply it is clearly affirmed that he claimed not to be God 

· in.the same sense in which the Jews had accused him, 
and it will be found that he never claimed more than to be 
like the Father .in the purity of his love and intetior de-
lights, In the truthfulness of his teachings, and the end of 
his labors. He was one with the Father in his love for 
man. He was one with the Father in his fidelity to truoh 
and justice ; ,he was one with the Father in his impulses or 
interior delights ; be was one with the Father in the great 
end he sought to accomplish, and be was one, or in har-
mony with the Father, in his labors to accomplish that end, 
rmd be required all who should believe on him, and hope 
to obtain the benefits of the system he taught, to become 
one with the Father in the same sense. 

682. But he never claimed to be God, or one with God 
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in Ms wisdom <?r his power ; on the contrary he affirmed 
that be derived his wisdom and power from the Father ; 
that he could do nothing of himself ; said he, " The works 
that I do, I do not of myself, but the Father that dwelleth 
In me, he doth the work." Again, "Of that day and hour 
knoweth no man, no not even the Son, but the 
Always when speaking of himself in connection with the 
Father, he observed this distinction. The fact that Christ 
was in the habit of retiring by himself, into the mountain 
and the desert, and speaking whole nights in prayer to 
God, is conclusive evidence that he was not very God. 
The fact that during the three years he was with his dis-
eiples, teaching them in public and private, that he was the 
Christ, the expected Messiah, and that they considered him 
only as the Mes;siah, is conclusive evidence that he set up 
no claim to be God. That they considered him only as the 
man sent of God and not as God himself, is evidenced from 
the fact, that they believed him to be the Messiah until he 
was taken oa.nd slain ; after which they believed him to be 
"A prophet, mighty before God and the people," until 
t4ey became satisfied of his resurrection, when their hope 
of him as the Messiah again revived. 

683. To suppose Christ to be very God as some do, in• 
Yolves the greatest possible absurdity. There is not a 
single practice of his life which can be reconciled with that 
idea. When in the garden, just before his arrest, praying 
in the agony of his soul, " Father, if it be ·possible, let 
this cup pass from me." Who was offering that prayer 1 
And to whom was it offered ? Was God praying to God 
that he would, if possible, excuse himself from drinking 
t.hat cup ? " Nevertheless," said he, "Not MY will but 
THINK be done." Does it mean, "not my," (God's) "will 
be done ?, It must mean that if Christ was very God. 
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Again, when on the cross be exclaimed, "My God, my 
God, why hast thou forsaken me?" Had God forsaken 
God? And was he enquiring of himself why he bad done 
it? And when Christ prayed for the forgiveness of 'his 
murderers, was God asking God to forgive.? Were all 
these prayers and exclamations, farces which God was 
playing off upon the people ? If Christ was very God, 
they could be nothing less. 

684. Is it claimed that these were expressions of Christ's 
humanity ? 'fhat he had a soul or immortal spirit separate 
from his divine soul ? Or that it was God united with a 
physical body, which body constituted his humanity? If 
it mean the former, then Christ must have possessed two 

spiritual existences, first the divine spirit or God 
himself, and second, the soul of a human being. If he 
possessed the soul of a human being, that, being immortal, 
must still exist; and the human Christ must still be sepa-
rate, in its individuality, from God. But if it mean the 
latter, that Christ's humanity only included his'human or 
physical form, then, permit me to enquire, how his body in-
dependent of its animating spirit, could pray ? Thus to 

Christ to be very God, involves us in the greatest 
folly and absurdity. There is, not only, no evidence of his 
being very God, but there is no occasion for his being so. 

686. The theory which makes it necessary that Christ 
be very God, in order to become an infinite sacri-

fice for an infinite offence, is absurd from beginning to end. 
For on the hypothesis that finite man can commit an infi-
nite offence, by violating an infinite law, or a law whose 
obligations are infinitely, binding upon man the necessary 
Mcrifiee, was not made by the sufferings and death of 
Christ, he being God. For it was not the infi-
nite that suffered ; it was not the infinite that died. It was 
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only the finite and human that sutfered and died. Hence 
no infinite sacrifice was made. .But the folly, absurdity 
and blasphemy this theory will be more fully demon-

when I speak of idolatry. 
686. But. the plan of salvation, as revealtld b'y Christ, 

is too beautiful in its simplicity, and too beautiful in its 
adap41otion to the condition of man, to be marred by such a 
system of jarg.on and folly. It proposes to redeem man 
from the dominion of his animal impulses, appetites and 
passions, by enforcing a system of discipline which will de-
velope and unfold his spiritual being, and thus substitute 
the interior delight of the spirit, love, as the impelling power 
of all his actions, in the place of selfishness ; thereby bring-
ing him into harmony with himself, his fellow man, and 
with God. It presents God as a kind and provident Father, 
ready to give good gifts to his children;, and not as a sullen, 
morose, selfish, zealous, malignant and rtJvengeful being. 
It presents man with a type of what man may become, by 
complying perfectly with the laws of his being, as indica-
ted by the interior delights of the pure spirit. It presents 
the true dignity of humanity, as it would stand revealed, 
if man would be true to his higher nature and destiny, by 
living. a true life. It presents a model man, living a model 
life, in the person of Jesus Christ. 

687. Viewed in . this light, the plan of salvation re-
ofealed by Christ, was exactly suited to the wants of man. 
He was ignorant of his true nature and destiny, and needed 
to be instructed by practical exemplification. Christ gave 
him that instruction, by incarnating the laws or word of 
God respecting that nature and destiny. Man was igno-
rant of the way to develope and unfold his spiritual nature, 
and give it dominion over the animal. Christ taught how 

could be done. Man was ignorant of the true character 
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of God; Christ revealed that character in such a way, 
that he could say, "He that bath seen me, hath seen the 
Father." Man was in a state of antagonism with the in4 

terests and well being of his fellow man, and knew 
how that antagonism could be destroyed and a reeoncilia· 
tion be effected ; Christ taught how an atonement could be 
made, and peace and good will be established on earth, 
and God be glorified thereby. 

688. Christ was a representation of the attainable in 
man. What he was, man could become by living the true 
life. The wisdom and power he exhibited, he derived 
through the unfolding and development of his spiritual na• 
tures. Man could obtain the same wisdom and power, in 
the same way. This he most emphatically taught. Said 
he, " He that believeth on me and my sayings, the 
works that I do he do," &c.; and again, "These signs 
shall follow them that believe ; in my name shall they cast 
out devils ; they shall speak with new tongues ; they shall 
lay their hands upon the sick, and they shall recover." 
He taught, that the power he excercised came through 
faith, and that faith was obtained by prayer and fasting; 
two exercises calculated to develope the spiritual, and de· 
press the animal nature. By prayer, which is the sincere 
desire of the soul, uttered or unexpressed, the mind is 
drawn away from all that is false, and .spirits of the \lpper 
spheres are attracted to it, to breath into it light and lore 
by divine influx, and to assist in any true and just under• 
taking where their assistance is needed. By fasting, or a 
life of true abstemiousness, the animal nature is not unduly 
devtloped,. and thereby antagonism between the two na• 
tures is avoided ; and the house is not divided against 
itself. , · 

689. Such talth, u Chriat eiercised, wu based upon 

' 
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· the interior evidence he had of the truth of his teachings. 
It was a faith which amounted to knowledge ; and he could 
truly say he bad seen the Father. But he could not have 
had this interior evidence, unless his spirit had been suffi· 
cien.tly developed to make it receptive of it by divine infiux. 
But by the course of discipline which he pur8ued, 
and which he taught; as constituting his system of religion, 
his spirit was so developed that he lived in both spheres of 
existence at the same time. He was in almost constant in-
tercourse with the spirits of the higher spheres, could per· 
ceive their presence, and converse with them, and could 
iRvoke their presence and assistance when he needed their 
aid. Owing to this state of interior development he could 
perceive the thoughts of men, "And needed not that any 
man should testify to him of man, for he knew what was 
in him." And by this state of interior development he 
was enabled to draw direct from the fountains of wisdom 
and power. And he taught his disciples, that they might 
attain to the same condition, by pursuing constantly the 
same course of discipline. Hence the remark, "He that 
believeth on me and keepeth my sayings, the works that I 
do, shall he do," &c. 

690. The power which Christ exercised was spiritual, 
IUld. illustrates the power of the spirit oover all the lower 
forms of existence. I have demonstrated in my previous 
lectures, that spirit is positive and active to all existence ; 

• and, within the sphere of its capacity and activity, can con-
trol all existence. I also demonstrated that nearly all the 
operations in nature were, directly or indirectJy, carried on 
through the agency of electricity, magnetism, vitality or 
the nervous medium ; and that spirit controlling each of 
these media, could, through 1.hem, control all natural ope-
rations. This spiri' power is exercised by the operation of 

20 
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the will; and.the potency of faith consists in giving inten-
sity to the will or action of the min6l. Hence it was that 
Christ ascribed· all the power he exercised to and 
said it was " The faith of God;" that is, it was such an 
exercise of the will as God exercises, he puts fo!t.h 
his power. 

691. It was through the power which the spirit posses-
ses over the media of vitality and sensation, that Christ 
was enabled to cure diseases, to feed the multitude, or to 
convert water into wine, and he taught his disciples that 
they could exercise the same power, through the same in-
strumentality; and whenever they attempted it, and failed, 
he rebuked them for their lack of faith. Thus while Christ 
was in the Mount of Transfiguration, with Peter, James 
and John, and the multitude were below with the remain-
ing disciples, a man brought his little son to be healed of 
an infirmity ; and the disciples tried to cul"e him, but could 
not; when Christ came down, he healed him ; the disci-
ples wished to know why they did not succeed in their ef-
fort ? He told them their failure was in consequence of 
their of faith. They tried more as an experiment to 
see what they could do, than from any conviction that they 
should he able to succeed. 

When he se.nt them out to preach the coming of 
the kingdom of heaven, and empowered them to heal the 

· sick, cure the lame, &c., he empowered them to do these 
things, by authorizing them to do them in his name. His 
name was the great charm they were to use. The effeet 
of using his name was to give them confidence in their suc-
cess, when they undertook to perform a cure. He inspired 
them with the belief that, by ufling his name, they could 
command his power. Under that conviction they went 
forth, clothed with the power of faith, and when they said 
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to the sick, "be well," they confidently expected the result 
to follow their command. Could he have given them con-
fidence in any other charm, it would have answered the 
purpose eq11ally as well. To exercise this power, the ·end 
to be attained is to give the requisite intensity to the spirit 
will; that intensity can only be given, by awakening in the 
operator a conviction that he ea.n command the 
necessary to success. That conviction might be awakened 
by the use of the name of Christ, or by the use of any-
thing else in which they bad equal confidence. 

693. The reason Christ possessed such remarkable power 
over diseases of various kinds, was owing to his high state 
of spiritual development. Diseases are usually oeeasionecl • 
by a disturbance in the vital action of the patient. Vitality 
is not able to perform its functions, and needs to be 8US• 

tained or assisted. Christ being highly developed in aU his 
spiritual faculties, his interior senses being brought to the 
iurfaee, he could perceive the nature and cRuse of that dis. 
turbance, and could direct all his spiritual power to bear 
upon the cause and remove it. He could peroeive how his 
spiritual power would act upon the cause of the disease, 
and therefore knew that the particular result would follow 
the mandate of his will. Hence when he commanded a 
disease to leave a patient, he accompanied that command 
with a sort of diy-ine energy of mind, which, aided by 
the faith of the patient, and such spiritual assistance as 
always ·attended upon him, could not f&il of accomplishing 
the proper result. ·And Christ reeognized this- as the way 
be performed his wonderful works. 

5g4, In eases which called for the exercise of greater 
power than he individually possessed, he always called to 
his a.id the assistance of surrounding minds, by requiring 
faith on the part of the patient, or those interested in the 
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work to be performed. Hence be frequently enquired of 
those who asked his aid, " Believe ye tna.t I am able to 
do this ?" He could not always succeeded without sach 
assistance. When he retumed to Nazareth, where he had 
buen known only as a poor carpenter boy, and went into 
the synagogue to teach the people, they felt themselves 
insulted, and began seemingly to enquire, " Is not this the 
carpenter, the son of Mary, the brother of James and Jo-
ses, and Juda,-and Simon? And his sisters, are they not 
here with us ? Whence then hath this man these mighty 
things? And they were offended at him." Even his own 
brothers and sisters, at this time, did not believe on him. 
Thus in N a.zareth, he was unsustained by the faith of those 
about him. And. the reslllt was, he could do no mighty 
works there because of their unbelief, and left tbem saying, 
" A prophet is not without honor, save in his own coun· 
try, and among his own kinsfolks." 

695. Who then can doubt that Ghrist recognized the 
principles to which I have refened, as the true nature and 
source of the power he exercised. Whenever called upon 
to explain, he always gave that solution. Said he to 'his 
disciples, in. answer to their enquiry, how he caused the Fig 
tree to wither, "That power cometh b:-; the f{lith of God." 
"Verily I say unto you, whosoever shall say unto this 
mountain, be thou removed, and be thou cast into the sea, 
and shall not doubt in his mind, but shall believe that those 
things which he saith shall come to pass, he shall have 
whatever he saith." We have already quoted his remark 
that this faith was to be obtained as the result of prayer 
and fasting. Hence he commenced his public ministry, by 
spending forty days ·nights in . fasting and communing 
with the spirit world ; and after entering upon his ministry 
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he frequently retired, and spent whole nights in prayer, and 
thus drew his wisdoin and power from the spirit spheres. 

696. Only on one occasion did he ev!lr admit any of his 
disciples into his private sane1uary. Peter, Janwi and John 
were admitted on the Mount of Transfiguration, and their 
spiritual senses were so unfolded, that they could perceive 
the 'presence of spiritual beings. It was the first vision of 
the kind they had ever witnessed, and the ardent and zeal-

' ous Peter, supposing that such visions appertained to that 
apot alone, exclaimed, "Lord, it is good for us to be here." 
But this scene was by no means new to Christ. His spir- ' • 
itual senses were so unfolded, that at all times he could per-
ceive the presence of these high, holy and purified. beings. 
Whenever· he retired from the world to the desert or thti 
mountain, he was with the assembling of the disembodied 
spirits ; and never but once, did they seem to forsake him 

1 when he exclaimed "My God! my God! why hast thou 
forsaken me!" · 

697. I will next consider how Christ's spiritual nature 
was so fully developed, that we may learn how to develope 
our spiritual natures. It is a well settled principle of ac-
tion, that if we would develope and strengthen any faculty 
of the body or mind, we must exercise that faculty. If we 
would develope and strengthen the faculty of LOVB,· we must 
exercise it. True spiritual love is not a motive to action in 
the sense in which the term motive-is commonly used. It 
is an interior impulse acting spontaneously, whenever a 
proper object is presented, demanding its exercise. That 
which is necessary to call it into action, is to present the 
proper object for it to act upon, and as every particle of 
matter which enters into our bodies to nourish, develope 
and strengthen them, finds its appropriate place therein, by 
V'irtue of the specific affinities impressed upon it during the 
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process of vitalization, so also every principle ()f love linds 
its appropriate place in the spiritual system, by virtue of 
the constitutional affinities existing bet,veen it and the 
tem. Hence the proper way to develope our spiritual sa-
tures, is by presenting such principles and truths to the 
mind, as the constitutional elements of tbe spirit demand, 
for food aftd nourishment. The way to develope love is 
by the constant exercise of it, in all we think feel, and 
say and d(). 

698. In this view, for the piupose ()f developing in us 
the element love; the presence of objects to excite our 

and call forth our benevolent feelings, is to us a. 
great blessing, if we improve the opportunities. The fact. 
that, owing to misfortune, ()r ()tller causeSt there are con-
stantly thrown in our way; objects of charity which call 
loudly for the exercise of this faculty, is one of the most 
propitious circumst.ances by which we can be surrounded ; 
and instead of cndeaYoring to find some excuse for not af-
fording relief, as we regard 0\11' own happiness and well 
being, we should earnestly endeavor to r.elieve them. lf 
we can give but the widow's mite, it will be attended with 
the same blessing, M though we c.ould give our thousands. 
Hence said Christ of th:\t poor widow, that "She had e-a.st 
in more than they all, who had beehcasting of their abun-
dance, into the If we would have the benefit of 
our charitable to strengthen and develope our 
spiritual natures, they must be such as to tax the strength 
aD.d ability of that penalty. Our characters must be such 
as to call E>ffort nnd sacrifice on our part. They must 
be, not so much of our abundanoo, as of our ability, if we 
would reap the blessing, and laf up treasures in heaven. 

699. A proper exeroise of this faculty of love would lead 
us to devote a large portion of our time to works of charity .. 
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It will not permit us to sit down quietly and wait f11r the 
suffering to come and ask for felief. Many a poor child is 
cotl.sumed by hunger, because ofthe delicacy and pride of 
the widowed Long and painfully has she strug-
gled with that conflict of feeling, a mother's love and a 
woman's pride, and tears of anguish have furrowed her 
cheek as she bas heard the moan of her hungry babes, 
while she has put them to bed, while you whh 
your abun<lance havt ;een wtt.iting for her to come and ask 
a charity. A proper exercise of this faculty of the spirit 
wowcl have sent you forth in search of the poor and desti-
tute,•and as you found. them out, and relieved them, you 
would have felt a holy, purifying stealing over 
your souls. It would have expanded and warmed up your 
spirit ; a tbrilf of joy and heavenly would have 
pulsated throu3'h your eatire being, as you had witnessed 
the kindling glow of gratitude suffuse that mother's cheek, 
as you bad perceived the prayer of blessing trembling in 
the moisture of her eye, and heard the voice Gf heartfelt 
thankfulness throbbing em laer tongue. The prayer oft he 
parting pressure of her hand would have called angels to 
attend you on your way, and in the calm and quiet of your 
soul, you could have heard the whispered plaudit of" Well 
done good and faithful servant." That act of charity would 
have been a lending to the Lord. That expenditure of 
money, would have been laying up treasures in heaven. · · 

700. It was in this way Christ developed his spiritual 
faculties, until he could perceive spiritual and 
hold direct communion with them. In this way can we 
develope and unfold our spiritual faculties, until we can 
perceive spiritual existences, and hold direct communion 
with them. By thus developing our souls, our £piritual 
senses will put forth, and we shall be epabled to pel'ceive 
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the interior of exiatenee, and thus draw our knowledge 
and power from the true source of all wisdom and power. 
But to thus develope our souls, we must be in the constant 
exercise. of!ove, pure, unselfisi, and holy. It must be our 
constant study to find out holt we can do the most. to make 
ourselves a bles!ing to all we meet. It must be our ear-
nest desire and prayer to so regulate our lives and conduct 
as t.o cause a light. to shine in our pathway, which shall 
cause joy and rejoicing to spring up wherever we go. To 
the hangry we mu•t give food; •to t.he naked clothing ; to 
the sick and distressed, kiadness. We must strive t.o in-
struct. the ignorant, reform the vicious, and redeem the 
fallen. True love is a fountain of wealth, from which will 
flow blessings inexhaustable. A cup of cold water, a kind 
word, an encouraging or sympathizing look to th()$(l 
in need of theJD, are charities which have power to bless 
both him that gives and him that takes. 

701. The reasons for developing and expanding the soul 
are open to all; they are to be obtained without money and 
without price ; all can be freely instructed by complying 
with the invitation, " Come and learn of me." The poor 
are especially blessed with the means. They best know 
how to sympathize with the needy and distressed. Their 
aouls are JlOt blighted and crushed with pride and fashion, 
snd folly and dissipation ; and although they have but little 
to give, that little is ablo to bless. That little will cost them 
effort, and thus tax their ability ; and that very effort will 
strengthen and develope their souls. None are so poor 
they cannot desire and pray for the happiness and well be-
ing of their fellow men. None are so poor they cannot 
speak a kind word, and give a kind and sympathizing look. 
None are so poor they cannot shed around them a benign 
1111d purifying infiuenoe, which shall to make all better 

I 
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and happier. Their very laok of earthly treasures is favor-
able for laying up treasures in heaven. The rich also have 
the means of developing their souls. The.Y are 
from the necessity of providi.Jtg for the wants of the body 
by incessant toil, and have abuJldant time to search out 
the poor and the destitute, and abundaat means tol relieve. 
them. If they would transfer their treasures to heaver, 
where they may enjoy them forenr, the poor and the needy 
are the messengers of the Lord to transport them thither. 
Any amount they need, entrusted to their care, God himself 
will repay at the time when it will be the most needed. 

702. By thus liviltg in the constant exercise of pure, un-
selfish and universal love, man can acquire the wisdom and 
power exhibited by Christ. His spirit will be unfolded 
and developed ; he will be brought into direct communica-
tion with disembodied spirits of 'he higher spheres ; he will 
be able to procure and understand the principles which 
prevail and govern in ihe kingdom of heaven; with this 
knowledge of the interior of all things, his faith wtl be in-
creased, by means of which a sort of divine energy will 
be given to his WILL, which, acting in harmony with the 
laws of God, and the principles of universal exist.ence will 
enable him to exercise the power, and performs those things 
which Christ performed, and thus he will verify the truth 
of that saying, " He that believeth on me, and keepeth 
my sayings, the wdrks that I do, shall he do also," &c. 
Then will those promised signs follow a true practical faith 
in the teachings of Jesus Christ. 

703. Is it doubted that such would be the of such 
a life, and such a faith ? Upon what principle is it doubted ? 
Is not such the nature and power of true faith, as taugM 
by;_ Christ? And is not the philosophy of the power of 
faith the same in all ages of the world? Upon what prin-
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eiple, or by what authority, can any one who believes that 
such power ever accompanied true faith, deny that such 
power is incident to such faith? Did Christ give any in-
timation that such power wa& to cease with him or his im-
mediate followers ? Are not the relations existing between 
faith and power the same now, ·as they were in the days of 
Christ and the Apostles? Is it answered, we see no such 
exhibitions of power now as then.? I reply, we see no 

exhibitions of faith and practice to beget that power. 
If christians do not possess the p0wer of Christ and the 
Apostles, it is not because God has changed; it is not be-
eause the laws of spirit have changed. ; it is not because 
the relations between true faith and power have changed ; 
but it is because they have not the faith of Christ and the 
Apostles. The they cannot perform those wonder-
ful works is, they do not comply with the necessary condi-
tions. Steam power, the Magnetic Telegraph, the art of 
printing, &e., existed in principle in the days of Christ, as 
much ts they exist now, and the only reason they were 
not then brought into use is, the necessary conditions were 
not complied with ; and if they shall ever cease to be in 
use, the reason will be because the necessary conditions 
for their use will have been abandoned. Their principles 
will continue, until the "frame of things disjoint." 

704. So is it in regard to the power which Christ and 
his immediate followers exercised. So long as the same 
conditions are complied with, so long can the same power 

and when those conditions are abandoned, 
that manifestation of power will cease, and all the condi-
tions are involved in what is denominated, "Faith in 
Christ :" that is, such a faith as will cause the believer to 
live the life he lived, to imitate him in his examples of ho-
liness, purity and love, to earnestly desire and labor for 
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that wltich he desired, and.for which he labored, and in all 
respects, to one in desire, character and labor in 
Christ, as he was one with the Father. This is the faith he 
required, and this only is a saving faith. 

705. That the mind has power, such as Christ exercised, 
·ca.nnot be denied. Almost innumerable examples ca.n be 
cited, illustrating such power. The power of faith in the 
patient, to remove disease, can be attested to by almost 
every physician. I have sometimes thought there were 
few if any diseases which might not be removed by the 
power of mind acting undet· the influence of strong faith. 
If by any means the confidence of the patient can be ob-
tained so as to make him feel that a particular remedy will 
certainly effect a cure, whether there is any virtue in the 
medicine or not, a cure will very probably be effected. 
Much of the power of celebrated medicines can be traced 
to this source. The reputed skill of celebrated physicians 
awakens in the patient faith in their power, which often 
does more to cure, than the medicines they administer. 
'fhe same medicines, administered by a physician of world 
wide fame, will often be followed by a cure, when the pa-
tient would have died, taking it from an obscure or uncele-
brated hand. " Believe ye that I am able to do this," is 
as important a requisition to be made now, as in the days 
"Of Christ. Doubt, uncertainty and distrust, are fatal 
when entertained by and patient. 

706. The power of imagination is often witnessed, and 
its influence upon health and life, have been frequently 
demonstrated to be very great. We must remember that 
imagination is a reality to the mind. Its power is purely 
mental or spiritual, and it matters not whether its images 
are true or false, the action awakened in the mind is the 
same, and consequently its effect upon the system will be 
the same. All are familiar with the anecdote of the 
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culprit who was bled to. death without loosing a drop of 
blood. · Being under sentence of death, he was placed in 
the hands of surgeons to be executed as be supposed. He 
was blindfolded and a alight scratch made, which he sup. 
posed to be an incision, and at the same time a small stream 
'of tepid water- was caused to fall from the wound into the 
nssel, which he supposed to be his own blood. Under the 
influence of this condition, the poor culprit passed through 
all the intermediate stages, died in the operation. Bu.t 
why did he· die? He lost not one drop of blood. His en-
tire physical system, so far as physical or external injury 
was concerned, was as sound and healthy as when life was 
in full power and vigor. He bled only in his imagination. 
The mind or spirit of the culprit, by virtue of its own inte· 
rior power, seized the wheels of life and stopped their mo-
tion. 

707. There are many cases on record where 
by dreams, trances, visions, &c., have been fully pursuaded 
they were to die at a particular time ; and in every instance 
they have been faithful to the appointment, unless made 
unconsciously to pass the time, or unless by some means 
the conviction has been eradicated from the mind. And in 
every instance where the conviction has been eradicated, 
or by opiates, they have been made unconsciously to pass 
the time, and thus have broken the mental spell, they- have 
continued to live on in their usual heahh. I am fully pur-
auaded from facts, as well as from the philosophy of our 
subject, that were an individual to become firmly convinced 
that be was to die at a particular time, unless that con-
Tiction could be eradicated, or he be cheated of the hour, 
be would as certainly die as the hour arrived. Such is the 
power the mind holds over the vital system. 

708. The power of the mind to affect organic changes 
hGS not unfrequently been witnessed. This is most appa· 
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tent under strong mental excitation. Dr. C&.rpenter in his 
Human Physiology, mentions the following as illustrative 
of this point. " A carpenter fell into a quare) with a sol· 
dier billeted in his bouse, and was set upon by the latter 
with his drawn sword. The wife of the carpenter, at first 
trembling, at length threw herself furiously between them, 
wrested the sword from the soldier, broke it in pieces and 
tJ1rew it away. During the tumult some of the neighbors 
came in and separated them. While in thil state of strong 
excitement, the mother took up her child from the cradle, 
where it lay playing, and in most perfect health, never 
having had a moments illness. She gave it the breast, and 
in so doing sealed its fate. In a few moments the infant 
ceased nursing, became restless, panted, and sank dead 
upon its mother'.s bosom. The physician was immediately 
called, found it lying in the cradle as if asleep, and with 
its features undisturbed. But all his resources were fruit· 
less. It was irrecoverably gone." The cause of its death 
was owing to a poisonous secretion, occasioned by the 
strong mental excitation of .the mother. 
• 709. In Sweetser'sMentalHygiene, is an extract taken 
from Dr. Millingen in his Curiosities of Medical Experience: 
"A widow lady, forty·five years ofage had lost her only son; 
she one day fancied she beheld his apparition beseeching 
her to relieve him from purgatory by her prayers and by 
her fastings every Friday. The following Friday, in the 
month of August, a perspiration tinged with blood broke 
out. For five successive Fridays, the l&llle phenomena 
took place, when a confirmed transudation of blood ap· 
peared.. The blood escaped from the upper part of the 
body, the back of the bead, the temples, eyes, nose, breast 
and the tips of the fingers, and was periodical on the ap· 
pearancc of the vision; and ceased of its own accord, ()Jl 
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the eight of March the year following." This transudation 
of blood was occasioned by the high mental excitation of 
the mother, and demonstrates the power of the mind over 
the physical system. 

710. I take the following from Sweetser's Mental Hy-
{,riene. ".Van Swieten records the case of a man who un- ' 
der the influence of sudden terror, recovered from palsy 
of one-half of body, that had afflicted him for years." 
" A woman who had been paralytic from the age of six 
to forty-four years, suddenly recovered the perfect use of 
her limbs, when she was very much terrified during a severe 
thunder storm, and was making violent efforts to escape 
from a chamber where she had been left alone. A man 
who had been paralytic many years, recovered in the same 
manner when his bouse was on fire." Gout has also im-
mediately disappeared through the operation of unexpected 
fright. An old author relates of one of his patients suffer-
ing under this disease, that having his feet and legs wrapped 
in cataplasms of turnips, a hog entering his room, and be· 
ginning to feed on the turnips, so alarmed him that he be· 
gan to run and jump, and all his gouty pains straightway 
vanished." . 

711. "George Grokatryki, a Polish soldier, deserted 
from his regiment in the harvest of the year 1677. He 
was discovered a few days afterwards, drinking and making 
tnerry in a common ale house. The moment he was ap-
prehended, he was so much terrified that be gave a loud 
shriek, and immediately was deprived of the power o( 
speech. When brought to a court martial, it was impossi-
ble to make him articulate a word. He then became as im-
movable as a statute, and appeared not to be conscious of 
any thing which was going forward. In the ·prison to 
which be was conducted, he neither ate or drank. The of· 

• 
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fleers and. the priests at first threatened him, and after-
wards endeavored to sooth and calm him, but all their ef-
forts in vain. He remained senseless and immovable. 
His irons were struck off and he was taken out of prison, 
but he did not move. Twenty days and nights were passed 
in this way, during which he took no kind of nourishment, 
nor had any natural evacuation ; he then gradually sunk 
and died." 

71ft. Says Sweetser, "Grief often kssens the secretion 
of bile, or by exciting a spasmodic contraction of its ducts. 
impedes its passage, whence the jaundiced hue of the skin, 
which bas been known to follow it. Sometimes it increasee 
the amount, and vitiates the quality of this secretion, and 
even l>ilious vomitings, have been produced by sharp aftlio• 
tion. Other secretions are in like manner affected by this 
emotion, being increased, le8$ened and vitiated. Misfor-
tune will often greatly diminish, or almost suppress the se-
cretion of milk ; or so vitiate its qualities, as to render it high-
ly noxious to the infant. Children have been attacked with 
convulsions and palsy, on sucking immediately after the 
mother had experienced some painful calamity. Dr. Car-
penter, states that " the halitus from the lungs, is some-
times almost instantaneously affected by bad news, so as to 
produce fretid breath." 

713. " In the war which King Ferdinand made upon the 
Dowager of King John, o( Hungary, a man in armor waa 
particularly taken notice of· by every one, for his extraor-
dinary gallantry, in a certain encounter near Buda; and be-
ing unknown, was highly commended, and as much lamen-
ted, when left dead upon the spot ;.but by none so much 
as by a German noblema_n, who wall charmed with 
such unparalled valor. The body being brought off the 
field of battle, and the Count, with th.e common curiosity, 
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going to view it ; t}re armor of the deceased was :fto sooner 
off, than he knew hinx to be his own son. This in· 

creased the compassion of the spectators ; only the Count, 
without uttering one word, or changing his countenance, 
stood like a stock with his eyes fixed on the corpse, till the 
vehemency of his sorrow, overwhelmed hh vital spirits, he 
sunk stone dea4. to the ground." 

714. Thus I might continue until I should fill a large vel· 
nme, citing cases demonstrating the power of the mind, in 
cases of intense excitation, to affect the vital and organic 
condition of the physical system. Who has not .seen the 
effect of the passions and emotions of the mind, as exhibi· 
ted, either in throwing the blood to the surface, and causing 
the vessels 'to expand.and throb, as in eases of violent an-
ger or rage, or, to cause the blood to !etire from the sur-
face, and rush in upon the heart, as in certain eases of fear 
or sudden grief, leaYing the vessels shrunken and collapsed, 
from which we say to shrink with fear, pine away with 
grief? These every day phenomena demonstrate the pow-
er of the spirit 1o lay its hand upon the vital system, and 
bold it in its grasp ; and all the vital energy of the body cab-
not summon strength enough to cause thtl secret springs of 
life to move, while the spirit is holding them back. In· 
stances are on record, where the strong muscle of the heart 
has been torn and broken, by the action of the mind, and 
many a person baa died, literally of a broken heart. 

715. The condition necessary to enable the mind thus to 
aet upon, and control the condition of the body, is to bring 
the mind into a state of intense action, no matter whether 
that action be excited • by imagination or reality, by hope 
or rear, by anger or sdepair, so far as giving it power over 
lhe body is eoneerned. This degree of action may be ex-
cited in numerous ways; it may be voluntary, or involun· 
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; and in its action, it may harmonize or antagonize 
with the vital funetions of the body. If it harmonize with 
the vitlll functions, it will be as potent to remove disea.>e, 

' and restore health., as it is to induce disease and destroy 
life, when it antagonizes with the vital functions of the sys-
tem. And this mental power is not confined to the physical 
body in which it resides. Tens of thousands o/ experi· 
ments have been made, which demonstrate conclusively, 
that this power can be exercised over the penions of others. 

716. Developments made by experiments in animal 
magnetism, must have satisfied the mind of every experi-
menter of the power of mind the physical conditions 
of his subject ; and it is no matter whether the effect has 
been produced by operating directly upon the system, or 
indirectly through the mind of the subject. The power of 
the operator to influence the vital action, and to take away 
or restore the sensations of his subject, is as well estab-
lished as any faot can be. Psychological experiments can 
be had at any time, and·in almost any place, dcinonstratiDg 
the power of mind to, suspend and even cure nervous dis-
eases in the persons of others. I have often performed 
such experiments, and seen them performed by others. 

717. Such power then exists; and has existed from the 
earliest ages of the human family, and will continue to exist 
until the physical and spiritual constitution of man shall be 
changed ; and as man shall become more enlightened, he 
will understand more of its real nature and mode of action. 
He will learn how to call it and divide it; and that 
which in the earlier ages of antiquity was considered mirac-
ulous, as proceeding directly from the special interposition 
of God, or magical as coming through the agency of the 
devil, will be found to be rational, and as truly subject to 
oertain physical conditions, as any other phenomena in· na-
ture. !1 



718. I have very little doubt that almost every Corm. of 
disease_ might be cured through the power or spirit, opera-
ting upon the organism of the patient, did we understand 
how to apply that power. Could we percieve the true cause 
and nature of disease, as we could if our spiritual senses 
were fully developed ; and could we perceive the true natunl 
of the remedy demanded, as we could under such cir-
cumstance; and could we percieve the manner in which 
the remedy proceeds to restore harmony, I have no doub' 
we should find that the power, requisite to remove disease, 
is very small indeed. The conditions would be found to be 
nry few and simple, and such as a very few appropriate 
passes, accompanied with the proper state of mind, would 
readily command. As it is, ignorant as we are of the cause 
and nature or disease, of the. kind of remedy required, and 
the manner of applying it, and the manner in which it acts, 
we often witness most remarkable cures, effected, as it were, 
by accident. 

_'119. The following positions may be taken, without feaf 
of successful contradiction. First, the mind . of the indi-
vidual possesses power, when called into action, to sua-
pend any or all the functions .of the. physical organiam; 
and consequently possesses the power to aid any or all or 
those functions. Second, the amount of power depends 
upon the intensity of that mental action, regardless of what 
provokes that intensity. Third, that action ma.v be excited 
by the action of other minds, in sympathy with the mind 
to be upon. Fourth, tho joint action of two minds, 
tending to produce the same result, will be more. powerful 
than taken sepa.rat!lly. There is another position 
which I believe to be true, and which, I have no doubt, fu-
ture developments will fully demonstrate. That highly 
developed minds will be able to call to their assistance, the 
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aid of disembodied spirits, or "legions of angels." Thai 
minds as highly developed as was the mind of Christ. can 
command all . these agencies at the same time, and conse-
quently produce proportionate results. 

720. I have already referred to the power of faith in the 
individual, as a means of rP-moving disease. I have stated 
taat often the conMel)c.e of the patient in the skill of the 
physician, and the efficiency of his medicine, more h do 
with the cure of disease, than the. medicines tbemselv.es. This 
position can be sustained by the testimony of all eminent 
physicians. lt is in p,rinciple sustained' by the of 
Christ himself. On several occasions be told those who 
oame to him, to be cured of their disease:o, that theit faith was 
the cause of the cure ; not their faith in him as the Messiah ; 
not their faith in him as God ; not theirJaith in the doctrines 
he taught ; but their . faith in his powe,r to cure their dis· 
..eases. 

721. The effect of fai& is to give intensity to the actioa 
of the mind. Hence, any method of awakening that faith, 
will answer the purpose of calling forth the power of th.e 
mind. It is in this way religious enthusiasts .can and often 
do perform wonders, in the way .of healing the sick. And 
this power is not confined to a'Qy particular class of believers .. 
lt can be exercised by Pagans, Mabomedans, Mormons, or 
IIDY other class of devot.e.es. Intensity JJf spirit.al 
volition or mental action, is what is r.equired; and that in-
tR.n&ity can be induced by error as.JVell .as by truth. The 
eonverted Monnon .cal) as sincerely believe Joseph Smith to 
be th.e true prophet of God, and that :what he says is the 
word, and what be directs is the will .of God, as the Jd&-
homedan can believe in the Koran, or the Jew in the 
of Moses, or the Christian in the teachings of Christ. Un-
der the instructions of Joseph Smith, the can 
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the Elders of the Church, go to his sick brother and pray. 
and annoint him with oil, and lay on his banda, and com• 
mand the fever to depart; and that brother having full faith 
in the efficacy of those means, will very probably be healed 
by the action of his own mind ; or he may be, by the ac-
tion of those minds engaged in the ceremony, or by the joint 
action of both his own and theirs. 

722. It is not necessary, nor dQes it follow, that those 
who exercise this power to a certain extent, understand its 
true nature. The result follows in obedience to the fixed 
and immutable laws of nature, as much so as· that fire 
will bum, or a heavy bosy, unsupported, will fall to the 
·e<trth, although no one may understand the principles in-
volved in either fact. 

723. It is upon tlris same principle, that certain diseases 
are cured by the use of amulets or charms. They are 
used as a means of calling the mind into action ; awakenir.g 
faith that tl1e disease is to be cured, and thereby directing 
the mental action to the remo'\'ing ·of it. It willmake no dif-. 
fcrence what is used for the amulet l:>r charm, or what kind 
of words are ttsed, provided they are such as to call into 
action a lively faith. The history of curing .worts, remo• 
ving tumors, talking pain out of burns, and things 'of that 
kind, would present many curious facts, illustrative of the 
foregoing- positions. These facts ate interesting, because 
they demonstrate the power the mind holds over all lower 
forms of existence. As illustrative of this point, I win re-
late an incident mentioned in Pettigrew's Medical Supersti-
tions, respecting Sir John Holt, Lord Chief Justice of the 
Court of Kings Bench, England. 

724. "Being engaged with some of his rakish friends 
in a trip into the country, in which they had spent all their 
money, it was agreed they should try their fortune sera-
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rately, Holt arrived at an inn at the end of a straggling 
village, ordered his horse to be taken care of, bespoke a 
supper and a bed. He then strolled into the kitchen, where 
be observed a little girl of thirteen, shivering with the ague. 
U poo making enquiry respecting her, the landlady told him 
that she was her only child, and bad been ill nearly a year, 
notwithstanding all the assistance she could procure for her 
from physic.' He gravely shook his head at the doctors, 
bade her be under' nn luther concern, for that her daughter 

never have another fit. He then wroie a few w!in-
telligible words in a oourt hand, on a scrap of parchment, 
whieh had been the direction to a hamper, and 
rolling it up, directed that it 11hould be bound upon the girl's 
wrist, and there allowed to remain until she was well. The 
ague returned no more; and l{olt having remained in the 
house a wet>k, called for his bill. " God bless you, sir,". 
aaid the old woman, "you're nothing in my debt, I'm sure. 
I wish, on the contrary, that I was able to pay you for the 
cure which you have of my daughter. Oh! if I had 
had the happiness to see you ten months ago, it would have 
saved me fOrty pounds." With pretended reluctance, he a£·' 
cepted his accommodations as a recompense, and rode away. 

Many years elapsed; Holt advanced in his profession of the 
law, and went a circuit, as one of the Judges of the Court 
of Kings Bench, into the same county, where, among other 
criminals brought before him, was an old woman under a 
charge of witchcraft. To support this accusation, several 
witnesses swore that the prisoner had a spell with which 
•he could either cure such cattle as were sick, or destroy 
those that were well ; and that In the use of this spell, she 
bad .been lately detected, and that it was now ready to be 

in Court. Upon this statement the Judge desired 
it might be handed up to him. It was a dirty ball, wrapped 
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round with several rags, and bound with packthread. These> 
eoverings he careftdly removed, and beneath them found a 
piece of parchment, which he immediately recognized as 
his own youthful fabrication. For a few moments he re· 
mained silent-at length recolletmng himself, he addressed 

jury to the following effect : " Gentlemen, I must now 
relate a particular of my life, which very ill suits my pres-
ent charMter, and the station in which I sit ; but to conceal 
it, would be toaggrante the folly for which I ought to atone, 
to endanger innacence, and to countenance superstition. 
This bundle which you suppose to have the power of lifo 
and death, is a senseless scroll which I wrote with my own 
hand, and gave to this woman, whom, for n& other reasont 
you accuse as a witch." He then related the particulars 
of the transaction, 'With such an effect . upon the minds of 
the people, that this old landlady was the last person tried 
for witchcraft in that country." 

7!5. This power has been manifested in divers ways, in 
all ages of the world. Mankind have been divided in opin• 
ion, whether it was from the devil or from God. In the 
days of Christ, those who opposed him, attributed all the 
power he exercised to the agency of the devil. They said, 
" He casteth out devils through Belzebub, the prince of the 
devils." While those who believed on him, supposed his 
power came directly from God, as an evidence of the truth-
fulness of his doctrtne, and the divinity of his mission. 
The founders of all the Tarious religions in the world, have 
claimed the exercise of this power, and set it up as an ev· 
idence that they were assisted, and consequently approved 
by God. And the people, witnessing such manifestation!lf 
and being ignorant of the true nature and source of the 
power exercised, have very foolishly ascribed to them su• 
perhuman divinity. The success of Mormonism ia thia 
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country, has arisen out of misapprehension. Mormonism is 
not without its miracles, and they are as true 1\Ild gell'lli.ne 
miracles, as were ever performed. Being ignorant of the 
philosophy of this phenomena, when they have seen the 
fever leave the patient in answer to the prayer of faith, and 
the imposition of hands, they have felt that God was)>res· 
ent, and by his own immediate Deific power had performed 
the wonderous cure. 

726. But"the world will eventually become too much en· 
lightened to attribute these and the like phenomena, to any 
special interposition of God. B)lt this enlightenment will· 
not banish God from· the world ; on the contrary, it will 
reveal him in every thing we behold. We shall then re-
cognize his presence in the thunder and tempest, in the still 
small voice of the evening zephyr, and the noontide calm. 
We shall hear him in the roaring of the lion and the chirp-
ing of the grasshopper ; in the thundering of the cataract, 
and the purling of the rill ; in the warbling of the linnet'8 
note, and music of the celestial spheres. We shaH per-
ceive him fashioning worlds, suns and systems,A>y the same 
presence and law: with which he fashions the dew drop upon 
the flower, or the tear drop that moistens \he mourner's eye. 
We shall him in our own souls, drawing us to himselC 
by the cords of infinite love, wisdom and power ; and then, 
and not till then, shall we understand that we are children 
and heirs of God, and joint heirs with Christ to an inheri-
tance incorruptible, undefiled, and that fadeth not away. 

727. Think not that the age of reason will be an age of 
infidelity. Reason is the first begotten of God and truth.; 
it is the first bom child of immortality. The age of rea-
son, will be an age of faith in God, ttot altogether derived 
from books of ancient or modem date ; but derived from 
the revelation which he has made of himself in his works, 
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and the divine instructions of an enlightened and purified 
sonl. It will be an age of hope and redemption. Redemp-
tion from sin, redemption from ignorance, and redemption 
from all the ills that flesh is heir to, through the ignorance, 
passion and lust of this age of supertitious darkness and 
gloom. It -will be an age of hope for immortality to all, 
to be spent· in unfolding and developing toward perfeet love, 
wisdom and power, throughout the never ending future. 
It will be an age of charity, pure and unselfish as God. 

7!8. When the age of reason comes, and come it will, 
"!'ill men beat swords into plow shares, and their , 

spears into pruning hooks ; and nations will learn war no 
more forever. When the age of reason shall come, less 
money will be expended in building and adorning churches,. 
with all that the pride, folly and fashion, of a licentious age 
can invent; and more will bu devoted to feeding the h.ungry, 
clothing the naked, educating the ignorant and redeeming 
the fallen. And a religious life will consist more in Jioing 
our heavenly Father's will, than in believing in it; an4 for 
the sake of the poor, to whom Christ preached his gospel, 
may that age_ of reason soon come, that the poor may 
again have the gospel preac.hed to them. 
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IDOLAUY. 
729. I;Iaving examined christianity as a system of disci-

pline, designed hy its author to repress the animal, and de-
velope the spiritual nature of man, and 'thereby to brillg him. 
into a state of harmony or atonement with his highest in.._ 
ests and destiny, with the interest and destiny oi his fellow 
men, and to bring him into. or with the 
being and government of God ; and having examined the 
proper adaptation of that system, to thl) accomplishment of 
that result, our next inquiry will be, why has it failed ? 
After eighteen hundred years of preaching and pretended 
practice, why has it not established " Peace on earth, and 
gooJ will among men ?" Why has not "Swords been beaten 
into plow shares, and spears into pruning books ?" Why 
are Christian nations still instructed in the art and prac· 
tice of war? Why are not the prison doors opened, and 
the bands of the oppressor broken ? The conclusion is 
inevitable: there is either a defect in the system, as taught 
by Christ, or it is defectively taught and practiced.. The ob-
ject of the present lecture is to vindicate the system, and 
place the cei)Sure where it belongs. 

730. The system as taught and practised by Christ, is 
spiritualism. As taught and believed by the Church, is 

This will be understood . and appreciated, by an 
examination into the nature and character of idolatry. Man's 
spiritual nature is such, that he cannot dwell contentedly in 
this sphere. He feels the Qod within and around him, and 
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he cannot stifle that feeling. He may drown himself in sen-
suality .I vice ; be may court the fashions aud folUes of life : 
be may drink the very dregs of these cups of pleasure and 
dissipation ; he may press forward in the chase after wealth 
and fame and power, and whether he play the knave or the fool, 
there is that within him which cannot be satisfied. There is 
an immortal hunger no sensual food can appease ; there is 
an immortal thirst no sublunary waters can quench : there 
is an immortal desire nothing earthly can gratify. The sim-
pls reason is man's immortal spirit is an exotic of this 
sphere. It gravitates toward its native element, where it • can breath its own congenial atmosphere, where it can feed 
on imperishable food, and drink the pure waters of the stream 
of life. 

731. In consequence of this nature, man is a religious be-
ing. He feels that there is an Almighty Father, God, and 
he must worship him. This is also the strongest feeling of 
his nature, and one to which every other must yield. There 
is no power over the human heart like that of religion. For 
nothing else will man sacrifice so much. What like it, can 
cause the mother to pluck her infant from her breast, and, 
while it is smiling in her face, and stirring that deepest of 
all human fountains, a mother's love, voluntarily tl1row it 
into the jaws of destruction ? What power like religion caa 
compose the widow on the burning pile of her husband ? 
What like it, can cast thousands beneath the crll.shing wheels 
of an idol juggernaut ? What like religion, can produce 
songs and rejoicings, while consuming at the stake? Make 
man feel and believe that his religion demands sacrifice, and 
he will mRke it, cost what it may. This religious nature of 
man has manifested itself in every age of the world , and 
owing to mRn's ignorance, has almost always been clad in the 
robes of bigotry and superstition. 
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'73i!. Religion in its true character is like the sou! and 
God, purely spiritual, and breathes forth nothing bat Jove.: 
It is the true life and being of the soul. Unmixed with ig-
norance, undirected in its action by the animal n'Sture, it will 
apeak only the language of love ; it will feel only the impul-

. ses of love ; it will only act in accordance with love ; it will 
be like God and pure spirit Jove. But although· in its true 
nature, it is purely spiritual, it has always been subject to 
misdirection ; and instead of becoming man's greatest 
ing, it has been earth's greatest curse. This religious 
ing has gil'en birth to idolatry. The God within whispered · 
of the God without, and Jed man to desire to communicate 
and commune with his spirit Father. But that Father wu 
invisible to his physical senses, therefore the idolater appoint-
ed a sanctuary where he could meet and commune with him. 
He carved his idol, not as . God, but as the appointed place 
and type for communion, and did so in all . the sincerity of 
his soul, and worshipped the invisible spirit which he 
posed met him there. 

733. It is in vain to pretend that the heathen who carvew 
his idol, believes the idol thus carved and set up, to be his God. 
He knows that the wood and stone which he has thus fash-
ioned, are but wood and stone . still. When he bows down 
and worships before the idol of his carving, he worships llis 
conception of the invisible spirit which be supposes perndee 
it. Thui it is with the Indian. When he buries the warrior, 
he buries with him ais dog and bow and knife and tom.a-
hawk, that the spirit of the departed Indian may enjoy them 
in the spirit land. But the poor Indian does not suppose the 
dog and bow and knife and tomahawk, enter bodily the spirit 
land, any more than the Indian with whom they are buried; 
but like the deceased, they suppose the dog and bow and 
knife and tomahawk, have each a spirit, and that when bg. 
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ried, they to join the spirit of the departed Indian, and 
serve him there ia spirit, as they served him in body here. The 
religion of the :heathen is not f'ntirely destitute of sphit. 
All the power ascribed to their idols is spiritual. But having 
carved their idols, or erected their temples JIDd dedicated 
them to their g9<ia, those idols and temples then become sa-
cred in their and any insult or indignity offend. 
to them, they co!Wder offered to the spirit infused into them, 

. and which they typify. In this they differ but little from 
Jews and Christians. 

734. The sin or error of idolatry, is in the false concep-
tion of God which exists in the mind of the worshipper, and 
not in the form or shape of the thing constituting the visible 
idol. The idolatry is in the mind, and is a aubstituting other 
things in the place of God, and thereby perpetually leading 
the mind into error respecting the true namre and character 
of God. Thus the idolater, being ignorant of the cause of 
almost all classes of .natural phenomena, yet percieving the 
existence of an invisible power concerned in producing them, 
deifies that power, and according to his conception of it, gives 
it the form of an idol. It is no more idolatry to set up the 

I 
external representation of the mental conception and worship 
it, than it is to worship the mental conception without giving 
it luch form. If the mind conceives God to exist in the 
shape of. man, having all the parts of the physical body, 

· lftlch as head, eyes, ears, nose, mouth, hands, heart, feet, 
&c, and worihip that mental conception .of God, it is as 
much idolatry, as though with the bands, the worshipper had 
given that idea a rea], formal existence, in the shape of a 
graven image, and bad woNhipped it. It is no more idola· 
try to worship God in the form of ten thousand imaginary 
deities, than to merge them all into one great being, and to 
ascribe to him a obaraoter he does not possess, or an llg611CY 
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in matters he does not exercise. .Any mental conception 
which ascribes to God false attributes, character or agency) 
has all the sin and vice of idolatry. · 

735. Idolatry is 11ot confined to those countries, or those 
reliiions, which make and set up pictures and graven images; 
as objects of religious veneration ; nor does the ·amount of 

. idolatry consist in the number of imaginary d-eities which a 
heathen people worship: But it consists in the false ideas 
and conceptions, the worshipper has of the attri· 
butes, and actions of God, whether those ideas are graven in 
wood or stone, or exist only in the mind, as objects of wor-
ship. The Jew or the Christian with his faith in the unity · 
and spirituality of God, is often as much of an idolater as the 
Egyptian, with his ien thousand deities. One of the first 
errors committed by man in his conception of deity, consists 
in his creating God in the image ·of man, and · g\viPg him 
the same physical character and constitution. Almost all 
religious worshippers, ascribe to God those passions, emotions 
and impulses which depend upon the animal nattire for ex· 
istency, and wl1ich ·cannot exist detached -rroln that nature. 

736. We have already seen that selfishness is an attribute 
of the animal, and is designed to preserve and protect the 
individuality of the animal from injury and destruction. 
We have seen that all the passions and appetltes of the ani· 
mal, take their root in this n.atural selfishness, and are but 
different modes of the !Ilanifestation of this selfish principre 
as circumstances demand its exercise. Yet almost every 
type of religion ascribes to its deity the most absolute selfish· 
ness and despotism. · They ascribe to God such a character, 
as would convert the earth into a hell, did man but feebly 
possess it. They affirm that God has the absolute right to 
do his own pleasure, regardless of the effect it may have 
upon sentient existences. That sovereignty is a sufficient 

• 
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apology for saving or damning the whole human family. If 
it is his will to damn, it is equally asright and just and good 
to damn, as save. That in all be purposes, and all be per-
forms, he is to consult his own individual happiness and 
glory, even if all otlter existences perish in eternal torment. 

to that pleasure and glory. Thus they deify selfish-
ness, and make their God the very fountain and source or 
ihat for which be damns his cbildrell for possessing. 

737. When man ascribes to God such a character aa 
would make man a selfish tyrant and despot be ascribes that 
character to God ! and in his false conception of his true ch&T· 
acter, be is an idolater ; and would add nothing to the sin or 
his idolatry, by carving in wood and stone, the false image of 
his mind, and worshipping it. To ascribe to God the charao• 
ter of a ruling sovereign, sitting upon a throne, consulting 
his own sovereign will and pleasuae, in all be purposes and 
·performs, and by the impulses of his own self-acting will ; 
and by the fiat of his own controlless power, creating and 
damning to remedeless wo, millions of immortals, for his 
own glory and happiness, is giving to him a character earth 
can find no parallel with, except in the detested lives of a 
Nero or a Calligula. Truth and falsehood are not convertible, 
neither are right and wrong. Their existence and qualities are 
eternally the same, at all times, and under all circumstances, 
whether appliable to man, spirit or God. And herein is the 
Jove, wisdom and power of God manifested, that truth is eter· 
nally true, and right is immutably right. 

738. It has been said that man was created in the image 
of God. Being created in the image of God spiritually, as 
the son and child of God, he should be like him in charae· 
ter and impulse to action. The nearer he can be like God, 
&be more perfect and harmonious will he become in all bia · · 
actions, impulses and relations. We are commanded to bt 
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like God. We should be. Spiritually we should image 
forth his character and attributes._ But if pure spirit like 
God can be selfish, can act from selfish motives, and seek tn 
promote his own glory and happinesss, by sacrificing the 
happiness and well being of others, are we to be ·tike him 
in that trait of his character ? Such conceptions of the 
_character of God, are false and idolatrous ; and their perni· 
cious influence is seen and felt in every religious system, pre. 
dicated upon such an hypotbesii. 

739. The vain and fanciful imagination of man, bas even 
ascribed to God the passions of the animal, as being jealous 
of his glory, angry at his enemies ; as being excited and ap-
peased, at enmity and reconciled, and many other equally 
false and foolish ascriptions. No heathenism, no form of 
idolatry can be more base or more derogatory to the trtW 
character of the Almighty, than such false notions. It is 
not in the constitution of pure spirit to be selfish. Infinite 
love, wisdom and goodness, can find no use or occasion for 
1uch conditions or states of. mind, as jealousy, anger, hatred 
.ii1 will, &e. They are the passions and conditions of the 
perishable animal, and can never be manifested where 1be 
influence of the animal is not telt. Jealousy, anger, hatred 
and fear, are the offsprings of selfishness; and from wl1enc:e 
ean such feelings arise in the minds of the spiritual. 
Such notions of the character of God, are extremely idolatrous 
and heathenish, and make the individual entertaining the!ll, 
idolatrous, whether they bow before graven images or not. 

740. God, as the fountain of wisdom love and power, can 
have no qther glory, interest or delight, than in begetting his 
own spirit, and thus manifesting to himself, and to all other 
intelligences, the same qualities. Yet according to the no-
tions of orthodox christians, as they call themselves, God 
permits a large portion of his children to grow up in ignor-
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anee of himself, and government, leaves them under the do-
minion of their fallen and torrupted natures. Surrounded 
by devils, who alone have access to them, and who, taking 
advantage of their ignorance, of thw natural ancf inate de· 
pravity, decoy them down to utter and irremedable ruin; 
and then he punishes them eternally for their disobedience, 
by making their condition utterly and hopelessly miserable. 
Such conduct in an earthly parent, would stamp his charac· 
ter with infamy and contempt. 

7 41. What would the w9rld say of the wisdom and good" 
ness of an earthly parent who should send his children to 
travel upon the brink of a precipice, surrounded by midnight 
darkness, not only knowing that they were liable to fall off. 
but that they would be misled by false li3hts, and would 
fall off and be destroyed. And especially what would they 
say of the Jove and devotion of that parent, were he at all 
times present to see their danger, and within reach to save 
them from destruction, and yet refused to put forth his hand 
lest he should interfere with the freedom of his child. Sup-
pose a father, standing upon the bimk of Niagara, just above 
the falls, where the current goes leaping and dashing by, 
and supposing his little svn, standing by hi!! side, should 
propose to leap in, and the strength of his little boyish 
arms in breasting the flood, and beating back the current, 
vainly believing he could do it, what would be said of the 
love and wisdom of that parent who should content himself 
with simply telling his son be would perish if he attempted 
it ; but still if he persisted be must take the consequences, 
and with this simple admonition, stood by and saw, the little 
adventurer dash in and be swept over the falls, without put• 
tingforth his hand to arrest or save him? Would not such 
a father be denounced as unworthy the·· sacred name ? 
Would he not be considered a mad man, a fool or a knave t 

I 

I 
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How then c!ati conduet become the perfectly wise, good 
•nd omnipotent Gud 'l 

7 42. Should that parent be questioned why he did bot put 
lorth his power, as well as admoniti<>n, and arrest and save 
his son before he leaped. into the ftood. · And should he 1-e· 
ply, the principles of my government require that my cllil-
dren should at all times and under all cirtlumstances, be left to 
enjoy the largest ·- Alld \\'hell I told him of the conse• 
quences, there was an end of my responsibility ; and besides, 
I d.eemed it -necessary to let him perish, that the rest of my 
children might learn the consequences of In 
poor, weak, feeble man, this answer would not be received, 
because the principle involved is neither wise, jrtst nor good. 
Such false notiolllt of Deity, need not be graven in wood or 
stone to constitute the greatest idolatry. 

743. '.Fhe principle of retaliation for injuiries 
arises out of the revengeful disposition of man ; and is stri• 
kingly exhibited in the penal oodes of all nations who ha,·e 
not become highly enligbtened,.and it sometimes is too prom• 
i'o.ent in their codes. Among early despots, the Jaw of retalla· 
tion was supposed to be just and proper. And it is worthy 
6f remark, that the founders of religion most generally in· 
vest the god of their worship with the character and nature 
of the sovereigns and goverments under. which th<>y live. 
We hear little of God, in the character of a King, with the 
prerogatb·es of a King, 1rith a scepter and throne, until af· 
ter the reign of the Jewish Kings commenced. Under . the 
old Jewish theoracy the law demanded an" eye for an eye," 
"tooth for tooth," "li.mb for limb,'' and " life for life." 
This law was supposed to be in harmony with divine justice, 
because it was in accordance with the promptings of the sel-
11.sh and revengeful feelings of man. These notions of jus-

. tice were transferred to the divine character; and in the om-
22 
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nipotene>e of God was founded the right k> act )lccordin,g to 
his own sovereign will and pleasure, independent of the qual. 
ity M the act performed. God was said to au• 
thorize, was supposed to be right ; whether it. was . to put in· 
nooeent women and children to .sword, or to do any other 
act, most revolting to the feelings of man. Might con-

right, according to the of the animal, and of 
men under the dominion of their animal natures. Their 
doctrines prevailed among the Jews at the time Moses insti· 
tuted tbei,r religion, and were ascribed to the god of their 
worship. · 

7 44. But the principle of retaliation was by 
Christ, as not being in harmony with divine character, 
and therefore be forbade its use. Now unless the c}iju-acter 
of God has changed, it never was in harmony with his char. 
acter, and consequently never was just. The principles of 
justice are the same throughout the. unil'erse, as applicable to 
every intelligent being ; and man cannot understand jus-. 
tice as to the divine government, any further 
than he can· und.erst and it as applicable to man. There 
cannot, be two antaiOJlistic types .of. justjce and both be 
correct. Divine justice never requires the adminjstration 
of arbitrary punishment, and never inflicts any. All pun• -

1 
I 

ishments which follow an infraction of the divine are j 
inevitable results, flowing from the necessity of things. 
Omnipotence, aided by such natural and inevitable penal· 
ties, can never be at loss how to vindicate the character of 
his government. The penalties of the divine laws are in· 
tended to secure obedience or. with the require· I 
menta of those laws ; and consequently, must . manifest 
themselves while is possible. If they are de-
ferred in their exee.ution until it is too late for the criminal. 
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to profit by their indiction, then their influence is worse 
than useless, and becomes oruel and revengeful. 

7 45. Theologeans, for the purpose of e;rceusing the in-
fliction of severe arbitrary penalties upon those who have 
violated the divine laws, sometimes represent that ·God 
eould not vindicate his word, or maintain· his government 
in the sight of, or among angels and the spirits of the just 
made perfect, without the infliction of such penalties. 'fhat 
it is not a matter of delight with him, but a matter of ne. 
eessity to keep 8Jlgels in subjection to his government; ls 
it possible that pure angelic spirits, begotten and born i11to 
love, who breathe only the atmosphere wisdom, purity, 
and love, whose existence and delight is ever to e:xpand 
and unfold in love and wisdom, in passing from one man. 
iion to another in their heavenly Father's house, are only 
kept in obedience through the restraints of fear, and that 
they would revolt and become the enemies of God, should 
he refuse to inflict eternal arbitrary punishment upon a poor, 
weak and erring immortal ? Would that fond and doting 
father revolt and bolt out of heavon, should God refuse 
eternally to damn his wayword 'or daughter? Let the 
caviling objectQr come forward, and say whether he loves 
and serves God only on c<;mdition that he will eternally 
damn nine-tenths o'f the human family? Let him consult 
his own better feelings, and then say, were the proposition 
submitted to the universe of intelligences to put out the 

. fires of hell, and thus put an end to the miseries of the 
damned, would he be found electioneering on the other 
side, in favor of keeping up those fires, and adding 
still to their eternal tortures? If he would not, does he 
claim that he is under a purer and holler love than the an. 
gels and God? If with imperfect love which he pos-
l!esses, he would not revolt, why does he infer that tho:>e 
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more pure, perfect aftd holy than himself, woa.ld do so 1 
746. A theolvgian who cr.n innnt an idea so utterly at 

war with the diTine element of love, so . powerfully antag· 
onistic to all the impulses which govern in the kingdom of 
hf'aTen, furnishes indubitable eTidence that he must, be boru 
again, or he never will see that kingdom. Such an idea 
has its conception in the datkest womb of ottr animal na-
tures. The idea that pure spirits would demand of God 
the eternal damnation of sueh as iheydenomlnated wicked, 
and would carry into effect, throughout eternity, the decrees 
of tile inquisitional councils of bigotry and superstition, 
bas originated in the heathenish ignorance of man, in ascri· 
bing to pure spirit the compound nature which man pos· 
sesses in this animal state, and is begotten by the geDera-
ting influences of an animal directed mind. 

747. Divine justice demands no sacrifice. Its laws are 
sanctioned by no other or higher penalty than what flows 
necessarily and from their infraction. Its 
only conditions for forgiving sins and conferring happines!', 
are that man shall come into harmonious .relations with 
his own nature and destiny, and thereby come into bar· 
mony with the well being and destiny of all beings, and 
with the divine government. And that o( it!'e]f will con-

fer all the happiness the mind is capable of enjoying ; and 
true and perfect happiness can flow from DO other SOUrce. 
It requires the visitation of no Almighty vengeance upon 
the heads of the innocent or guilty. Perfect love, wisdom 
and goodness, has no burning anger to appease, no raving 
vengeance to satiate, and no plotting revenge to grktify ; and 
any system which imputes to God such a character, or such 
motives or impulses to action, is dishonorable, lJeathenish 
and idolatrous.' Give to man such a character, and he 
would incur the horror and detestation of every pure and 
vil-tuous mind. 

o·g,tizcd by Goog I e 
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T48. The introduction of a commercial arrangement to 
purchase reconciliation and atonement between God and 
man, is predicated on the foregoing false conception of the 
nature and requirements of divine justice. Forgiveness 
of injuries, even where nQ satisfaction or recompense has 
been made, is considered as one of the greatest anu best of 
human virtues, and as furnishing the best evidence of a 
g.ood and godlike spirit; and, the contrary spirit js consid-
ered as wicked and develish. How then are these contra-
dictions to be reconciled ? · That principle of action, that 
condition of mind which is pure and holy, and just in God, 
is impure, unholy and wicked in man ; ·and that which is 
pure, holy and virtuous in man, is unworthy the purity, 
goodness and justice of God. Remember, right and wrong 
are not convertible terms, neither are good and evil con-

. vertible relatives. Right and wrong, justice and injus-
tice, have their foundations in the very frame-work of the 
universe. Tnth is eternally true, and right is immutably 
right. 

749. Out of this noiion that divine justice demands 
sacrifiee, has arisen a doctrine more revolting to -the inte-
rior sense of . benevolence, goodness and justice, more dis-
nonorable to God and man, more at war with every prin-
ciple of the divine government, than any other to be found 
in all the annals of heathenism; and its influence upon.society 
is as pernicious as its position is wicked and revolting. The 
doctrine is, that the demands of justice can, be satisfied by 
the punishment of the innocent for the guilty. That divine 
justice demands blood to appease its rage; and is indifferent 
whether it drinks the blood o( the innocent or the guilty. It 
demand!! suffering to gratify its interior malignity, and is as 
well pleased with the of the innocent as the guilty. 
What is the quality of divine justice, that such sacrifice can 
harmonize with 'it The relentless savage, thirstin;; for the 
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blood and eager for the scalp of some innocent being to 
satisfy hir revenge, is but a feeble type of such justice. 
If arbitrary punishments are demanded by the terms of 
divine justice, upon what principle is such demand satis-
fied by iRfticting the penalty upon the innocent ? By so 
:loing, has justice been done ? If so, to whom 'l To the 
nnocent ? To the guilty ? Try that principle of satisfy-

ing the demands of justice in civil and domestic govP-m-
ment, and where is not the mind that will not revolt at the 
idea? 

7 60. A parent has two childrf.'n one, of whom has ever 
been distinguished for the love, respect and affection with 
which it has conducted towards that parent. The least 
wish of that parent has been sought and complied 
with. Its greatest pleasure has befll to know and do its 
parent's will ; and during its whole life, it has never viola-
ted a single command in thought, word or deed. The other 
has been equally remarkable for its waywardness and diso• 
bedience. In its selfishness, it has always consulted its 
own, rather than its perent's desires; and has always des-
pised and contemned his authority. The. parent feels him-
self called upon to vindicate his authority, and determines 
upon punislung the rebellious child. He prepares the rod 
and is about to begin. At this moment the beloved and I 
obedient child comes forward and inquires if there is no 
remedy. Its pure benevolent heart cannot endure to see its 
wayward brother suffer; and the innocent child inquires, 
• • Father, cannot you forgive my brother, if he will repent 
and become obedient?" 'fhe Fl\ther replies :ao, he has J 
violated my laws, he has despised my authority, and jus-
tice demands sacrifice. Without sacrifice, although here· { 
pent a thousand times and become obedient, I cannot for-
give him. If it is sacrifice, dear father, you demand, can• 
not I become that sacrifice, and take upon my head the 
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full measure of your vengeimce? 0, yes, says the father, 
it matters not to· me upon whom my vengeance is poured, the 
demands of justice will be as well satisfied by punishing 
the innocent as the guilty. It is blood and agony I require 
to satisfy my crn.vings, and the blood and agony of the 
innocent will be as satisfactory to me, as- that of the guilty. 
If you are willing to take upon yourself the measure of my 
wrath, just lay bare your back, and I will begin. And the 
loyely, virtuous and obedient child, lays bare his back, and 
with folded arms, stands forth to receive the punishment 
inflicted, for a wicked brother's sins; and the angry father 
furrows his back, until the pain and agony of the infliction, 
causes a bloody perspiratton to bedew the face of the child, 
and until faint with the agony and the loss of blood, l1e 
falls at that father's feet, senseless and dead. Then tbe 
father deliberately wipes his brow, smacks bis lips, and says 
he is- satisfied. In the name· of God and humanity, what 
is justice made of, that such conduct could satisfy its de-
mands? How would the pure and benevolent In heart de-
nounce such conduct in an earthly parent? . How would 
his name be loaded with execrations by all who should hear • 
of such barbarity? 

751. The above is a feeble illustration of the idea.S our 
self-styled orthodox christians have of divine justice. Such 
is the character they ascribe to God ; and sueh the sense 
of justice they impute to him. They hiwe a kind ·or mys-
terious, round about logic, by which they arrive at their 
conclusion; but s-uch is their conclusion, and such the prin-
ciples involved in it. Punishing by proxy, and saving by 
proxy, cannot take place upon any other principle; and if 
diTine justice can be. satisfied with rnch conduct, it is less 
pure, holy and human, than human justice ; for that never 
presumes to go so far astray, as to knowingly and purposely 
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hang by proxy. The above conception of the character of 
God, and the attributes of divine justice, is extremely false 
and dishonorable ; and needs not to be carved in wood or 
stone to become idolatrous. 

7 52. Thlls the system of faitq attempted to be substitu-
ted by those styling thems.elves orthodox christians, for the 
simple practical faith taught by Christ, ha,s. so 
changed the SJStem of christianity, that it has lost its sim-
plicity and adaptedness to man as a of human re-
demption; it has lost its power and practicability; it has 
lost its spirituality, and has become grossly idolatrous and. 
sensual; and while it retains something of the shadow of 
the original substance, it has become a serious question 
whether our type of it more ll.fl&rly resembles a 
heathenized christianity, or a christianized heathenism. 
The doctrines taught by our modern christians; as consti-
tuting the essential doctrine of christianity, do not differ 
essentially from the teachings of early heathen divines. 
The character thE'y ascribe to God, the qualities of divine 
justice, as exhibited and illustrated in their phm of salva-
tion, the efficacy and virtue of dry speculative faith and 
form of worship, do not make their system preferable in 
those respects, to the Mahomedanor Hindoo religion. Their 

of salvation is a relic of barbarism and bearlil not even 
a counterfeit resemblance to that taught by Christ. He 
never discussed a single question, or taught a single prin• 
ciple involved in it. Christ never taught nor required his 
followers to believe, that man had committed an infinite 
sin and brought himself under the infinite wrath or dis-
pleasure of God.; and therefore it became necessary that 
an infinite aacrifice should. be made to redeem -him, and l 
make his salvation possible. That to make that sacrifice 
God had incarnated himself in his person, and that he, as 
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the person in the trinity, had come to make that 
sacrifice. The poor thief upon the cross was not required 
to recite the creed or the catechism, or any thing analo· 
gous to them. He had not been previously instructed in 
the doctrines of the trinity or of. vicarious and 
yet he was to go mto ·paradise with Christ that very da. y. 

753. I have already shown that the system taught hy 
Christ, w;as a syste!ll ofdiscipline, desiglled t.Q.redeem man 
from the dominion of his animal appetites, p,assions 
and lusts, and to develope his spiritual nature, and thus to 
bring him into harmony with his own eternal well being 
and destroy, and. with the well being and destiny 
of every itn!llortal being, and into harmony with 
the divine government, and ODd. That every prinoi• 
ple and truth he tau,ght had reference to that end, and. if 
obeyed would tend to that result. 'l'hat as a of dis-
cipline, it was useful to :tpan no further than he practiced it. 
Its terms of salvatiQn were obedience, and it could save 
upon no other tenus, because -obedience was salvatioa, ani 
tilere could he no other. Every truth Christ taught formed 
a part of his systeiQ, and could not be rejected by him 
who would himself of its benefits. That the faith 
Christ taught was a practical, working faith, and possessed 
no virtue beyond its practicability. 

7b4. This feature of primitive christianity, has been al-
ma• entirely overlooked by the churoh, or at most, 
been made incidental secondary to that whi.oh bas 
formed no part of the teachings of Christ, which has llO 
virtue of itself, and is no better than any form of 
idolatrous worship ; and it is this departure froJU the origi-
nal type of christianity which has commended our modern 
system to the selfishness and pride and l11st of the world. 
Let the original standard be elevated, aod I doubt 

Digitized by Coogle 
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the true disciples would be found to be much more numer· 
ous than tlfey were the day Christ was crucified. The 
world have no serious objection to a religion that will per-
mit them to pursue their own selfish ends. That will per· 
mit them to clothe themselns in purple and fine linnen 
and fare BUm]Jtuously every day ; that will indulge them in 
the exereise of their animal appetites, passions and lusts .; 
that will permit them to lay up for themselves treasures 
upon eatth, and will second them in their worship at the 
shrine of Mammon, and then will ptoinise them salvation ir' 
they will subscribe to certain speculative creeds, and practice 
certain religious forms and ceremonies. That is the killd 
of religion the world desires, not to save them from their 
sins, but to save them in their sins. 

755. The difference between christianity as it was under 
the teachings of Christ, and christianity as it is under the 
teachings and practice of modern orthodoxy, is this: under 
the fqrmer, and according to its requirements, ye could 
not serve God and Mammon ; under the latter you can. 
The former promised salvation from sin;, the latter salvation 
in sin. The former developed man's spiritual nature, and 
gave it dominion over man, the latter developes man's ani-
mal nature, and gives or continues its The for-
mer laid the axe at the root of every evil, by uprooting 
selfishness, and implanting love as the impelling power in 
man, the latter waters the root of every evil, by cultivating 
selfishness not only as a motive to worldly, but also tore-
ligious action. The former was the religion of Jove, truth, 
righteousness, justice and God; the latter is the religion of 
selfishness, fal!iebood, unrighteousness, injustice and man, 
and this difference is seen in the fruits of the two systems. 

756. Of the fruits of the former, I have already spoken 
in a previous lecture. I will now emmine the Mod· 

, 
I 
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em christianity is fuBdamentally· deceptive in this i it ap· 
peals to man's selfishness as a motive to seek the benefits 
of a religious life. Not long smce I heard an orthodox, 
minister attempting to demonstrate the truth of the doctrine 
of an eternal bell, baaed upon the infinite benevolence of' 
God. His argument was this. · If God is an infinitely be-
nevolent being, be will offer the strongest possible motives 
for man to·love him and obey his commandments. There 
can be no stronger possible motive than that addressed to 
man's fears, and nothing can be more terrible than the suf- . 
ferings of an eternal bell fire. Therefore to present the 
strongest possible motive to obedience, God must create an 
eternal hell, of the most excruciating suffering, for the diso-
bedient, and must threaten them with it, and to be true to 
his promise, must. incarcerate them there. Although this 

·was a novel method of justifying an hell on the 
score of perfect benevolence, it nevertheless contained the 
motive power of orthodox christianity. They teach that 
the object of religion is to provide a way to win heaven 
and avoid hell. Thus they appeal to man's selfishness 
the highest impulse to action, and by this appeal they call 
his selfishness into exercise, and by that exercise, strength· 
en and develope it. By so doing they defeat the very end 
they should seek to attain. It is the predominance of his 
selfishness that is working so much mischief in society, by 
creating antagonism of interest, by setting one man in an· 
tagonism with another. The endless d:scord and conten• 
tention that prevails· between individuals, communities, 
States and nations, grows out of this very selfishness, which 
such motives to religious action tend to develope. Hence 
without making the t\.:qteriment, we could 'know what would 
be the practical resulL of such teachings. Christ never. 
presented any such motives to his di1$ciples. 
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757. )Jan, as an mtrportal being, possessed of im-
mortal pature which has ita own appetites, aspirations and 
desires, has within him an interior affinity fo"r all that ia 
lovely and just and true; and when that. interior nature is 
developed, as it is the business of religious discipline to de-
velope it, it will be spontaneously attracted to which 
is lovely and just and true, and it will only need the proper 
presentation of truth, clothed with its own authority, and 
virtue robed in her own heavenly attire, and justice en-
ahrined in her own sanctity, to call forth the spontaneous 
and Go!l-like volitions of the S()Ul. There is that unde-
faeed of God within every human soul, which, if it 
can be reached, and the proper truths can be presented, 
will e.x;pand in its love and power, and take possession of 
the man. When man's actions are induced by influences 
exterior to when be acts -qpon any other motive 
than his own interior delights, the act is not his own. If 
he obeys the truth from selfish motives, and not any 
love he has interiorly for the truth, he does not obey it. 
When he obeys God, in hope of winning heaven or esca-
ping hell, and not from an interior delight in that obedience, 
he does not obey God; he only obeys his hopes and fears, 
and he will obey no further than his hopes and fears 
prompt him. Such service is canstrained, and is no service 
at all. The man is 1\ot in it. He would obey any other 
being as soQn, who could protect him from God's anger. 

758. Modern christiani.y can teach no higher motive to 
action than selfishness, because it !mows no higher motive. 
Its God is selfish. They make him as much the fountain 
of selfishnesa as that of wisdom and power. The motive 
that governed him in creating· the universe, was to honor 
and glorify· himself, and whatever comes between him'and. 
his own highest glory must be saerifioed. His original 
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plan involved tbe eternal damnation of the "Whole human 
family according to their creeds, and had not perfect inno-
cence -taken upon itself the full measure of almighty wrath, 
we should all have been doomed to hell for his glory. 
With a God, having such a character to imitate; and such 
motives to induce obedience, such a system must develope 
selfishness, and hence mtlst be anima] and sensual in its 
character and influence. 

'75!il. This , being the nature of modern christianity, it is 
not surprising that it has failed to redeem man from the 
dominion of his animal selfishness ; it would have been 
more surprising if it had done so. All its appeals being made 
to selfishness of man, all its motives being calculated to 
-c&ll it into exercise, it would be surprising if that impulse 
in man was not strengthened and developed. Take away 
the hope of heaven and the fear of hell, and the modem 
system would fall to the ground. There is nothing in the 
character of God, or in the wisdom and beauty of his gov· 
emment, there is nothing in the authority of truth, in the 
purity of virtue, or the sanctity of justice, to attract them. 
Their obe_di ence arises not from an interior delight, from 
a oneness of desire 'between them and God. There is no 
spiritual at·one·ment between them and God. The songs 
of praise are, " We bless God because ·be has redeemed us 
from. bell," not because he is the perfection of all that is 
good and wise and great and true. Not because their de· 
lights are the same; not because there is a divine harmony 
between them. They love God as they would love any 
other being who bad done them an equal favor. 

760. Such being the true character of modern christi; 
anity, the only worship it can render to God, must consil!' 
in external forms and ceremonies ; the only faith it can ex· 
ercise must be expressed in dull speculative creeds ; be· 
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cause they have no interior delight in God ; they are not 
interiorly in harmony with his eharacter and government. 
They know little or nothing <?fthe divine, and how can they 
haTe faith in it. If God desires a magnificent display of 
pomp, parade and fashion, they can get that up. If he 
wants a fashionable and ialented preacher, he can have 
him ; if be wants a costly church with a high steeple, and 
a clear, deep toned bell, he can have it. If he wishes good 
music, vocal and instrumental, they know how to that 
up. If he wishes to have the people put under the water, 
or to have the water poured or sprinkled upon them, the 
priest knows how, and is willing to co that kind of work . 

. B11t if he wishes to have their desires and interior delights 
in a state of oneness with his, if be wishes to have them 
love their enemies, to love their neighbors as themselves, 
to do good unto all as they have opportunity, to divide 
their bead with the hungry, to cease laying up treasures 
for themselves upon earth, to sell all they have and give 
w the poor, to remember those in bonds as bound with 
them, to break ·the bonds of oppression, and let the op-
pressed go free, to beat their swords into plow shares, and 
their spears into pruning hooks, that is asking more than 
they are willing to do. They cannot understand the ne-
cessity or propriety of making such requirements. Tht:y 
are willing to believe in the· total dt>pravity of man, the 
sovereignty of God, the trinity, the vicarious atonement 
that salvation is of faith and grace, that they are to be 
saved by imputed righteousness, and imputed obedience ; 
they are willing to be immersed or sprinkled or poured, as 
shall be most convenient ; they are willing to eat bread 
and drink wine in commemoration of Christ's sufferings 
and death, and they are willing to be decently moral, not 
·work or play on the Sabbath, and give God all the credit 
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for their salvation at last ; and with all this they think he 
ought to be satisfied, and they datter themselves be will be 
aatisfied. 

761. Such being the faith of modem christians,-such be· 
in the kind of service they think God reqltires of them, 
we . will look at the practical · of that faith and 
service, eonsistipg as they do, in dry speculative creeds, 
and senseless formalities. Their christianity becomes the 
seed of division and contention, and gives rise to numerous 
seots, .instead of becoming a bond of union, and bringing 
them into harmony with eaeh other, and giving them 
faith, one Lord, and one baptism. These divisions tend 
to develope still stronger their selfish individuality, and ex-
clusive!less, and to engender strife and antagonism. There 
must be a meeting house, .and a priesthood, and a hymn 
book, got up on the difference between being plunged and 
sprinkled and poured ; on the doctrine of the saints final 
persevl)renee and their liability to fall from grace ; on free 
grace, and foreordination ; on the apostolic succession, 
and the· non-apostolic succession ; and ten thousand other 
differences, equ.ally foolish and foreign to the object and 
end of true ehrist.iahlty. And thus they spend their time 
and breath, and money, in deftmding their peculiar creeds, 
and forms of worship, while their l_lrethren and sisters, 
according to the desh, are perishing about them. It takes 
all the time and means they are · willing to spare .for reli-
gious purposes, to build and adorn meeting ho11ses, hire 
preachers, purchase slips, and print Bibles, and Tracts, · 
without feeding the hungry, clothing the naked, visiting; 
the sick, and redeeming the fallen. Their kind of religious 
exercise does not develope in them an interior delight for 
aueb service. It does not make it their meat and their 
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drink, to seareh out t.he poor ad desti&ute, 1111d di'rid• 
with them their aubstoce. 

762. walk through the streets or our cities, and exam.o 
ine the stately mansions t.bat appear upon the right band 
and upon the left, Who inhabit these mansions T Brother T. 
having made a fortune in merchandising, bas retired a.ad is 
now living at his ease. He is worth a hundred tb<Jil.B&Jld, is 
one of the deacons of our church. He is a life member 
of the Bible Society, the Tract Society, the MiBBionary So.o 
oiety, &c., &c. He gan a thousand dollars toward build· 
ing our meeting house, and he is actively engaged in out 
Sunday school ; and so you may pass on from mansion to 
mansion, and you will find a large number of them 
ing to these christians, who have made their fortunes, and 
are now living in idleness upon their wealth ; or to those 
who are now making their fortunes in anticipation of being 
able to live &f. their ease. we wm go with to theil' 
place of worship. There we find a large and 
edifice with a tower peering up toward the clouds. Tens 
of thousands expended upon it to give it a tasty and fash· 
ionable appearance. We will enter. Here we find a gor .. 
geous and magnificent display of moulding and stucco 
and painting. The light of day is let in through beautifully 
stained glass cut into diamonds, each window costing 
enough to build a small dwelling for some needy brother. 
Costly chandaliers are suspended from the ceiling. The 
aisles are carpeted with the richest of Brussels, the seats 
cushioned ;with the finest damask. The pulpit is constructed 
on a model vieing with the display of wealth and taste of 
the throne of an emperor, adorned with golden candlesticks 
and golden embossed bible and hymn book. In short every 
thing about the buildit;g, got up to please the eye and 
tickle the fancy, and strike the mind of the observer with 
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the goi'geous display of taste and lllXUry and wealth, which 
would him of every thing except the manger in 
Bethehem, and him who was born therein. The bell tolls 
the hour for worship, you hear the rustling of silk, you 
smell the perfume of the shop; you .turn and behold 
one of those fashionable gatherings. It has the appear-
ance of a dress circle of the highest class. Each seems to 
be vieing With the other in an exhibition of pride, pomp, 
display and superciliousness. The minister appears in his 
gown or surplice, or without it, according to the sect to 
which he belongs; he reads; he offers up formal prayers ; 
he preaches ; the choir sing, and worship is ended, and 
the crowd go home thinking God has been highly delighted 
with such splendid worship. 

763. In that same city, and within the sound of that 
church bell, lives a poor widow with' five who are 
dependent 'upon her daily labor for their bread. When in 
health the most sh& can earn with her needle is two dollars 
and fifty cents by stiching her very life into the work. Of 
this she pays to one of the we!'lthy members of this fash· 
ionable church, .one dollar per week for the rent of the 
miserable tenement she occupie&. It being rickety and 
old, and the weather being cold, she consumes fifty eents 
per week fQr fuel and lights, leaving but one dollar per 
week to feed and clothe and educate herself and little ones. 
Look not for lllXliry here. Look not for comfort even. If 
you do you will not find it. Punctually every Saturday 
night the servant of Deacon T. is at her door to demand 
the dollar rent, she needs so much, and be needs not at all, 
and what though she has no bread for her little ones ; what 
though she has no fuel, and her children are shivering 
with cold; what though she has no money save that dol-
lar, Deacon T. must have it, to help pay a dol· 

!3 
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Iars to build the church, to help make him a life member 
of the Bible Society, and Tract Society, and Missionary 
Society ; to enable him and his pious family to wallow in 
wealth and luxury, to clothe themselves in purple and fine 
linen. But our poor widow, worn down with care and 
privation, and constant toil, is sick; Her needle refuses 
to work, and she can get no bread or fuel or rent ; the 
Deacon finds it out when his servant returns on Saturday 
night rentless, and instead of going to her relief, and sup-
plying her necessities from his purse or his larder, he goes 
to the poor master and asks him to free his house from a 
profitless tenant, by making that poor widow a town pau-
per. The poor master suggests that it will be mortifying 
to the poor woman, to be at the charge of the town, and 
thinks that perhap.s a few dollars, donated to her, will save 
her that mortification, and enable her again to resume her 
work and support herself and family ; and he asks the 
deacon to contribute a dollar with him and a few others 
for that purpose. The deacon, with a long and sanctimo-
neous breath, says, "Mr. R. I do not think that is the best 
way," good night, sir, and leaves the poor woman to per· 
ish, or to be taken care of by charities other than hi!> own. 
This is no fancy sketch, I would to God it was. 

764. But this is not the only poor widow, and Deacon 
T. is not the only wealthy deacon who neglects them. Our 
cities are filled with both classes. Wealthy christianity, 
and squallid poverty side by side, year after year. Our 
professed christians, as well as the men of the world are 
engaged in amassing wealth from the unpaid toil of the 
laboring, suffering poor. Whether as merehants behind 
their counters, or landlords collecting rents, or employers 
buying their labor at half price, they are fattening on the 
life blood of the toiling poor, and instead of dispensing to 
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them christian charities, they are devising means to rob 
them of their scanty earrling ; and modern christianity is 
doing nothing to correct this evll. ';I'heir church 
are springing up in our citiel and country like wushrppms. 
Their clergy swarm over the land like the of .E;gypt. 
Money enough is expended in buildipg churches and adorn-
ing them with all that pride and fashion, and taste can 

' gest, and in. paying a sectarian clergy, to relieve all the 
needy and perishing. But aU this avails nothing for the 
poor. All this avails nothi11g for developing the pripciple 
of love to God and love to man ; avails nothing for feeding 
the·hungry, clothing the naked, releaving the distressed, 
and elevating and redeeming the fallen. It avails nothi11-g 
for breaking the bonds of the oppressor, or silencing t4e 
din and clamor of war. · 

765. Modern christianity in its practice, does not recog-
n.ize the doetrine of stewardship ; does not recognize God 

" as the rightful owner of their influence, labor and wealth. 
'lhey do 11-ot believe the command, " Go sell that thou hast 
and give to the po!)r," e.ltends to them. Although the 
test was fair and just, as applied to the young ruler, it is 
not a fair test to be applied to them. 41though the young 
ruler, lacking that charity, could not have treas!ll'e in 
heaven, yet they aan with all that lack. Although under 
the system of discipline taught by Christ, it was as easy 
for a oamel to go through the eye of a needle; as for a rich 
man to enter the kingdom of heaven; yet under their system 
there can be nothing easier. Although under the prima-
tive· system, man could not serve God and :Mammon, ·under 
the modem system, both can be worshipped at the same 
shrintJ. · . 

766. :Modem christianity is false to God and humanity, 
by becoming wedded to'the world; by adopting the max-
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hns o( the. •orld ; by employing the motiYea and imp'lllsee 
oC the world. It is as uncharitable and selfish as the world. 
It deals only •it.b man's hopes and fears. Aside from 
purchasing respectability and salvation, by building meet· 
ing houses and hiring ministers and attending ehureh, &e., 
it reserves most of his charities to be· perCormed after the 
donor is in his grave. We are often told of the dying lib· 
erality oC these •ealtby christians, when they bequeath 
their all to some religious or charitable purpose. But such 
bequests furnish no evidence of a truly christian heart. 
They rather indicate a disposition to control their wealth 
after death has forc!'ed it !rom their grasp. Had such do-
nors been christians in spirit and in truth·, they would not. 
have had such princely fortunes to bequeath in their old 
age. Had they had that love for their fellow men, which 
true christian faith and charity they would have 
distributed those thousands long before their death. That 
wealthy christian donor has not kept thai princely fortune 
locked up for years, because it was not needed by the hun-
gry, starving poor, but because his animal, unchristian sel-
fishness, prompted him to part with it only with his dying 
breath. Could he have lived a thousand years, he would 
have continued to have witllheld so much of what he pro-
fesses to call God's money, from those to whom it belonged. 
And they are not indebted to his christian charity for the 
gift, but to the gracious act of death in setting it free. God 
was obliged to kill him to get the trust out of his hands. 
Such acts of dying liberality, furnish no evidence of a 
christian death, but they do furnish indubitable evidence 
of an unchristian life. For such men to profess to be. 
christians, is to proolaim themselves hypocrites, or to de-
fame true christianity. 

.l 

I 



LECTURE XVII. 
INflDELITY, 

767. Almost every nation has its popular religion ; and 
to be out of fashion in religious faith, is denounced as iDfi • 
del. To doubt the inspiration of Moses, or the writers of 
the Old Testament, or to doubt as to the truthfulness of their 
sayings as understood and taught by the Scribes and Phari-
sees of old, constituted a man an infidel in the days of 
pharisaic domination among that particular sect. To doubt 
the plenary inspiration of the Koran, and the divine char· 
acter of Mahomet, as the only true prophet of God, and · 
the interpretation of that book as given by the orthodox 
believers thereof, constitutes a man an infidel in Mahom· 
medan countries. To reject the authority of the Pope, 
the isfalibility of the Romish church, the intercession of 
saints, to despise mass and the confessional, and to claim 
the right of reading al).d interpreting the Bible for one 
self, constitutes an infidel in countrie:!. To dis· 
pute the total depravity of the human heart, the existence 
of a personal devil, the very Godship of Christ, the vioa· 
rious atonement, and the doctrine of imputed righteousness, 
makes a man an infidel in Protestant orthodox communi-
ties. To doubt the divine origin of the book of Morman, 
and the inspiration of Joseph SIQith, one an infidel 
in Morman communities, and so on to end of the 
chapter. 

768. From the foregoing, it will be perceived that the 
term " infidel," is a very general term, and being interpre· 
ted, means, •• he does not belieT& aa I do." As used, it 
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hal no definite signification_, other than the foregoing, 
When we heiU' this term 118ed', we must know the particu-
lar faith of the person using it, to form even a general 
idea of faith of the individual to whom it is applied. 
Wit.hout this knowledge, we do not know whether the so 
called infidel is a Jew or Gentile, a Christian or a Pagan, a 
Mehommedan or Morman. One thing we know, and an-
other we can very properly infer. We know the accused 
does not subscribe to the creed of his accuser, an& we oan 
infer that his infidel creed is unpopular. Beyond this no-
thing can be understood by the use of the teim, without 
special investigation. The use of the term therefore, might 
very properly be abandoned, were it not convenient as a 
term of "pious defamation," a sort of holy slander, 
for a kind of religious outlawry and proscription, sub-
jecting the accused to a deprintion of the " benefit of 
clergy," and such other benefits as the popular religion has 
power. to withhold. 

769. It should be particularly noticed that the term in-
fidel, is never applied to character. It is always used.with 
reference to man'a real or pretended belief. No matter 

'what the real character of the indiv,idual may be, however 
selfish, impure or wicked, if he is orthodox in his creed or 
professes to be so, he is not subject to this fashionable re-
proach. On the contrary, no matter how unimpeachable 
he may be in his life and character, no matter how virtu-
ous and pure, no matter how truthful and humane in his 
intercourse with man, if he do not square his speculative 
creed, or profess to do so, with the canons of the popular 
religion, he is to the church an infidel, a.nd nothing can 
shield him from this reproach. 

770. This will lead me to enquire what it is to be &n in-
fidel in the true and the false sense of that term. In the.. 
true sense, the term sho&lld never be used except in refer-
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enee to cha.racter. To be an infidel in the true sense, sig-
nifies to be faithless or unfaithful in the exercise of those 
trusts committed to our care, or in the discharge of our du· 
ties and obligations to man and God. It signifies to be 
false to truth and virtue and justice. In the false sense, 
all are infidels to every sect and religion, except their own. 
The Christian is infidel to the Jew, the Pagan and the Mo-
hammedan. The Mohammedan is infidel to the Chris· 
tian, the Jew and the Pagan, &c. All men necessarily 
must be infidels in this false sense. 

771. What is it to be an infidel in the true sense of the 
term ? In this sense thece are many degrees in infidelity, 
varying from the slightest departure from the principles of 
virtue and integrity, to that of the most absolute aban-
donment to vice and crime. When a man seeks to take · 
advantage of his fellow by overreaching an<J defrauding 
him of that which is justly his own, he becomes unfaithful 
to the demands of justice, and is an infidel in character: 
When one seeks to rob his neighbor of his reputation and 
good' standing in community, by circulating falsehoods re-
specting him, or by meaningless inuendoes and malicious 
insinuations, or hy telling the truth even where the moth·e 
is to injure," he is unfaithful to the love he owes that broth-
er immortal, and is in character an infidel. When an indi-
vidual indulges in the commission of any vice or crime, 
when he would corrupt his own purity or the purity of 
others, he is unfaithful to the duty he owes to himself, his 
neighbor and his God, and is an infidel at heart. When 
an individual possesses more of this world's goods than he 
needs. to supply the demands of nature, when he becomes 
a inonepolizer and refuses to assist the needy and perish-
ing in the sight of God, he is an infidel. Slavery and 
war are infidel institutions, and all concerned in sustaining 
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and promoting them designedly, are desig11edly infidE-ls. 
77!. There ill a very low class of infidels in the true 

leDSe of this term, worthy of our especial notice. · They 
are a class of men who reject all forms of religious faith, 
that they may be free from the restraints which they sup-
pose religion itnposes upon their animal appetites, passions 
and inclinations ; and that they may be absolved from the 
discharge of such active duties as religion imposes. Such 
men are prepared to be made ·infidels by false teachers of 
religion. Supposing that the foundation of all moral obli-
gation rests upon the truth of certain forms of religious 
faith, if that faith is deatroyed, with it goes all obligations 
to be honest, just or pure. Such men being under the 
control of their animal impulses, and wishing to remove 311 
obstacles to their constant gratification, eagerly persuade 
bemselves that nothing is true which ·conflicts. with those 

_inclinations, These Mln are animal infidels ; that is, they 
are made such by the impulses of their animal natures, 
and if they ever change, tbey will be animal in whatever 
they adopt. The only injurious consequences their llnbe-
lief in any particular dogma can have, will be to let them , 
loose upon society to inftict their crimes upon it ud through 
their excesses and vices, thus unrestrained, they will bring 
upon their own headlt the disrespect and detestation of the 
good and the pure: 

773. For the above class of men, a faith involving a be-
lief in a future and eternal hell seems indispensable. It is 
perhaps th• only thing which can proteet society from their 
excesses and vices. Such men sometimes are found in the 
churches. I have not unfrequently heard say if 
they knew the doctrine of universal salvation ·to be true, 
they would cut loose from ..all restraint, they would be infi-
del tc_> every truth and virtue : they would indulge in 'he 
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gratification of their appetites, and lusts, thereby 
confessing they do not love God ; they do not love his law ; 
'hey do not love his character ; there is no oneness of feel-
ing or delight between them ; and were it not for the fear 
of hell, they would be among the staunchest rebels. Men, 
thus infidel at heart, act very foolishly to quarrel with the 
4-octrines of universal salvation ; lor they are the only doe-
trines that can save them from hell. Such men can-
not be made positively good and pure. The most that can 

. be hoped of them is keep them in check from the com-
mission of vices and crimes by appealing to their selfish 
hopes, or exciting their fears. This kind of infidelity is 
seen in th"' dram shop, at the gaming table and in the 
brothel. It .shines forth from the face of the profane a.ild 
vulgar blackguard, and is heard in his cursings and vul-
garity. It also appears in the polished rake and the un-
polished bully. This kind of infidelity extends to charac-
ter, and is low, and mean, and beastly. 

774. The mischievous influeftbes of.wha! are iermed the 
orthodox teachings. of the day, are manifested in the mul-
tiplication of this ciass of . infidels in society. The selfish-
ness with which they invest their God; their .foolish and 
absurd plan of salvation ; the selfish end to be gl\ined by 
getting religion ; the selfish motives appealed to 
to induce a faith in these particular creeds, the mystery, 
absurdity and contradiction, with which their system 

. abounds; its inutility and impracticability, together 
with their own false and hypoeritieal conduct, lead this 
class of men to reject all faith in spiritual existences. While 
this of men remain under the influence of such teach-
ers, this constant appeal to their hopes and fears, only tends 
to develope their selfish nMures, and by so doing crushes 
their spiritual. The consequence is that these men are 
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only educated in their hopea and fears. They have never 
been taught. that truth has any value of its own ; or that 
Tirtue is useful for any other purpose than to serve as 
plank for bridging over hell, and thus constructing a. 
highway into heaven. Now w,hen such. minds come to 
disbelieve ir.. the religious dogmas of their teachers, they 
cut loose from all religious faith ; and their faith failing 
them, they also cut loose from every moral obligation, and 
disregard every truth, and trample upon every virtue. 
What ia truth to them, and what is purity and virtue? 
There is no God to fear, no heaven to win, or hell to shun; 
and they hope not, they expect not to live in the future. 

77 5. If the world would be free from this class of unbe-
lievers, our religious teachings must be improved and re-
formed. These teachings must in all respects conform to. 
the Jaws of our spiritual natures. All artificial systems of 
rewards and punishments must be abandoned. Truth must 
be made to appear valuable for its own sake, and virtue 
muet be clothed in her own heavenly attire. Truth must 
be taught and virtue practiced, not for the purpose of esca-
ping hell and winning heaven, but because they are the 
faith and discipline of the true life of man. They must be 
supplied to the mind to nourish, strengthen and deveTope it, 
as supply food .to the body. They must be reoeived, 
obeyed and practiced as a means of developing the true 
man, and giving him his full and perfect stature. Our re-
ligious teachings must not attack the character of the soul 
in its inmost delights and loves, but they must seek to de-
velope those delights l seek to bring out that almost de-· 
faced image of God, wilich lies crushed beneath the super• 
incumbent animal appetites, passions and lusts. They 
must not seek to stifle the 'Voice of God within the soul, 
which is crying out for liberty and enfranchisement from 
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the dominion or nature and the artificial restraint. or society i 
buithey must furnish it with the ·of making itself 
heard and obeyed. 

776. Another way by which our orthodox teacher!! con• 
vert men to this kind of infidelity is this. After having pre-
pared the way by the mysterious and absurd notions which 
they teach as essential to salvation, their own conduct is so 
utterly inconsistent with their professed faith as to give the 
appearance offalsehood to what they teach, and thus stamp 
upon themselves the seal of hypocrisy. When they teach 
us we must not lay up for ourselves treasures upon earth, 
for where our treasures are ·there will our hearts be also, 
and at the same time are taxing their utmost physical and 

-mental abilities to accumulate earthly treasures, we must 
, suppose they do not mean exactly what 'they say. When 

they tell us we are the stewards of God's household, and 
that all we possess we hold in trust for his use, to be ex-
pended in feeding his hungry, clothing his naked, educa-
ting his ignorant and redeeming his fallen children, and 
that he will hold us to a strict and impartial account for the 
manner in which we discharge that stewardship, while at 
the same time, these teachers and professed examplers, 
clothe themselves in purple and fine linen, and fare sump-
tuously every day, leaving ma.ny a poor and dispi.ied 
Lazarus at their gates, •hungry and naked, and sick and 
dying, with not even dogs to lick their sores, how can we 
believe them ,sincere in what they When they tell 
us that a very large portion of the human family are 
doomed to eternal and remediless wo, anJ. that but a slight 
mistake in their faith will determine the question whether 
their children and ours shall be infinitely happy or eter-
nally and utterly miserable, and at the same time live in 
their aiparently careless and indifferent to their 

\ 
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late, beeome as heedleuly the parents of a numerous off. 
epring as thoagh their salvation was sure, as though their 
children were not bound to run such a momentous hazard ; 
how can we reconcile conduct so grossly inconsistent with 
auch a professed faith ? It is not surprising that infidelity 
ahould be the fruit of such inconsistency. 

777. The term, "infidel," used in its false sense, is ap· 
plied to a very large class of men and women who differ 
in their religiou-J creeds from their accusers. I have al· 
ready remarked that all are infidels in this sense to some-
body's creed. But there are a class of men who are usu-
ally considered infidels by all sectarians of whatever re· 
ligious creed. This class is composed of men, whose love 
for, and devotion to truth, and whose affinity for, and at-
tachment to virtue, is such as to elevate them far above 
the influence of a corrupt public sentiment, whether 
found in the political or religious world. They reverence 
and obey truth for truth's sake ; they love and practice 
virtue from an interior delight in her own heaven born 
loveliness and purity. They cannot be tempted to remove 
the truth or depart from the paths of rectitude and virtue 
by all the flattering allurements of vice. They cannot be 
made to bow before the Juggernaut of a heathen or an en-
lightened paganism, either to win the applause of a fash-
ionable religious sentiment. They stand and gaze into the 
sun of truth and righteousness, and cry out for "light, more 
light still." Their hearts go out in sympathy and lov-e for 
the whole family of man; and wherever they behold the 
face of a human being, therein they recognize a human 
and spiritual brother. 

778. This class of infidels see in God nothing but wis· 
dom, love and power. They see these divine and perfect 
attributes reflected in all his word and works. They need 
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no tnericles to attest to the divine authority ofrtrutb ; they 
need no artistic painting or drapery to exhibit virtue ia 
her own heaven-hom loveliness and. purity. They need 
no sensual heaven to win, or agonizing hell to 'them 
in the "'"Ys of truth and righteousness. Their reverence 
for God is the epontaneous and interior allegiance of their 
souls, as they drink in Jove and knowledge from that 
nite fountain. The exhortatioqs of the bigot, the smiles of 
the hypocrite or the denunciations of both, fall alike 
ded in their path. They Cl}nnot be false to truth, to virtue, 
to humanity and to God, to escape 'their censure or gain 
their applause. Hence this class of men have been in all 
ages of the world infidel to the p:>pular religions of their 
age. Their standards of truth, purity and virtue, have 
always been above the canons and rublios of the popular 
-ehurch. 

779. To this class belonged Jesus of Naaareth. There 
never was a greater infidel to the formal and sectarian re-
ligions of the world than he ; and so thought the Scribes 
and Pharisees of old. No people on earth were more for-
mally religious than the Jews; and of the Jews no sect 
were devoted to the forms and ceremonies of religion 
than the Scribes and Pharisees ; and the history of 
people demonstrates that none would make greater sacri-
fice for their religion than they. God had spoken to their 
fathers, and through them had spoken to themselves; He 
had selected them, and made them his chosen people. He 
had promised to establish them forever, and to subdae all 
the nations of the earth, and make them subject and tribu· 
tary to them under the reign of an expected Messiah. He 
had promised to be their God and they were to be his peo-
ple. He had manifested his care for them, by delivering 
them from the hands of the Egyptians, and leading th .. -

Diortized by Goog I e 
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into the land of promise. He had sent, for the space of 
forty years, his pillar of cloud to guard them by day, and 
his pillar of fire to light them by night. By his almighty 
power, he had divide<! the sea to permit their fathers to 
pass over on dry land. When the1 were hungry he had 
given them food from heaven ; when they were thirsty he 
had brought waters out of the rock. He bad fought their 
battles, and driven their enemie!l before them. He had 
even arrested the sun and the moon in their that 
they might utterly destroy their enemies. 

780. He had given them a form of religious worship. 
He had sllperintcnded the details of their religious ritual. 
He had instituted Sabbaths and national feast days, and 
had given them laws, and, with omnipotent authority, had 
enjoined upon them their strictest observance, under the 
severest temporal penalties. He had ordllined and sei 
apart a priesthood, whose business it was to devote them-
selves exclusively to his .worship and service. He had giv-
en them prophets who, in their beutifie visions, had fore-
seen the future power, glory and perfection of this favored 
nation ; and had sung in thrilling and lofty strains the come-
ing of that Prince, whose kingdom was one everlasting 
kingdom, and of whose dominion there sl10uld be no end. 

781. Up to the time of the advent of Christ, the history 
of the Jewish nation had been only a repetition of bless-
ingl and curses; blessings for obedience to their laws, an<! 
a faithful observance of all their religious ordinances, and 
curses for a disobedience of those laws, and for a neglect 
of those ordinances. Twice at least, their nation had been 
conquered, and they had been carried away into captivity 
by the heathen, because they had disregarded the com-
mandmena! and ordinances of God. Their temple had 
been destroyed, their cities and towns had been sacked and 
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laid waste :their pleasant places had been despoiled of their 
beauty. Jeremiah; speaking of' their amictions, had sung, 
.. Judah is gone into captivity because of amiction, and 
because of great servitude; she dwelleth among the hea-
then, she findeth no rest ; all her persecutors overtook her 
between the straits. The ways of Zion do mourn because 
none come to her solemn feasts ; all her gaths are desolate ; 
her priests sigh, her virgins are afBicted, and she is in bit· 
terness. Her adversaries are the chief, her enemies pros· 
per; for the Lord hath affiicted her for the multitude of 
her transgressions ; her children are gone into captivity 

·before the enemy, and from the daughters of Zion, all her 
beauty is departed." Even at the time Christ made his 

' appearance, the Jew!YWere under tlte dominion of the Ro-
mish government, which was to them a heathen govern-
ment. And all these misfortunes had been brought upon 
them in consequence of their disobedience of the divine 
requirements. 

78!. The Pharisees, standing at the bead of their nation, • 
as patterns of wisdom and religious purity, had become 
holy above that which was written. They most religiously 
held fast' to the traditions of the elders, a:nd· carried their 
religious ceremonies into their private dwellings. They 
sanctified their cups and their platters, by sprinkling them 
with water ; and they ·were very careful to wash their 
hands before eating, as a type <1f their' inward purity. 
They set apart one-tenth of all they possessed for the ser• . 
vice of God. So strict were they, that they even tithed 
their mint, their annis, cumin and rue. They fasted twioe 
in a week. They kept the Sabbath with the most scrupu-
lous exactness; during the hours whieh no work or labor 
was to be performed, not even healing the sick, or admin-
istering to the usual demands of natlUC, if they required , 

' I 
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any labor. It waa a sin against God to tr&Tel otl that day. 
except for a certain distance, called. a Sabbath day's jour .. 
ney ; and the crime for violating the sanctity thereof, wu 
punishable by death. 

783. To doubt the righteousness of the Scribes and Phari• 
eees, or to refuse to comply with all the requirements or 
their laws ; or not to obse"e their ordinances, and the 
ceremonial parts of their worship, whether required by 
the direct letter of the law or by the traditions of the 
elders, was to incur the charge of wickedness, blasphe-
my and infidelity. Therefore when Jesus commenced 
preaching his doctrines of meekness, gentleness, purity . 
and love ; when be manifested his disregard of their in-
stitutions and ordinances, as they understand them ; 
when he came claiming to be the Messiah, and traveled, 
and preached, and healed on the Sabbath day, saying that 
the Sabbath was made for the use of man, and that he was 
Lord even of the Sabbath day ; when he came setting at 

• naught the instit•tions of Moses, the traditions of the elders 
and the authority of God ; well might those pious ScribE's 
and Pharisees become alarmed for the welfare and safety 
of their nation. Well might they denounce him aa an infi• 
del ; well might they say him, judging in the light of 
their faith, he is not of God, because he keepeth not God's 
word. 

784. Look at him as he stood in their estimation; pre4 
tending that he was the long promised Messiah, and yet' 
not furnishing the least evidence of that fact; but on the 
contrary, his whole life, conduct, and teachings, furnishing 
conclusive evidence to the contrary. Himself a Nazarene, a 
poor carpenter, born in obscurity, uneducated, unsustained 
by wealth and inftuence; an enemy of the religious institu-
tions of his nature ; an infidel to the Pharisaic faith, a des-
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pillet' of the ca.nons of the Jewish Church, a Sabbath 
breaker, a blasphemer, claiming authority to forgive Slna, 
claiming to be the special son of God, if not God himself ; 
associating with the poor despised publicans and sinners ; 
admitting harlots to eome about his person ; . talking with 

and eating with them, denouncing the Jewish 
church aa corrupt> their saints and priests as hypocrites, ·and 
•hitewashed sepulchres. Underauch oircuml)tanees, do you 
blame the honest bigoted Pharisee for being · alarmed, for 
feeling himself called upon to defend that faith which he had 
God's warrant for, and to vindicate the honor and glory of 
God, by driving such an infidel from existence ? Was not 
Christ more dangerous to what they supposed to be the true 
faith, to the safety, prosperity and perpetuity of their be-
loved nation, than Barabbas ? .And had you been there, en• 
tertaining their faith and zeal for God and their nation, 
would you Mt have joined in the cry, "Not this man, lm' 
Barabbas ?" · 

780. They had their laws, their ordinances, and their in-
, atitutions direct-from God, and they were under the big 

obligations, sanctioned by the highest penalties, to obey 
those laws, observe those. ordinances, and-defend those in-
atitutions. The prosperity of iiiiOit nation, the ·safety and 
welfare of themselves, their wives and cht1dres, depended 
upon the fidelity with which they diseharged those duties. 
They understood, •d honeatly believed, that perfect obe-
dience to the divine requirements, as expressed in their sa· 
cred writings, would procure fM them individually and na-

the richest of heaven, and that 
dience would certainly bring upon them the direst calami-
ties. Tht'ir past history had fully demonstrated the truth 
of their conv.iction. They were even then struggling for a 
national existence. They were occupying their native land, 

u 
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acl wonbipping in their telllple by the aufrerance of a 
beMben and then waa the greatest daDger that the 
Romau would come and take away their place and nation. 
N<KbiDg but the favor and power of God could save them 
from utter deatnlct.ion. Therefore they could not leek with 
indiiferenoe and unconcern upon the examples and teach. 
iDga of thia infidel Jesu. He diaregarded their Sabbaths. 
He kept them not with tha' seal and. Pharisaic strictness 
they thought God required they should be kept. He claimed 
the right to travel on that day, to preaeb and heal the sick. 
He put forth the infidel doctrines, that the waa 
subordinate to Dl&n. He bad healed a man at Bethesda, 
and authorised him to carry his bed on the Sabbath ; and 
be had gathered a multitude about him, and was teaching 
them his infidel doctrines. If soch,conduct was to be to}. 
erated, what bad they to expeet ! N othiDg short of a 
total desecration of that day, which would provoke the 
vengeance of Almighty God to their utter destruction. 
Hence, as they loved their wives and children, as they 
loved themselves, aa they loved their 9ation, their religion 
and their God, by every thing they held dear on earth, and 
by evflrf thing sacred iD heaven, they were c,Jled upon to 
denounce and destroy the infidel .Jesus. U\lder those cir· 
oumatanoes do you them for feeling as they feb ! 
If there was any trilth in their religion, as taught and un· 
derstood by their doctors of divinity, could they -do less! 
And would you, believing as they had been taught, and 
honestly did believe, have feared to have taken upon your 
heads, and heads of your children, the 
of his death ! 

186. Jesus aaw and understood this. HekndW they were 
· iguoran' of the trU.e character of God ; ·and that they bon· 
estly thought they were· doing God service, while they 
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were nailing b.iJQ to the cross. l!e !mall' that the iqdigna. 
tion and JQalice they pursued hiJQ to the last 
bour of the act, was a indignation and Dl&lice, 
He knew that they &all' in b.iJQ, as they supposed, an 
o£ God, an enemy o£ their Qation, a of .the 
peace, a deceiver of the people on a subjeot of the JQost 
vital importance to th&JQ. Hence, he bad "o 
to make. IJe had no anger; no qo censure, nQ 
reproach.. IJe coqld endure their insqlta &M reproaches, 
he could JQeekly bleed -qnder their stripec. aqd suffer 

iuflictions ; be could weep Qver their proe. 
peeuve aqd at last, he eoq}d pray "father, forT 
give theJQ, Cor they know not what tl)ey do." 

787. Jesus Christ was aq infi.<lel to the religion of the 
_Scribes and Pharisees, an individual appear 
now in oqr )Qidst and b<Ud, teach, aqd practice aa 

to the popular :religiohs nQti<ma o£ the age, as Chrst 
taught in J qdea, Salnari.t and Galilee, he would he de, 
nounced as aa infidel, and be received with the same spirit 
and/-emper tbat Jesualf88 received: Shoq}d Christ agaia 
appear oq earth a8 be did hundred years ago, au4 
live 118 he then lived, teach as he then.b.ught, reprove priva-
and popular sins, as he theJ:Q, associate' wit.h 
the same classes o£ !161'BOI18 he then associate<l yith, he 
would be denounced aa an in,tidel ; h& w•uld be 

· !rom fashionable society, e,1:cluded fr()IQ all fashionable 
churches. Sould he go into to the southern States and 
preach the same discollrse he did inN asaretk, near the com· 
mencement of his nPnistry, they wo11ld not only cut .him 
out of the houe bead1ong, but they would haog biJQ upon 
the first tree they oame to. 

788. Let no one then be condemned because a popu-
Jar religiou sect may raise the cry of infidel agaiaat 
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His very Infidelity may be the practice of the highest vir-
tues. That which gives him the name ol infidel may be 
the purest, loftiest and most ennobling truths of which the 
mind can eoncei..-e. That which makes him infidel to the 
church, may be the very laith and practice which makes 
him faithful to truth and virtue, to humanity and God. 
His infidelity may be the infidelity of Christ ; and those 
who accuse him may be the ignorant, bigoted, false and 
hypocritical Pharisees of the age. When men and women 
are accused of being infidels, it is necessary to enquire 
whether they are infidel in character, or in reputation 
merely ; whether they are infidel to truth, virtue, hu-
manity and God, or whether they are infidel to seot 
merely. 

789. This cry of makes many a moral cow-
ard a servile hypocrite. Thre are many within the circle 
of every one's acquaintance ·who have not the courage to 
be true men. There are many, who like Esau of old, have 
110ld their birth·right for a mess of potage. Had they lived 
in the days of Christ, and wished to commune with him, 
they would han came stealthily by· night. They would 
have been ea.reful tb have made no acknowledgement, which 
would baYe endangered their stay in the synagogues. Such 
characters ID'e to be despised as the lowest and most abject 
in coml8unity. · Tlley have neither the courage of the 
open infidel, nor the integrity of the bigot. They are em-
phatically the servt1es of the world. They have neither 
manhood to desire freedom, nor courage to demand it. They 
ate the curs of every popular religion, and popular vice! 
and used only to bark and snarl at the heels of every bold 
and free spirit that walks by them. Such men are to be 
pitied for their weakness and folly, and despised for their 
meanness and hypocrisy. They are neither serviceable to 
God, or honorable to man. 
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190. The ory of infidelity is up .in the land. one 
end of the world to the other, the voice of God and hu-
manity is calling aloud upon every true and faithful spirit, 
to arise, and address himself to the work o( redeeming 
man from his ignorance and folly, from his vices and crimes. 
That voice demands that war, with its long catalogue 
of crimes aq.d woes, shall cease ; that slavery the first hom 
of hell, shall be destroyed ; that intemperance and lust, 
shall be banished from the world ; that the bonds of uni-
versal brotherhood shall be drawn out, and be made to en• 
circle the whole family of man. by this cry for 
action ! action ! action ! the church is aroused from its sleep 
of centuries, and throws its body across the path of reform, 
and shouts," infidelity ;" and, with Bible in one hand, 
and the traditions of the eldera.in the other, she demands 
that the work of reform shall stop, until her doctors of 
divinity can demonstrate from· the Bible; that slavery is a 
divine institution, ordained and established by God himself; 
that war is con!)istent with the laws of Moses and the 
teachings of Christ, and therefore justifiable and proper. 

· And as so'me bold and free spirit rushes forward over their 
ramparts of orthodox divinity, and Bible argument in sup-
port of slavery and war, trampling them beneath his feet, 
bearing aloft the banner of universal brotherhood, and 
ealling aloud. in the name of God and humanity, for the 
natiolls to arise, and beat their swords into plow shares, 
and their spears into pruning hooks, to break the bonds 
of oppression, and let the oppressed go fr&e, the whole 
phalanx of bigotry and hypocrisy, raises the deafening 
about of "infidelity." 

7g1. In this crisis pugnant with the future salvation of 
our race, when Gog and 'Magoi are gathering themselves 
to fight the last great battle, between truth, righteousness 
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and purity on the one hand, and falsehood, injUstice and 
polution on the other, the spirits of the highersphere, have 
not left us to fight alone. A channel of has 
been opened up between the two worlds, and celestial 
voices are beard cheering us on. And their voices have 
again aroused the ire of false and formal Pharisees of 
the popular religious: and those who listen to the instruc-
tion of these spirit ieachers, are donounced as false and 
vile, as deceivers of the people, as instigated by the devil ; 
and the booting mob are ready to join ia the cry of " away 
with them, crucify them, crucify them." The objections 
urged against Christ and his followers by the Scribes and 
Pharisees of the first century, are urged against these man· 
ifestations, by those of the nineteenth. Said they of him, 
he ia a deceiver of the people ; if any man coofess that he 
is the Christ, be shall be turned out of the synagogues ; 
he hath a devil and is mad, why hear ye him ! He cast-
eth out. devils through Belzebub the prince of the devils. 
He receiveth sinners and eateth with them. If he were of 
God, he would know what manner of ·woman this is, for she 
is a sinner. He cannot be of God because he keepeth not 
the Sabbath day. He rejects the institutions of Moses, and 
holdetb not to the traditions of the Elders. Come, shew 
us aome sign from heaven. If thou be the Christ, come 
down from the cross and we will believe, &c. The same 
class of objections, urged the same spirit, are made 
now, as were made then ; and those believing in the spir-

' itual origin of these phenomena, are denounced as infi-
dels. · 

792. Let us compare the infidelity of these humanitari-
ans and spiritualists, with the christianity of their aocusers. 
In what respect are these spiritualists infidels ? Do they 
not believe in one God as their common spirit Father? l;>o 
they not believe in the immortality of the soul ! Do they 

I 
· I 
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aot believe · this life to be the seed time of eternity, and 
that whatever a man soweth in his own soul, that he must 
hereafter reap ? Do they not believe that tlie condition of 
the spirit in the sphere will depend upon ita eqaraeter 
and development here ? Do they not believe that in Uleir 
heavenly Father's house, there are many mansions, and 
that eaeh spirit :will i.tlhabit the mansion suited to its moral 
and spiritual advancement.! Do they not believe that faith 
without works is dead, is J;I.O faith at all ? Do they not be-
lieve that eaeh man must work out his own salvation, by 
obeying all the teachings of truth, all the requirements 
of justice, and by living a life of purity and holiness ? Do 
they not that true christianity consists in Ute active 
working duties of a virtuous and holy life? -I grant they 
do not believe in formal or ceremonial worship. They do 
not believe that God is angry, and needs to be appeased by 
saerifices or oblations. They do not believe that his wrath 
ever required the sacrifice of one innocent being, before he 
could beeome reconciled to man. They do not . believe 
in the doctrines of the vicarious right-
ousness, imputed obedience, imputed faith, &e., &c. They 
do not believe in a heaven without a dawn,or hell without a 
twilight. But does this laek Df faith make them infidel ? 
Should Christ ·return in the character in which he appeared 
eighteen hundred- years 'ago, would he not associate with 
them? Would he not eat and drink with them, and teaeh 
dlem, and would they not gladly hear hi& voi98, and .obey 
his instruetions ? 

793. Let ii not be objected that these spiritualists do not 
conform to the orthodox teachings of the day. They con· 
form as near to the formal Pharisaic orthodoxy of thenine- · 
teenth century, as Christ did to that of the first; and that 
is near enough. Christ conform,ed so far as they had even 
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the shadow o( truth unmi:l:ed with error, and Curther than 
t.bat be oouid without being Calse to truth, hu-
manity and God. Further than that he would not eon!orm 
to save comfort, reputation, or even life itself. Just so far 
are spiritualists willing to conform to orthodoxy, and no 
further. They eannot swallow their foolish and absurd 
creeds. They cannot content themselves with their formal, 
do nothing morality. Here is a world before them to be re-
deemed !rom its ignorance and vice, and misery ; and it must 
be redeemed by work, constant, faithful, untiring work. 
We cannot say to the huugey, naked, ignorant and fallen, 
go your way, and be ye fed, ·and clothed, ana 
and redeemed, without aiding them in the wor}t of feeding, 
clothing, educating and redeeming themselves. Work, 
work, work, is what is demanded and not creed, creed, 
creed:· .A.nd this very work which is demanded, is that 
which is best to develope and untold our own 
spiritual natures. • 

793. rhere is a perfect similarity of doctrine and ohiU'· 
aeter bet)Veen the Sbribes and Pharisees of every age ; be-
tween those of the first, of the nineteenth centuries. 
Religion, with the old Pharisee, was a formal artificial thing, 
designed as a means of propitiating Deity, and buying fa-
vors by sacrifices, oblations, &e. It 'is same with the 
modem Pharisee. The inducements to seek religion, with 
the former, was to secure blessings, and avoid punishments ; 
it proceeded upon the hypothesis, that God was constantly 
getting angry, and that the end of religion was to appease 
that anger, and keep him good natured; and so is it with 
the latter, The .former was careful to tithe mint, annis, 
and cumin, while the weighter matters of the law, such as 
justice, mercy, md fidelity, were neglected; and so it is 
with the latter. The former took great delight in praying, 
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atanding in the synagogues and comers of the streets to 
be seen of men; and so do the The former could 
apend ·thousands upon thousands, in building and adoming 
temples and synagogues, and in garnishing the sepulchers 
of the dead, while they would leave the perishing poor at 
their gates, to be cared for only by the dogs ; and 80 it is 
with the latter. The former could look heaven boldlY. in 
the face, and thank God they were not like other men; ex· 
tortioners, .unjqst, adulterers, &e, ; with extortion in their 
pockets, in their skirts, and pollution in their 
souls ; so also can the latter. The former could profess oo 
love God altd 'hate their enemies; so also can the latter. 
The former could view God as a god of war and blood, 
and invoke his aid in slaughtering their brethren ; and so 
can the latter. The former when smitten, could smite back, 
and execute · their own vengeance upon the heads; of tjleir 
victinls; so can the latter. The fQrmer· could profess to 
love their neighbor as themselves, and yet hold their fel. 
low men in bondage, and trample upon every right, sacred 
to God and humanity ; 80 can the l!liter. The religion of 
the former consisted in dry and umpeaning forms 
ceremonies, and did not extend to the purification of the 
heart, and the development of the spirit ; so also is it with 
the latter. The religion of the former, treated God as 8n 
almighty selfish despot 'and tyrant ; so does the religion of 
the latter. As such, the religion of the former did not tend 
to produce common w.orality, and so is it with the latter. 
The religion of the Pharisee produced bigotry, intolerance 
and a persecttting spirit ; so does the religion of ihe latter, 

· and thus the parallel might be continued. And ll8 there 
'ftre honest men who were Pharisees of old, so are there 
honest men who are Pharisees now. Bllt their hones,ty is 
nGt the fruit of their religion ; they are honest in spite of 
their religion. 
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796. What then ia the meaning of the term infidel, as 
applied to the humanitarian and 1piritualist 'l Not that they 
are wlfaitbfu) to God, or the interests of humani'7. They 
hne become so highly denloped in their spiritual natures, 
that they have lost sight of the dry formal externals of 
religion, which were intended only for the weak and unde·• 
veloped babes in christian knowledge; and they look directly 
upon the internal and spiritual character thereof. They 
1ee that religion is valuable only for the practical doctrines 
it inculcates, and the practical truths it teaches. That it is 
designed to fit men for living rather than dying, that maa 
needs it more in the busy bustling mart, than on the dying 
pillow. That God is more honored in a holy, upright and 
virtuous life, than in a triumphant shouting death. They 
aeo no virtue in the ceremony of sprinkling and plat· 
ters, or in wetting the body as a type of purification, when 
the internal signification is understood as well, without as 
with the form. They aee no use in eating a bit of bread• 
or taking a sip of wine, after the bands of a priest have 
been laid upon or spread over it, to impart a holy unction, 
when the same bread can be eaten, and the same wine 
drank, as perfect an understanding of its signification 
without, as with the priestly formality. 

';'85. The difference between the religious formalist, ·and 
the humanitarian, is seen in this. The humani-
tarian works out hisown and his fellow's salvation, by seek-
ing to develope the elements of love, wisdom and power 
in the soul ; by practicing every moral and social virtue ; 
by receiving and obeying every truth ; by feeding the 
hungry, clothing the naked, educating the ignorant; assist-
ing the distressed, and redeeming ibe fallen ; by attacking 
and denouncing every vice, public or private : by· decrying 
war and slavery, and oppression, in every form. He will 
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not expend ten; twenty, or fifty or &hundred thousand dol-
lars, in building, and ornamenting a temple or a church ; 
while the poor, within the shadow of its very wa.lls, are 
perishing from want or cold neglect, or e.re driven to oom-
lilit the darkest crimes to obtain that which should have 
been given e.s a christian charity, with a christians blesaing. 
While the formalist expects to obt&in his on credit, 
and thinks the world is to be redeemed from its selfishness 
by believing in certain mysterious and absurd creeds ; by 
observing certain external forms and ceremonies ; by idling 
away portions of time in keeping certain feast days and 
fe.st days, uew moons and Sabbaths. 

796. Take away the fdrmal part of the religion of the 
modem Pharisee, and there is nothing left. Let him lose his 
prayer book, and he is afloat. Not with the humanitarian 
ud spiritualist. He he.s his religion by heart, and in his heart. 
Wherever there is ignorance to be enlightened, or vice to 
be discountenanced, or virtue to be encouraged ; wherever 
there is suffering or want to be relieved ; wherever there 
&s a fallen sister or brother to be raised up, and words of 
good and lofty cheer to be spoken for thetr encouragement, 
there the humantarian finds an altar before which he can 
bow, and worship and adore his spirit Father, and offer up 
an incense of praise most acceptable to him. He needs no 
form of•supplication in his holy work of redeeming and 
saving his fellow m:an. He needs no rubric. of the church 
to teaeh him how to place his head, or hands, or feet, 
e.s to be most acceptable to God. The intuitions of an en-
lightened and purified soul, instinctinly teaeh.him how to 
pray, and what to pray for; how to work, and what to 
work for. His heart is warm; there is a living, palpitating 
vitality courseing through his soul. The milk of human 
kiDdness ·and sympathy fills his breast. His faith is a 
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faith that works by love, and pliriUs his heart. The light 
that illumines his soul, grows brighter and brighter to the 
perfect day. He understands and feels the force of tll.e 
uying, "Inasmuch aa ye have done unto GDe of the 
least of these, ye have done it unto rne." 

797. The modem Pharisees profess to weep and mourn 
over sufferings eighteen hundred years go!le by ; but their 
hearts are cold and icy, and their eyes are dry amid the 
aufferings of the presenl They can 86lld desolation to the 
ho!Xles of thousands, in the senice of war and slavery, in 
the prosecution of their ambitious schemes for wealth and 
power and fame. They can drive the suffering poor to the 
commission of the darkest crimes, and there punish them 
with infamy, imprisonment, and death. They pretend U1 
think, had they lived in the days of Christ, they would 
have welcomed him to their tables, to the hospitality of 
their laouses, that they would have tla\:a.i hie feet, and lis· 
tened to his words joy and gladness. That they 
would not have crowned him with thorns, or driven the 
nails into his hands or his feet, nor have thrust the q>ear 
into his side. 

798. To them I would say, look about you. Christ is 
yet among you in the persons of the poor and needy, and 
perishing, and if you will, you CIUl extend to him that 
pitality now. Listen to the low piercing cry of :want and 
auffering, as it steals through the crevices of yon <Ulapida-
tl;d hovel! Draw near, for Christ is tla.ere demanding 
food and clothing and fuel. Look at the care worn features 
ofthat widowed mother, as her little Qnes gather about her 
and ask for food, and nestle in her shivering bosom for a 
little of her vital heat. Witness that expression' of mute 
despair, which settles on the countenance, and take$ pos-. 
aession o{ every feature of that tearless widow, tearless, be-
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cause she has wept the'fountaisl dry, and knew {or a surety 
that Christ is there demanding rellef, and words of 
fort and holy cheer. 

799. Up then, Christians, who profess to love Christ so 
much, and for whom Christ has done so much and suffered 
10 much ; give evidence of your faith and love. Take off 
thine abundanc&, and go out into the highways and 
search through your streets and alleys, leave no habitation 
unsearched, until you -have found out all the poor and 
needy, and have administered tb their necessities. You 
claim to be stewards of God, entrusted with what you pos-
sess, for the use of his perishing children. Give evidence 
of your stewardship by giving to your brethren, that which 
God has placed i• your hands for their use, remembering 
Ute responsibilities under which you are laboring. Remem-
ber that " Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the 
least of these po91 sqffering children of sorrow, you have 
done it unto Christ, and inasmuch as ye have not done it unto 
them, ye have not, and would not do it unto Christ." The 
kuth stands revealed in the system you profess, that what 
you unto man, you do unto God ; and wherein ye ne-
giect and despise man, ye neglect and despise God. Talk 
tlot then of your faith ; talk not of your love ; talk not ot 
yoor hopes of heaven; talk not of your christianity, and 
the worl<l's infidelity, while Christ, in the persons of the 
poor and needy, the abandoned and outcast,.. is perishing 
your doors. Be infidel to all senseless creeds, be infidel 
to all worthless forms and ceremonies, be infidel to all sects 
in fuis sectarian world; but for heaven's sake, for humani-
ty's sake, be not infidel to truth &Bd virtue; be not infidel 
tO humanity and God. 

• 
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CORRECTED', 

Sec. 185, ind liae, "poRitlve," read position-Sec. 209, ind line, 
"Severe," relll Levellt-Sec. l.U6 elxth line, "pointe," read parte--
Sec. 312 fifth line,· •mind," reed mineral-Sec. 424., fourth line, 
"analogua," read 426, third line, " ·organ," read ori-
gin-Sec. 495, elevei:lth line, "amateura," read armature-Sec. 497, 
third line, read controll.-Bec. i07, eleVenth line," in-
versely," .read directly-me ronrteenth line, "univeraally," .read 
lnvereely-Sec •. f25, iueert "from," at the beJ!nning of the section. 
Sec. 536, thirteenth line, "relations," read revelatlotut--aune, ntn .. 
teenth line, "correction," re11d convictlon-8eo. 578, third line, 
" India," read J udia-.:sec: 593, twenty-fifth .Jine, "crouched," relld. 
crushed-Sec. 607 lat line, "arreated," ntad wreated-Sec. 618, 2nd 
line, "intereete," read iuatincte-me, tenth line, " lntereate," read 
instincts-Sec. 637, twentieth line, "control," read content.-For 
the title of the 14th Lecture, read Christianity a syatem of diactp-
.Jiae, instead of" deeeptlon."-Seo. 646, eighth line, " read," re..d 
·receive--88me, laet line, "any," read my-Sec. 660, ninth line, "in· 
dir.atlons," read incllnatlon.-Bec. 668, ninth line, "move," read 
more--Sec. 681, seventeenth line, "88crlficed," read sanctified-
Sec. 682, eleventh line, " ·speaking," read spending-Sec. 686, thir-
teenth .line, "zealous," read jeatou&-Sec. 698, nineteenth line, 
" penalty," read {aculty-8ec. 70J, first line, " reasons." read 
means-Sec: 702, line, "procure" read perceive--Sec. 717, 

line, "divide," read to direct--Sec. 728, seventh line, "in-
atruetlona," read lntuitlon.-Beo·. 748, sixteenth line, "relatives," 
read re1ation.-8ec. 76C, fifteenth line, " beute," read loouate-See. 
784, eighth line, " nature," read nation. 


